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0 Abstract
The objective of WP1 “Urban Transformation” is the maximization of the upscaling and
replication of the demonstrated actions. The methodology developed will help cities to
self-assess their projects and showcase them, not only to other cities but also internally
in the city to their stakeholders and other municipal departments.
In order to help cities in the identification of most suitable MAtchUP solutions in terms
of replicability, a methodology has been deployed as part of Task 1.3 to characterize
the technology supply chain of the smart city technologies demonstrated in the LH
cities of the project in an integrated way.
Task 1.3 Bankability of Smart City Technologies and business models characterisation
aims to provide a methodology for impact-based evaluation (see Figure 0.1), which
allow cities linking their city needs (demand-side) to specific technology solutions
(supply-side) through the evaluation of not only the potential impacts (environmental,
economic and social), but also the needed suppliers along the value chain.
Methodology for impact-based
evaluation

Supply-side (SCTPs)
OPERATIONAL MODEL
SOCIO-TECHNICAL UNIT

(City Needs and Priorities)

ENERGY
Sustainable Buildings and
Districts

Business
models

Actors

City infrastructures
Mobility and Transport

NON-TECHNICALS

Demand-side
characterization

ICTs and URBAN PLATFORM

Financial mechanisms

Impacts

Figure 0.1: Task 1.3 strategic approach

Thus, Task 1.3 is divided into two deliverables:
D1.3 - Report on indicators tools and methods for impact-based evaluation of
technologies implementation (submitted in March 2019), which provided tools and
methods for the impact based evaluation of the lighthouse cities technologies.
Moreover, lighthouse cities technologies were tentative grouped by independent
implementable groups of technological solution (SCTPs: Smart City Technology
Packages), which have high replication potential and should be analysed and
implemented together in order to ensure their expected impacts in various domains.
D1.5 - Report on supply-side scenarios characterization: smart city technology
packages, which focus on the characterization of those SCTPs under their main
components:
-

Socio-technical units (STUs), which define the SCTP, the different reasons for
implement it, the technical solutions included (Socio-Technical units related to
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MAtchUP Lighthouses actions), and main barriers and benefits from different
points of view (Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental,
Legal).
Operational models (OMs), which include the description of the business model
related to each SCTP, costs and financial models, as well as the actors
involved and social and market acceptance.
Impact, which analyses the environmental, economic and social impact of the
SCTPs through different indicators.

Additionally, and with the aim of studying the replication potential of the SCTPs in the
specific context of each city, a PESTEL analysis is also developed in the present
deliverable, taking into account the Political, Economic, Social, Technological,
Environmental and Legal aspects of each SCTP in MAtchUP cities. From this PESTEL
analysis, the 10 more suitable SCTPs for every city are resulting, as a first approach to
the development of replication plans.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and target group
The main purpose of this deliverable “D1.5 Report on supply-side scenarios
characterization: smart city technology packages” is to portray the smart city
technologies of MAtchUP project (representing the supply-side) and to provide the
appropriate inputs to allow the stakeholders analysing through the methods defined in
“D1.3 Report on indicators tools and methods for impact-based evaluation of
technologies implementation” the replication and upscaling potential of the
technologies solutions and their related business models.
Basically, deliverable 1.5 focuses on the characterization of the demonstrated actions
within MAtchUP lighthouse cities (Valencia, Dresden and Antalya), following the
approach already presented in D1.3. As a result, cities are provided with the
information requested to allow them to analyse the viability and suitability of the
different SCTPs to cover the needs and demand identified during the city diagnosis
phase.
The target group of this document embraces a wide range of interested actors:
starting from MAtchUP cities (both lighthouse cities to replicate or upscale their own
interventions, and follower cities), to continue with other ‘external’ cities having interest
in potentially replicating the demonstrated solutions.
Regarding cities, city administration professionals, strategy builders and city planners
could be interested, as well as financial players and even the final end-beneficiaries of
urban transformation projects: the citizens. Finally, all the stakeholders who participate
along the whole value chain of the demonstrated technologies are also a target group.
In order to have a better reading of the present report, the structure followed is
detailed:





Chapter 1 introduces the purpose and target group of the report and the
relation to other tasks and deliverables of the project.
Chapter 2 describes how the impact is maximized by ensuring the bankability
of the technologies. It details the supply side characterization, the prioritization
of the interventions according to city demand and the SCTPs impact
assessment.
Chapter 3 provides the characterization of MAtchUP SCTPs.
o First sub-chapter (3.1) starts with a general description and
classification, and detailing the SCTPs of each Lighthouse city, including
its specific Socio-Technical Units.
o Then, an introduction of the methodology carried out in the SCTPs
characterization (3.2) is included, depicting their main sections (general
description, operational model and impacts evaluation).
o And finally, the last sub-chapter (3.3) provides the characterization of
the SCTPs itself, including different analyses by MAtchUP pillar (Energy
efficiency, Mobility and Transport, and ICT infrastructures and Urban
Platform) of the characteristics of the SCTPs in each of them.
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Chapter 4 develops the evaluation of the SCTPs in the MAtchUP cities (both
Lighthouses and Followers) through the PESTEL methodology. It includes firstly
an introduction to the methodology (4.1) and then the PESTEL analysis of every
city (4.2), which provides a list of 10 SCTP most suitable to each city.
Chapter 5 includes the next steps, explaining where the SCTPs will be used in
the further activities of the project.
Chapter 6 provides the conclusions of the whole document, matching both the
characterization of the SCTPs with the analysis PESTEL.
References are included at the end of the document and contain all references
used throughout the whole report.
Annexes are placed at the end and include complementary and complete
information:
o Annex 1 contains the definitions of the general SCTPs defined in
MAtchUP project.
o Annex 2 contains the complete SCTP catalogue, divided by MAtchUP
pillar (Energy, Mobility and ICT) and within it by the SCTPs of each LH
city.
o Annex 3 contains the complete PESTEL analysis developed by
MAtchUP cities to identify the most suitable SCTP for its circumstances.

1.2 Table of acronyms
Acronym
AB
API
App
B2B
BaU
BEST
BM
CHP
CoM
DH
DHW
DoA
EC
EE
EU
EV
FW
FWC
GDP
GDPR
GHG
GNP
ICT
IoT
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Definition
Action Bundle
Application Programming Interface
Application
Business to business
Business as Usual
Building Energy Specification Table
Business Model
Combined Heat and Power
Covenant of Mayors
District Heating
Domestic Hot Water
Description of Actions
European Commission
Energy Efficiency
European Union
Electrical Vehicle
Follower
Follower City
Gross Domestic Product
General Data Protection Regulation
Greenhouse Gas
Gross National Product
Information and Communication Technology
Internet of Things
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Acronym
ITS
KPI
LED
LH
LHC
M2M
NGO
NTA
nZEB
OM
PESTEL
PPP
PV
RES
SCC
SCIS
SCTP
SEAP
SECAP
SDEMS
SHEMS
SoA
SPP
STU
TEST
TRL
TU
UN
V2G
VAMOS
VLCi
WEC
WP
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Definition
Intelligent Transport System
Key Performance Indicator
Light-Emitting Diode
Lighthouse
Lighthouse City
Machine to machine
Non-Governmental Organization
Non-Technical Action
Nearly Zero Energy Building
Operational Model
Political, Environmental, Social, Technical, Economical and Legal
Public-Private Partnership
Photovoltaic
Renewable Energy Sources
Smart Cities and Communities
Smart Cities Information System
Smart City Technology Package
Sustainable Energy Action Plan
Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plan
Smart District Energy Management System
Smart Home Energy Management System
State of the Art
Solar Power Plant
Socio-Technical Unit
Transport Energy Specification Table
Technology Readiness Level
Technical Unit
United Nations
Vehicle to Grid
Verkehrs –Analyse-, -Management- und -Optimierungs- System.
Traffic Management System for the City of Dresden
Smart City platform of Valencia
Wave Energy Converter
Work Package
Table 1.1. Acronyms

1.3 Contribution of partners
The following Table 1.2. depicts the main contributions from participant partners in the
development of this deliverable.
Partner

Task

CAR

Subtask 1.3.1

LNV

Subtask 1.3.1

Contribution
Leader of the deliverable: Overall approach
and deliverable main content. SCTPs
Template and characterization analysis.
Valencia SCTPs characterization
Valencia SCTPs identification and support
in Valencia SCTPs characterization
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FHG

Subtask 1.3.1

TUD

Subtask 1.3.1

SAM

Subtask 1.3.1

DEM

Subtask 1.3.1

TEC

Subtask 1.3.1

UBIEFE

Subtasks1.3.1

VTT

Subtasks1.3.1
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Dresden SCTPs identification and
characterization
Dresden SCTPs identification and
characterization
Antalya SCTPs identification and
characterization
Antalya SCTPs identification and
characterization
Development of PESTEL analysis template
and results
SCTPs Operational Model definition.
Alignment with WP6 activities
SCTPs Impact evaluation approach
Alignment with WP5 activities

Table 1.2. Contribution of partners

1.4 Relation to other activities in the project
The following Table 1.3. depicts the main relationship of this deliverable to other
activities (or deliverables) developed within the MAtchUP Project and that should be
considered along with this document for further understanding of its contents.
WP
WP1
WP2
WP3
WP4
WP5

WP6

Partner
TEC
CAR

Task
Task 1.1
Task 1.2

TEC

Task 1.5

VAL
DRE
ANT
VTT
UBIEFE
KVEL
UBIEFE
UBIEFE
UBIEFE
UBIEFE

Task 2.1
Task 3.1
Task 4.1
Task 5.1
Task 5.2
Task 5.3
Task 6.1
Task 6.2
Task 6.3
Task 6.4

Relation to other project activities
Demand side analysis
Demand scenarios characterization
Replication and investment plans development in
lighthouse and follower cities
Valencia’s actions definition
Dresden’s actions definition
Antalya’s actions definition
Technical evaluation of the LHCs’ technologies
Economic evaluation of the LHCs’ technologies
Social evaluation of the LHCs’ technologies
Definition of business model evaluation framework
City business model definition
Identification of the stakeholders’ role
Innovative business model design

Table 1.3. Relation to other activities in the project

Following the successful initiative as D1.3, special attention has been put in WP5, WP6
and WP1 related tasks, in order to carefully coordinate their approaches, avoid
overlaps, and finally deliver the most advantage results also in the present D1.5.
Since these important nexus were identified, audio calls among WP1, WP5 and WP6
leaders were scheduled (CAR, VTT and UBIEFE), aiming to coordinate this issue in the
best way.
Regarding Task 1.3, in the following Table 1.4 the specific links with WP5 and WP6 are
presented in detail, as the common path that the three WPs are following for covering
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each WP’s targets and ensure not only the success of MAtchUP project but also that
these transversal WPs support MAtchUP cities during their urban transformation
process in the best way.

WP

WP5

Task

Relation to other project activities

Task 5.1
[VTT]

WP1 will follow the technical evaluation method proposed
in WP5 for the technologies that will be implemented in
the Lighthouse cities, in order to provide the appropriate
inputs to allow WP1 partners analysing the replication
and upscaling potential of technology solutions and their
related business model. TEC has proposed accordingly
an impact-based methodology, which assess various
domains, among others the technical aspects.

Task 5.2
and 5.7
[UBIEFE]

WP1 will follow the economic evaluation method
proposed in WP5 for the technologies that will be
implemented in the Lighthouse cities, in order to provide
the appropriate inputs to allow WP1 partners analysing
the replication and upscaling potential of technology
solutions and their related business model. TEC has
proposed accordingly an impact-based methodology,
which assess various domains, among others the
economic aspects.

Task 5.3
[KVEL]

WP1 will follow the social evaluation method proposed in
WP5 for the technologies that will be implemented in the
Lighthouse cities, in order to provide the appropriate
inputs to allow WP1 partners analysing the replication
and upscaling potential of technology solutions and their
related business model. TEC has proposed accordingly
an impact-based methodology, which assess various
domains, among others the social aspects.

Task 6.1
[UBIEFE]

Task 6.3
WP6

[UBIEFE]

Task 6.4
[UBIEFE]

WP1 related
subtask

Subtask 1.3.1
[TEC]
Subtask 1.3.3
[TEC]

Subtask 1.3.1
[TEC]
Subtask 1.3.3
[TEC]

Subtask 1.3.1
[TEC]
Subtask 1.3.3
[TEC]

WP1 will follow the review of literature on smart city
business models provided in deliverable 6.1, where
several methodologies of evaluation of smart city
business models performances are provided.

Subtask 1.3.2
[UBIEFE]

WP1 and WP6 will follow the same approach while
characterizing the technologies and their socio-technical
units, which include the actors and their roles.
Stakeholders that should be engaged for ensuring
technologies replication and upscaling

Subtask 1.3.1
[UBIEFE]

WP1 and WP6 will follow the same approach while
characterizing the technologies and their operational
models, which include the definition of innovative
business models fostering wide deployment and
replication.

Subtask 1.3.2
[UBIEFE]

Table 1.4. WP1, WP5 and WP6 related task and coordination
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2 Maximizing impact through ensuring the bankability
The main objective of the WP1 is the maximization of the upscaling and replication of
the demonstrated actions. For that, it is highly important to ensure that the technologies
selected for meeting the city targets, are not only the best for cover the demand but
also are bankable. That is to say, cities should ensure that the final selected
technologies for their replication plans are considered powerful, prestigious, or stable
enough to ensure profitability.
As it was introduced in D1.3, the term “Bankability” is used to define a project or
strategy that “has sufficient collateral, future cashflow, and high probability of success,
to be acceptable to institutional lenders for financing”2.
Cities should attract private financing through the definition of suitable business models
for these types of smart city solutions to ensure not only companies and supplier
private value, but also public value (economic, social and environmental) for society.
To maximise the impact of MAtchUP actions, a process has been carried out to group
the implemented actions in LH cities in technological packages (SCTPs – Smart City
Technological Packages) aligned with the parallel process carried out in WP6 for
grouping that actions in Action Bundles to evaluate them from the financial point of
view. The final aim of grouping the project actions in SCTPs is their subsequent
characterization using the gained expertise by the technical and city partners in the
Project in the Work Packages 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, and in other similar projects (to be
aligned in terms of the selected or proposed benefits, barriers, operational models,
business models, stakeholders and indicators for the assessment).
The SCTPs will be evaluated in a second phase by the MAtchUP cities in order to
know the most suitable SCTPs for the specific case of each city. This exercise will be
done through PESTEL analyses and will set the link between the city demand
(analysed in the Smart City strategic plans) and city supply (that will be further reported
in the Replication plans) for both Lighthouse and Follower cities.
In addition, this information will be public so that it can be used by other cities beyond
the Project that want to know the SCTPs recommended by the project.
In the following sections the approach of how the maximization of the upscaling and
replication of the demonstrated actions in MAtchUP is described.

2.1 Supply side characterization
Once the city demand has been already identified and the city long-term vision
established, Backcasting Scenarios will be built, trying to assess how the demand side
should evolve to fulfil the targets and objectives stablished, either from policies or from
existing city’s plans.
According to Robinson (Robinson, 1990), the backcasting methodology is proposed for
scenario analysis of changes over 20-100 years into the future. Backcasting analyses
2

https://indianmoney.com/financial-dictionary/b/bankable
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“are characterised by a concern, not with what futures are likely to happen, but with
how desirable futures can be attained. […] Unlike predictive forecasts, backcasts are
not intended to reveal or indicate what the future is likely to be but to indicate the
relative feasibility and implications of different policy goals”.
On the other hand, alternative solutions able to cover the demand, should be explored
following the PESTEL approach (presented in D1.3 Report on indicators tools and
methods for impact-based evaluation of technologies implementation) to prioritize
viable and suitable Smart City Technology Packages (SCTPs) in the cities.
However, for the final assessment of Exploratory Scenarios, which combine alternative
SCTPs and compare them with the current situation, it is necessary to have a clear
characterization of the smart city technologies, regarding the actors, technical units,
business models and even barriers that should have into consideration when the
supply side scenarios assessment is being done.
Consequently, a deep evaluation and characterization of the supply chain should be
done, in order to create a catalogue of SCTP available with the suitable and accurate
information for any city who wants to evaluate the replication potential of MAtchUP
technologies.
The methodological approach for the analysis of each SCTP is based on:
-

-

Definition of the SCTP and of the actions that are included within each one
(Socio-Technical Units).
Identification of the reasons for implementing the SCTP, as well as identification
of their main barriers and benefits (from the political, economic, social,
technological, environmental and legal points of view).
Evaluation of the Operational Model of the SCTP, including the Business model
and the identification of main stakeholders or actors involved.
Disaggregation of impacts: Technical-Environmental; Economic; Social.

2.1.1 Supply chain evaluation
In order to ensure the replication potential of the SCTPs, some resources and
capacities should be engaged by the municipality when defining the city strategy, and
consequently they should be available in the city. For that, it is proposed to carry out an
intense disaggregation of the socio technical unit, to identify the main stakeholders that
participate along the value chain of any technical unit.
Under the quadruple helix model of stakeholders for urban transformation (see Figure
2.1), which is needed to ensure the City Innovative Ecosystem proposed in D1.2
Indicators, tools and methods for Advanced Integrated Planning, four groups of actors
are empowered to ease the decision-making process during the demand side
characterisation and the technology selection (supply side scenarios definition).
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CITY

Experts from
Municipality

Citizens

Research
institutions

Suppliers
Financial
institutions

Figure 2.1: City Innovative Ecosystem. Quadruple helix model

Thus, following Table 2.1 depicts the typologies and roles of stakeholders already
defined in WP6 (Task 6.3 Role of stakeholders), which refers to the typologies of Smart
City Stakeholders defined by ITU-T (2015)3, related to the typologies and roles of SCC
(Smart Cities and Communities) stakeholders.

Quadruple
helix model

Typologies of SCC
stakeholders
International,
Regional and
Multilateral
Organization

PUBLIC
EXPERTS

National and regional
governments
Municipalities, City
Council and city
administration
Urban Planners

NGOs
CITIZENS

SUPPLIERS

3

Citizens and citizen
organizations
City services
companies

SCC stakeholders’ roles
They include United Nations agencies and
multilateral organizations. They can be promoters
of initiatives towards human development,
environmental sustainability and improvement of
quality of life worldwide. They can offer funding
opportunities, and are promoters of SSC initiatives.
They have remit on policies that can affect SSC
implementation.
They are responsible for city management, and
therefore they are the main promoters of SSC
initiatives on each specific city.
Their expertise is important to better understand
how to include Smart and Sustainable solutions into
medium and long term city planning, as well as to
consider urban complexities.
They are involved in all initiatives that can influence
society and therefore are considered a stakeholder
in SSC, especially on the axis of social
sustainability.
As inhabitants of cities, citizens are affected both
directly and indirectly by SSC deployment.
They implement SSC solutions to increase city
services efficiency.

https://www.itu.int/en/annual-report-2015/itu-t/Pages/default.aspx
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SCC stakeholders’ roles

Utility providers

They are responsible for the deployment of some of
the features of SSC such as smart grid or smart
water management.

ICT Companies
(Telecom Operators,
Start-ups, Software
Companies)

They are the providers of the global and integrated
solutions, the city platforms, as well as the ICT
infrastructure to support SSC deployment.

Industry associations

Since industries are interested in the deployment of
SSC, industry associations also work towards the
success of this new model.

Financial institutions
(banks, foundations,
capital management
bodies, large private
investors)
European institutions
and agencies

They aggregate flows of investment needed to
support SCC.
They provide the European-level policy setting for
smart cities and can offer funding opportunities.

Academia, research
organizations and
specialized bodies

They study SSC and associated trends, including
its impacts and contributions to sustainable
development.

Standardization
bodies

These organizations are critical to ensure a
common terminology and minimum characteristics
of a SSC, as well as to define measurement
methods to assess the performance and
sustainability of city services based on ICT
technologies.

RESEARCH
INSTITUTIONS

Table 2.1.Typologies and roles of Smart and Sustainable City Stakeholders

The implementation and uptake of smart city solutions that can enable the
transformation of urban systems, are commonly performed in cities through funded
projects, such as MAtchUP, due to the companies’ perception of high risk when
investing in innovate energy solutions and the large volume of investment required. All
in all, for expanding smart projects, it is needed to attract future investors given the
tightness of public budgets. This demands new strategies of cooperation between
public and private sectors to mobilize external investments, as well as new business
models (SCC-EIP, 2013).
Several factors influence the capability of a smart city project to attract private
financing:
-

-

Risk perceived by the private investors regarding the specific project (it is
possible to differentiate between technology, operational, construction, market,
policy risk), which can be mitigated by using different instruments;
Level of investment required by the project, which can be high for large scale
infrastructural projects;
Long-term delays to maturity for large projects;
For some types of projects, a low profitability in spite of the project capacity to
deliver high socio-economic value.
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Actors involved in each SCTP will be identified by analysing the existing documentation
on project actions and the business models analysis performed in Tasks 6.2 and 6.3 of
WP6.
The following elements will be considered for the socio technical unit definition:
-

role in the value chain;
implementation phase/s in which the actor is involved;
relation with other actors.

2.1.2 Operational model definition
The operational model of a SCTP includes the definition of the business model
archetype which links together the different technologies and stakeholders involved
(Socio-Technical Units) in a specific SCTP, it defines its possible revenue streams and
enables the bankability of the package. The business model defines how the SCTP
“creates, delivers and captures value”, meaning not only its financial performance
(private value) but also its wider environmental, economic and social (public) value.
There can be relevant economies of scope deriving from the grouping of different
technologies, which derive from synergies in the joint design/ implementation/
monitoring. For example, the implementation of monitoring technologies like smart
meters can optimize the performance of other energy saving measures implemented in
a building and enable greater efficiency.
The SCTPs’ Operational Models are described by using the following dimensions
(consistently with WP6 approach), and using the tools proposed for that purpose in
D1.3, such us Business Model Canvas.
Operational Model dimensions
Business model archetype (from those
Cost structure (investment required and
defined in Task 6.2)
operation cost)
Financial Model (including revenue
Actors involved in the implementation
streams, main funding source, financial
(including type of stakeholder,
scheme and share of public/external
responsibilities, target users and asset
funds)
ownership)
Social acceptance
Market acceptance
Table 2.2. Operational Model dimensions

The business model archetype for each SCTP will be identified (from those defined in
WP6, in deliverable D6.3), based on the different actors involved in three main
dimensions (funding; asset ownership; operation), in order to relate it to the SocioTechnical units definition.
The information needed to describe the business models of SCTPs has been obtained:
-

from existing deliverables describing the actions;
from the questionnaires implemented in Task 6.2;
from specific interviews and data requests to project partners aimed to
integrated information in Task 6.3.
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2.1.3 Impacts evaluation
WP5, which is in charge of the lighthouse cities interventions’ evaluation, defines
impact as:
The impact is the change resulting from the implementation of a set of activities in a
certain urban context, and it is an evidence-based methodology, which estimates the
likely effects.
The impacts associated to any SCTP which will be included in any city strategy to
cover the city needs and priorities could be classified as technical, environmental,
economical, and social impacts following the same approach as WP5, where a strong
evaluation framework has been set up to assess the effectiveness of MAtchUP
lighthouse cities interventions. For this important task, a close collaboration has been
held with leader of WP5.
A total of 8 kind interventions have been defined in the DoA in the three LH cities,
which has been classified into SCTPs under three categories corresponding to the 3
MAtchUP technological fields (energy, mobility and ICT):
-

Energy SCTP: District/building actions and/or City infrastructure actions
connected + Urban platform actions + NTA actions

-

Mobility SCTP: Mobility actions connected + Urban platform actions + NTA
actions

-

ICT SCTP: Urban platform actions + NTA actions

The following Table 2.3 presents the relationship between the evaluation frameworks
and action categories adopted in MAtchUP and the SCTPs.
STCPs
(WP1)
LHC actions
(WP2-3-4)

ENERGY

District/
Building

City
Infrastructures

MOBILITY

ICT

NonTechnical
actions

Mobility

Urban
platform
and ICT

NonTechnical
actions

Technical-Environmental evaluation
Evaluation
framework
(WP5)

Economic evaluation
Social Economic evaluation

Table 2.3. Relationship between the evaluation frameworks, LHC action categories and
SCTPs

Technical - Environmental impact evaluation
In D5.1 Technical evaluation procedure, a strong evaluation framework has been
defined base on indicators, classified depending on the evaluation objective each
actions want cover.
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In particular, indicators for Technical-Environmental impact evaluation have been
selected to answer key questions such as: what benefits and value can a city achieve
with its investments?
The following Table 2.4 depicts the classifications of indicators proposed in D5.1
depending on the assessment target. Thus, taking into account WP1 aims, impact
indicators proposed for the technical and environmental evaluation of interventions in
WP5 are considered in order to evaluate the SCTPs technical impacts following the
same approach.
Type of
indicator

What is measured?

Type of
assessment

When to use?

Input

Resources needed for
interventions

Planning

Planning of needed resources to
achieve some goal

Process

Implementation of
activities

Quality of
implementation

Evaluation of implementation

Effectiveness of
implementation
To which extent did
the activities reach
their objectives?
What was achieved by
the interventions?

Short-term
monitoring

Output
Outcome
Impact

Mid-term
evaluation
Long-term
evaluation

Reporting on immediate progress
of implementation
Reporting on intermediate results
(e.g. adoption rate of urban
solutions)
Reporting on real impacts or
overall performance

Table 2.4. Proposed indicator typology corresponding to key evaluation stages in a
Smart sustainable city transformation (Huovila, Bosch, Airaksinen, 2019)

Economic impact evaluation
It refers to the comparative analysis of costs and effects (benefits) deriving from the
implementation of the SCTP, specifically due to their Technical units (actions).
In D5.2 Economic evaluation framework, a procedure to evaluate the economic
effectiveness of MAtchUP planned actions has been developed. This has been done
by identifying how the performance of complex financial schemes and innovative
business models fits with the specific city needs and the main factors that affect the
potential replication.
The economic analysis will support city planners during the decision making process in
the allocation and use of public resources, as well as to assess the efficiency of
implemented interventions, and more over to evaluate the public and private value
provided. That is to say, evaluate the effects and benefits derived from the SCTP
implementation from different perspectives: the city government’s one, the societal one,
the private investors’ one.

Social impact evaluation
Smart city strategies aims not only to produce profit to the deliver companies but also
public value to the citizens, which could be translated into improving life quality in terms
of public services, social cohesion and safety.
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In D5.3 Social evaluation framework, the social evaluation is developed to measure the
impact of the MAtchUP interventions on citizens, stakeholders and policy makers,
using existing social indicators and considering other relevant indicators developed in
the field of smart cities and impact assessment methodologies.
Social impacts include changes in people’s way of life, their culture, community,
political systems, environment, health and wellbeing, their personal and property rights
and their fears and aspirations. For that, in WP5, a strong social evaluation framework
for the social evaluation has been defined, aiming at measuring the impact of the
MAtchUP SCTPs on citizens, stakeholders and policy makers.

2.2 Prioritization of interventions according to city demand
When prioritising smart city technologies, it is important not to lose the focus on the
priorities of the cities, and the city long-term vision already stablished.
City stakeholders, experts in the different domains and representing the quadruple
helix model should carry out the pair-to-pair comparison in order to easily identify those
domains that are priority within each MAtchUP pillar from the point of view of the cities.
In D1.3 it was proposed to use PESTEL analysis when evaluating the feasibility of each
smart action considering its different Political, Economic, Social, Technological,
Environmental, and Legal implications.
The general concept and structure of PESTEL methodology is shown in Figure 2.2:
Political

Legal

Economic

PESTEL
Environment

Social

Technology

Figure 2.2: Concept and structure of PESTEL methodology

When defining supply-side scenarios, the proper characterisation of technologies and
their related operational models (which include the actors, business models, etc.) will
be carried out. The PESTEL methodology allows measuring or estimating the
replication and upscaling potential of the technologies, considering the specific context
of the city and thanks to the results of this analysis, the suitability of each intervention/
SCTP is evaluated for each city.
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Once the most suitable intervention types or SCTPs are identified through the PESTEL
method, the results and scores resulting assigned to the technologies or SCTPs are
analysed based on solid criteria of the objectives of the cities.
The PESTEL analysis allows the selection and prioritization of the Smart City
Technology Packages to be evaluated and integrated in each one of the MAtchUP
cities. However for that it is necessary to take into consideration the impacts of these
interventions on each one of the three MAtchUP technological fields (Energy Efficiency,
Mobility and Transport, and ICT infrastructures and Urban Platform), as well as in the
MAtchUP non-technological field (Citizens and Society), when trying to cover city
demands and targets.

2.3 Supply side scenarios evaluation: Smart City technology
packages (SCTPs) impact assessment
The PESTEL methodology above explained allows the selection and prioritization of
the Smart City Technology Packages to be evaluated and integrated in each one of the
MAtchUP cities. The next step, after the selection of SCTPs, would be the evaluation of
the impact of these interventions on each one of the MAtchUP fields.
Alternative supply side scenarios representing different SCTPs combinations based on
the prioritization method results will be defined and evaluated. Based on multistakeholder and multi-scale (buildings, districts, infrastructures, city, individuals, etc.)
parameters, several scenarios that can be achieved with Smart City Technology
Packages (SCTPs).

Future

Today…

+
Demand side scenarios
•
•

City diagnosis
Needs and priorities

Smart Cit y
Strategy

…

Suitable and prioritized
SCTPs of each city

Supply side scenarios

Figure 2.3: Relationship between the demand side scenarios, the supply side scenarios
and the Smart City Strategic Plans

The first step is the creation of a Business as Usual (BaU) scenario, which corresponds
to the most probable evolution of the city without any intervention. Once the BaU is
created, several alternative scenarios are defined. These alternative scenarios consists
of the implementation of different SCTPs, which are prioritized as the result of the
PESTEL analysis. Finally, the impact of these intervention packages is calculated
through the projection of the alternative scenarios and the final situation of the city can
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be compared to the initial objectives (see the example in Figure 2.4), showing which
strategy leads to the accomplishment of 2030 objectives.
In the scenarios evaluation, the objective is to identify the better combination of SCTPs
for achieving the general objectives more efficiently, keeping a multi-criteria approach.

Figure 2.4: Results from the Supply side scenarios evaluation (example)

Then, the Action Plan (Replication and Upscaling plans, deliverables D1.13-20 within
Task 1.5) will be the main result of these outcomes, where the selected scenario will be
deeply explained in order to guide the implementation plan and detailed design
development will be carried out in the next steps to continue with the strategic
objectives already defined in the Smart City Strategy (deliverables D1.6-12 within Task
1.5).
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3 MAtchUP SCTPs characterization
3.1 MAtchUP SCTPs
The Smart City Technology Packages (SCTPs) are independent implementable groups
of technological solutions with a high replication potential. These SCTPs are built to
capture the main information related to the solutions, including three main levels: a
general description of the solutions, the related operational model and the impacts.
The interested cities will have the opportunity to access to the MAtchUP SCTP
catalogue, in order to gather the information about: the different technologies, their
replication potential, and information about how to implement these technologies.
Within MAtchUP project, a whole bundle of technological solutions is being deployed,
which are grouped according to the four fields:
-

Energy Efficiency
Mobility and Transport
ICT infrastructures and Urban Platform
Citizens and Society

VALENCIA

DRESDEN

ENERGY SCTPs

MOBILITY SCTPs

ANTALYA

ICT SCTPs

Figure 3.1: MAtchUP SCTPs

These SCTPs give the possibility to any entity to take an easier decision on the
technology to be implemented in order to fulfil the specific target within the City
Implementation Plan. They also give the main information to the most important
stakeholders, some major parameters (investment, cost range), business model
archetypes and social acceptance, as well as risks (barriers or problems) that have to
be overcome and the impact indicators to be controlled to implement these
technologies, to name a few.
In D1.3 Report on indicators, tools and methods for impact-based evaluation of
technologies implementation a preliminary list of the SCTPs was identified in each LH
City, according with the actions described in the DoA, to be implemented in the near
future. However, due to the changes that have taken place in the second Amendment,
this list of SCTPs has been updated.
In any case, city partners with the help of technical partners and in alignment with the
leader of WP6 (alignment with the Action Bundles that were being defined in the WP6
at the same time) have identified the following groups of replicable solutions, SCTPs
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(Smart City Technology Packages), following the three technological fields of
MAtchUP. These are groups of implemented actions of the MAtchUP project and in
some cases were identified at proposal level and further modified through amendment.
Field
Energy efficiency
Mobility and Transport
ICT infrastructures and
Urban platform
TOTAL

Valencia

Dresden

Antalya

Total

13
9

6
8

5
5

24
22

1

1

1

3

23

15

11

49

Table 3.1. MAtchUP SCTPs

3.1.1 General SCTPs classification
After the first tentative list of replicable solutions of each city, a final list of the SCTPs in
the four pillars of MAtchUP has been established, with agreed names for all SCTPs
and aligned as well with the WP6 related Action bundles.
Action Bundles are groups of actions that are related among them from a financing
point of view (e.g. they are financed under the same programme or funding sources, or
one action is able to finance other actions) or because they are jointly interlinked by a
specific business model (as reported in deliverable D6.2).
The following Table 3.2 shows the final selection of SCTPs (with the names agreed
jointly with the Action Bundles) and indicating with an asterisk (*) those SCTP that have
not finally been characterized in Chapter 3. This is because actions have not been
assigned in none of the Lighthouse cities, due to the lack of interest of replicable
technologies, or because its major interest to be added was related to the Action
Bundles, that is, they were more interesting form the financial point of view rather than
from the technological point of view.
MAtchUP Pillar

Energy efficiency

ID

General SCTP

1

Construction of (private) residential building

2

Construction of (public) residential building

3

Construction of public tertiary building

4

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

5

Retrofitting of public residential buildings

6

Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings

7

Building integrated RES in a residential building

8

Building integrated RES in a tertiary building

9

Urban scale RES

10

Smart public lighting

11

Humble lampposts

12

Smart controls and Domotics in residential building

13*

Smart controls and Domotics in tertiary building

14*

Urban thermal storage
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research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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MAtchUP Pillar

ID

Mobility and Transport

ICT infrastructures
and Urban platform

Non-Technical
Actions

General SCTP

15*

Urban electrical storage

16*

Building repurposing actions

17

District heating and cooling

1*

EV cars (private sector)

2

EV cars (public sector)

3

EV bus (public sector)

4

EV bike or scooter (public sector)

5

Demand management/ Smart charging

6

Last mile logistics

7

Multimodality

8

ITS for parking management

9

Expansion charging infrastructure

1*

Use of open data for new business

2

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

3*

Internet of Things deployment

1*

Employment initiatives

2*

50/50 Programmes
Shared private-public investment models for sustainable
energy consumption and circular economy
Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
District refurbishment local investment fund (financial
instrument)

3*
4*
5*
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Table 3.2. MAtchUP general SCTPs classification

The definitions of these general SCTPs are included in Annex 1, in order to clarify their
main purpose and have a clear idea of their aim and their focus when the LH cities
begin the phase of assigning the actions they are deploying in the Project to some of
the SCTPs.
The identification of the SCTPs, as well as the characterization and the PESTEL
analysis, have been carried out throughout a long period of time which includes the
preparation and approval of an Amendment, so the selected actions in the Lighthouse
cities do not correspond in some cases. In addition, due to this Amendment process,
some actions are according to the first DoA of the projects and some others have been
updated according to the new DoA after the Amendment.
In the following sections (3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4) the SCTPs and technology units
assigned to them by each Lighthouse city are deployed in tables Table 3.3, Table 3.4
and Table 3.5. The pillar to which each action (Technical Unit) belongs has been
included as well: actions from Energy, ICT and NTA in the Energy SCTPs; actions from
Mobility, ICT, NTA and Energy in the Mobility SCTPs; and actions from ICT, Energy
and NTA in the ICT SCTPs.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3.1.2 Valencia’s SCTPs
SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Valencia SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Valencia SCTP Name

Construction of
High energy efficiency
(private) residential performance private
building
houses reconstruction

VAL_ID

ENE_1A

Energy
efficiency

Construction of
(public) residential
building

Construction of
public tertiary

High energy efficiency
performance public
houses reconstruction

nZEB Civic Centre
construction

ENE_1B

ENE_2

Pillar

Technical Unit name

Energy

A.1 Reconstruction of 16 houses (13 private)

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.45 Participation, Education and Co-creation (#DecidimVLC)

NTA

A.48

NTA

A.49 Thermographic and energy production mapping or end-users management

Local strategy for Social Services and Local Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the district scale

Energy

A.1 Reconstruction of 16 houses (3 public)

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.45 Participation, Education and Co-creation (#DecidimVLC)

NTA

A.48

NTA

A.49 Thermographic and energy production mapping or end-users management

Local strategy for Social Services and Local Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the district scale

Energy

A.9 Civic centre for the district "Centro Cívico"

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Valencia SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Valencia SCTP Name

VAL_ID

building

High energy efficiency
performance private
houses reconstruction

Pillar

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.46 Local toolkit for development of Near Zero Emission Buildings

Energy

A.6 Retrofitting of 548 private houses (536 private)

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.28 Smart home energy management systems (SHEMS)

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.45 Participation, Education and Co-creation (#DecidimVLC)

NTA

A.48

NTA

A.49 Thermographic and energy production mapping or end-users management

Energy

A.7 Retrofitting of the University student residence "Collegiate" (Private)

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ENE_3A

ENE_4

ICT
Retrofitting of public High energy efficiency
residential buildings performance public

ENE_3B

Local strategy for Social Services and Local Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the district scale

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Energy

A.6 Retrofitting of 548 private houses (12 public)

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

Technical Unit name

Energy

Retrofitting of
private residential
buildings

Historical building
retrofitting

No.
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Valencia SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Valencia SCTP Name

VAL_ID

houses reconstruction

Pillar

ENE_5

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.28 Smart home energy management systems (SHEMS)

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.45 Participation, Education and Co-creation (#DecidimVLC)

NTA

A.48

NTA

A.49 Thermographic and energy production mapping or end-users management

PV plant integration
Building integrated
into buildings to
RES in a residential
produce renewable
building
electricity

ENE_6

ENE_7

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.11 Retrofitting of municipal energy office (Oficina de la Energía)

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Energy

A.12 Solar thermal and aerothermal integration

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.46 Local toolkit for development of Near Zero Emission Buildings

Energy

A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

A.3 1100 kWh electrical storage for self-consumption model integration

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

A.10 Retrofitting of "Mercado del Cabanyal"
A.2 223 kW PV integration

Energy

Municipal energy
office retrofitting
(Office building
retrofitting)

Local strategy for Social Services and Local Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the district scale

Energy

ICT
Retrofitting of public
tertiary buildings

Technical Unit name

Energy

Energy

Market retrofitting

No.

ICT

A.28 Smart home energy management systems (SHEMS)
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Valencia SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Valencia SCTP Name

VAL_ID

Building integrated
RES in a tertiary
building

Sports center with
advanced energy
systems

ENE_8

Urban scale RES

Butterfly wave energy
converter to supply
public lighting

ENE_11

Smart public
lighting

Smart Lighting

ENE_10

Humble lampposts

Humble lampposts

ENE_9

EV cars (public
sector)

eVehicles for local
government

Pillar

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

NTA

A.47

eBuses

A.8 Advanced Geothermal System ("Nazaret Sports Center")

Energy

A.14 Sewerage energy recovery system

Energy

MOB_2

ICT
Energy
ICT
Energy
ICT

EV bike or scooter
(public sector)

e-bikes for
accessibility

MOB_4

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.27 Smart lighting - 4000 street lamps
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.26 Humble lampposts
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.18 72 EV charging points
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.16 2 fully eBuses

Mobility

A.18 72 EV charging points

Mobility

A.21 Demand management and operation of charging systems for the eBus fleet
A.24 Eco-driving patterns to optimize the performance of electric buses

Mobility

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.16 37 hybrid buses

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.17 2 e-bikes for disabled mobility

Mobility

A.18 72 EV charging points

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

A.13 Pilot Butterfly Wave Energy Converter to supply public lighting

A.15 101 local government eVehicles

ICT

MOB_3

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

EV bus (public
sector)

Hybrid buses

Local toolkit for production, storage and self-consumption of renewable
energy at the district scale

Energy

ICT

Mobility
and
Transport

Technical Unit name

ICT

ICT

MOB_1

No.
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Valencia SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Valencia SCTP Name

VAL_ID

Pillar
ICT

Demand
management/Smart V2G (Vehicle to Grid)
charging

Last mile logistics

Last mile based on
eBikes

MOB_6

Multimodal hub

MOB_8

ITS for parking
management

EV parking
management

MOB_9

Expansion charging
EV charging points
infrastructure

Mobility

A.20 Public charging system management

ICT and
Urban
platform

Inputs and Outputs
of Urban platform

Open urban platform

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.22 Last mile logistics based on eBikes

Mobility

A.17 3 e-bikes last mile logistics

Mobility
ICT
Mobility
ICT

MOB_5

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.19 3 V2G pilots

ICT
Multimodality

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.23 2 multimodal hubs
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform
A.25 Management of EV parking places
A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

Mobility

A.18 72 EV charging points

Mobility

A.20 Public charging system management

ICT_1

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

ICT

A.28 Smart home energy management system (SHEMS)

ICT

A.29 Smart District energy management system (SDEMS)

ICT

A.30 Open Data management

ICT

A.31 Open APIs

ICT

A.32 IoT devices integration with the VLCi smart city platform

ICT

A.33 IoT & Big Data analysis (KPI dashboard)

Energy

A.4 400 Smart meters for buildings

Energy

A.5 Next generation of 150 smart controllers at the building level

Table 3.3. Valencia’s SCTPs

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Technical Unit name

Mobility
ICT
MOB_7

No.
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3.1.3 Dresden’s SCTPs
SCTP
Pillar

Energy
efficiency

General SCTP

Dresden SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Dresden SCTP Name

Construction of
(private) residential District future house
building

ENE_3

Retrofitting of
private residential
buildings

ENE_4

Energetic
transformation of the
real state

Building integrated
Smart tenant model
RES in a residential
for existing buildings
building

ENE_1

Smart public
lighting

Smart public lighting

ENE_6

Smart controls and
Domotics in
residential building

Building control center

ENE_2

District heating and
Smart district heating
cooling

Mobility
and
Transport

DRE_ID

ENE_5

Pillar

No.

Technical Unit name

A.9 District Future House

Energy
Energy
Energy

A.41 8.7 kWp Photovoltaic System in District Future House
A.42 Power storage in District Future House

Energy
Energy
ICT
Energy

A.53
A.43
A.61
A.7

NTA
Energy
Energy
ICT

Connection of new buildings to the DH
Smart-Meter-Gateway in District Future House
New Open API developments
Pfotenhauer Str. Retrofitting project

A.38 Energy efficient design of the real state
A.1 Smart tenants
A.4 226 kWp Photovoltaic System on existing buildings
A.60 New open data gateway

ICT
Energy
ICT
ICT
Energy
ICT

A.61 New Open API developments
A.15 Demonstration of optimization actions in public lighting

ICT
Energy
Energy
Energy

A.61 New Open API developments
A.13 District Energy Monitoring

A.60 New open data gateway
A.61 New Open API developments
A.2 Building Control Center: 12 Public Buildings Energy Managed
A.60 New open data gateway

A.17 DH management optimization to increase the RES ratio of use
A.36 New thermal storage of 7,800 m3 for District Heating

EV cars (public
sector)

Expansion e-vehicle
fleets

MOB_1A

Mobility
Mobility

A.19 E-mobility for public sector: 20 e-cars

EV bus (public
sector)

e-Buses for public
sector

MOB_1B

Mobility

A.19 E-mobility for public sector: 4 e-Buses

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

A.40 5 e-cars for housing sector
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP
Multimodality

Dresden SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Dresden SCTP Name

DRE_ID

Pillar

Intermodal mobility
hub

MOB_3

Mobility

A.26 1 Intermodal mobility hub

Mobility
ICT
ICT
Mobility
ICT

A.25 Urban Mobility Assistance

MOB_5

ITS for parking
management

Mobility Apps

MOB_6

ICT
ICT
NTA
ICT
ICT
ICT

MOB_7

Expansion charging
infrastructure

Expansion charging
infrastructure

ICT and
Urban
platform

Inputs and Outputs
of Urban platform

Smart charging

Urban Platform & IoT basic technicalities

MOB_2

Mobility
Energy
Mobility
Mobility
NTA
Energy

MOB_4

ICT_1

No.

Technical Unit name

A.60 New open data gateway
A.61 New Open API developments
A.27 Mobility notification
A.66 Mobility planning application
A.60 New open data gateway
A.61 New Open API developments
A.39 Citizen Feedback Channel for traffic management
A.65 Citizen's Feedback mobility application
A.60 New open data gateway
A.61 New Open API developments
36 Charging Points and 2 Fast-Charge Stations to improve Charging
A.22
Infrastructure
A.11 Smart Metering deployment in 36 charging stations
A.23
A.24
A.37
A.54

Optimal use of Charging Infrastructure
Smart management for electromobility
Business model for charging stations
Reducing the impact of charging stations on the grid

ICT
ICT

A.64 Charging station and battery storage Platform
A.67 Smart Meter Gateway for electromobility

ICT

A.34 VAMOS Interface for B2B platform

ICT
ICT
ICT
ICT

A.60
A.61
A.62
A.63

New open data gateway
New Open API developments
Big data Functionalities
IoT adaptors

Table 3.4. Dresden’s SCTPs
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3.1.4 Antalya’s SCTPs
SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Antalya SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Antalya SCTP Name

Construction of
Residential Blocks (B
(private) residential
energy rating district)
building

ANT_ID

Pillar

New construction of
high performance
public building

A.1 Residential blocks 46,000 m2 (B energy rating district)

Energy

A.6 Smart Controls & Domotics

Energy

A.4 Solar thermal collectors installation for residential buildings

ENE_1

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

NTA

A.30

Energy
ENE_5

Energy
efficiency

Building integrated
RES in a tertiary
building

PV Systems with
storage

ENE_3

ENE_4

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

Energy

A.3 PV installation for public buildings

Energy

A.5 Electrical storage for buildings and charging stations

Energy

A.6 Smart controls and Domotics

NTA

A.25 Single window/desk for energy retrofitting

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

Energy
NTA

Smart public
lighting

LED-Integrated public
lighting system

ENE_2

A.42 IoT adaptors
A.10 PV system total capacity 5 MWp
A.7 Smart meters
A.36

Local toolkit for production, storage and self-consumption of renewable at
the district scale

Energy

A.8 LED Public Lighting

Energy

A.9 Smart control of public lighting

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

A.6 Smart Controls & Domotics
A.29 Demand management living lab

Energy
District level PPP

PPP modelling guidelines for creating smart districts via urban
transformation
New construction of public tertiary buildings 25,000 m2 (min B energy
A.2
rating)

NTA

ICT

Urban scale RES

Technical unit name

Energy

Energy
Construction of
public tertiary
building

No.
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

EV cars (public
sector)

Antalya SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Antalya SCTP Name

e-vehicles for
municipality fleet

ANT_ID

Pillar

No.

NTA

A.28 Lighthouse economic and social living lab

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

Mobility

A.14 20 e-vehicles for municipality fleet

Mobility

A.16 5 e-vehicle charging points

MOB_4

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.41 Big data Functionalities

NTA

A.24

Mobility
EV bus (public
sector)

Hybrid buses

MOB_3

Mobility
and
Transport

EV bike or scooter
(public sector)

Multimodality

e-Scooter

Multimodal hubs

A.13 4 Hybrid buses

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.41 Big data Functionalities

NTA

A.35 Citizens' feedback channel
A.15 30 e-Scooters

Mobility

A.17 5 e-bike charging stations

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.41 Big data Functionalities

NTA

A.35 Citizens' feedback channel

Mobility

A.19 2 multimodal hubs

Mobility

A.20 Integrating existing Light Rail with eBike Station and Bus Transport

Mobility

A.21

ICT

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

City Policies Update: taxes, subsidies, traffic management and electromobility promotion

Mobility

MOB_5

MOB_2

Technical unit name

Applying last mile mobility for citizens via integration of e-bike station with
the light rail station

A.42 IoT adaptors
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SCTP
Pillar

General SCTP

Antalya SCTPs and Social-Technical Units
Antalya SCTP Name

Expansion charging Recharging points for
infrastructure
e-Vehicles

ICT and
Urban
platform

Inputs and Outputs
of Urban platform

Urban data Platform

ANT_ID

Pillar

No.

Technical unit name

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

NTA

A.35 Citizens' feedback channel

Energy

A.5 Electrical storage for charging stations

Mobility

A.18 Management of charging systems

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

NTA

A.24

ICT

A.39 New open data gateway

ICT

A.40 New Open API developments

ICT

A.41 Big data Functionalities

ICT

A.42 IoT adaptors

NTA

A.35 Citizens' feedback channel

Energy

A.6 Smart Controls & Domotics

Energy

A.7 Smart meters

MOB_1

ICT_1

City Policies Update: taxes, subsidies, traffic management and electromobility promotion

Table 3.5. Antalya’s SCTPs
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3.2 Introduction to SCTPs characterization methodology
In order to collect all the information regarding each SCTP, a template has been
developed and, including the following aspects (see also Figure 3.2):
-

-

-

Identification of the Smart City Technology Package (SCTP).
General description of the solution, including the MAtchUP actions involved
(Socio-Technical Units) in the SCTP, as well as the reasons for implementing,
barriers and benefits.
Operational model, gathering the information related to business models that
can be used for implement the technological solution, the citizen acceptance
mechanisms and the actors involved.
Impact assessment of the SCTP, analysing Environmental, Economic and
Social impacts based on the impacts estimated achieved and demonstrated
within the DoA of MAtchUP.
SCTP Template: Structure

IDENTIFICATION

SCTP name

LH-Cities in which it is deployed
SocioTechnical
Units

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Short description of SCTP
• Technical-environmental
• Economic
• Social

Reasons for
implementing

• ID + Category
• Technical Unit (MAtchUP action)
• Short description

• Political

Barriers
• Economic
& Benefits • Social

OPERATIONAL MODEL

• Technology
• Environment
• Legal

• Technology well accepted

Business model(s)

Social
• Need of initiatives/campaigns
acceptance • Initiatives/campaigns developed

Cost
structure

• Investment required
• Operation cost

Market
• Technology in the market
acceptance • Technology widely used?

Financial
Model

•
•
•
•

IMPACT

Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Share of public/external funds

Environmental
• Indicators
• …
• …

Actors
involved

Economic
• Indicators
• …
• …

•
•
•
•

Type of stakeholder
Responsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership

Social
• Indicators
• …
• …

Figure 3.2: SCTP Template structure

In order to foster the alignment of the replication measures implemented in parallel by
all Smart City projects supported by the European Commission from the call SCC01
within Horizon 2020 programme, templates developed by Triangulum4 and
REMOURBAN5 projects are hereby adopted and adapted to the MAtchUP project. A

4

https://www.triangulum-project.eu/

5

http://www.remourban.eu/

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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wide range of combined measures to be collected from all SCC projects also offer the
possibility to catalogue, compare and benefit from smart solutions deployed by other
Smart City projects besides MAtchUP.
The template has been therefore designed based on the ones developed by other
projects and filled out by the technical partners involved following the next steps:
1. Design of the SCTP template and partial completion of them with the
information related to the description of the SCTP and the Socio-Technical units
involved.
2. Completion of the information in the General Description section (reasons for
implementing, Socio-technical units information, barriers and benefits) by the
technical partners related to each Lighthouse city (CAR completed Valencia
SCTPs, TUD completed Dresden Energy and ICT SCTPs, FHG completed
Dresden Mobility SCTPs, and SAM and DEM completed Antalya SCTPs).
3. In parallel, the information on the Operational Model was being processed by
UBIEFE, taking advantage of the information already collected for the Action
Bundles in WP6 and adapting it to the context of WP1 and the differences
among the Action Bundles and SCTPs.
4. In parallel too, VTT was in charge of developing the Impacts section, taking
into account indicators and developments in WP5 and assessing the indicators
in a qualitative scale because of the lack of quantitative results of the actions at
this stage of the project.
5. Finally, the three sections are unified with the complete information analysis for
each SCTP (by CAR).
SCTP working structure

DEFINITION OF THE TEMPLATES

CAR and feedback
from Technical partners

PARTIAL COMPLETION OF THE GENERAL DESCRIPTION
(SCTP descriptions and Technical-Units names)

CAR

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
• Reasons for implementing (Technical-Environmental, Economic,
Social)
• MAtchUP Socio-Technical Units (Category, short description of the
actions from DoA)
• Barriers (Political, Economic, Social, Technology, Environment, Legal)
• Benefits (Political, Economic, Social, Technology, Environment, Legal)

Valencia SCPTs: CAR
Dresden SCTPs: TUD
(Energy and ICT) +
FHG (Mobility)
Antalya SCTPs: SAM
+ DEM

OPERATIONAL MODEL
Linked to WP6 (Action Bundles connection).
Business models, cost structure, financial model, social acceptance, market
acceptance, actors involved.

UBIEFE

IMPACTS
Linked to WP5.
Environmental, Economic and Social impact.

VTT

Figure 3.3: SCTPs work organization
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3.2.1 General description
The general description includes firstly the description of the SCTP, to place the
specific SCTP within the generic catalogue. These descriptions focus on the main
characteristics and objective of the actions or technical units included in the SCTP
(descriptions are included in Annex 1 as previously mentioned). An example of the
General Description part of the template for the SCTP catalogue can be found in Table
3.6 below.
Pillar
SCTP
LH-City
Dresden

Energy efficiency
Retrofitting of private residential buildings
SCTP ID SCTP Name
ENE_4
Energetic transformation of the real state

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting private residential buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national
regulation standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive
measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and
Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
TechnicalReduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Enhance citizens’ quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
City_No.
Category

DRE_A.7

Retrofitting

DRE_A.38

Innovative Businesses

Technical Unit

Short description
The buildings will be retrofitted according to
current energy consumption and saving
standards. Current windows and doors will
be replaced by elements meeting the
Pfotenhauer Str.
standards of KfW program-151 and facades
Retrofitting project
and roofs will be insulated using a thermal
insulation system also according to the
requirements of KfW program-151 (KfWEffizienzhaus).
Energy efficient design Energetic transformation of the real estate
of the real state
with guarantee of energy cost savings.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
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Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Table 3.6. Example of SCTP General Description part of the template (Energy SCTP)

Then, the reasons for implementing the SCTP are analysed in the three main fields:
technical-environmental, economic and social. For the selection of those reasons, a
drop-down list with the main reasons in each of the fields is suggested in the template,
but it is open as well to add any other specific reason. The list of suggested reasons for
implementing the SCTPs is included in Table 3.7 below, identifying the pillar in which
can be selected each of the reasons.
Reasons for implementing the SCTP

Pillar in which applies
Energy Mobility
ICT

Technical-Environmental
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy
needs of buildings located in the district
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and
companies
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution...
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
To face energy poverty with cost-effective solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens’ quality of life
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy
efficiency
To trigger new jobs
Table 3.7. Reasons for implementing SCTPs proposed in the Template
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After the selection of the reasons, the Socio-Technical units included in the SCTPs
are deployed, identified through the number of the action in the DoA, the category of
the LHC actions from the DoA classification, the name of the action (Technical Unit)
and a short description of their main features in a generic way (see example in
previous Table 3.6). As previously showed in the SCTPs identification of the three LHC
(sections 3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4), the main action within each SCTP is highlighted with
colour to be taken into account in the further analysis and implications.
Main barriers and benefits of the implementation and deployment of the SocioTechnical units are included in the General description part of the template as well.
They are both assessed with the same implications of a PESTEL analysis: Political,
Economic, Social, Technology, Environment and Legal. For those aspects, in the same
way as in the reasons for implementing, a drop-down list of suggestions is included in
the template, which was completed with the additional answers provided by the
partners when completing them. The list of suggested barriers and benefits for each of
the aspects analysed are included in tables Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 below, identifying
the pillar in which can be selected each of the reasons.
Barriers

Pillar in which applies
Energy Mobility
ICT

Political
Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Lack of municipal strategy on mobility data management and
open data platforms
Economic
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in
PPPs
Social
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are
not well known)
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to
use) ICT tools
Difficulty in achieving the permission to install the smart
controllers in the citizens' homes
Technology
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of
actions involved)
Few cases of proven technology
Characteristics of the buildings not suitable for the installation of
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Barriers

Pillar in which applies
Energy Mobility
ICT

some technologies (PV modules, batteries…)
Low technical standard of infrastructure
Environment
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Production of waste (large amount of hazardous) in the
technology supply chain
Legal
Variant government policy
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Difficulty administrative processes to achieve the grants
Large processes for tendering
Administrative difficulties in selecting the building
GDPR issues (data protection constraints)
Data privacy and security issues (data treatment to publish nonsensible and anonymized data)
Table 3.8. Barriers in the SCTPs proposed in the Template

Benefits

Pillar in which applies
Energy Mobility
ICT

Political
Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Achieve a better political understanding of citizen mobility
behaviour
Sharing information and data transparently on city issues
(providing clear, reliable and open data sharing)
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and
companies
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Social
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Promote equality
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy
efficiency
Reduction of energy poverty
Improve inter-modality
Technology
Increase energy efficiency
Increase local RES capacity
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Benefits

Pillar in which applies
Energy Mobility
ICT

Increase efficiency of public services
Improved data availability
Better use of data
Environment
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Sustainable use of resources through automated services of
energy and mobility by ICT services
Legal
Comply with existing policy and legislation
Table 3.9. Benefits in the SCTPs proposed in the Template
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3.2.2 Operational Model
The Operational Model of the SCTPs includes the business model archetype (from
those defined in D6.3) corresponding to the main technologies involved in the specific
SCTP. An archetype can be intended as a general model, which is representative of a
set of mechanisms that enable innovation, generating benefits on the society and the
environment (Bocken et al., 2014). Several criteria and approaches can be adopted to
define a business model archetype. As part of MAtchUP WP6 activities, it was decided
to identify such archetypes based on the role of the city government and of other public
and private stakeholders in the three main dimensions of business models: Funding,
Asset ownership, Responsibility of operations. The defined archetypes range from a
city government-prevalent model to a private actor-prevalent model, with several
intermediate models in which public/private actors plays different roles.
Proposed label

Funding source

Asset ownership

City-centered
City-funded, mix-owned,
city-operated
Public-funded, mixowned and operated
Mix-funded, privateowned and operated
Mix-funded, privateowned and mix-operated
Private-centered

EU, Municipal

Municipal

Responsibility of
operations
Municipal

Municipal

Municipal, Private

Municipal

National, Regional,
EU, Municipal
EU, Municipal,
Private

Municipal, Public,
Private

Public, Private

Private

Private

Private, Public

Private

Municipal, Private

Private

Private

Private

Table 3.10. Proposed business model archetypes based on actors’ involvement in D6.3

In order to define the archetype and the operational model of each SCTP, it was used
and adapted the information retrieved from a questionnaire survey, to which MAtchUP
Lighthouse cities and their local technical partners have participated as part of Task 6.2
activities. The survey was conducted on action-bundles, which are groups of actions
related among them from a financing point of view (e.g. they are financed under the
same programme or funding sources, or one action is able to finance other actions or
because they are jointly interlinked by a specific business model. Most action bundles
have a clear relation with the SCTPs, where a smart city business model can be
detected. Further information on the SCTPs Operational Model was retrieved through
specific data requests to partners.
Beyond the archetype, the Operational Model includes the following dimensions:
Operational Model
dimensions
Cost structure

Investment required

Description

Overall investment (in €), required to
acquire fixed assets or add value to
them in view of creating future
benefits, expressed as value range
among the following options:

Value range










0 – 50,000 €
50,001 – 100,000 €
100,001 – 250,000 €
250,001 – 500,000 €
500,001 – 1,000,000 €
1,000,001 – 2,000,000 €
2,000,001 – 5,000,000 €
5,000,001 – 10,000,000 €
Over 10,000,001 €
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Operational Model
dimensions

Operation cost

Description

Average annual amount of costs
(€/year) needed to run day-to-day
operations, expressed as value range
among the following options:
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Value range









0 – 1,000 €
1,001 – 5,000 €
5,001 – 10,000 €
10,001 – 50,000 €
50,001 – 100,000 €
100,001 – 250,000 €
250,001 – 500,000 €
Over 500,001 €

Financial Model
Asset transfer:

Selection from a list of revenue types,
included:

Revenue streams






Asset transfer
Economic efficiencies (cost saving)
Payments/ tariffs for use of the service
Other

Estimation of revenue amount on
annual basis in € (€/year), expressed
as value range (different according to
the revenue type):











0 – 50,000 €
50,001 – 100,000 €
100,001 – 250,000 €
250,001 – 500,000 €
500,001 – 1,000,000 €
1,000,001 – 2,000,000 €
2,000,001 – 5,000,000 €
5,000,001 – 10,000,000 €
Over 10,000,001 €

Economic efficiencies (cost
savings) or
Payments/tariffs for the
use of the service:









0 – 1,000 €
1,001 – 5,000 €
5,001 – 10,000 €
10,001 – 50,000 €
50,001 – 100,000 €
100,001 – 250,000 €
250,001 – 500,000 €
Over 500,001 €

Selection from a list of funding
sources and estimation of funding
available from each of them:

Main funding source

Financing scheme



















National funding
Regional/ state funding
EU funding
Municipal funding
Grants from other public grant-makers
Grants from other private grant-makers
Purpose taxes or charges
Loans
Bonds
Local tariffs for public services
Construction rights
Private funding
Crowdfunding
Third party financing
Sponsorships
Advertising
Others

Overall amount of funding
from each source (€),
expressed as value range
from the following ones;









50,001 – 100,000 €
100,001 – 250,000 €
250,001 – 500,000 €
500,001 – 1,000,000 €
1,000,001 – 2,000,000 €
2,000,001 – 5,000,000 €
5,000,001 – 10,000,000 €
Over 10,000,001 €

If a specific financing scheme has been applied to the actions
included in the Action Bundle/ SCTP.

Actors involved
Type of stakeholder
Responsibilities

Selection from the typologies of stakeholders identified in
WP1/WP6 (see Table 2.1).
Description of the stakeholders’ roles and stakes in the business
model.
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Operational Model
dimensions
Target users
Asset ownership
Social acceptance
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Approach of initiatives/
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Market acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

Description
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Value range

Main typology of actor that is going to use the technologies/
services implemented through the action.
Main typology of actor that currently owns the assets and will own it
them in the future.
If technologies adopted are well accepted by citizens or not, and
possible reasons for this.
If initiatives/campaigns to increase technologies’ acceptance are
needed.
Brief description of possible initiatives/ campaigns to increase
social acceptance.

TLR level
Selection among the following options:
 Widely used in the city
 Partially used in the city
 Hasn’t been used yet in the city

Table 3.11. Description of Operational Model dimensions (other than Business Model)

An example of the Operational Model part of the template for the SCTP catalogue
(Energy case) can be found in Table 3.12 below.
Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Investment required
Cost
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Responsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership

Social
Technology well
acceptance accepted by citizens

ANT_BM-01 New construction of residential building
Mix-funded, private-owned and operated
5,000,001 – 10,000,000
Unit €
10,001 – 50,000
Unit €/year
Asset transfer: 5,000,001 – 10,000,000 € (total asset value);
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): 10,001 – 50,000 €/year;
Payments/tariffs for the use of service: 10,001 – 50,000 €/year
EU funding: 500,001 – 1,000,000 €
Municipal funding: 500,001 – 1,000,000 € (infrastructure)
Private funding: 5,000,001 – 10,000,000 €
Private investment and loan arrangement for construction
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Industry association;
Financial institutions; Citizens and citizen organizations; City services
company; University/research organizations/specialized bodies; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies); NGO
Regulatory authority; Financing and execution; Financing; Users;
Construction, and service provider; Research; Smart city solution
provider; City development and awareness raising
Citizens
City government (current); Property owners (future)
Moderate. Although technologies are adopted are well accepted, there
is a certain level of criticism involved. This is mostly due to complex
structure of the model.
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Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/ campaigns to
increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
Market
acceptance To what extent is the
technology widely used?
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Yes

Antalya Metropolitan Municipality
TRL 9
Partially used

Table 3.12. Example of SCTP Operational Model part of the template (Energy SCTP)

In the following tables it can be seen the relation between the SCTPs defined in each
of the three Lighthouses and the Action Bundles defined in WP6. For some of the
SCTPs there is no Action Bundle associated developed, this is why some of the SCTPs
do not have an Operational Model in the catalogue.

Pillar

ID6
1

2
3

Energy

4

SCTP
Valencia SCTP Name
High energy efficiency
ENE_1A performance private houses
reconstruction
High energy efficiency
ENE_1B performance public houses
reconstruction
nZEB Civic Centre
ENE_2
construction
High energy efficiency
ENE_3A performance private houses
reconstruction

VAL_ID

ENE_4
5

Historical building retrofitting

High energy efficiency
ENE_3B performance public houses
reconstruction

VAL_ID

Action Bundle (AB)
Valencia AB Name

BM-01

Reconstruction of private
residential building

BM-01

Reconstruction of private
residential building

BM-03

Reconstruction of public
tertiary buildings

BM-02

Retrofitting of private
residential buildings

-

No AB

BM-02

Retrofitting of private
residential buildings

ENE_5

Market retrofitting

BM-04

Retrofitting of public tertiary
buildings

ENE_6

Municipal energy office
retrofitting (Office building
retrofitting)

BM-04

Retrofitting of public tertiary
buildings

6

6

Energy IDs: 1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public)
residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential
buildings; 5 Retrofitting of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7
Building integrated RES in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building;
9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts. Mobility IDs: 2 EV cars
(public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter(public sector); 5 Demand
management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7 Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking
management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure. ICT ID: 2 Inputs and Outputs of Urban
Platform
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Pillar

ID6

ICT
infrast.

SCTP
Valencia SCTP Name
PV plant integration into
buildings to produce
renewable electricity

VAL_ID

Action Bundle (AB)
Valencia AB Name

7

ENE_7

8

ENE_8

9

Butterfly wave energy
ENE_11 converter to supply public
lighting

BM-06 Urban RES

10

ENE_10 Smart Lighting

BM-07 Smart Lighting

11

ENE_9

Humble lampposts

BM-08 Humble lampposts

2

MOB_1

eVehicles for local
government

BM-09 EV (public sector)

MOB_2

eBuses

BM-09 EV (public sector)

MOB_3

Hybrid buses

BM-09 EV (public sector)

4

MOB_4

e-bikes for accessibility

BM-12 Logistics

5

MOB_6

V2G (Vehicle to Grid)

BM-11 Demand management

6

MOB_7

Last mile based on eBikes

BM-12 Logistics

7

MOB_8

Multimodal hub

BM-13 Multimodality

8

MOB_9

EV parking management

BM-14

9

MOB_5

EV charging points

BM-10 EV (private sector)

3

Mobility

VAL_ID

-

Sports center with advanced
energy systems
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No AB

Building integrated RES in
BM-05 a tertiary building (Nazaret
Sport Centre)

ITS for parking
management

Use of open data for new
business
Inputs and Outputs of
BM-16
Urban platform
BM-15

2

ICT_1

Open urban platform

Table 3.13. Valencia’s SCTPs interconnection with Action Bundles (WP6)

Pillar

Energy

ID7

DRE_ID

1

ENE_3

4

ENE_4

7

ENE_1

10

ENE_6

SCTP
Dresden SCTP Name
District future house
Energetic transformation
of the real state
Smart tenant model for
existing buildings
Smart public lighting

Action Bundle (AB)
Dresden AB Name
Smart tenant new building
BM-02
(District Future House)
Energetic transformation of
BM-03
the real estate

DRE_ID

BM-01 Smart tenant existing building
BM-07 Smart public lighting

7

Energy IDs: 1 Construction of (private) residential building; 4 Retrofitting of private
residential buildings; 7 Building integrated RES in a residential building; 10 Smart public
lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential building; 17
District heating and cooling. Mobility IDs: 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector);
7 Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure. ICT ID:
2 Inputs and Outputs of Urban Platform
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Pillar

ID7

SCTP
Dresden SCTP Name

12

ENE_2

Building control center

17

ENE_5

Smart district heating

2

MOB_1A

Expansion e-vehicle
fleets

3
7

MOB_1B e-Buses for public sector
MOB_3 Intermodal mobility hub
MOB_5
MOB_6 Mobility Apps
MOB_7
Expansion charging
MOB_2
infrastructure
MOB_4 Smart charging

Mobility
8

9
ICT
infrast.

DRE_ID

2

ICT_1

Urban Platform & IoT basic technicalities
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Action Bundle (AB)
Dresden AB Name
Smart controls (Building
BM-05
control center)
No AB

DRE_ID

BM-08
BM-09
BM-08
BM-11
-

EV for the public sector
EV for housing sector
EV for the public sector
Intermodal mobility hub
No AB
No AB
No AB
Expansion charging
BM-10
infrastructure
BM-12 Smart charging
-

No AB

Table 3.14. Dresden’s SCTPs interconnection with Action Bundles (WP6)

Pillar

ID8
1
3

Energy
8
9
10

Mobility

ICT
infrast.

SCTP
Action Bundle (AB)
ANT_ID
Antalya SCTP Name
ANT_ID
Antalya AB Name
Residential Blocks (B
New construction of
ENE_1
BM-01
energy rating district)
residential building
New construction of high
New construction of high
ENE_5 performance public
BM-02
performance public building
building
ENE_3 PV Systems with storage
No AB
ENE_4 District level PPP
BM-04 Solar power plant with storage
LED-Integrated public
ENE_2
BM-03 Smart public lighting
lighting system

2

MOB_4

3
4
7

MOB_3
MOB_5
MOB_2

9

MOB_1

2

ICT_1

e-vehicles for municipality
fleet
Hybrid buses
e-Scooter
Multimodal hubs
Recharging points for eVehicles
Urban data Platform

BM-07 E-car
BM-06 E-bus (Hybrid buses)
BM-08 E-bike (e-Scooter)
BM-09 Multimodal hubs
-

No AB

-

No AB

Table 3.15. Antalya’s SCTPs interconnection with Action Bundles (WP6)

8

Energy IDs: 1 Construction of (private) residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary
building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public
lighting. Mobility IDs: 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter
(public sector); 7 Multimodality; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure. ICT ID: 2 Inputs and
Outputs of Urban Platform
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3.2.3 Impact evaluation

The impact evaluation has been developed taking into account the three main aspects
related to the technological solutions: environmental, economic and social.
In line with the WP5 evaluation approach, the impacts are assessed as a %
improvement comparing the performance achieved with the SCTP to a baseline
situation. The latter describes the performance before MAtchUP interventions; solution
replaced, minimum regulatory level or normal practice, depending on the case. The
impact evaluation for each STCP (and related MAtchUP interventions) is done within
the scopes of MAtchUP interventions and in their context. This approach allows
comparability of interventions of different sizes. In principle, the scale of MAtchUP
interventions does not necessarily affect the scale at which the SCTPs could be
replicated in other cities. However, as the size of interventions (e.g. from one building
to a whole district) has a crucial effect on the size of impacts, the scale of MAtchUP
interventions is indicated by a separate parameter for each SCTP.
As the quantitative impacts of MAtchUP interventions are not yet available, the impact
evaluation is done in a more qualitative way, using a scoring scale from 1 (i.e. worst
performance) to 5 (i.e. best performance) for each indicator, however, using the
quantitative information available. The methodology used is in line with the multi-criteria
scoring process originally introduced in a European Commission report for project
selection and presented in the SCIS report (Nunez Ferrer et al., 2017)9. Consequently,
specific indicators are developed for assessment of environmental, economic and
social impacts, in line with WP5 evaluation frameworks and the above mentioned
assessment criteria of the SCIS report. The selection of indicators is slightly different
for assessment of energy, mobility and ICT SCTPs, respectively, due to the different
characteristics of solutions in these domains.
The selection of indicators and their scoring scales are described below. In addition to
the indicators described in the tables below, the scale of SCTP intervention in
MAtchUP is described with a number from 1 to 5. 1 represents the smallest scale, e.g.
a solution affecting part of a building, while 5 represents the largest scale having a
significant effect at city level.

Impact type

Indicator

Environmental
Increasing
Reduction in
energy
energy demand
efficiency
[in %]
Reduction in Reduction in
CO2
CO₂ emissions
emissions
[in %]

1

2

Scoring scale
3

4

5

No or
negative
contribution

<10%
reduction

<50%
reduction

Over 50%
reduction

Zero energy
or energy
positive

No or
negative
contribution

<10%
reduction

10-50%
reduction

Over 50%
reduction

Zero or
negative
emissions

Nunez Ferrer, J., Taranic, I., Veum, K., van den Oosterkamp, P. & Wilson, C. (2017). “The
making of a smart city: replication and scale-up of innovation in Europe”. EU Smart Cities
Information System (SCIS).
9
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Impact type

Indicator

1

Share of RES
(from energy
No RES
Share of RES
consumption) [in integration
%]
Economic
Economic
Payback time
Over 20
years
viability
(investment)
Cost-effect for
Over 20%
Affordability end-users
(operational)
Business
generation

Job creation
(new jobs)

Scoring scale
3

2

No or
negative
contribution

4

5

<10%

<20%

<50%

Over 50%

<20 years

<15 years

<10 years

<5 years

<20%

<10%

No
increasing
costs

Cost
reduction

Slight
contribution

Moderate
contribution

Relevant
contribution

Significant
contribution

Social
Wellbeing

Improvement in No or
Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
negative
contribution contribution contribution contribution
quality of life
contribution

End-user
engagement

End user
engagement

No
Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
engagement engagement engagement engagement engagement

Table 3.16. Energy SCTPs Impact assessment description

Impact type

Indicator

Environmental
Reduction in
Reduction in CO₂
CO2
emissions [in %]
emissions
Reduction of local
Reduction in
air pollutant
local air
emissions (PM2.5,
pollutants
NOx) [in %]
Change in modal
Change in
behaviour (from
modal split
traditional to clean
vehicles)
Economic
Economic
Payback time
viability
(investment)
Cost-effect for
Affordability end-users
(operational)
Social
Access to
services

1

2

Scoring scale
3

4

5

No or
<10%
negative
reduction
contribution

<30%
reduction

<50%
reduction

Over 50%
reduction

No RES
integration

<20%
reduction

<50%
reduction

Over 50%
reduction

<10%
reduction

No or
Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
negative
contribution contribution contribution contribution
contribution

Over 20
years

<20 years

<15 years

<10 years

<5 years

Over 20%

<20%

<10%

No
increasing
costs

Cost
reduction

No or
Improvement in
Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
negative
access to services contribution contribution contribution contribution contribution

Improvement
No or
Improvement in
Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
negative
in quality of
quality to services contribution contribution contribution contribution contribution
services
Table 3.17. Mobility SCTPs Impact assessment description
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Impact type
Economic
Efficiency in
service
provision
Business
generation

Indicator

1

Improvement in
Over 20
efficiency of
years
service provision
New business
Over 20%
opportunities
created

Social
Accessibility Improvement in
of open data quality of open
datasets
(Berners-Lee 5star scale)
Quality of
Improvement in
services
quality of
through open services through
APIs
open APIs
provided
provided

2

Scoring scale
3

4

5

<20 years

<15 years

<10 years

<5 years

<20%

<10%

No
increasing
costs

Cost
reduction

No or
negative
contribution

Slight
Moderate
Relevant
Significant
improvement improvement improvement improvement

No or
negative
contribution

Slight
contribution

Moderate
contribution

Relevant
contribution

Significant
contribution

Table 3.18. ICT SCTPs Impact assessment description

The scoring of the indicators for impact evaluation of each SCTP is done based on the
quantitative information available for each related MAtchUP intervention. For
environmental aspects, quantitative information on expected impacts is available in the
descriptions of the demo actions and in the BEST and TEST tables of the project. The
economic and social evaluations are carried out as qualitative expert assessment done
by one person from WP5 (to ensure uniformity of the evaluation), using the qualitative
information available in the descriptions of the demo interventions related to each
SCTP and some benchmarks (for e.g. payback times of some solutions) when
available.
An example of the Impacts part of the template for the SCTP catalogue (Energy case)
can be found in Table 3.19 below.
Scale of impact
1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)
Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES
Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation

Indicator

Score
5

Score

Reduction in energy demand [in %]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in %]

3

Share of RES (from energy consumption) [in %]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

Comment
24%

Comment
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Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2
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Comment

Table 3.19. Example of SCTP Impacts part of the template (Energy SCTP)

3.3 MAtchUP SCTPs characterization and analysis
Although the whole catalogue is included in Annex 2, the main features of the SCTP by
MAtchUP pillar, and a comparative analysis in the three main sections included in the
template (general description, operational model and impacts) are deployed in this
section.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3.3.1 Energy efficiency SCTPs
Energy SCTP
General SCTP
Construction of (private)
residential building
Construction of (public)
residential building
Construction of public tertiary
building

Valencia
ID
1
2
3

VAL SCTP name
High energy efficiency performance
ENE_1A
private houses reconstruction
High energy efficiency performance
ENE_1B
public houses reconstruction
ENE_2
ENE_3A

Retrofitting of private
residential buildings

4

Retrofitting of public
residential buildings

5

Retrofitting of public tertiary
buildings

6

Building integrated RES in a
residential building
Building integrated RES in a
tertiary building

VAL_ID

ENE_4
ENE_3B
ENE_5

Dresden
DRE_ID

DRE SCTP name

ENE_3 District future house

nZEB Civic Centre construction
High energy efficiency performance
private houses reconstruction

Antalya
ANT_ID

ANT SCTP name
Residential Blocks (B energy
ENE_1
rating district)

ENE_5
ENE_4

Energetic transformation
of the real estate

ENE_1

Smart tenant model for
existing buildings

New construction of high
performance public building

Historical building retrofitting
High energy efficiency performance
public houses reconstruction
Market retrofitting

Municipal energy office retrofitting
(Office building retrofitting)
PV plant integration into buildings to
ENE_7
produce renewable electricity
Sports center with advanced energy
ENE_8
systems
Butterfly wave energy converter to
ENE_11
supply public lighting
ENE_6

7
8

ENE_3 PV Systems with storage

Urban scale RES

9

Smart public lighting

10

ENE_10 Smart Lighting

Humble lampposts

11

ENE_9

Smart controls and Domotics
in residential building

12

ENE_2 Building control center

District heating and cooling

17

ENE_5 Smart district heating

ENE_4 District level SPP
ENE_6 Smart public lighting

Humble lampposts

Table 3.20. Energy Efficiency SCPTs in the three Lighthouse cities

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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LED-Integrated public
lighting system
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The list of SCTPs in the Energy Efficiency pillar can be found in previous Table 3.20,
by Lighthouse City. These 24 SCTPs have been characterized under the template
detailed in section 3.2, and developed as a whole catalogue included in Annex 2.
Since in each SCTP different characteristics have been assessed under similar criteria,
it permits to make some common analyses of the SCTPs, such as the reasons for
implementing, barriers, benefits, operational model and impacts.
The reasons for implementing the Energy SCTPs has been assessed by the technical
partners related to the Lighthouse Cities (CAR for the case of Valencia, TUD for the
case of Dresden, and SAM and DEM for the case of Antalya). The same process has
been carried out for the assessment of the barriers and benefits.
Reasons for implementing the Energy SCTPs have been jointly analysed for all of them
in order to be able to have an idea of the main reasons of each of them at a glance
(Table 3.21). The same analyses have been carried out for the barriers in the Energy
SCTPs (see Table 3.22) and for their benefits (see Table 3.23).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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TechnicalEnvironmental

Energy SCTP ID10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 17

Reasons for implementing
Val Dre Ant Val Val Ant Val Val Dre Val Val Val Val Dre Val Ant Val Ant Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre
Reduce the energy demand of residential and
tertiary buildings
Reduce the energy consumption of city
infrastructures
Maximize the use of RES to cover the energy
needs of buildings located in the district
Reduce GHG emissions to atmosphere
Increase local air quality

Social

Economic

Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs
of citizens and companies
Reduce societal costs due to climate change,
air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in
smart solutions
To face energy poverty with cost-effective
solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens’ quality of life
Increase visibility and awareness of RES
solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to
invest in energy efficiency
To trigger new jobs
Table 3.21. Reasons for implement the Energy Efficiency SCPTs
10

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private
residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES in a residential building; 8
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 17 District heating and cooling.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Energy SCTP ID11
Barriers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 17

Val Dre Ant Val Val Ant Val Val Dre Val Val Val Val Dre Val Ant Val Ant Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment

Economic

Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as
long term
Lack of proper business model

Techn
ology

Reluctance of public administrations to
innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness in
citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology
(technology packages are not well known)
Social A part of the population does not use
(does not know how to use) ICT tools
Difficulty in achieving the permission to
install the smart controllers in the citizens’
homes
High cost differential between new and
existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large
experience

11

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private
residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES in a residential building; 8
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 17 District heating and cooling.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Energy SCTP ID11
Barriers
Fragmentation in the technology supply
chain (high number of actions involved)

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11 12 17

Val Dre Ant Val Val Ant Val Val Dre Val Val Val Val Dre Val Ant Val Ant Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre

Few cases of proven technology
Characteristics of the buildings not
suitable to install some technologies
Low technical standard infrastructure
Environ- Depletion of natural resources in the
ment technology supply chain
Variant government policy
Legislative boundary conditions

Legal

7

Length and difficulty of administrative
procedures
Difficulty administrative processes to
achieve the grants
Large processes for tendering
Administrative difficulties in selecting the
building
Table 3.22. Barriers in the Energy Efficiency SCPTs

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Energy SCPT ID12
Benefits

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 17

Val Dre Ant Val Val Ant Val Val Dre Val Val Val Val Dre Val Ant Val Ant Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre

Meet local sustainability targets
Political
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational
Econo- costs of citizens and companies
mic
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Social

Promote equality
Act as example to encourage citizens to
invest in energy efficiency
Reduction of energy poverty

Techno- Increase energy efficiency
logy Increase local RES capacity
Environ- Improve air quality
ment Reduction of carbon emissions
Legal

Comply with existing policy and legislation
Table 3.23. Benefits of the Energy Efficiency SCPTs

12

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private
residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES in a residential building; 8
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 17 District heating and cooling.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Analysing the previous information gathered in tables, it can be noted that the most
common reasons for implementing the energy SCTPs are the reduction of GHG
emissions to the atmosphere, to enhance citizens’ quality of life, reduce energy bills
and operational costs and act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy
efficiency; as shown in the graphic below.
The numbers in the graphic represent the number of times that each reason has been
selected, being a total of 24 Energy SCTP, which would be the maximum score.

Reasons for implementing Energy SCTPs
Reduce the energy demand
Reduce the energy
25
To trigger new jobs
consumption
20
Maximize the use of RES to
Example to encourage citizens
cover energy needs
(invest in EE)
15

Increase visibility and
awareness of RES solutions

Enhance citizens quality of life

10

Reduce GHG emissions to the
atmosphere

5
0

Increase local air quality

Improvement of the
neightbourhood
Face energy poverty (costeffective solutions)
Boost local economies (smart
solutions)

Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and
operational costs
Reduce societal costs (from
climate change)

Figure 3.4: Relevance of the reasons for implementing Energy SCTPs

Regarding the barriers in the Energy SCTPs, it is remarkable that the most common
ones are a high initial investment, the length and difficulty of administration procedures,
and the high cost differential between new and existing technologies; as shows the
graphic in the figure below. It is also possible to extract that environmental barriers are
not common and not too important when implementing these Energy SCTPs.
As in the previous graphic, numbers in the spider radar represent the number of times
that each barrier is selected by the different Energy SCTPs.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Barriers in Energy SCTPs
Lack of support of local policy
makers
Political changes in the city
25
Large processes for tendering
government
Length and difficulty of admin.
20
High initial investment
procedures
Legislative boundary conditions

15

Limited access to capital

10
Depletion of natural resources in
the supply chain

5

Limited public grants

0
Lack of interest (long term
benefits)

Few cases of proven technology
Fragmentation in the technology
supply chain
High cost differential between
new and existing technologies
A part of the population does not
use ICT tools

Lack of proper business model

Lack of trust citizens in
technology

Reluctance of public admin. to
engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness
in citizenship

Figure 3.5: Relevance of the barriers in the Energy SCTPs

The most common benefits in the Energy SCTPs are related to environmental
aspects (reduction of carbon emissions and improvement of air quality), and others
such as the increase of energy efficiency, the increase of the comfort for the citizens
and the higher quality of life, as well as the reduction of the energy bills and operational
costs of citizens and companies and meeting the local sustainability targets.
The case of the benefits graphic is the same than the previous ones, numbers
represent the total number of times that each benefit has been selected by the Energy
SCTPs (being a total of 24 Energy SCTPs).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits in Energy SCTPs
Meet local sustainability targets
25
Comply with existing policy and
Renewal of old building stock
legislation
20
15

Reduction of carbon emissions

10

Reduce the energy bills and
operational costs

5

Improve air quality

Benefit the local economy

0

Increase energy efficiency

Higher quality of life

Act as example to encourage citizens
to invest in energy efficiency
Promote equality

Increase comfort
Creation of jobs

Figure 3.6: Relevance of the benefits in the Energy SCTPs

In terms of the Operational Model analysed for the Energy SCTPs, it can be outlined
that the most frequent business model archetype is the City-centered. Although the
archetypes are varied and there are 6 of them that occur in a single SCTP, the main or
most used are shown in the graphic below.
For the following business model archetypes graphic, numbers represent the total
number of times that each business model archetype has been selected by the Energy
SCTPs. Those BM archetypes that only corresponded to one of the SCTPs have been
removed from the graphic so as to remove the less relevant information from it. Also, it
should be taken into account that each Energy SCTP can only contain one BM
archetype, which means that although the total amount of Energy SCTPs with
Operational Model characterized is 20, the number is considerably low when analysing
the BM archetypes.

Business Model Archetypes in Energy SCTPs
City-centered
5
4
3
Private-centered

2
1

Public-funded,
mix-owned and
operated

0

Mix-funded, mixowned and
public-operated

Mix-funded,
public-owned,
mix-operated

Figure 3.7: Relevance of the Business Model Archetypes in the Energy SCTPs
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Additionally, the types of stakeholders involved have been analysed as well in the
Energy SCTPs framework, being the most frequent one the Municipality, City Council
and City Administration, within the category Public experts from the Quadruple helix
model; followed by ICT companies (from Suppliers category) and University/ research
institutions/ specialized bodies (within the Research institutions category). It could be
also remarkable that there are almost no stakeholders in the Financial institutions
category. Main stakeholders involved in the Energy SCTPs are gathered in the
following graphic.
As in the previous graphics, numbers here represent the number of times that each
stakeholder has been selected. It can be taken into account that the maximum number
of Energy SCTPs characterised with Operational Model is 20 and, unlike happened for
the BM archetypes, in this case each SCTP can select more than one stakeholder, as
was the case for the reasons for implementing or barriers and benefits.

Type of stakeholder involved in Energy SCTPs
PUBLIC EXPERTS:
Municipality, City Council and
City Administration
20
RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS:
University/ research
15
CITIZENS: NGO
organizations/ specialized
bodies
10
5
SUPPLIERS: Industry
association

0

CITIZENS: Citizens and citizen
organizations

SUPPLIERS: City services
company

SUPPLIERS: ICT company
SUPPLIERS: Utility provider

Figure 3.8: Relevance of the Type of stakeholder involved in the Energy SCTPs

The responsibilities of actors involved in those SCTP cover a wide variety, e.g. the
definition of legal framework, financing, maintenance, renter, construction,
reconstruction, coordination, system development, manager, owner, advisor,
monitoring and development, operator, users, identification of requirements for the
tender process, service provider, research, Smart City solution provider, or city
development and awareness raising.
For the target users of the Energy SCTPs, the most important one in almost all of
them is citizens, although there are some more with minor relevance, as can be seen in
the graphic below.
In this graphic, numbers represent the number of times that each target user has been
selected by the Energy SCTPs with Operational Model analysed.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Target users of the Energy SCTPs
City government

12
Other companies

9

City agencies

6
3
0
Utility companies

Citizens

Tourists

Commuters

Figure 3.9: Relevance of the target users in the Energy SCTPs

The Impacts of the Energy SCTPs have been jointly analysed in order to be able to
have a clear idea of the main ones in each SCTP at a glance (Table 3.24).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Energy SCTP ID13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12 17

Indicator
(scales description in Val Dre Ant Val Val Ant Val Val Dre Val Val Val Val Dre Val Ant Val Ant Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre
Table 3.16)
1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big
3 3 5
2 3 5
5 4 5 3
4 2
4 3 2 4
2 5 3
2 3 2
2 4
(e.g. city level)

IMPACT
Scale of
impact

Increasing
energy efficiency
EnvironReduction in
mental
CO₂ emissions
impact
Share of RES
Profitability &
Financial
performance

Economic
impact Affordability
Business
generation
Social
impact

Wellbeing
End-user
engagement

Reduction in energy
demand
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES (from
energy consumption)
Payback time
(investment)
Cost effect
(operational)
Job creation (new
jobs)
Improvement in
quality of life
End user
engagement

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

5

3

3

3

3

2

1

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

5

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

4

5

3

5

2

1

5

4

5

4

3

3

4

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

2

4

4

3

4

2

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

3

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

2

4

2

3

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

3

4

3

3

5

3

3

5

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

1

5

3

2

5

3

3

5

2

2

5

2

3

3

4

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

2

2

1

Table 3.24. Impacts in the Energy Efficiency SCPTs

13

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3 Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private
residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES in a residential building; 8
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10 Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 17 District heating and cooling.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Regarding those impacts analysed in the Energy SCTPs, it can be deduced that the
better rated for the majority of these SCTPs is the Cost effect (operational) impact; and
that the rest of impacts are quite balanced, highlighting a little above those of the
reduction in CO2 emissions, the reduction in the energy demand and the share of RES
from energy consumption. It is also remarkable that the scale of impact in the city is on
average a median intervention, which would be equivalent to approximately a district
size (taking into account that 1 would be a small impact (e.g. building level) and that 5
would be a big impact (e.g. city level).
The following graphic analyse the average scores obtained by each impact analysed
through the Energy SCTPs.

Impacts in Energy SCTPs
Scale of impact in the city (size of
intervention)
5
End user engagement
Reduction in energy demand
4
3
2
1
Improvement in quality of life
Reduction in CO₂ emissions
0

Job creation (new jobs)
Cost effect (operational)

Share of RES (from energy
consumption)
Payback time (investment)

Figure 3.10: Average values of the impacts in the Energy SCTPs
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3.3.2 Mobility and Transport SCTPs
Mobility SCTP
General SCTP

Valencia
ID

VAL_ID

EV cars (public sector)

2

MOB_1

eVehicles for local government

MOB_2

eBuses

EV bus (public sector)

3
MOB_3

Hybrid buses

4

MOB_4

e-bikes for accessibility

5

MOB_6

V2G (Vehicle to Grid)

Last mile logistics

6

MOB_7

Last mile based on eBikes

Multimodality

7

MOB_8

Multimodal hub

MOB_3

Intermodal mobility hub

MOB_9

EV parking management

MOB_5

Mobility Apps

MOB_6

Mobility Apps

MOB_7

Mobility Apps

MOB_2

Expansion charging
infrastructure

MOB_4

Smart charging

EV bike or scooter
(public sector)
Demand management/
Smart charging

ITS for parking
management

Expansion charging
infrastructure

VAL SCTP name

Dresden

8

MOB_5

EV charging points

DRE_ID
MOB_1

DRE SCTP name
Expansion e-vehicle fleets

MOB_1B e-Buses

Table 3.25. Mobility and Transport SCPTs in the three Lighthouse cities

research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477

ANT_ID

ANT SCTP name

MOB_4 e-vehicles for municipality fleet
MOB_3 Hybrid buses

MOB_5 e-Scooter

9

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020

Antalya

MOB_2 Multimodal hubs

MOB_1

Recharging points for eVehicles
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The list of SCTPs in the Mobility and Transport pillar can be found in previous Table
3.25, by Lighthouse City. These 22 SCTPs have been characterized under the
template detailed in section 3.2, and developed as a whole catalogue included in
Annex 2.
Since in each SCTP different characteristics have been assessed under similar criteria,
it permits to make some common analyses of the SCTPs, such as the reasons for
implementing, barriers, benefits, operational model and impacts.
The reasons for implementing the Mobility SCTPs has been assessed by the technical
partners related to the Lighthouse Cities (CAR for the case of Valencia, FHG for the
case of Dresden, and SAM and DEM for the case of Antalya). The same process has
been carried out for the assessment of the barriers and benefits.
Reasons for implementing the Mobility SCTPs have been jointly analysed for all of
them in order to be able to have an idea of the main reasons of each of them at a
glance (Table 3.26). The same analyses have been carried out for the barriers in the
Energy SCTPs (see Table 3.27) and for their benefits (see Table 3.28).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Mobility SCTP ID14

Economic

Technical–
Environm.

Reasons for implementing

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Val Dre Ant Val Val Dre Ant Val Ant Val Val Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre Dre Val Dre Dre Ant

Maximize the use of RES to cover the energy
needs of buildings located in the district
Reduce GHG emissions to atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs
of citizens and companies
Reduce societal costs due to climate change,
air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in
smart solutions

Social

Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
To trigger new jobs
Table 3.26. Reasons for implement the Mobility and Transport SCPTs

14

2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure
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Mobility SCTP ID15
Barriers

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Val Dre Ant Val Val Dre Ant Val Ant Val Val Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre Dre Val Dre Dre Ant

Political

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Lack of municipal strategy on mobility data
management and open data platforms
High initial investment

Economic

Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as
long term

Techn
ology

Social

Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to
innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness in
citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology
(technology packages are not well known)
A part of the population does not use (does
not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and
existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience

15

2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure
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Mobility SCTP ID15
Barriers

2

3

4

5

6

Few cases of proven technology

Environment

8

9

Val Dre Ant Val Val Dre Ant Val Ant Val Val Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre Dre Val Dre Dre Ant

Fragmentation in the technology supply chain
(high number of actions involved)

Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Depletion of natural resources in the
technology supply chain
Production of waste (large amount of
hazardous) in the technology supply chain
Variant government policy

Legal

7

Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative
procedures
GDPR issues (data protection constraints)
Table 3.27. Barriers in the Mobility and Transport SCPTs

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Mobility SCTP ID16
Benefits

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Val Dre Ant Val Val Dre Ant Val Ant Val Val Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre Dre Val Dre Dre Ant

Meet local sustainability targets
Political Achieve a better political understanding of
citizen mobility behaviour
Reduce the energy bills and operational
costs of citizens and companies
Economic Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Social Creation of jobs
Promote equality
Improve inter-modality
Techno- Increase energy efficiency
logy Increase efficiency of public services

Environment

Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable
mobility

Legal

Comply with existing policy and legislation
Table 3.28. Benefits in the Mobility and Transport SCPTs

16

2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure
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Analysing the previous information gathered in tables, it can be noted that the most
common reasons for implementing the mobility SCTPs are the reduction of GHG
emissions to the atmosphere, as well as the increase of the local air quality, to enhance
citizens’ quality of life, and to boost local economies through the investment in smart
solutions; as shown in the graphic below.
As in the case of the Energy SCTPs, the numbers of the graphic below represent the
number of times that each reason has been selected by the total of 22 Mobility SCTPs.
It should be taken into account that each SCTP could select more than one reason to
be implemented.

Reasons for implementing Mobility SCTPs
Maximize the use of RES to
cover energy needs
25
Reduce GHG emissions to the
To trigger new jobs
20
atmosphere
15
10
5
Enhance citizens quality of life
Increase local air quality
0
Improvement of the
neighbourhood
Boost local economies (smart
solutions)

Reduce the energy bills and
operational costs
Reduce societal costs (from
climate change…)

Figure 3.11: Relevance of the reasons for implementing Mobility SCTPs

Regarding the barriers in the Mobility SCTPs, it is remarkable that the most common
ones are a the length and difficulty of the administrative procedures, the high initial
investment needed, the lack of support of local policy makers, as well as the limited
access to capital and lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term, and the cost
differential between new and existing technologies; as shows the graphic in the figure
below.
Just as the previous graphic, in the following one the numbers represent the times
each barrier has been selected by the Mobility SCTPs.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Barriers in Mobility SCTPs
Lack of support of local policy makers
25
Lenght and difficulty of admin. procedures
Political changes in the city government
20

Legislative boundary conditions

High initial investment

15
Variant government policy

Limited access to capital

10
5

Depletion of natural resources in the supply
chain

Limited public grants
0

Air pollution in the supply chain

Lack of interest (long term benefits)

Fragmentation in the technology supply chain

Lack of proper business model

Lack of professionals with large experience
High cost differential between new and
existing technologies

Lack of environmental awareness in
citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology

Figure 3.12: Relevance of the barriers in the Mobility SCTPs

The most common benefits in the Mobility SCTPs are related to environmental
aspects (improvement of air quality, reduction of carbon emissions, reduction of
acoustic emissions, improvement of the traffic flow and promotion of electrical and
sustainable mobility), and others such as meeting the local sustainability targets, a
higher quality of life for citizens, increase of comfort and of energy efficiency, as well as
the increase in efficiency of public services, and the compliance with existing policy and
legislation.

Benefits of Mobility SCTPs
Meet local sustainability targets
25
Comply with existing policy and legislation
Better understanding of mobility behaviour
Reduce the energy bills and operational
20
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
costs
Improve traffic flow

15

Benefit the local economy

10
Reduction of acoustic emissions

5

Economy benefited by better mobility

0
Reduction of carbon emissions

Improve air quality
Increase efficiency of public services

Higher quality of life

Increase comfort
Creation of jobs

Increase energy efficiency
Promote equality
Improve inter-modality

Figure 3.13: Relevance of the benefits in the Mobility SCTPs
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Operational Model has been analysed as well in the Mobility SCTPs, resulting that the
most frequent business model archetype is the Mix-funded, public-owned and
operated. There are also several archetypes (specifically 5) which are only given in one
of the SCTPs analysed, so not taking those into account as there are occasionally,
main ones are represented in the graphic below.
In this case, the numbers of the graphic represent the number of times that each BM
archetype has been selected by the Mobility SCTPs with Operational Model
characterized (which are a total of 18). It should be taken into account that in this
graphic the BM archetypes that appeared only for one of the SCTPs have been
removed to not include non-relevant information, and that each SCTP has only one
business model.

Business Model Archetypes in Mobility SCTPs
City-centered
6
4
2
Private-centered

0

Public-funded and owned, mixoperated

Mix-funded, public-owned and
operated

Figure 3.14: Relevance of the Business Model Archetypes in the Mobility SCTPs

As for the types of stakeholders involved analysed in the Mobility SCTPs framework,
the most frequent one is the Municipality, City Council and City Administration, which
falls into the Public experts category (from the Quadruple helix model categorisation);
followed by the Suppliers category, with the City services companies and ICT
companies. As happens in the Energy SCTPs, in these SCTPS there is no Financial
institutions category. Main stakeholders involved and its importance for the Mobility
SCTPs is represented in the graphic below.
As in the previous graphic, the numbers in the following one represent the number of
times that each stakeholder type appears in the different Mobility SCTPs with
Operational Model. The difference here is that each SCTP can select more than one
stakeholder.
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Type of stakeholder involved in Mobility SCTPs

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS:
University/ research
organizations/ specialized
bodies

PUBLIC EXPERTS:
Municipality, City Council and
City administration
20

16
12

CITIZENS: NGOs

8
4
0

SUPPLIERS: Industry
association

CITIZENS: Citizens and
citizen organizations

SUPPLIERS: City services
company

SUPPLIERS: ICT company

Figure 3.15: Relevance of the Type of stakeholder involved in the Mobility SCTPs

The responsibilities of actors involved in those SCTP cover a wide variety, e.g.
users (most repeated one), owner, operator, financing, manager, construction,
identification of requirements for the tender process and construction, monitoring and
development, research, financing, Smart City solution provider, or city development
and awareness raising.
For the target users of the Mobility SCTPs, most repeated are the citizens, followed by
commuters and tourists, as shown in the graphic below.
The numbers in the following graphic are the same as in the previous one, they
correspond to the number of times that each target user has been selected by each
Mobility SCTP, taking into account that SCTPs could select more than one.

Target users of the Mobility SCTPs
City agencies
10
8

Other companies

6

4

Citizens

2
0

Utility companies

Commuters

Tourists

Figure 3.16: Relevance of the target users in the Mobility SCTPs

The Impacts of the Mobility SCTPs have been jointly analysed in order to be able to
have a clear idea of the main ones in each SCTP at a glance (Table 3.29).
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Mobility SCTP ID17

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Indicator
Val Dre Ant Val Val Dre Ant Val Ant Val Val Val Dre Ant Val Dre Dre Dre Val Dre Dre Ant
(scales description in Table 3.17)
1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city
5 3 3 3 5 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 3 3 2 2 3 2 4 4 2 2
level)

IMPACT
Scale of
impact

Reduction in
CO₂ emissions
Environ- Reduction in
mental local air
impact pollutants
Change in
modal split
Economic
Economic viability
impact
Affordability

Social
impact

Access to
services
Quality of
services

Reduction in CO₂ emissions

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

2

4

3

4

3

3

3

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

3

Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx)

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

2

4

2

4

3

3

3

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

1

2

5

5

5

3

3

4

2

4

4

4

2

Payback time (investment)

2

3

3

3

4

3

3

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

2

Cost effect (operational)

4

4

4

4

3

4

2

3

2

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

2

Improvement in access to
services

3

3

3

2

2

2

3

4

3

4

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

5

3

Improvement in quality of services

3

3

3

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

5

4

Table 3.29. Impacts in the Mobility and Transport SCPTs

17

2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Regarding those impacts analysed in the Mobility SCTPs, they are quite balanced
between all these SCTPs, being quite better rated the ones of improvement in quality
of services, cost effect (operational), improvement in access to services, and payback
time (investment).
It is also remarkable that the scale of impact in the city is on average a median
intervention, which would be equivalent to approximately a district size (taking into
account that 1 would be a small impact (e.g. building level) and that 5 would be a big
impact (e.g. city level).

Impacts in Mobility SCTPs
Scale of impact in the city (size of
intervention)
5
4
Improvement in quality of services
Reduction in CO₂ emissions
3
2
1
Reduction of local air pollutant
Improvement in access to services
0
emissions (PM2.5, NOx)

Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Cost effect (operational)
Payback time (investment)

Figure 3.17: Average values of the impacts in the Mobility SCTPs
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3.3.3 ICT infrastructures and Urban Platform SCTPs
ICT SCTP

Valencia

Dresden

Antalya

General SCTP

VAL SCTP name

DRE SCTP name

ANT SCTP name

Inputs and Outputs of
Urban platform

Open urban platform

Urban Platform & IoT Urban data Platform
basic technicalities

Table 3.30. ICT infrastructures and Urban Platform SCPTs in the three Lighthouse cities

The list of SCTPs in the ICT infrastructures and Urban Platform pillar can be found in
previous Table 3.30, by Lighthouse City. These 3 SCTPs have been characterized
under the template detailed in section 3.2, and developed as a whole catalogue
included in Annex 2.
Since different characteristics have been assessed as well in these SCTPs under
similar criteria, it permits to make some common analyses of the SCTPs, such as the
reasons for implementing, barriers, benefits, operational model and impacts.
The reasons for implementing the ICT SCTPs has been assessed by the technical
partners related to the Lighthouse Cities (CAR for the case of Valencia, TUD for the
case of Dresden, and SAM and DEM for the case of Antalya). The same process has
been carried out for the assessment of the barriers and benefits.
Reasons for implementing the ICT and Urban Platform SCTPs have been jointly
analysed for the three of them in order to be able to have an idea of the main reasons
of each of them at a glance (Table 3.31).
Reasons for implementing

Economic

Val

Dre

Ant

Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of
citizens and companies
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air
pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart
solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life

Social
To trigger new jobs
Table 3.31. Reasons for implement the ICT and Urban Platform SCPTs

Analysing that information in table above, it can be noted that the most important
reasons for implementing the ICT SCTPs are to boost local economies through
investment in smart solutions and to enhance citizens’ quality of life; as shown in the
graphic below.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Reasons for implementing ICT SCTPs
Reduce the energy bills
and operational costs
3
2
To trigger new jobs

Reduce societal costs
(from climate change…)

1
0

Enhance citizens quality
of life

Boost local economies
(smart solutions)

Figure 3.18: Relevance of the reasons for implementing ICT SCTPs

The same analyses as in the reasons for implementing ICT SCTPs have been
developed for the barriers assessment (see Table 3.32 below).
Barriers

Val

Dre

Ant

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Economic

Limited access to capital
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and
engage in PPPs

Social

A part of the population does not use (does not know
how to use) ICT tools
Lack of professionals with large experience

Technology

Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high
number of actions involved)
Few cases of proven technology
Legislative boundary conditions

Legal

Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Data privacy and security issues (data treatment to
publish non-sensible and anonymized data)
Table 3.32. Barriers in the ICT and Urban Platform SCPTs

Regarding the barriers in the ICT SCTPs, it can be remarked that most common ones
are that a part of the population does not use (or does not know how to use) ICT tools,
the few cases of proven technology and the length and difficulty of the administrative
procedures. It is also possible to highlight that no environmental barriers have been
found to implement any of these ICT SCTPs.
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Barriers in ICT SCTPs
Lack of support of local policy
makers
3
Political changes in the city
Data privacy and security issues
government
Lenght and difficulty of admin.
2
High initial investment
procedures
1
Legislative boundary conditions

Limited access to capital

0

Reluctance of admin. to innovate
and engage in PPPs

Few cases of proven technology
Fragmentation in the technology
supply chain

A part of the population does not
use ICT tools
Lack of professionals with large
experience

Figure 3.19: Relevance of the barriers in the ICT SCTPs

As in previous cases, benefits are also analysed under the same criteria for the ICT
SCTPs (see Table 3.33 below).
Benefits

Val

Dre

Ant

Meet local sustainability targets
Political

Sharing information and data transparency on city
issues (providing clear, reliable and open data sharing)

Economic

Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort

Social

Creation of jobs
Promote equality
Increase efficiency of public services

Technology

Improved data availability
Better use of data

Environment

Sustainable use of resources through automated
services of energy and mobility by ICT services

Legal

Comply with existing policy and legislation
Table 3.33. Benefits of the ICT and Urban Platform SCPTs

The most common benefits in the ICT SCTPs are related to technology aspects
(increase of the efficiency of public services, improve data availability and achieve a
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better use of data), and others such as meeting the local sustainability targets, benefit
the local economy, increase comfort and comply with the existing policy and legislation.

Benefits in ICT SCTPs
Meet local sustainability
targets
3
Comply with existing
Sharing information and
policy and legislation
data transparently on…
2
Sustainable use of
Benefit the local economy
resources (by ICT…
1
0
Better use of data

Improved data availability
Increase efficiency of
public services

Increase comfort

Creation of jobs
Promote equality

Figure 3.20: Relevance of the benefits in the Energy SCTPs

In terms of the Operational Model analysed, only the Valencia SCTPs have been able
to deploy an Operational Model, since the ones for the other Lighthouse Cities do not
have a corresponding Action Bundle. In that sense, is not possible to extract general
conclusions since there is no possibility to compare or contrast any information, but at
informative level we can analyse the ICT SCTPs for the Valencia case.
In terms of business model archetypes it operates with Public-funded, city-owned
and operated. Regarding the types of stakeholders involved it only includes the
University/ research organizations/ specialized body. The responsibilities of the
actors involved are mainly defined as data collection. For the target users in these
ICT SCTPs of Valencia, are the City government, City agencies, citizens, commuters,
tourists, utility companies as well as other companies.

The Impacts of the ICT and Urban Platform SCTPs have been jointly analysed in order
to be able to have a clear idea of the main ones in each SCTP at a glance (Table 3.34).
IMPACT

Economic
impact

Social
impact

Efficiency in service
provision
Business generation

Indicator
(scales description in Table 3.18)
Improvement in efficiency of
service provision
New business opportunities
created

Improvement in quality of open
datasets
Quality of services through Improvement in quality of services
open APIs provided
through open APIs provided
Accessibility of open data

Table 3.34. Impacts in the ICT and Urban Platform SCPTs
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Regarding those impacts analysed in the ICT SCTPs, it can be deduced that the
better rated ones are the improvement of the quality of services through open APIs
provided and the improvement of the efficiency of service provision.

Impacts in ICT SCTPs

Improvement in quality of
services through open
APIs provided

Improvement in effiiciency
of service provision
5
4
3
2
1
0

New business
opportunities created

Improvement in quality of
open datasets
Figure 3.21: Average values of the impacts in the ICT SCTPs
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4 MAtchUP SCTPs evaluation
4.1 Introduction to PESTEL methodology

In order to define and establish the Smart City Plans for Lighthouse and Follower cities
based on the replication potential of the interventions implemented in MAtchUP, it is
necessary to start analysing the selected actions in an urban context in the earliest
stage, i.e. identifying the opportunities and the barriers to the implementation of these
actions. This will make it possible to study the feasibility of their implementation, but
also to give priority to actions with a favourable context and to raise the barriers for
other actions. The actions with a difficult context can then be compared with similar
actions set up in partner cities and solutions can be sought to overcome the identified
barriers.
As already stated in D1.3 Report on indicators tools and methods for impact-based
evaluation of technologies implementation, the PESTEL analysis is a tool aimed at
evaluating the feasibility of each smart action considering the different Political,
Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental implications for each, i.e. it
consists to assess the strategic viability of the different actions regarding the objectives
of the city and it is carried out following a set of guidelines and principles that can be
applied in any city for prioritising interventions regarding efficiency.
The questions in the PESTEL spreadsheet are designed to generate discussion and
debate around each one of the topics. First, all the questions have to be answered to
get a holistic vision of the matter. After so, the suitability of each intervention for the
topic has to be evaluated from 1 to 5. The overall result will be automatically calculated
by the PESTEL tool once every dimension has been completed. An example can be
seen below.
Exemplary = 5

Best practice = 4

Good practice = 3

Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does the intervention type have any political
barrier or difficulty?
Is the intervention type likely to attract
significant criticism from a section of the
political spectrum, pressure groups, or the
local populace?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future? To what extent have
stakeholders been involved in the
development of the intervention type?
Is the intervention type aligned with the
political trends? Is there existing political
support for the intervention type?

Minimum standard = 2

Sub-standard = 1

7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
3.5
No, current policies are aligned with the
integration of residential RES.
RES energy systems have good acceptance
among the people.
2
Risk of drastic changes in the future. Very
unstable matter from a political point of view
(at national level).
There is not a well stablished political trend
around renewable energy self-consumption.
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Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by successive governments
or local political institutions?
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No, it the last years each political party has
stablished its own vision and the legislation
on the matter has been confusing and
unstable, generating great uncertainties
around RES for self-consumption.

ECONOMICS
Have potential public or private financing
mechanisms been identified for the
intervention type? How is this type of
interventions financed?
Does this intervention type offer a return on
capital?
Are the business models related to this
intervention type likely to be lost or new ones
created in the future?
Does the intervention type offer the
opportunity for wider local economic benefits,
such as a local supply chain or other benefits
for local businesses?
SOCIETY
Does the intervention type promote equality?
I.e. Does a wide cross-section of society
benefit from the intervention, or only a specific
group?
Has the ability of vulnerable groups to
participate in the intervention type been
considered?
Does the intervention type promote healthy
lifestyles, wellbeing and happiness within the
general populace?
Does the intervention type promote
community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is the intervention type introducing any
innovation to the state of the art (SoA)?
Has the intervention type ever been proven as
an effective intervention before? I.e. are the
expected positive impacts of the intervention
proven?
Is the intervention type a ‘future proofed’
against changes in technology, and can it be
adapted and improved over time?
Will the intervention type significantly restrict,
or support, other interventions (including
those less concerned with technology) that
help to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over the
lifetime of the intervention type such as:
Is the intervention type contributing to energy
consumption reduction or the energy
efficiency improvement?

Various possibilities. Possible to self-finance
(does not require a huge investment).
Electricity generation companies offer
services for the installation of PV systems
with innovative business models.
PV systems offer a very good return on
capital of around 6 to 10 years and have a
25 years lifetime.
New business models around this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.

5

The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact.
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact.

3

The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact.
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact.
No, the technology introduced is already
mature.
The technology is proven effective and
reliable.
The modularity nature of the PV installation
allows changes in specific parts of the
system only.

5

A PV installation on a roof may affect the
inclusion of alternative energy generation
methods as Solar thermal panels.

Great reduction on GHG emissions.
3
Contributes to consumption of primary
renewable energy.
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Is the intervention type contributing to
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction?
LAW

Yes, especially in countries with high
electricity emission factors.

Have any legal constrain or difficulty been
identified?
If any legal framework modification is required
or if any new legal frameworks or policies
need to be put in place, does the city
government have the power to implement
these?
Does the intervention type comply with
existing policy and legislation (including
planning regulations)?

Legal instability over the last decade has
caused big uncertainties in the sector.

Is the intervention type a ‘future proofed’
against changing government or European
policy, new legislation and top-down targets?
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Yes, current regulations are aligned with the
installation of distributed renewable energy
generation.
3
Yes, current regulations are aligned with the
installation of distributed renewable energy
generation.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
towards future proving the intervention,
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.

The following sections deploy the PESTEL in each of the cities and the results of the
10 more suitable SCTPs in each case. The complete PESTEL exercise carried out by
each city on each SCTP is included in the Annex 3.
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4.2 PESTEL report in the cities
4.2.1 PESTEL of Valencia
SCTPs priority/interest order for VALENCIA

SCTP
Pillar
ICT

To be
implemented

1

Use of open data for new business

ID
1

1

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

2

ICT

Yes

1

Internet of Things deployment (possible BM)

3

ICT

No

2

Construction of public tertiary building

3

Energy

Yes

2

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

4

Energy

Yes

2

Employment initiatives

1

NTA

Yes

3

Construction of (private) residential building

1

Energy

Yes

3

Retrofitting of public residential buildings

5

Energy

Yes

3

Building integrated RES in a residential building

7

Energy

Yes

3

EV bus (public sector)

3

Mobility

Yes

No

Table 4.1. SCTPs priority order from Valencia PESTEL

The most attractive SCTPs to be implemented in the city of Valencia seem to be ICTs
related interventions. The high punctuation and success of the ICT technologies in the
PESTEL are due to their easy implementation and lack of barriers. Additionally, even
though (most of the time) they do not directly produce economic benefits, they create
very valuable information that acts as a direct input for new forms of business and
economic activity. Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that even though these
interventions potentially create great benefits to the urban environment their climate
change mitigation impact is very low or sometimes inexistent.
The second group of attractive interventions in the city of Valencia are related to the
retrofitting of buildings. In this case the interventions have more obvious
environmental benefits. Social benefits are also not to be forgotten, as living comfort
conditions are improved and health issues should be reduced. Retrofitting technologies
are very well known and could create prosperous economic activities in the local
environment. However, most of these interventions are usually not very attractive from
a return of investment perspective.
Other actions as building integrated RES, employment initiatives and electric buses
deployment have also been highlighted as the most interesting ones to implement in
Valencia.
Electric buses are well supported by the municipal political scene and are currently
backed by several initiatives for their promotion. While it is true that the investment
costs are very high, this would lead to substantial savings in fuel and maintenance, but
above all in greenhouse gas emissions. Finally, they have good social support and
their role in the creation of zero emission zones is fundamental.
The local employment initiatives despite not being selected in the initial list of the
project for the city have been very positively evaluated from the political, social,
technological and technological point of view. The only point with a less favourable
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evaluation in this case is the environmental one as the contribution of this intervention
with respect to environmental care is not clear.
Finally, the integration of renewables in buildings also scored very well. One of the
main reasons for this very positive result has been the introduction of the new selfconsumption legislation at national level. The fall in the price of photovoltaic panels
over the last decade and the good social and political acceptance of this type of
technology also have a great influence.
It is noteworthy that some of the actions identified ‘a priori’ as most desirable in the city
of Valencia have not been planned in the context of the project. The fact that these
actions have been identified is a positive result of the methodology that demonstrates
its validity for the selection of interventions. It also a first step for collaboration with the
other cities in the project where these actions are to be implemented, being able to
carry out learning and experience exchange actions.
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4.2.2 PESTEL of Dresden
SCTPs priority/interest order for DRESDEN

SCTP
Pillar
Mobility

To be
implemented

1

EV cars (private sector)

ID
1

2

EV cars (public sector)

2

Mobility

Yes

3

EV bus (public sector)

3

Mobility

Yes

4

EV bike or scooter (public sector)

4

Mobility

No

5

Last mile logistics

6

Mobility

No

6

Construction of (private) residential building

1

Energy

Yes

7

Construction of (public) residential building

2

Energy

No

8

Construction of public tertiary building

3

Energy

No

9

Smart controls and domotics in residential building

12

Energy

No

10

Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building

13

Energy

Yes

Yes

Table 4.2. SCTPs priority order from Dresden PESTEL

In Dresden, among the SCTPs that have been identified as most suitable for the city,
mobility interventions have a great weight. In fact, half of the selected interventions are
focused on this field.
From a political point of view, the lack of barriers and inter-party coordination to
promote this type of measure, as well as the good alignment with current political
trends, stand out. The economic panorama is less optimistic and highlights above all
the lack of economic profitability of electric vehicles at present. However, appropriate
lines of funding have been identified for the promotion of electric mobility technologies.
On the other hand, the need to extend the charging network has also been identified,
with its consequent economic outlay and the potential deployment of new business
models. Another point to highlight within the evolution of these technologies is the great
technological boost that the adoption of these measures would mean. Furthermore, it
would mean the adoption of a growing technology with very good future prospects,
both in terms of deployment potential and cost reduction forecasts. From the
environmental point of view, it is one of the technologies with the best appreciation
thanks to its great potential for reducing polluting emissions in comparison with
conventional combustion vehicles and reducing the use of primary energy. Finally, it
has been identified that there are no legal barriers to the implementation of this
technology, nor are any potential impediments to its implementation in the future
expected.
The rest of the outstanding interventions for its deployment in the city of Dresden are
mainly focused on a lower and more efficient use of energy in buildings. Mainly through
the construction of more energy efficient buildings, both residential and tertiary use, but
also through home automation systems and intelligent control systems that allow
monitoring and controlling the use of energy in buildings. Arguments in favour of these
interventions include the positive environmental impact through reduced energy
consumption, political and social support and the good level of technological
development as these are mature and well-known technologies. However, it also
highlights the need for implementation by the owners or future owners of the house
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who are the ones who must be aware of and demand a high degree of energy
efficiency in the buildings for this type of intervention to be successful.
Finally, as highlighted in the other previous cities, Dresden also includes among its
most favourable interventions for deployment measures that were not considered at the
beginning of the project. The identification of these measures is a good start for the
collaboration between cities and the exchange of experiences and knowledge.
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4.2.3 PESTEL of Antalya
SCTPs priority/interest order for ANTALYA

SCTP
Pillar
Energy

To be
implemented

1

Urban scale RES

ID
9

2

Building integrated RES in a tertiary building

8

Energy

Yes

3

Building integrated RES in a residential building

7

Energy

Yes

4

Internet of Things deployment (possible BM)

3

ICT

No

5

Construction of (private) residential building

1

Energy

Yes

6

Smart public lighting

10

Energy

Yes

7

Construction of (public) residential building

2

Energy

No

8

Use of open data for new business

1

ICT

No

9

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

2

ICT

No

10

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

4

Energy

No

Yes

Table 4.3. SCTPs priority order from Antalya PESTEL

The most attractive SCTPs to be implemented in the city of Antalya seem to be
renewable energy integration related interventions. The main arguments in favour of
renewable energies are mainly linked to photovoltaic solar energy. Solar PV has
achieved high stages of maturity and is able to offer return of investment period of
under 8-10 years (from Pedrero et al., 2019). In the case of Antalya, that has very good
irradiation the return of investment could even be lower. This gives it a very good score
from an economic point of view. The other dimensions are also very favourable,
highlighting the social and political support for these measures. Finally, it should be
noted that given Turkey's high emissions factor18 (from Carbon Footprint, 2018), the
potential for reducing emissions from these technologies is particularly high.
Additionally, its modularity converts it into a technology that can be introduced in a
facility of almost any size.
ICTs related interventions also have an important presence among the best evaluated
Interventions. In fact, the 3 interventions proposed in the initial list of 34 SCTPs have
made the cut and are listed among the 10 more suitable SCTPs to be implemented in
Antalya. The high punctuation and success of the ICT technologies in the PESTEL are
due to their easy implementation and lack of barriers. Additionally, even though (most
of the time) they do not directly produce economic benefits they create very valuable
information that acts as a direct input for new forms of business and economic activity.
Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that even though these interventions potentially
create great benefits to the urban environment their climate change mitigation impact is
very low or sometimes inexistent. (In the case of IoT energy savings could be achieved
thanks to monitoring and improvement of consumption patterns)
Another group of attractive interventions in the city of Antalya are related to reducing
energy consumption in buildings. In this case the interventions have more obvious
environmental benefits. Social benefits are also not to be forgotten, as living comfort
18

https://www.carbonfootprint.com/docs/2018_8_electricity_factors_august_2018__online_sources.pdf
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conditions are improved and health issues should be reduced. Retrofitting technologies
are very well known and could create prosperous economic activities in the local
environment. However, most of these interventions are usually not very attractive from
a return of investment perspective.
A very interesting conclusion to take from this exercise is that 5 out of 10 interventions
present in the highest positions of the ranking have not been planned to be introduced
in Antalya in the framework of this project. This highlights the importance of knowledge
sharing among cities and the replication activities.
It is also noticeable that no mobility actions are present among the highest ranking
even though they present very positive environmental impacts. It seems that the main
barrier is not only economic (EV sector has still not reached maturity and costs are very
high) but political barriers are also very important. Low political support and high taxes
seem to be a constant issue that slow down the introduction of electric vehicles in
Antalya. Similarly, the high investing costs for multimodality interventions are a major
drawback.
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4.2.4 PESTEL of Ostend
SCTPs priority/interest order for OSTEND
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

District heating and cooling
Urban scale RES
Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Building integrated RES in a residential building
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Construction of (private) residential building
Smart public lighting

ID
17
9
5
7
8
4
4
6
1
10

SCTP
Pillar
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
NTA
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy

Table 4.4. SCTPs priority order from Ostend PESTEL

In the case of Oostende, the interventions identified with the greatest potential for
implementation are clearly oriented towards an energy profile, among which the
integration of renewable energies and the increase of energy efficiency in buildings
stand out, so that the city's energy demand is reduced. In fact, 9 of the 10 interventions
with the greatest potential for implementation identified by the city belong to the energy
category.
One of the greatest strengths identified for the rehabilitation and integration of
renewable energy in private buildings is the existence of credits (free of interest for low
incomes and at very low interest for high incomes) for this type of action. All this is
accompanied by a political consensus and the inclusion of housing at risk of energy
poverty. However, as an improvement for the future, the need for minor changes in the
legal framework for easier implementation of these measures has been identified.
Another lesson learned so far by the city of Oostende and identified by this PESTEL
exercise is the current good functioning of the business model of renewable energy
systems in buildings. The identification of this strength could become particularly
relevant in the collaboration strategy of the city of Oostende so that it is possible to
replicate its operation in cities with similar characteristics.
In the same way, several actions have been identified in which the city has less
experience such as "Smart control and domotics", "urban thermal storage", "urban
electrical storage" and the interventions of ICTs. As a city it is essential to follow up the
identification of these actions that require a deepening and a greater acquisition of
knowledge and this information will be used for the elaboration of the city's
collaboration strategy in a transversal way with the WP7 of the project.
With regard to electric mobility, interest can be observed in the political and social
spheres. However, there is a lack of confidence in the current maturity of the
technology and the identification of possible legal and administrative obstacles in the
case of business models that require various stakeholders, such as electric bus lines. A
positive point is the identification of regional economic aid for this type of intervention,
which greatly facilitates their integration.
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In the area of ICT-based interventions, the legal aspect and the guarantee of user
privacy and compliance with data protection law are the main reasons why they have
been chosen to be overcome. The disconnection with citizens when it comes to
deploying and disseminating the use of this type of system is also one of the main
barriers of this type of actions.
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4.2.5 PESTEL of Skopje
SCTPs priority/interest order for SKOPJE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Multimodality
Construction of public tertiary building
Building integrated RES in a residential building
Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Smart controls and domotics in residential building
Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building
Construction of (private) residential building

ID
4
5
6
7
3
7
8
12
13
1

SCTP
Pillar
Energy
Energy
Energy
Mobility
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy

Table 4.5. SCTPs priority order from Skopje PESTEL

Given the status of the city of Skopje as a follower city none of the interventions listed
have been planned within the framework of this project. However, it has been
considered that the identification of priority interventions can bring a great added value
to the city in addition to discovering possible ways or motivations for experience
exchange, an activity that is indeed contemplated within the objectives of the project.
In the evaluation carried out by the city of Skopje, energy measures are mainly
highlighted. In fact, 9 of the 10 measures with the highest rating belong to this
category. The remaining intervention concerns a mobility solution.
The high score obtained by the rehabilitation solutions for both residential and private
buildings is very remarkable. In these solutions, the political and economic dimensions
are particularly noteworthy, and a good alignment with the mechanism for promoting
this type of intervention has been identified. These measures also take on special
relevance in a city where, due to historical conditions, the majority of buildings were
constructed in the 1960s.
Another block of energy measures that stand out within the assessment made by the
city of Skopje is the integration of renewable energies. One of the most positive
aspects identified is the large reduction of greenhouse gases that can be achieved
thanks to renewable technologies, which becomes especially relevant in a country with
a particularly high electricity emission factor. These measures go hand in hand with the
integration of intelligent controls that guarantee a more responsible consumption of
available resources by reducing energy demand
Finally, it is interesting to analyse the mobility measure presented, the intermodal
platforms. As highlighted in the evaluation, the social and environmental impacts are
the two main benefits of this type of intervention. Moreover, it seems to be perfectly
supported in the legal field. However, these measures do not seem to have the
necessary political support at present, this being the only dimension where it has been
poorly evaluated.
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4.2.6 PESTEL of Kerava
SCTPs priority/interest order for KERAVA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Urban thermal storage
Urban electrical storage
Building repurposing actions
District heating and cooling
Smart public lighting
Use of open data for new business
Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Internet of Things deployment (possible BM)
Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Retrofitting of public residential buildings

ID
14
15
16
17
10
1
2
3
4
5

SCTP
Pillar
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
ICT
ICT
ICT
NTA
Energy

Table 4.6. SCTPs priority order from Kerava PESTEL

The city of Kerava being a follower has no plans to deploy any of the SCTPs listed
under the project. This will have several consequences for the development of this
exercise, on the one hand it is logical that the city has a lower degree of knowledge
about the interventions to be deployed and therefore its evaluation is less in-depth.
However from a follower city's point of view this exercise also becomes more relevant
as it helps to identify from the beginning the most attractive interventions and which
lighthouse cities can guide them and share the experience gained for the future
deployment of the interventions. This last point links and is consistent with the content
of other project work packages such as WP7 or T1.4, which promote collaboration
among cities.
It is possible to observe how the technologies best regarded in Kerava city are related
to energy storage. This makes a lot of sense since Kerava has a heat distribution
network and energy storage is presented as one of the best alternatives for the
integration of renewable energies, and thus reducing greenhouse gas emissions into
the atmosphere. It is also possible to emphasize that Kerava is a particularly favourable
environment for the deployment of this type of intervention since the local energy
distributor is owned by the city and therefore consensus among agents is easier to
achieve.
SCTPs concerning ICTs are also proving to be desirable in the city of Kerava.
Arguments in favour of their implementation, as seen in lighthouse cities, include their
easy implementation and low cost and the fact that they favour the emergence of new
business models in the city. On the opposite side we find the arguments that they do
not have clear environmental benefits and from a legal perspective they could even
entail problems with respect to data protection and privacy.
Within the non-technical actions, the creation of energy cooperatives is particularly
relevant, which according to the PESTEL assessment, is especially outstanding in the
social and economic aspects and also has good political support.
Finally, with regard to energy, the rehabilitation of residential buildings has been
highlighted. As can be seen in the deliverables referring to the city's energy scenarios,
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energy efficiency in building plays a very relevant role in the emission of greenhouse
gases in the city. As the main conclusions to be drawn from this evaluation, PESTEL
has identified the need for greater support from the legal point of view and the long
return periods for this type of investment. As a positive aspect, possible collaboration
with other companies owned by the city that favour the implementation of these actions
has been identified.
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4.3 Overall analysis of the results of PESTELs
In the context of Task 1.3, a detailed PESTEL has been drawn up which evaluates all
the interventions of the smart city technology packages (SCTP) to be analysed and / or
carried out within the framework of the MAtchUP project. The evaluation has been
prepared for all the cities so that once the interventions have been carried out in the
Lighthouse cities, the experience and knowledge generated can be shared with those
cities that have identified this kind of interventions as a priority or one that is highly
compatible with the reality of their community.
Once the exercise has been completed, the main conclusions and lessons learned
have been drawn for each of the cities. Each of the MAtchUP cities represents a
completely different reality, however, it is possible to observe certain common trends
among them.
In the case of the Lighthouse cities it is remarkable how in all three of them it has been
possible to identify actions with a strong interest in the city that were however not
identified before the project for implementation. This provides the opportunity to include
new technologies in the city's roadmap and to establish collaborative links with other
Lighthouse cities.
This same identification of technologies more suitable for implementation in a city is
applicable to the Follower cities. Thanks to this exercise, it has been possible to identify
which interventions are of greater interest to these cities, and the information that is
fundamental for establishing an efficient collaboration and knowledge exchange
strategy, which is the one of the main objectives of these cities in the project.
It has also been observed that the technologies identified as most appropriate vary
greatly from one city to another, being more dependent on the reality of the city itself
than on the technological characteristics of the interventions. This fact highlights the
need for a good identification of the needs and the means to satisfy them that are
within the reach of the municipalities, giving special relevance to evaluation
methodologies such as the one carried out.
Another of the aspects observed after the preparation of the exercise is that, logically,
the greatest differences between cities lie mainly in the legal, political and social
aspects, with the technological, economic and environmental factors being more likely
to have a more similar assessment. This fact underlines the need for a well-planned
legal framework and the importance of the institutional drive on the interventions
needed for the transition towards a sustainable economy. In fact, as part of the results
it has been possible to identify subsidies and forms of financing for some actions,
which is a great advance in the implementation process.
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5 Next steps

MAtchUP aims to maximize the benefits of the large-scale demonstrations
implemented in Valencia, Dresden and Antalya, so that the integrated planning
approach defined in WP1 so that the integrated planning approach defined in WP1 is
contributing to reach this challenging goal.
Upscaling and replication strategies definition in the seven cities of MAtchUP after pilot
project’s implementation will be the best way to ensure replicability of smart city
technologies from the lighthouse cities.
Smart City Strategic and Financial plans of MAtchUP cities (D1.6 – D1.12) have been
being developed at the same time of this document, taking advantage from the
previous inputs and developments carried out in WP1 to set the City Vision 2030 and
the Smart City strategic objectives.
The Replication and Upscaling plans are within Task 1.5, subtask 1.5.3 Replication
and upscaling plans development in lighthouse and follower cities. Their development
will start after the submission of the present deliverable and will set the specific actions
for the strategic objectives defined in the Smart City strategic and Financial plans,
taking into account the outcomes of this deliverable: that is, the SCTP catalogue, to
consider their main characteristics, reasons for implementing them, main barriers and
benefits, operational models and impacts; as well as the most suitable SCTPs
analysed through the PESTEL methodology.
On other hand, the city transformation strategy defined in WP1 will conclude with the
report on upgrading/updating potential of SEAP/SECAPs in the advanced urban
planning where it will provide recommendations to CoM and JRC in basis to the
knowledge gained in the project in terms of planning.
Review meeting

D1.5 Submission
D1.6/7/8/9/10/11/12 Submission

D1.13/14/15/16/17/18/19 Submission

Upgrading/adaptation potential of SECAPs to the Advanced Urban Transformation Planning,
Implementation and Monitoring [M58]

Supply-side scenarios
characterization
(SCTPs)

Replication plan, financial schemes and business models definition of 7 cities [M54]
Smart City Strategic
plan and financial
model (in 7 cities)

End of MAtchUP project
End of WP1

Capacity building strategy implementation [M54]
NOV
(M38)

…

DEC
(M39)

JAN
(M40)

FEB
(M41)

MAR
(M42)

ABR
(M43)

MAY
(M44)

2020

JUN
(M45)

JUL
(M46)

AUG
(M47)

SEP
(M48)

OCT
(M49)

NOV
(M50)

DEC
(M51)

JAN
(M52)

FEB
(M53)

2021

Cities + Technical partners

MAR
(M54)

APR
(M55)

MAY
(M56)

JUN
(M57)

JUL
(M58)

AUG
(M59)

SEP
(M60)

2022

Technical partners

Figure 5.1: WP1 timeline from M38 to the end of the project. Relation among the present
deliverable D1.5 with the rest of activities in WP1

The impacts estimated of the SCTPs in this report will be used in the technical
evaluation of MAtchUP actions implemented in the three LH cities in the WP5 Task 5.6
Technical evaluation process (performance).
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The conclusions of this deliverable will be taken into account as well in the WP6, in the
development of D6.4 “Guidelines and framework for the use of innovative financial
instruments and to design business models towards replication”, which will provide a
methodology to design innovative business models including their associated financing
mechanism. It will also provide inputs for D6.5 “Strategies, policies and financial
mechanisms that cities can adopt to effectively involve stakeholders in the
implementation of their plans and actions”, since the SCTPs Operational Models
already describe ways to involve stakeholders in the implementation of smart city
technologies through several approaches and possible roles.
Additionally, a deep interrelationship has been identified between this Task 1.3 and the
activities of T1.4 and the WP7 about capacity building and collaboration respectively,
which fosters the replication of actions. Once the interests and needs of the cities have
been collected, the next step is to identify the cities that are carrying out the
interventions and establish a common collaborative strategy to achieve an efficient flow
of information.
As a result, a close working relationship will be established with WP7 in the next
working period with the aim of sharing information and achieving a higher level of
consistency and compactness in the project. In fact, the first steps of collaboration
among packages and identification of knowledge sharing among partners on SCTPs
related topics can be seen in section 2.7 of deliverable 7.2 “MAtchUP Network of
Interest: members, structure and calendar of activities”.
Finally, the catalogue of SCTP and PESTEL results will be valuable insights for the
activities to be developed in WP7 dedicated to knowledge exchange among MAtchUP
cities as well as to be shared with other LH projects and/or with the network of cities
created. Last but not least, the main contents of this deliverable are very valuable for
their future dissemination through scientific publications, as stated in WP8.
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6 Conclusions
The work presented in this document provides cities with a catalogue of MAtchUP
technologies in the fields of Energy Efficiency, Mobility and Transport and ICT
infrastructures, which can be upscaled by the MAtchUP Lighthouse cities or replicated
by MAtchUP Follower cities, or by other cities beyond MAtchUP.
Through the catalogue of SCTPs, the technologies are characterized, as well as their
related operational models (which include actors and business models) and impacts.
The total of 49 Smart City Technology Packages (SCTPs) identified have been
assessed by the partners involved in the project to determine the main reasons for
implementing them, the barriers and benefits, the features of the Operational models,
and the Impacts evaluated from environmental, economic and social point of view.
These aspects are compiled in the form of tables to visualize the mentioned aspects in
each SCTP, and in the form of radar graphics, to have a more generic vision of the
most relevant analysed characteristics.
Additionally, in this document it has been also included also a PESTEL analysis to
evaluate the feasibility of each SCTP in the cities of MAtchUP. Thus, thanks to the
results of this analysis and considering the specific context of MAtchUP cities, the
suitability of the SCTPs is evaluated as the first step in measuring or estimating the
replication and upscaling potential of MAtchUP technologies. Thus, the characterization
of SCTP and PESTEL results, combined with the city plans and the learning acquired
during the implementation of the actions in the three LH cities of the project, will serve
to develop the Replication or Upscaling plans of MAtchUP cities. Last but not least, this
set of solutions and their accompanied operational models and estimated impacts can
help urban planners in the path to develop strategies of cities than intent to be smarter
and more sustainable.
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MAtchUP SCTPs definitions

MAtchUP Pillar

ID

1

2

3

General SCTP
Name

Definition

Construction of
(private) residential
building

Construction of new private residential buildings
that comply with high energy efficiency
standards (A or higher). The new buildings will
incorporate high performance passive measures
(insulation, high performance windows, passive
solar heating and natural ventilation systems)
and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g.
PV).

Construction of
(public) residential
building

Construction of new public residential buildings
that comply with high energy efficiency
standards (A or higher). The new buildings will
incorporate high performance passive measures
(insulation, high performance windows, passive
solar heating and natural ventilation systems)
and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g.
PV).

Construction of
public tertiary
building

Construction of new public tertiary buildings that
comply with high energy efficiency standards (A
or higher). The new buildings will incorporate
high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and
Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).

Retrofitting of
private residential
buildings

Retrofitting private residential buildings to make
them comply high energy efficiency standards
(beyond national regulation standards and
normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will
incorporate high performance passive measures
(insulation, high performance windows, passive
solar heating and natural ventilation systems)
and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV,
biomass...).

Retrofitting of public
residential buildings

Retrofitting public residential buildings to make
them comply high energy efficiency standards
(beyond national regulation standards and
normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will
incorporate high performance passive measures
(insulation, high performance windows, passive
solar heating and natural ventilation systems)
and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV,
biomass...).

Retrofitting of public
tertiary buildings

Retrofitting public tertiary buildings to make them
comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond
national regulation standards and normal
practices). The retrofitted buildings will
incorporate high performance passive measures
(insulation, high performance windows, passive
solar heating and natural ventilation systems)
and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV,
biomass...).

Energy
efficiency
4

5

6
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MAtchUP Pillar

ID

7

8

9
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General SCTP
Name

Definition

Building integrated
RES in a residential
building

Integrating Renewable energy sources at
building level to satisfy the energy demand of the
residential building. The main technologies
contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV
and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building
level is contemplated.

Building integrated
RES in a tertiary
building

Integrating Renewable energy sources at
building level to satisfy the energy demand of the
tertiary building. The main technologies
contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV
and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building
level is contemplated.

Urban scale RES

Integrating Renewable energy sources at city
level. This installation will be connected to the
national electricity grid or the local district
heating network.

Integration of high efficiency LEDs in the public
lighting system together with small control
10 Smart public lighting methods for the optimization of the usability of
the system (reduction of operating hours, diming,
failure detection…).

Mobility and
Transport

11 Humble lampposts

Integrating additional functionalities into the city's
light post, such as recharging points, Wi-Fi
networks, sensoring devices…

Smart controls and
12 Domotics in
residential building

A set of smart controls will be deployed in
buildings with the aim of reducing energy
consumption between 5 and 10% through
efficient control of the energy systems.

Smart controls and
13 Domotics in tertiary
building

A set of smart controls will be deployed in
buildings with the aim of reducing energy
consumption between 5 and 10% through
efficient control of the energy systems.

Urban thermal
14
storage

Seasonal thermal storage to complement the
urban level renewable energy systems. It will be
dimensioned to satisfy the needs of a reduced
group of buildings.

Urban electrical
15
storage

Electrical storage to complement the urban level
renewable energy systems. It will be
dimensioned to satisfy the needs of a reduced
group of buildings.

16

Building
repurposing actions

Old buildings renovated for different uses.

17

District heating and
cooling

Construction of a district heating system able to
meet the heating demand of a selected group of
buildings.

1

EV cars (private
sector)

Introduction of mechanisms
electric private cars.

2

EV cars (public
sector)

Progressive substitution of municipal cars for
electric ones.
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MAtchUP Pillar

ID

General SCTP
Name
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Definition

3

EV bus (public
sector)

Progressive substitution of municipal buses for
electric or hybrid ones.

4

EV bike or scooter
(public sector)

Introduction of a public system of electric bikes
(or scooters).

5

Demand
management/Smart
charging

Installation of smart charging mechanisms and
demand management systems. These systems
may include measures as Vehicle2Grid charge
and discharge points for electric vehicles or the
scheduling of the vehicle fleet recharging
process.

6

Last mile logistics

Sustainable last mail delivery, based on EV,
bikes or scooters.

7

Multimodality

Actions promoting use of public transport, Car
sharing & pulling.

8

ITS for parking
management

Intelligent sensor system for short term parking
equipped with a wireless parking sensor to
enable short stay parking zones.

9

Expansion charging
infrastructure

Deployment of charging points, all types, fast,
slow, etc.

1

The new specification in terms of open
framework, data and APIs will allow the creation
of new business cases, which will be based on
Use of open data for transparency. Nevertheless, this is not only the
new business
advantage of this integrated action, but also the
possibility of creation of open calls to promote
the
local
companies
entrepreneurship,
increasing again the local economy.

2

Inputs and Outputs
of Urban platform

Development of
services, etc.

3

Internet of Things
deployment

Specific implementation of IoT solutions linked to
the platform.

Employment
initiatives

A public employment programme to centralize
those potential jobs that can be created around
MAtchUP project. Some examples already
identified are: promotion of jobs for district
inhabitants linked to last mile transport system,
restrict fuelled traffic in some areas of the
district, sustainable multimodal mobility in the
district, biomass plant (will require garden waste
collectors) and all retrofitting and new
construction programmes (although not eligible
by the project) will require new workers for the
construction, retrofitting or operation and
maintenance activities.

50/50 Programmes

Promotion of an innovative business model,
considering energy and economic savings in
schools. Personnel, teachers and students will
be involved in all the energy management
procedures and will participate actively in all the
decisions.

ICT
infrastructures
and Urban
platform

1
Non-Technical
Actions

2

APIs,
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MAtchUP Pillar

ID

3

4

5

General SCTP
Name
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Definition

Shared privatepublic investment
models for
sustainable energy
consumption and
circular economy

Different residential and commercial buildings
will be used as demonstrators of innovative
business models. The data collected on
performance, saving and other related benefits
(e.g. jobs generation) together with the real case
definition of joint public-private investments
along the different actions implemented will be
abstracted to provide business models to be
replicated and scaled up by other districts (or
cities).

Prosumer Energy
Cooperatives

Energy prosumers including individual or
households able to operate in an organized way,
e.g. through cooperatives, will be promoted,
been both producers and consumers of energy
produced in small installations located on
residential or commercial buildings (e.g. mini
wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, solar
collectors and heat pumps).

District
refurbishment local
investment fund
(financial
instrument)

In order to foster the refurbishment effort at the
district scale and to overpass the budget
constraint of public funding and avoid the
speculation of large scale external private
investment funds, this action will develop a
financial instrument in the form of a local district
refurbishment crowd funding to support the
retrofitting of private houses in the district. This
tools will need to provide clear above the market
return on investment but will consider as well
benefits in terms of social and economic value
provided. The financial instrument will provide at
the same time funding leverage to scale up the
refurbishment efforts of the MAtchUP project and
increase its impact in the district.
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MAtchUP SCTP catalogue

Annex 2.1 Energy SCTPs
Annex 2.1.1

Valencia Energy SCTPs

1. Construction of (private) residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of (private) residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_1A

SCTP Name
High energy efficiency performance private houses reconstruction

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new private residential buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
To face energy poverty with cost-effective solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.1

New Buildings

Reconstruction of 16
houses (13 private)

VAL_A.2

Building Integrated RES

223 kW PV integration

Storage

1100 kWh electrical
storage for selfconsumption model
integration

VAL_A.3

Short description
Buildings reconstructed (considered as new
buildings) with characteristics of energy efficiency
integrating the components of energy effective
construction techniques.
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
buildings to provide self-consumption models.
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VAL_A.4

VAL_A.5
VAL_A.12
VAL_A.32

VAL_A.45

VAL_A.48

VAL_A.49

Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Smart Grids
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
Domotics & Smart
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
Controls
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal and
Both solar thermal and aerothermal systems installed
Building Integrated RES
aerothermal integration to cover a part of the DHW demand.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
Participation, Education Platform for citizens' active participation in public life to
Citizens' engagement
and Co-creation
turn citizens into actors to the sustainable change of
(#DecidimVLC)
the city (user-centric approach).
Local strategy for Social
Strategy for mitigating energy poverty (by creating a
Services and Local
working group representing civil society, by
Citizens' engagement Energy Office to mitigate
developing energy audits in vulnerable households
energy poverty at the
and training courses, etc.)
district scale
Thermographic and Smart energy auditing based on aerial
energy production
thermographic mapping and sustainable energy
Citizens' engagement
mapping or end-users production at district scale to engage household on
management
retrofitting.
400 Smart meters for
buildings

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social

Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
Characteristics of the buildings not suitable for the installation of some technologies (PV
modules, batteries…)
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Benefits
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Reduction of energy poverty
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-01 Reconstruction of private residential building
Mix-funded, mix-owned, public-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Utility provider; University/
Type of stakeholder research organizations/ specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators,
Start-ups, Software Companies)
Advisor and constructor; System development and coordinator; Monitoring and
Reponsibilities
service provider
Target users
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current); Private
Asset ownership
company (current and future); Non-governmental association (future)
The action has a demonstration function, so that information and training
activities will be realized. The participatory environment will ease these activities,
which will be addressed to the district inhabitants and the general public.
Technology well
Moreover, part of the homes will be for social use.
accepted by citizens
VCE: they detect that people are interested, there is a good predisposition
towards the subject, especially due to criteria of sustainability and energy
transition, but there is a lot of ignorance, fear and the investment barrier.
Initiatives and campaigns are necessary, both to raise awareness and to
provide updated and useful information. E.g. guide to renewables and selfNeed of initiatives or
consumption in Valencia, mini guide of two pages of steps to follow if you want to
campaigns to increase
have a photovoltaic installation. Not only raise awareness, but also give
social acceptance
information, because people do not know where to start when carrying out any
type of installation of renewable energy or self-consumption.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
Awareness campaigns; Instructions - information campaigns
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

26% improvement

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

10-50% improvement

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

24%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
4
5

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement
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2. Construction of (public) residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of (public) residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_1B

SCTP Name
High energy efficiency performance public houses reconstruction

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new public residential buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
To face energy poverty with cost-effective solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.1

New Buildings

Reconstruction of 16
houses (3 public)

VAL_A.2

Building Integrated RES

223 kW PV integration

Storage

1100 kWh electrical
storage for selfconsumption model
integration

VAL_A.3

VAL_A.4

Smart Grids

VAL_A.5

Domotics & Smart
Controls

VAL_A.12

Building Integrated RES

VAL_A.32

IoT

Short description
Buildings reconstructed (considered as new
buildings) with characteristics of energy efficiency
integrating the components of energy effective
construction techniques.
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
buildings to provide self-consumption models.

Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal and
Both solar thermal and aerothermal systems installed
aerothermal integration to cover a part of the DHW demand.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
400 Smart meters for
buildings
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VAL_A.45

VAL_A.48

VAL_A.49

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' engagement

Participation, Education
and Co-creation
(#DecidimVLC)
Local strategy for Social
Services and Local
Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the
district scale
Thermographic and
energy production
mapping or end-users
management

Platform for citizens' active participation in public life to
turn citizens into actors to the sustainable change of
the city (user-centric approach).
Strategy for mitigating energy poverty (by creating a
working group representing civil society, by
developing energy audits in vulnerable households
and training courses, etc.)
Smart energy auditing based on aerial
thermographic mapping and sustainable energy
production at district scale to engage household on
retrofitting.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social

Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Possible rise in the price of the rent and risk that people currently living there cannot afford it
(economically vulnerable)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
Characteristics of the buildings not suitable for the installation of some technologies (PV
modules, batteries…)
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
No legal benefits identified
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-01 Reconstruction of private residential building
Mix-funded, mix-owned, public-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Utility provider; University/
Type of stakeholder research organizations/ specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators,
Start-ups, Software Companies)
Advisor and constructor; System development and coordinator; Monitoring and
Reponsibilities
service provider
Target users
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current); Private
Asset ownership
company (current and future); Non-governmental association (future)
The action has a demonstration function, so that information and training
activities will be realized. The participatory environment will ease these activities,
which will be addressed to the district inhabitants and the general public.
Technology well
Moreover, part of the homes will be for social use.
accepted by citizens
VCE: they detect that people are interested, there is a good predisposition
towards the subject, especially due to criteria of sustainability and energy
transition, but there is a lot of ignorance, fear and the investment barrier.
Initiatives and campaigns are necessary, both to raise awareness and to
provide updated and useful information. E.g. guide to renewables and selfNeed of initiatives or
consumption in Valencia, mini guide of two pages of steps to follow if you want to
campaigns to increase
have a photovoltaic installation. Not only raise awareness, but also give
social acceptance
information, because people do not know where to start when carrying out any
type of installation of renewable energy or self-consumption.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
Awareness campaigns; Instructions - information campaigns
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

26% improvement

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

10-50% improvement

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

24%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
4
5

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of public tertiary building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_2

SCTP Name
nZEB Civic Centre construction

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new public tertiary buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
VAL_A.9

VAL_A.2

VAL_A.3

VAL_A.4

VAL_A.5

VAL_A.12

VAL_A.32

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
Reconstruction as a high energy efficiency building to
Civic centre for the district be used as a show case for nZEB including active
New Buildings
"Centro Cívico"
and passive energy efficiency improvement
measures.
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
Building Integrated RES 223 kW PV integration
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
1100 kWh electrical
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
storage for selfStorage
buildings to provide self-consumption models.
consumption model
integration
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
400 Smart meters for objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Smart Grids
buildings
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
Domotics & Smart
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
Controls
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal technology integrated with the aim of
Solar thermal and
Building Integrated RES
covering the 50% of the DHW demand to each
aerothermal integration
nZEB.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
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VAL_A.46

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Citizens' engagement

Development of a toolbox to promote energy
Local toolkit for
efficiency through improving good practices adn
development of Near
energy uses at home and with retrofitting and nZEB
Zero Emission Buildings
examples.

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Large processes for tendering

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
No legal benefits identified

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-03 Reconstruction of public tertiary buildings
Mix-funded, city-owned and operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings), Energy savings
EU funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €; Municipal funding: 1,500,001 - 2,000,000€;
Private funding 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
Type of stakeholder organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Reponsibilities
Reconstruction; Advisor; Monitoring and service provider
Target users
Citizens
Asset ownership
City government (current and future)
Technology well
Well accepted by the citizen since it can mean economic savings, and does not
accepted by citizens imply actions on their part.
Need of initiatives or The action has a demonstration function, so that information and training
campaigns to increase activities will be realized. The participatory environment will ease these activities,
social acceptance
which will be addressed to the district inhabitants, and the general public.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

4

64%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

over 50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

5

67%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
3

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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4. Retrofitting of private residential building
A.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_3A

SCTP Name
High energy efficiency performance private houses reconstruction

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting private residential buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To face energy poverty with cost-effective solutions
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.6

Retrofitting

Retrofitting of 548 private
houses (536 private)

VAL_A.4

Smart Grids

400 Smart meters for
buildings

VAL_A.5

Domotics & Smart
Controls

VAL_A.12

Building Integrated RES

VAL_A.28

Urban Platform

Next generation of 150
smart controllers at the
building level
Solar thermal and
aerothermal integration
Smart Home Energy
Management Systems
(SHEMS)

Short description
Deeply retrofitting of houses focusing on the building
envelope and the possibility to other techniques
(offered to private owners).
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
information allowing to take decision to reduce the
energy consumption.
Both solar thermal and aerothermal systems installed
to cover a part of the DHW demand.
SHEMS is addressed to domestic energy users,
based on a smartphone app working through the city
platform with functionalities such as energy
monitoring, energy analysis and KPI calculation,
consumption assessment, etc.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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VAL_A.32

IoT

VAL_A.45

Citizens' engagement

VAL_A.48

VAL_A.49

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' engagement

IoT devices integration
with the VLCi smart city
platform
Participation, Education
and Co-creation
(#DecidimVLC)
Local strategy for Social
Services and Local
Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the
district scale
Thermographic and
energy production
mapping or end-users
management

Integration of additional IoT devices and data
acquisition systems in the platform.
Platform for citizens' active participation in public life to
turn citizens into actors to the sustainable change of
the city (user-centric approach).
Strategy for mitigating energy poverty (by creating a
working group representing civil society, by
developing energy audits in vulnerable households
and training courses, etc.)
Smart energy auditing based on aerial
thermographic mapping and sustainable energy
production at district scale to engage household on
retrofitting.

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social

Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Difficulty in achieving the permission to install the smart controllers in the citizens' homes
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Difficulty administrative processes to achieve the grants

Benefits
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Reduction of energy poverty
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-02 Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Public-funded, mix-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
Type of stakeholder organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Coordinator and constructor; Coordinator and developer; Monitoring and
Reponsibilities
maintenance
Target users
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current); Private
Asset ownership
company (current and future); Non-governmental association (future)
At this time the sample is too small to be able to assess social acceptance, it
seems that it is interesting, but there is not enough field knowledge yet to assess.
Technology well
In general lines we can assess that there is a good acceptance of renewable
accepted by citizens
energy and self-consumption, another thing is that the price has meant that so
far there has not been a high market penetration.
Need of initiatives or VAL, LNV and KVEL teams have defined a communication strategy to involve
campaigns to increase the citizens and to achieve the permission to the installation of smart controllers
social acceptance
(A.4 and A.5) at their homes.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
Communication and recruitment actions
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

4

64%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

over 50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

5

69%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
5
5

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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B.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_4

SCTP Name
Historical building retrofitting

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting private residential buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.7

Retrofitting

Retrofitting of the
University student
residence "Collegiate"
(Private)

VAL_A.2

Building Integrated RES

223 kW PV integration

Storage

1100 kWh electrical
storage for selfconsumption model
integration

VAL_A.3

VAL_A.4

Smart Grids

VAL_A.5

Domotics & Smart
Controls

VAL_A.12

Building Integrated RES

Short description
Retrofitting to improve energy efficiency. The
refurbishment has integrated specific actions to
reduce energy demand (roof and facade insulation
improvement, energy efficiency glazing, and solar
thermal system for DHW).
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
buildings to provide self-consumption models.

Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal technology integrated with the aim of
Solar thermal and
covering the 50% of the DHW demand to each
aerothermal integration
nZEB.
400 Smart meters for
buildings

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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VAL_A.32

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

IoT

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
No legal benefits identified

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

38%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

2

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2

Comment

9.7%

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of public residential buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_3B

SCTP Name
High energy efficiency performance public houses reconstruction

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting public residential buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass... ).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
To face energy poverty with cost-effective solutions
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
VAL_A.6

VAL_A.4

VAL_A.5
VAL_A.12

VAL_A.28

VAL_A.32

Category

Technical Unit
Short description
Retrofitting of 548 private Deeply retrofitting of houses focusing on the building
Retrofitting
houses (12 public)
envelope and the possibility to other techniques.
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
400 Smart meters for objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Smart Grids
buildings
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
Domotics & Smart
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
Controls
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal and
Both solar thermal and aerothermal systems installed
Building Integrated RES
aerothermal integration to cover a part of the DHW demand.
SHEMS is addressed to domestic energy users,
Smart Home Energy based on a smartphone app working through the city
Urban Platform
Management Systems platform with functionalities such as energy
(SHEMS)
monitoring, energy analysis and KPI calculation,
consumption assessment, etc.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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VAL_A.45

VAL_A.48

VAL_A.49

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' engagement

Participation, Education
and Co-creation
(#DecidimVLC)
Local strategy for Social
Services and Local
Energy Office to mitigate
energy poverty at the
district scale
Thermographic and
energy production
mapping or end-users
management

Platform for citizens' active participation in public life to
turn citizens into actors to the sustainable change of
the city (user-centric approach).
Strategy for mitigating energy poverty (by creating a
working group representing civil society, by
developing energy audits in vulnerable households
and training courses, etc.)
Smart energy auditing based on aerial
thermographic mapping and sustainable energy
production at district scale to engage household on
retrofitting.

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social

Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Difficulty in achieving the permission to install the smart controllers in the citizens' homes
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Difficulty administrative processes to achieve the grants

Benefits
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Reduction of energy poverty
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-02 Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Public-funded, mix-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
Type of stakeholder organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Coordinator and constructor; Coordinator and developer; Monitoring and
Reponsibilities
maintenance
Target users
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current); Private
Asset ownership
company (current and future); Non-governmental association (future)
At this time the sample is too small to be able to assess social acceptance, it
seems that it is interesting, but there is not enough field knowledge yet to assess.
Technology well
In general lines we can assess that there is a good acceptance of renewable
accepted by citizens
energy and self-consumption, another thing is that the price has meant that so
far there has not been a high market penetration.
Need of initiatives or VAL, LNV and KVEL teams have defined a communication strategy to involve
campaigns to increase the citizens and to achieve the permission to the installation of smart controllers
social acceptance
(A.4 and A.5) at their homes.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
Communication and recruitment actions
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

4

64%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

over 50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

5

69%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
5
5

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement
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6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
A.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_5

SCTP Name
Market retrofitting

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting public tertiary buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Technical-environmental Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.10

Retrofitting

VAL_A.2

Building Integrated RES

VAL_A.3

Storage

VAL_A.4

Smart Grids

VAL_A.5

Domotics & Smart
Controls

VAL_A.32

IoT

Short description
Refurbishment paying special attention to the
improvement of the current air conditioning system to
Retrofitting of "Mercado
reduce energy consumption, and to the structural
del Cabanyal"
component through the improvement of shading,
glazing and wall insulations.
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
223 kW PV integration
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
1100 kWh electrical
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
storage for selfbuildings to provide self-consumption models.
consumption model
integration
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
400 Smart meters for objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
buildings
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
building level
energy consumption.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited public grants
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Large processes for tendering

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-04 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Mix-funded, public-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Constructor and coordinator; Advisor; Monitoring and developer
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
N.A.
The action has a demonstration function, so that information and training
activities will be realized. The participatory environment will ease these activities,
which will be addressed to the district inhabitants and the general public.
Campaigns that serve as good practices and awareness for people.
TRL 7
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

26%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

10-50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

21%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
4
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement
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B.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_6

SCTP Name
Municipal energy office retrofitting (Office building retrofitting)

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting public tertiary buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Technical-environmental Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

VAL_A.11

VAL_A.2

VAL_A.3

VAL_A.4

VAL_A.5

VAL_A.12

VAL_A.32

VAL_A.46

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
Refurbishment to achieve high energy efficiency to
Retrofitting of municipal be used as a show case for nZEB (it is located in the
Retrofitting
energy office (Oficina de ground floor of a district building), including passive
la Energía)
and active energy efficiency measures (and
removing DHW demand).
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
Building Integrated RES 223 kW PV integration
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
1100 kWh electrical
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
storage for selfStorage
buildings to provide self-consumption models.
consumption model
integration
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
400 Smart meters for objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
Smart Grids
buildings
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
Domotics & Smart
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
Controls
building level
energy consumption.
Solar thermal technologu integrated with the aim of
Building Integrated RES Solar thermal integration covering the 50% of the DHW demand to each
nZEB.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
Development of a toolbox to promote energy
Local toolkit for
efficiency through improving good practices adn
Citizens' engagement
development of Near
energy uses at home and with retrofitting and nZEB
Zero Emission Buildings
examples.
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited public grants
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Administrative difficulties in selecting the building

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Increase comfort
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-04 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Mix-funded, public-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings) Energy savings
EU funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €; Municipal funding: 1,500,001 - 2,000,000 €;
Private funding: 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Constructor and coordinator; Advisor; Monitoring and developer
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
N.A.
The action has a demonstration function, so that information and training
activities will be realized. The participatory environment will ease these activities,
which will be addressed to the district inhabitants and the general public.
Campaigns that serve as good practices and awareness for people.
TRL 7
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

5

Energy positive

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

5

Energy positive

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

5

Energy positive

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
3

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Building integrated RES in a residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_7

SCTP Name
PV plant integration into buildings to produce renewable electricity

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at building level to satisfy the energy demand of the residential building. The main
technologies contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building level is
contemplated.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Technical-environmental Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

VAL_A.2

Building Integrated RES

223 kW PV integration

Storage

1100 kWh electrical
storage for selfconsumption model
integration

VAL_A.28

Urban Platform

Smart Home Energy
Management Systems
(SHEMS)

VAL_A.32

IoT

VAL_A.3

VAL_A.47

Technical Unit

Citizens' engagement

IoT devices integration
with the VLCi smart city
platform
Local toolkit for
production, storage and
self-consumption of
renewable energy at the
district scale

Short description
PV plans integrated in buildings to produce
renewable electricity to reduce GHG emissions.
Storage systems based on batteries integrated in
buildings to provide self-consumption models.
SHEMS is addressed to domestic energy users,
based on a smartphone app working through the city
platform with functionalities such as energy
monitoring, energy analysis and KPI calculation,
consumption assessment, etc.
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
acquisition systems in the platform.
RES production, storage and self-consumption
promote by identifying best practices and the
development of a toolkit to adapt local renewable
energy production and self-consumption to local
context.
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Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of proper business model
Difficulty to achieve an agreement among the parties for a shared self-consumption system
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
Few cases of proven technology
Buildings not suitable to install PV plants (because of the features of the roof)
No environmental barriers identified
No legal barriers identified

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Increase local RES capacity
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

10-50%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

10-50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

20-50%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
4
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
3

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Building integrated RES in a tertiary building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_8

SCTP Name
Sports center with advanced energy systems

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at building level to satisfy the energy demand of the tertiary building. The main
technologies contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building level is
contemplated.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Technical-environmental Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
To trigger new jobs
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
VAL_A.8

VAL_A.14

VAL_A.32

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
Implementation of a geothermal heat pump system
Advanced Geothermal
replacing the natural gas boilers and supplying the
Building Integrated RES System ("Nazaret Sport
required energy for heating both the water of the
Center")
swimming pools and several areas of the complex.
Integration of a sewer retrofitting system including an
Urban Renewables
Sewerage energy
in-sewer heat recovery system in the Nazaret Sport
(RES)
recovery system
Centre.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of proper business model
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Problems with security issues in the project presented

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-05 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building (Nazaret
Sport Centre)
Public-funded, mix-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies)
Manager and coordinator; Service provider; Developer
City government; Citizens
City government; Public company; Private company (current and future)
These are initiatives that citizens accept very well, in the sense that sustainability
and lower energy consumption are sought, but we do not have direct feedback
from citizens on this point.
None at the moment

N.A.
TRL 9
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

3

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
1

Comment

14.6%

17.7%

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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9. Urban scale RES
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Urban scale RES

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_11

SCTP Name
Butterfly wave energy converter to supply public lighting

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at city level. This installation will be connected to the national electricity grid or the
local district heating network.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

VAL_A.13

Building Integrated RES

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit
Pilot Butterfly Wave
Energy Converter to
supply public lighting

Short description
Implementation of an innovative Wave Energy
Converter (WEC) system able to maximize the
electric energy captured from the waves to supply
smart public lighting.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
Social
acceptance social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
Market
To what extent is the
acceptance
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-06 Urban RES
City-funded, public-owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings), Energy savings
EU funding: 250,001 - 500,000 €; Municipal funding: 250,001 - 500,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration
Coordinator
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Too early to know
None at the moment

N.A.
TRL 7
Hasn't been used yet in the city

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

2

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

2

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

2

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
1
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
1
1

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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10. Smart Public lighting
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Smart public lighting

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_10

SCTP Name
Smart Lighting

Short Description of SCTP
Integration of high efficiency LEDs in the public lighting system together with small control methods for the optimization of the
usability of the system (reduction of operating hours, diming, failure detection…).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.27

Public Lighting

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Smart lighting - 4000
street lamps

Short description
Installation of smart controllers for 4000 street lamps
in a district. It integrates M2M innovative telemanagement devices to monitor and manage street
lights through the platform.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited public grants
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-07 Smart Lighting
Public-funded, city-owned, city-operated
250,001 - 500,000
Unit €
Unkown
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings) Energy savings
EU funding: MAtchUP; Municipal funding: Funds from lighting department
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration
Owner, manager and coordinator
City government; Citizens
Private company (current); City government (future)
It will save money on the invoice to the City Council, they will be more modern
and efficient lighting, that can be programmed to consume less. These aspects
can contribute to make these actions well accepted by citizens. Their acceptance
is considered to be good.
When the action is completed, citizens will be informed.

Comunication, good practices example
TRL 9
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

2

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

2

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
4
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
1
1

Comment

Or not relevant

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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11. Humble lampposts
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Humble lampposts

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ENE_9

SCTP Name
Humble lampposts

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating additional functionalities into the city's light post, such as recharging points, Wi-Fi networks, sensoring devices…

Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.26

Public Lighting

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Humble lampposts

Short description
Integration of 10 recharging points into the luminaries
of the city and smart lighting control system.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of proper business model
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Difficult in the selection of potential lamppost locations to install and integrate charging points
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-08 Humble lampposts
Mix-funded, public-owned and operated
0 - 50,000
Unit €
Unkown
Unit
Payments/tariffs for the use of service Usual electricity cost will be applied
EU funding: 100,001 - 150,000 €; Municipal funding: 0 - 50,000 €; Private
funding: 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Manager and coordinator; Owner and operator; Service provider
Citizens; City government
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Citizens are going to see adapted charging points on a lamppost. This is
something quite innovative that we understand that it can have good
acceptance.
Awareness campaigns serve as a model to generate examples of good
practices and to serve as a reply to different actors.
Awareness campaigns
TRL 7
Hasn't been used yet in the city

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
2

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 2.1.2

Dresden Energy SCTPs

1. Construction of (private) residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of (private) residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_3

SCTP Name
District future house

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new private residential buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
DRE_A.9

DRE_A.41

DRE_A.42

DRE_A.53

DRE_A.43

DRE_A.61

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
District Future House is a housing cooperative
distributed in 14 dwellings. Its thermal demadn will be
New Buildings
District Future House
covered through the DH while the 75% of the electric
one by the PV installed in the building.
PV energy will be produced and stored in the
8.7 kWp Photovoltaic building itself. With a nominal power of 8.7 kWp and a
Building Integrated RES System in District Future generation of 950 kWh/kWp the solar panels installed
House
will be able to provide the 75% of the energy
demanded by the building.
The energy from this storage will be used for
Power storage in District
Storage
covering the building demand of the District future
Future House
house.
To increase the smart interaction and smart
Connection of new
management of the DH, the smart new building
District Heating
buildings to the DH
constructed inside the MAtchUP project, the District
Future House.
Implementing a joint metering concept for all media in
the building – such as electricity, natural gas, (district)
Domotics & Smart
Smart-Meter-Gateway in
heat and (hot and cold) water. The energy
Controls
District Future House
management systems provide information to the
tenant and the entire building.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
Urban Platform
developments
integration of new services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
District storage (high investments for technology, buildings, infrastructure)
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Need of large district storage
Low technical standard of infrastructure
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Variant government policy
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
No legal benefits identified

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership

DRE_BM-02 Smart tenant new building (District Future House)
Private-owned and operated
50,001 - 100,000
Unit €
0 - 1,000
Unit €/year
Payments/tariffs for the use of service 0 - 1,000 €/year
N.A.
N.A.
Citizens and citizen organizations; City services company; Utility provider
Users; Renter and constructor; Contract designing and service implementation
Citizens; Other companies
Private company (current and future)

DRE_A.9: By actively involving the tenants in the test cases, digital literacy will
be increased within this group. Both DWG and tenants are going to learn about
how to use properly advanced building infrastructures and integrate them into a
regular everyday operations.
DRE_A.41: Via the planned tenants electricity model we allow tenants of a
Need of initiatives or typical apartment building to participate on the local RES-generation in the
campaigns to increase district. Tenants will be informed about the contribution of ‘their‘ building to
generate electricity and reduce CO₂.
social acceptance
DRE_A.42: Tenants will rise the autarky ratio by using the storage system.

Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

3

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
3

Comment

42% BEST, 21% D51

16%

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Retrofitting of private residential buildings

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_4

SCTP Name
Energetic transformation of the real state

Short Description of SCTP
Retrofitting private residential buildings to make them comply high energy efficiency standards (beyond national regulation
standards and normal practices). The retrofitted buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation,
high performance windows, passive solar heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems
(RES) (e.g. PV, biomass...).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

DRE_A.7

DRE_A.38

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
The buildings will be retrofitted according to current
energy consumption and saving standards. Current
windows and doors will be replaced by elements
Pfotenhauer Str.
Retrofitting
meeting the standards of KfW program-151 and
Retrofitting project
facades and roofs will be insulated using a thermal
insulation system also according to the requirements
of KfW program-151 (KfW-Effizienzhaus).
Energy efficient design of Energetic transformation of the real estate with
Innovative Businesses
the real state
guarantee of energy cost savings.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Financial
Model

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-03 Energetic transformation of the real estate
Public-funded, private-owned, mix-operated
0
Unit €
N.A. as usual rental business
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings). Combination of energy efficiency, fire
protection and design. Increase of rent.
Grants from other public grant-makers (over 10,000,001 €)
N.A.
National government; Citizens and citizen organizations; City services company
Defines legal framework; Users; Renter, service provider and responsible for
maintenance
Citizens
Private company (current and future)
DRE_A.7: Citizens/tenants are being informed about the measures by mail as
legally required. Site managers reach out to the tenants when needed in order
to talk about and provide clarifications. A Smart Infoscreen is positioned at outer
wall/or staircase of Blasewitzerstraße 36 to show results of PV-system.
N.A.
TRL 9
Widely used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2

Comment

24%

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Building integrated RES in a residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_1

SCTP Name
Smart tenant model for existing buildings

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at building level to satisfy the energy demand of the residential building. The main
technologies contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building level is
contemplated.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local RES production
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

DRE_A.1

Domotics & Smart
Controls

Smart tenants

DRE_A.4

Building Integrated RES

226 kWp Photovoltaic
System on existing
buildings

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

New open data gateway

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

New Open API
developments

Short description
Increase the flexibility of the Smart Energy Systems,
tenant electricity models will be promoted through this
action. Through tenant electricity models, tenants are
allowed to use the generated energy from
renewable energies themselves in their quarters.
The intelligent linkage of photovoltaics.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
data collection systems and provide open data.
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
integration of new services.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Low standard in use, heterogenous income groups
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Low technical standard of infrastructure
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Meet people's interests or needs by offered services
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

DRE_BM-01 Smart tenant existing buildings
Private-owned and operated
50,001 - 100,000
Unit €
0 - 1,000
Unit €/year
Payments/tariffs for the use of service 0 - 5,000 €/year
N.A.
N.A.
Citizens and citizen organizations; City services company; Utility provider
Users; Renter and constructor; Contract designing and service implementation
Citizens; Other companies
Private company (current and future)

DRE_A.1: We assume low/intermediate monthly income of the tenants, which
has an impact on interest in new products and services. However, via the
planned tenants electricity model we allow these characteristic tenants of a
Technology well
typical apartment building to participate on the local RES-generation in the
accepted by citizens
district. Tenants will be informed about the contribution of ‘their‘ building to
generate electricity and to reduce CO₂ emissions. Furthermore they will have
the opportunity to participate in the tenant energy model to achieve a lower
price for their electricity consumption than the standard tariff. Besides this they
will get the opportunity to use EV‘s more easy and comfortably.
DRE_A.4: Via the planned tenants electricity model we allow tenants of a typical
Need of initiatives or apartment building to participate on the local RES-generation in the district.
campaigns to increase Tenants will be informed about the contribution of ‘their‘ building to generate
social acceptance
electricity and reduce CO₂. Enabling tenants of an apartment building to use
locally produced energy of the roof, improving the self-sufficiency level and
saving of energy costs for tenants.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

3

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
4
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
4

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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10. Smart public lighting
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Smart public lighting

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_6

SCTP Name
Smart public lighting

Short Description of SCTP
Integration of high efficiency LEDs in the public lighting system together with small control methods for the optimization of the
usability of the system (reduction of operating hours, diming, failure detection…).
Reasons for implementing
Technical-environmental Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.15

Public Lighting

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit

Short description
Smart public lighting is proving to be a compelling
Demonstration of
starting point for most smart city initiatives around the
optimization actions in world. The motivation is the energy savings gained
public lighting
by replacing traditional luminaires with low-power
LEDs and implementing urban micro-renewables.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
New open data gateway
data collection systems and provide open data.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
developments
integration of new services.

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Variant government policy
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
No economic benefits identified
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
No environmental benefits identified
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-07 Smart public lighting
City-centered
50,001 - 100,000
Unit €
Unknown
Unit
Unknown
EU funding: 50.001 – 100.000 €; Municipal funding: Unknown
N.A.
Municipality; City Council and City Administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations; City services company
Maintenance and financing; Users; Service provider and research
Citizens
City government (current and future)

Public consultation is planned

N.A.
TRL 8
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
2

Comment

Not relevant

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Smart controls and domotics in residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_2

SCTP Name
Building control center

Short Description of SCTP
A set of smart controls will be deployed in buildings with the aim of reducing energy consumption between 5 and 10%
through efficient control of the energy systems.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
Technical-environmental the district
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.2

Domotics & Smart
Controls

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

Technical Unit

Short description
Improve the energy efficiency of public buildings.
Therefore, EASD models one representative school
building in the district using the A1 modeling
Building Control Center:
approaches. Besides building performance analyzes
12 Public Buildings
and optimization, the models are used to implement
Energy Managed
and test predictive heat control algorithms, mainly
regarding a permanent adaptation of heating
depending on outdoor and indoor conditions.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
New open data gateway
data collection systems and provide open data.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
developments
integration of new services.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Low availability of APIs, network infrastructure…
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Promote equality
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

DRE_BM-05 Smart controls (Building control center)
City-centered
50,001 - 100,000
Unit €
10,000 - 50,000
Unit €/year
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): 10,001 - 50,000 €
EU funding: 100.001 – 100.000 €; Municipal funding: 1,000,001 - 2,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality; City Council and City Administration; Citizens and citizen
Type of stakeholder
organizations; City services company
Reponsibilities
Owner and operator; Users; Technical expertise
Target users
City government
Asset ownership
City government (current and future)
DRE_A.2: First, an internal communication with the building users shall increase
Technology well
transparency, public acceptance of the remote control of the energy system,
accepted by citizens and awareness for energy saving potentials, ideally triggering further energy
savings (Means: Flyer, dedicated events e.g. once a building is connected to
the CBCC, link to teaching activities in schools, etc.). Second, an external
Need of initiatives or
communication shall support the upscaling of the Action within the city of
campaigns to increase
Dresden, as well as the replication in other cities. (Means: Flyer, press
social acceptance
releases, dedicated events, link to other city activities, use of social media, etc.)
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 9
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

2

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

2

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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17. District heating and cooling
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

District heating and cooling

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ENE_5

SCTP Name
Smart district heating

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of a district heating system able to meet the heating demand of a selected group of buildings.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
Technical-environmental
the district
Increase local RES production
Increase the regulation capability, energy leakage, and life extension of the DH system
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.13

District Heating

DRE_A.17

Urban Renewables
(RES)

DRE_A.36

Thermal Storage

Technical Unit
District Energy
Monitoring

Short description
A long-term program for lowering the temperature
parameters in the district heating network .
Integration of large-scale solar thermal energy will be
DH management
tackled rapidly in addition to other options such as
optimization to increase geothermal heat/ heat pumps, waste-to-energy and
the RES ratio of use the use of industrial waste heat, even in the lowtemperature range.
Existing capacities of thermal storage in the Reick
Innovation Power Plant, DWG is going to add new
thermal storage capacities. With this expansion and
New thermal storage of
the examination of further options (long-term heat
7,800 m3 for District
storage, demand peaks and demanded power
Heating
reductions of the coupled electricity generation) can
be realized more ecologically and through lower
utilization of heating plant.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Barriers
Political

Economic

Social

Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Limited public grants
Need of new economic ways to integrate renewable energy
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Concern about an increse in the energy price
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Technical constraints for integration of renewable energies into district heating (temperature
reduction or increase not arbitrary)
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Achievement of social acceptance
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
No legal benefits identified

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

2

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

2

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
3
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
1
1

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 2.1.3

Antalya Energy SCTPs

1. Construction of (private) residential building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of (private) residential building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

ENE_1

SCTP Name
Residential Blocks (B energy rating district)

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new private residential buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Increase RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Enhance citizens quality of life
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
ANT_A.1
ANT_A.6
ANT_A.4

Category

Technical Unit
Residential blocks 46,000
New Buildings
m2 (B energy rating
district)
Domotics & Smart
Smart Controls &
Controls
Domotics
Solar thermal collectors
Building Integrated RES installation for residential
buildings

ANT_A.42

IoT

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.30

Innovative Businesses

Short description
Implementation of active and passive measures to
increase the energy performance of the buildings.
Reduce energy consumption through efficient control
and energy management.
Increase RES share and decrease emissions.

Allows the connection of several devices to the
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
PPP modeling guidelines
for creating smart districts To develop PPP modeling guidelines.
via urban transformation
IoT adaptors

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Barriers
Political
Economic

Social

Technology
Environment
Legal

Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Requires complex structure of partnerships
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
Difficulty in achieving the permission to install the smart controllers in the citizens' homes
Gentrification
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Few cases of proven technology
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Large scale interventions in urban areas threaten green areas and natural habitats
Variant government policy
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Large processes for tendering
GRDP issues

Benefits
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Renewal of old building stock
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Reduction of energy poverty
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-01 New construction of residential building
Mix-funded, private-owned and operated
5,000,001 - 10,000,000
Unit €
10,001 - 50,000
Unit €/year
Asset transfer: 5,000.001 - 10.000.000 € (total asset value);
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): 10,001 - 50,000 €/year;
Payments/tariffs for the use of service: 10,001 - 50,000 €/year
EU funding: 500,001 - 1,000,000 €
Municipal funding: 500,001 - 1,000,000 € (infrastructure)
Private funding: 5,000,001 - 10,000,000 €
Private investment and loan arrangement for construction
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Industry association; Financial
institutions; Citizens and citizen organizations; City services company;
University/research organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom
Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies); NGO
Regulatory authority; Financing and execution; Financing; Users; Construction,
and service provider; Research; Smart city solution provider; City development
and awareness raising
Citizens
City government (current); Property owners (future)
Moderate. Although technologies are adopted are well accepted, there is a
certain level of critisizm involved. This is mosty due to complex structure of the
model.
Yes

Antalya Metropolitan Municipality
TRL 9
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

44%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

10-50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

34%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
2

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Construction of public tertiary building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

ENE_5

SCTP Name
New construction of public tertiary bulidings 25,000 m2 (min B energy rating)

Short Description of SCTP
Construction of new public tertiary buildings that comply with high energy efficiency standards (A or higher). The new
buildings will incorporate high performance passive measures (insulation, high performance windows, passive solar
heating and natural ventilation systems) and Renewable Energy Systems (RES) (e.g. PV).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy demand of residential and tertiary buildings
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.2

New Buildings

ANT_A.6

Domotics & Smart
Controls

ANT_A.29

Innovative Businesses

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.42

IoT

Technical Unit
New construction of
public tertiary bulidings
25,000 m2 (min B
energy rating)
Smart Controls &
Domotics

Short description
Implementation of active and passive measures to
increase the energy performance of the buildings.

Reduce energy consumption through efficient control
and energy management.
The living lab will once again be a testing ground for
Demand management
the social acceptability of technical solutions as well
living lab
as testing of the technical olutions themselves.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
No environmental barriers identifed
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Large processes for tendering
Administrative difficulties in selecting the building

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-02 New construction of high performance public building
City-centered
Over 10,000,001
Unit €
100,001 - 250,000
Unit €/year
Asset transfer: Over 10,000,001 € (total asset value);
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): 10,001 - 50,000 €/year
EU funding: 1,000,001 - 2,000,000 €
Municipal funding: Over 10,000,001 €
Municipal financing
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Industry association; City
services company; University/research organizations/specialized bodies; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Identification of requirements for the tender
process; Research; Smart city solution provider; City development and
awareness raising
City government
City government (current and future)
The technical design, sepcifications, construction and commissioning is
conducted through a tender process.
Yes

ANTALYA BELEDİYESİ
TRL 9
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

4

56%

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

over 50%

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

3

19%

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
2
5
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
3
3

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Building integrated RES in a tertiary building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

ENE_3

SCTP Name
PV Systems with storage

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at building level to satisfy the energy demand of the tertiary building. The main
technologies contemplated for this intervention are Solar PV and Solar Thermal panels. Storage at building level is
contemplated.
Reasons for implementing
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solution
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.3

Building Integrated RES

ANT_A.5

Storage

ANT_A.6

Domotics & Smart
Controls

ANT_A.25

Policy Improvements

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.42

IoT

Technical Unit
PV installation for public
buildings
Electrical storage for
buildings and charging
stations
Samrt controls and
domotics

Short description
PV Installation on top of the public building to
increase RES capacity.
A li-Ion electricity storage solution integrated to the
PV system.

Reduce energy consumption through efficient control
and energy management.
Simplification of procedures to access support and
Single window/desk for funding, improving readability of the past andfinally
energy retrofitting
structuring supply companies towards individuals
and construction firms.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited public grants
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of professionals with large experience
Few cases of proven technology
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Large processes for tendering

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Increase grid stability and RES usage
Reduction of carbon emissions
No legal benefits identifed

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

4

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

4

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
4
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
2

Comment

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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9. Urban scale RES
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Building integrated RES in a tertiary building

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

ENE_4

SCTP Name
PV system total capacity 5MWp

Short Description of SCTP
Integrating Renewable energy sources at city level. This installation will be connected to the national electricity grid or the
local district heating network.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
To trigger new jobs
Social
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.10

Urban Renewables
(RES)

ANT_A.7

Smart Grids

ANT_A.36

Citizens' engagement

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit

Short description
Grid integrated SPP will be installed to provide
PV system total capacity
greenfield sustainable energy increasing the RES
5MWp
capacity.
Smart meters will be deployed to increase
Smart meters
observability of the district level generation units.
Best practices will be identified and atoolkit will be
Local toolkit for
developed for the development of local renewable
production, storage and energy production and self-consumption projects
self consumption of
adapted to eachspecific context. The tool will analyse
renewable at the district the best business cases in renewable energy
scale
production, storage and will provide a
decisionsupport process to promote these actions.

No political barriers identifed
High initial investment
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
No environmental barriers identifed
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Unclear legal framework

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Creation of jobs
Increase local RES capacity
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with climate targets

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Investment required
Cost
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-04 Solar power plant with storage
City-centered
5,000,001 - 10,000,000
Unit €
Operational costs are covered by
Contractor Company for 3 years
Unit
under guarantee agreement
N.A.
EU funding: 250,001 - 500,000 €
Municipal funding: 5,000,001 - 10,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Users; Service provider; Research; Smart
city solution provider; City development and awareness raising
City government; Citizens
City government (current and future)
Yes
Yes, athough there is a certain level of awareness, the activity could be used to
promote RES
ANTALYA BELEDİYESİ
TRL 9
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

1

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

2

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

2

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
3
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
1
2

Comment

Or not relevant

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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10. Smart public lighting
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Energy efficiency

SCTP

Smart public lighting

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

ENE_2

SCTP Name
LED-Integrated public lighting system

Short Description of SCTP
Integration of high efficiency LEDs in the public lighting system together with small control methods for the optimization of the
usability of the system (reduction of operating hours, diming, failure detection…).
Reasons for implementing
Reduce the energy consumption of city infrastructures
Technical-environmental Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local RES production
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Enhance citizens quality of life
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Increase visibility and awareness of RES solutions
Act as example to encourage citizens to invest in energy efficiency
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
ANT_A.8
ANT_A.9

ANT_A.28

ANT_A.39
ANT_A.42
Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
LED-integrated lighting assets will be deployed for
Public Lighting
LED Public Lighting public lighting systems in order to save 40% of
energy due to lighting consumption.
Smart control of public New service for smart control of the public lighting will
Public Lighting
lighting
be developed.
Replication and spread of suggested socio-technical
features is the fact that they need to be innovative
and creative to crack the present crust of slow
Lighthouse economic and
Innovative Businesses
acceptance regarding energy efficient and climate
social living lab
friendly technologies and practices. The idea will be
to create niches of market transformation that are
socially and economically acceptable.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
Urban Platform
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
No legal barriers identified

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-03 Smart public lighting
City-centered
1,000,001 - 2,000,000
Unit €
1,001 - 5,000
Unit €/year
Asset transfer: 500,001 - 1,000,000 € (total amount);
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): 1,001 – 5,000 €/year
EU funding: 500,001 - 1,000,000 €
Municipal funding: 500,001 - 1,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction and planning; Users; Identification of
requirements for the tender process and construction; Research; Smart city
solution provider; City development and awareness raising
City government; City agencies; Citizens; Commuters; Tourists; Utility
companies; Other companies
City government (current and future)
Yes
Moderate. LED lighting is a well known and accepted technology by citizen but
smart lights are not well known
ANTALYA BELEDİYESİ
TRL 9
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Increasing energy
efficiency
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Share of RES

Indicator

Score

Comment

Reduction in energy demand [in % ]

3

Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]

3

Share of RES (from energy
consumption) [in % ]

1

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)
Job creation (new jobs)

Score
3
5
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in quality of life
End user engagement

Score
2
3

Comment

40%

Or not relevant

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability
Business generation
Social impact
Impact
Wellbeing
End-user engagement

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Annex 2.2 Mobility SCTPs
Annex 2.2.1

Valencia Mobility SCTPs

2. EV cars (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV cars (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_1

SCTP Name
eVehicles for local government

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal cars for electric ones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.15

Electric Vehicles

101 local government
eVehicles

VAL_A.18

Charging Stations

72 EV charging points

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Implementation and monitoring of the eVehicles
(eMotorbikes, eVans, eCars and eBikes) belonging
to the local government and its self-providers.
Deployment of charging points and integration of the
data from the EV chargers into the urban platform.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-09 EV (public sector)
Mix-funded, public-owned and operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Other Extend the useful life of batteries
EU funding: 150,001 - 200,000 €; Municipal funding: 8,500,001 - 9,000,000 €;
Private funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Owner; Owner and financing; Monitoring and developer
City government
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Service less noisy, cheaper, smoother driving, passenger taxable, fine. For
Bicycle actions, pending evaluation. For people with low mobility, the most
important point is the social issue.
At the moment they are not planned

N.A.
TRL 7
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score
4

Comment
43%

4
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
2
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
3

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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3. EV bus (public sector)
A.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bus (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_2

SCTP Name
eBuses

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal buses for electric or hybrid ones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.16

Electric Vehicles

VAL_A.18

Charging Stations

VAL_A.21

Demand management:
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

VAL_A.24

I.T.S.

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Implementation and monitoring the performance of 2
2 fully eBuses
eBuses and gathered the information into the
platform.
Deployment of charging points and integration of the
72 EV charging points
data from the EV chargers into the urban platform.
A specific management system adapted and
Demand management
deployed in top of the VLCi platform to tackle the
and operation of
management of the battery recharge of the electric
charging systems for the
and hybrid fleed, fed by the data provided by the
eBus fleet
bus charging stations.
IoT devices integration
Eco-driving patterns to optimize the performance of
with the VLCi smart city
electric buses
platform
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Production of waste (large amount or hazardous) in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-09 EV (public sector)
Mix-funded, public-owned and operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Other Extend the useful life of batteries
EU funding: 150,001 - 200,000 €; Municipal funding: 8,500,001 - 9,000,000 €;
Private funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Owner; Owner and financing; Monitoring and developer
City government
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Service less noisy, cheaper, smoother driving, passenger taxable, fine. For
Bicycle actions, pending evaluation. For people with low mobility, the most
important point is the social issue.
At the moment they are not planned

N.A.
TRL 7
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score
4

Comment
34%

4
2

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
2
2

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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B.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bus (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

SCTP Name

Valencia

MOB_3

Hybrid buses

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal buses for electric or hybrid ones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.16

Electric Vehicles

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment
Legal

37 hybrid buses

Short description
Implementation and monitoring the performance of 37
hybrid buses and gathered the information into the
platform.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Production of waste (large amount or hazardous) in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-09 EV (public sector)
Mix-funded, public-owned and operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Other Extend the useful life of batteries
EU funding: 150,001 - 200,000 €; Municipal funding: 8,500,0001- 9,000,000 €;
Private funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Owner; Owner and financing; Monitoring and developer
City government
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Service less noisy, cheaper, smoother driving, passenger taxable, fine. For
Bicycle actions, pending evaluation. For people with low mobility, the most
important point is the social issue.
At the moment they are not planned

N.A.
TRL 7
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

5

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
3
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
2
2

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bike or scooter (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_4

SCTP Name
e-bikes for accessibility

Short Description of SCTP
Introduction of a public system of electric bikes (or scooters).
Reasons for implementing
Increase local air quality
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.17

Electric Vehicles

2 e-bikes for disabled
mobility

VAL_A.18

Charging Stations

72 EV charging points

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Deployment of 2 eBikes for accessibility to provide
people with reduced mobility with sustainable ways of
mobility.
Deployment of charging points and integration of the
data from the EV chargers into the urban platform.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-12 Logistics
Public-funded and owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Payments/tariffs for the use of service: Unknown; Other: Social welfare
EU funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration
Financing
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Good acceptance, initiatives for disable people are widely accepted by citizens.
Technology well
All the projects that have people in the foreground and people that have
accepted by citizens sensitivity are very welcome, if they are technological projects, they usually do
not have as much acceptance.
Need of initiatives or Mobility campaigns, if recruitment campaigns will be necessary, even if it is a
campaigns to increase mini-campaign, in contact with residences, or specific centers, to be desirable,
social acceptance
etc.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

2
2
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
4
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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5. Demand management/ Smart charging
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Demand management/Smart charging

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_6

SCTP Name
V2G (Vehicle to Grid)

Short Description of SCTP
Installation of smart charging mechanisms and demand management systems. These systems may include measures as
Vehicle2Grid charge and discharge points for electric vehicles or the scheduling of the vehicle fleet recharging process.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
VAL_A.19

Category
Technical Unit
Demand management:
3 V2G pilots
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

VAL_A.20

Demand management:
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Deployment of 3 Vehicle to Grid (V2G) recharge and
discharge points in the district of the project.
Integration, management and monitoring of the new
Public charging system
charging points of electric vehicles with the system to
management
be developed.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
Lack of proper business model
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Difficulty in finding good locations to the installation
Compatibility problems of the available charging points
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Unclear legal framework

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
Social
acceptance social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
Market
To what extent is the
acceptance
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-11 Demand management
Public-funded and owned, city-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings), Electricity savings
EU funding: 0 - 50,000 €; Municipal funding: 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration
Coordinator
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Unkown
Unkown

N.A.
TRL 7
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
2
1

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
3

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
4
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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6. Last mile logistics
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Last mile logistics

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_7

SCTP Name
Last mile based on eBikes

Short Description of SCTP
Sustainable last mail delivery, based on EV, bikes or scooters.
Reasons for implementing
Increase local air quality
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
Improvement of the neighbourhood
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
VAL_A.22

VAL_A.17
VAL_A.32

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Category

Technical Unit

Short description
Development of a last mile logistic based on eBikes
Last mile logistics based and its data will feed the platform, which will serve to
Urban Freight (logistics)
on eBikes
provide information that will help to change urban
delivery transport.
3 eBikes will be implemented for allowing sustainable
Electric Vehicles
3 eBikes last mile logistics
mobility in the last mile.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
IoT
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
Reponsibilities
involved
Target users
Asset ownership

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

VAL_BM-12 Logistics
Public-funded and owned, mix-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Payments/tariffs for the use of service: Unknown; Other: Social welfare
EU funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration
Financing
Citizens
City government (current and future); Public company (current and future)
Good acceptance, initiatives for disable people are widely accepted by citizens.
Technology well
All the projects that have people in the foreground and people that have
accepted by citizens sensitivity are very welcome, if they are technological projects, they usually do
not have as much acceptance.
Need of initiatives or Mobility campaigns, if recruitment campaigns will be necessary, even if it is a
campaigns to increase mini-campaign, in contact with residences, or specific centers, to be desirable,
social acceptance
etc.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 7
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

4
4
2

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
3

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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7. Multimodality
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Multimodality

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_8

SCTP Name
Multimodal hub

Short Description of SCTP
Actions promoting use of public transport, Car sharing & pulling.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.23

Multi-modality

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

2 multimodal hubs

Short description
2 new multimodality stations that will be a
communication hub, including nearby access to
eMobility solutions, parking bikes and new
pedestrian areas.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of proper business model
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Improve inter-modality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-13 Multimodality
Mix-funded, public-owned and operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Economic efficiencies (cost savings): Unknown
EU funding: 0 - 50,000 €; Municipal funding: 100,001 - 150,000 €; Private
funding: 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and City administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Managers; Operator and data collection; Manufacturer
Citizens
City government (future); Public company (current and future)
In principle it should have a good acceptance. The hub will report incidents that
may occur in transport through real-time information, which is useful to citizens.
The only problem would be in case the information given was not updated and
managed correctly.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 7
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
3
5

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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8. ITS for parking management
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

ITS for parking management

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_9

SCTP Name
EV parking management

Short Description of SCTP
Intelligent sensor system for short term parking equipped with a wireless parking sensor to enable short stay parking
zones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.25

I.T.S.

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment
Legal

Management of EV
parking places

Short description
Installation of advanced solutions to recognize and
process e-vehicle's plate to identify users in the
monitored zones, combined with the development of
a "parking license app" for mobile devices.

IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
Lack of proper business model
No social barriers identified
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Achieve a better understanding of citizen mobility behaviour
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Improve inter-modality
Increase of efficiency of public services
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-14 ITS for parking management
Mix-funded and owned, public-operated
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
Unkown
EU funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €; Municipal funding: 50,001 - 100,000 €;
Private funding: 0 - 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Owner; Manager; Developer
Citizens; City agencies
City government (current and future); Private company (current); Public
company (future)
It depends on who has an electric vehicle in Valencia, very few people now
have it. Acceptance will probably be higher in people who own an electric
vehicle.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 7
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

1
1
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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9. Expansion charging infrastructure
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Expansion charging infrastructure

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

MOB_5

SCTP Name
EV charging points

Short Description of SCTP
Deployment of charging points, all types, fast, slow, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Improvement of the neighbourhood
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.18

Charging Stations

VAL_A.20

Demand management:
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

VAL_A.32

IoT

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Deployment of charging points and integration of the
72 EV charging points
data from the EV chargers into the urban platform.
Integration, management and monitoring of the new
Public charging system
charging points of electric vehicles with the system to
management
be developed.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform

Lack of support of local policy makers
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Achieve a better understanding of citizen mobility behaviour
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-10 EV (private sector)
Public-funded, mixed-owned, mix-operated
Charging points: 500,001 - 1,000,000
Public charging management system:
Unit €
50,001 - 100,000
N.A.
Unit
TBD
National funding: 100,001 - 250,000; EU funding: 250,001 - 500,000
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; City services company; ICT
company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups, Software Companies)
Owner; Manager; Service provider
City agencies; Citizens; Commuters
City government; Private company (current and future)
Good acceptance
N.A.
Mobility campaigns and surveys will be carried out to find out the social
acceptance of the measures.
TRL 9
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

1
1
4

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
5

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
4
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Annex 2.2.2

Dresden Mobility SCTPs

2. EV cars (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV cars (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

MOB_1A

SCTP Name
Expansion e-vehicle fleets

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal cars for electric ones.
Reasons for implementing
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

DRE_A.19

Electric Vehicles

E-mobility for public
sector: 20 e-cars

DRE_A.40

Electric Vehicles

5 e-cars for housing
sector

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Monitoring of 20 eCars and 4 electric buses as
baseline for prediction of the electric load for
charging.
Monitoring daily use of 3 eCars for data analysis and
develop suitable mobility solutions.

No political barriers identified
Lack of proper business model
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
No technological barriers identified
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
GDPR issues (data protection constraints)

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model 1
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-08 EV for the public sector
This action has no own business model, as it mainly services as technical
implementation for indicator measurement for electric mobility. The vehicles are
financed outside of the scope of MAtchUP.
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations
Owner and operator; Users
N.A.
N.A.

No particular participation is planned

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model 2
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-09 EV for the housing sector
This action has no own business model, as it mainly services as technical
implementation for indicator measurement for electric mobility. The vehicles are
financed outside of the scope of MAtchUP.
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations; City services company
Operator; Users; Owner
Citizens; Other companies
Private company (current and future)
Within this action (DRE_A.40) tenants of VON are enabled to use the electric
cars.

N.A.
TRL 6
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score
3

Comment
22%

3
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
3

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3. EV bus (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bus (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

MOB_1B

SCTP Name
e-Buses for public sector

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal buses for electric or hybrid ones.
Reasons for implementing
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

DRE_A.19

Electric Vehicles

E-mobility for public
sector: 20 e-cars

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Short description
Monitoring of 20 eCars and 4 electric buses as
baseline for prediction of the electric load for
charging.

No political barriers identified
Lack of proper business model
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
No technological barriers identified
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
GDPR issues (data protection constraints)

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-08 EV for the public sector
This action has no own business model, as it mainly services as technical
implementation for indicator measurement for electric mobility. The vehicles are
financed outside of the scope of MAtchUP.
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations
Owner and operator; Users
N.A.
N.A.

No particular participation is planned

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score
3

Comment
22%

3
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
2
2

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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7. Multimodality
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Multimodality

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

MOB_3

SCTP Name
Intermodal mobility hub

Short Description of SCTP
Actions promoting use of public transport, Car sharing & pulling.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.26

Multi-modality

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit

Short description

Network of intermodal mobility hubs to connect public
1 Intermodal mobility hub transport, carsharing, bikesharing and public
charging infrastructure.

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
No environmental barriers identified
Variant government policy
Legislative boundary conditions

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Improve inter-modality
Increase of efficiency of public services
Increase energy efficiency
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve traffic flow
Comply with existing policy and legislation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership

Technology well
accepted by citizens
Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-11 Intermodal mobility hub
Mix-funded, owned and operated
250,001 - 500,000
Unit €
10,001 - 50,000
Unit €/year
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations; City services company
System operator and authorization provider; Users; Mobility hub operator
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists
City government (current); Public company (current and future); Private
company (current and future)
DRE_A.26: Better access to public transportation, also to sharing economy
(Car sharing, Bike sharing); Less space necessary for private parking: livable
design of the urban space; Change of the modal split; less (private) car traffic;
more green modes of transport; Modify the entrenched pattern of mobility; Raise
the public acceptance of Car sharing, Bike sharing and electric mobility;
Enhance the multimodal and environmentally-friendly transport behavior;
Mobility hub as a point of social meeting with high quality; Increased accessibility
to areas which are poorly serviced by the public transportation; Marketing for
sustainable and socially viable mobility due to a visible infrastructure element in
public transport areas; Beneficial effects on environment by reducing external
factors (noise, emission, traffic jam).
Within WP5 Technical Indicator M19 a questionaire was defined to ask citizens
at the mobility hub about their mobility behavior
N.A.
TRL 6
Partially used

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
3
5

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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8. ITS for parking management
A.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

ITS for parking management

LH-City

SCTP ID

SCTP Name

Dresden

MOB_5

Mobility Apps

Short Description of SCTP
Intelligent sensor system for short term parking equipped with a wireless parking sensor to enable short stay parking
zones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.25

Urban Platform

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

Technical Unit
Urban Mobility
Assistance

Short description
Intelligent routing and parking based on traffic data
from VAMOS.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
New open data gateway
data collection systems and provide open data.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
developments
integration of new services.

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Lack of municipal strategy on mobility data management and open data platforms
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve traffic flow
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

2
2
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
5
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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B.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

ITS for parking management

LH-City

SCTP ID

SCTP Name

Dresden

MOB_6

Mobility Apps

Short Description of SCTP
Intelligent sensor system for short term parking equipped with a wireless parking sensor to enable short stay parking
zones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

DRE_A.27

Multi-modality

Mobility notification

DRE_A.66

Urban Platform

Mobility planning
application

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

New open data gateway

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

New Open API
developments

Short description
Analyse user behavior to recommend the
commuter's best mode of transport in advance.
Advances version of the DVBmobil App.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
data collection systems and provide open data.
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
integration of new services.

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Lack of municipal strategy on mobility data management and open data platforms
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Improve inter-modality
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve traffic flow
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

2
2
4

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
5
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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C.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

ITS for parking management

LH-City

SCTP ID

SCTP Name

Dresden

MOB_7

Mobility Apps

Short Description of SCTP
Intelligent sensor system for short term parking equipped with a wireless parking sensor to enable short stay parking
zones.
Reasons for implementing
Increase local air quality
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.39

Citizens' engagement

DRE_A.65

Urban Platform

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit
Citizen Feedback
Channel for traffic
management
Citizen's Feedback
mobility application

Short description
Real time feedback channel of road users to be
integrated in the traffic management system.

Develop an App to involve raod users and citizens in
traffic management.
Integration of new data sources coming from different
New open data gateway
data collection systems and provide open data.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
developments
integration of new services.

Lack of support of local policy makers
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
GDPR issues (data protection constraints)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Achieve a better political understanding of citizen mobility behaviour
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Creation of jobs
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve traffic flow
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

1
1
2

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
4
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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9. Expansion charging infrastructure
A.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Expansion charging infrastructure

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

MOB_2

SCTP Name
Expansion charging infrastructure

Short Description of SCTP
Deployment of charging points, all types, fast, slow, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Improvement of the neighbourhood
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.22

Charging Stations

Technical Unit
Short description
36 Charging Points and
2 Fast-Charge Stations to 36 Charging Points with 3,6 KW charging capacity
within the urban mobility points.
improve Charging
Infrastructure

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

DRE_BM-10 Expansion charging infrastructure
Private-centered
N.A.
Unit
Unknown
Unit
N.A.
EU funding: 0 – 50,000 € Private funding: 0 – 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
organizations; Utility provider
System operator and authorization provider; Users; Owner, operator and
maintenance
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists; Other companies
Private company (current and future)
DRE_A.22: The ongoing densification of the charging infrastructure aim to
enables customers of the shopping centre and users of semi-public and nonpublic car parks and underground garages to participate to electromobility. This
action will enable tenants to charge an electric car at home (in your own district).
N.A.
TRL 8
Widelly used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

4

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

1
1
4

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
5

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
4
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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B.
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Expansion charging infrastructure

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

MOB_4

SCTP Name
Smart charging

Short Description of SCTP
Deployment of charging points, all types, fast, slow, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Maximize the use of renewable energies to cover the energy needs of buildings located in
the district
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Increase local air quality
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.11

Smart Grids

DRE_A.23

Demand management:
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

DRE_A.24

Demand management:
eV to Grid / Grid to eV

DRE_A.37

Innovative Businesses

DRE_A.54

Smart Grids

DRE_A.64

Urban Platform

DRE_A.67

IoT

Technical Unit
Smart Metering
deployment in 36
charging stations
Optimal use of Charging
Infrastructure

Short description
Implementation of smart meters to all charging
stations.
Prediction of charging power requested.

Demand oriented charging infrastructure with easy
Smart management for
acess and billings systems for the users as well as an
electromobility
integration into local energy systems and networks.
Business model for
charging stations
Reducing the impact of
charging stations on the
grid
Charging station and
battery storage Platform
Smart Meter Gateway for
electromobility

Integration of Batteries can avoid grid bottlenecks
and assists improved lad management.
Integration of a battery into the charging station to
reduce or avoid grid bottlenecks.
Central software plattform for monitoring state of
charge and customer charging behavior.
Integration of an intelligent smart meter gateway to
Urban Platform.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal
Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Reduction of carbon emissions
Improve air quality
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

DRE_BM-12 Smart charging
Private-centered
0 - 50,000
Unit €
50,001 - 100,000
Unit €/year
Payments/tariffs for the use of service Currently 0
EU funding: 100,001 – 250,000 € Private funding: 0 – 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Citizens and citizen
Type of stakeholder
organizations
Reponsibilities
Owner and service provider; Users
City agencies; Citizens; Commuters; Tourists; Utility companies; Other
Target users
companies
Asset ownership
Private company (current and future)
DRE_A.11: The objective to sustain and raise the security of supply, while
Technology well
integrating electro mobility in addition with a raising consumption of electricity in
accepted by citizens distribution grid areas. Transparency and information on data use for citizens
via the Urban Platform.
Need of initiatives or DRE_A.24: Electric vehicles for the tenants of the district can be provided in a
campaigns to increase smart, economic and forward-thinking way. Individual mobility in an ecological
social acceptance
way can be raised. The user should not be restricted in the charging process.
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
N.A.
acceptance
Technology is in the
TRL 6
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
Partially used
used?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

2
1
4

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
5

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Annex 2.2.3

Antalya Mobility SCTPs

2. EV cars (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV cars (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

MOB_4

SCTP Name
e-vehicles for municipality fleet

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal cars for electric ones.
Reasons for implementing
Increase local air quality
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.14

Electric Vehicles

ANT_A.16

Charging Stations

ANT_A.42

IoT

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.41

Urban Platform

ANT_A.24

Policy Improvements

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit

Short description
Commits to reduce pollution by the incorporation of
20 e-vehicles for
20 electrical vehicles into the Antalya municipality
municipality fleet
fleet.
Provides electric vehicles fleet operators and city
5 e-vehicle charging
managers with smart management functionalities of
points
EVs charging points.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows big data collection and evaluation in urban
Big data Functionalities
platform.
City Policies Update:
taxes, subsidies, traffic Develops new effective policies for urban transport
management and electro- and mobility.
mobility promotion

Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Economy benefited by better mobility
Higher quality of life
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-07 E-car
City-centered
1,000,001 - 2,000,000
Unit €
(Total for SCTP_Mobility_2, 3, 4)
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
EU funding: 100,001 - 250,000 €
Municipal funding: 1,000,001 - 2,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Identification of requirements for the tender
process and construction; Users; Research; Smart city solution provider; City
development and awareness raising
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists
Public company (current and future)
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 1
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score
3

Comment
25%

3
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
3

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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3. EV bus (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bus (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

MOB_3

SCTP Name
Hybrid Bus

Short Description of SCTP
Progressive substitution of municipal buses for electric or hybrid ones.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.13

Electric Vehicles

ANT_A.42

IoT

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.41

Urban Platform

ANT_A.35

Citizens' engagement

Technical Unit

Short description
Demonstrates the e-mobility to citizens for public
4 Hybrid Buses
transport with hybrid buses.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows big data collection and evaluation in urban
Big data Functionalities
platform.
Collects citizens' feedback for the suggested mobility
Citizens' feedback
action. Then analyses and find solutions to all
channel
problems for system development.

Barriers
Political

Economic

Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Limited public grants
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
Lack of trust citizens in technology (technology packages are not well known)
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Air pollution in the technology supply chain
Depletion of natural resources in the technology supply chain
Production of waste (large amount or hazardous) in the technology supply chain
Variant government policy
Legislative boundary conditions

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-06 E-bus (Hybrid buses)
City-centered
1,000,001 - 2,000,000
Unit €
(Total for SCTP_Mobility_2, 3, 4)
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
EU funding: 100,001 - 250,000 €
Municipal funding: 1,000,001 - 2,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Identification of requirements for the tender
process and construction; Users; Research; Smart city solution provider; City
development and awareness raising
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists
Public company (current and future)
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 1
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
3
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

EV bike or scooter (public sector)

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

MOB_5

SCTP Name
e-Scooter

Short Description of SCTP
Introduction of a public system of electric bikes (or scooters).
Reasons for implementing
Increase local air quality
Technical-environmental
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.15

Electric Vehicles

ANT_A.17

Charging Stations

ANT_A.42

IoT

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.41

Urban Platform

ANT_A.35

Citizens' engagement

Technical Unit

Short description
Supplies e-mobility to citizens for short distance travel
30 e-scooters
purposes.
To supply energy for short distance travel purposes
5 e-bike charging stations
of the citizens by using e-scooters.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
Allows big data collection and evaluation in urban
Big data Functionalities
platform.
Collects citizens' feedback for the suggested mobility
Citizens' feedback
action. Then analyses and find solutions to all
channel
problems for system development.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
No social barriers identified
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
No environmental barriers identified
Variant government policy
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology

Environment

Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
structure
Financial
Model

Investment required
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-08 E-bike (e-Scooter)
City-centered
1,000,001 - 2,000,000
Unit €
(Total for SCTP_Mobility_2, 3, 4)
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
EU funding: 100,001 - 250,000 €
Municipal funding: 1,000,001 - 2,000,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Identification of requirements for the tender
process and construction; Users; Research; Smart city solution provider; City
development and awareness raising
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists
Public company (current and future)
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 1
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

4
4
3

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
3
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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7. Multimodality
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Multimodality

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

MOB_2

SCTP Name
Multimodal hubs

Short Description of SCTP
Actions promoting use of public transport, Car sharing & pulling.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

ANT_A.19

Multi-modality

2 multimodal hubs

ANT_A.20

Multi-modality

Integrating existing Light
Rail with eBike Station
and Bus Transport

ANT_A.21

Multi-modality

Applying last mile mobility
for citizens via integration
of e-bike station with the
light rail station

ANT_A.42

IoT

IoT adaptors

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

New open data gateway

ANT_A.35

Citizens' engagement

Citizens' feedback
channel

Short description
Allows the shift between sustainable public transports
such as e-Buses and e-Scooters, including EV
chargers.
Treats the integration of a shift station where citizens
would be capable of shifting between light rail public
transport, e-Scooter station (including the chargers)
and bus stations.
Provides citizens with a service for last mile delivery
by means of shifting between rail and e-Scooter. This
service will also allow the shifting between fossil fuel
vehicles towards e-Scooters.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
specification concept.
Collects citizens' feedback for the suggested mobility
action. Then analyses and find solutions to all
problems for system development.

Barriers
Political

Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Limited access to capital
High initial investment
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of proper business model
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
No environmental barriers identified
Variant government policy
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Benefits
Political
Economic

Social

Technology

Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Promote equality
Improve inter-modality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Improve traffic flow
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Model

Main funding source
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder

Actors
involved

Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Reponsibilities
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

ANT_BM-09 Multimodal hubs
Mix-funded, city-owned and operated
250,001 - 500,000
Unit €
N.A.
Unit
N.A.
EU funding: 100,001 - 250,000 €
Municipal funding: 100,001 - 250,000 €
Private funding: 0 – 50,000 €
N.A.
Municipality, City Council and city administration; Industry association; Citizens
and citizen organizations; City services company; University/research
organizations/specialized bodies; ICT company (Telecom Operators, Start-ups,
Software Companies); NGO
Owner and operator; Construction; Identification of requirements for the tender
process and construction; Users; Research; Smart city solution provider; City
development and awareness raising
Citizens; Commuters; Tourists
Public company (current and future)
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 1
Hasn't been used yet in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

3

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
3
5

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
4
4

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
5
5

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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9. Expansion charging infrastructure
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

Mobility and Transport

SCTP

Expansion charging infrastructure

LH-City

SCTP ID

Antalya

MOB_1

SCTP Name
Recharging points for e-Vehicles

Short Description of SCTP
Deployment of charging points, all types, fast, slow, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Reduce GHG emissions to the atmosphere
Technical-environmental
Increase local air quality
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.
ANT_A.5

ANT_A.18

ANT_A.42
ANT_A.39

ANT_A.24

Category

Technical Unit
Short description
Electrical storage for
A li-Ion electricity storage solution integrated to the
Storage
buildings and charging
PV system.
stations
Allows optimal managing the charging demand from
the EV and charging systems. In this way, the
Demand management: Management of charging service will provide smart charging functionalities to
eV to Grid / Grid to eV
systems
the stakeholders, including scheduling and billing
activities in order to perform demand management
operations to optimize the use of the grid.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Interconnection of datasets following the open
Urban Platform
New open data gateway
specification concept.
City Policies Update:
taxes, subsidies, traffic Develops new effective policies for urban transport
Policy Improvements
management and electro- and mobility.
mobility promotion

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
High initial investment
Limited access to capital
Lack of interest since benefits are seen as long term
Lack of environmental awareness in citizenship
High cost differential between new and existing technologies
Lack of professionals with large experience
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Variant government policy
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Benefits
Political
Economic

Social

Technology

Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Benefit the local economy
Higher quality of life
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Promote equality
Increase energy efficiency
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improve air quality
Reduction of carbon emissions
Reduction of acoustic emissions
Promote electrical and sustainable mobility
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Scale of impact

Score

1 = small (e.g. building level) to 5 = big (e.g. city level)

2

Environmental impact
Impact
Reduction in CO₂
emissions
Reduction in local air
pollutants
Change in modal split

Indicator
Reduction in CO₂ emissions [in % ]
Reduction of local air pollutant
emissions (PM2.5, NOx) [in % ]
Change in modal behaviour (from
traditional to clean vehicles)

Score

Comment

3
2
2

Economic impact
Impact
Economic viability
Affordability

Indicator
Payback time (investment)
Cost effect (operational)

Score
2
2

Comment

Indicator
Improvement in access to services
Improvement in quality of services

Score
3
4

Comment

Social impact
Impact
Access to services
Quality of services

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 2.3 ICT SCTPs
Annex 2.3.1

Valencia ICT SCTPs

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

ICT infrasctructures and Urban Platform

SCTP

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

LH-City

SCTP ID

Valencia

ICT_1

SCTP Name
Open urban platform

Short Description of SCTP
Development of APIs, services, monitoring services, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Technical-environmental No technical-environmental reasons identified
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Economic
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

Technical Unit

VAL_A.28

Urban Platform

VAL_A.29

Urban Platform

VAL_A.30

Urban Platform

VAL_A.31

Urban Platform

VAL_A.32

IoT

VAL_A.33

IoT

VAL_A.4

Smart Grids

VAL_A.5

Domotics & Smart
Controls

Short description
SHEMS is addressed to domestic energy users,
Smart Home Energy based on a smartphone app working through the city
Management Systems platform with functionalities such as energy
(SHEMS)
monitoring, energy analysis and KPI calculation,
consumption assessment, etc.
Integration into the platform the advanced and
Smart District Energy
integrated management system at district level,
Management System
supporting the decison-making cockpit to enable
(SDEMS)
energy efficiency actions.
Integration of new data resources coming from the
Open Data management
different data collection systems.
Adaptation adn extension of the urban platform to
Open APIs
provide open APIs to collect, aggregate and analyze
data.
IoT devices integration
Integration of additional IoT devices and data
with the VLCi smart city
acquisition systems in the platform.
platform
Data analysis for the calculation of the new required
IoT & Big Data analysis
KPIs associated to the planned interventions and the
(KPI dashboard)
generation of valuable data insights.
Innovative set of smart meters in dwellings with the
400 Smart meters for objective of achieving 5-10% of energy savings.
buildings
Solution based in remote units to monitor
consumption and other parametres.
Next generation of 150 Deployment of smart controllers (SLAMs) to provide
smart controllers at the information allowing to take decision to reduce the
building level
energy consumption.
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Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

No political barriers identified
High initial investment
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
Data privacy and security aspects (data treatment to publish non-sensible and anonymized
data)

Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Sharing information and data transparency on city issues (providing clear, reliable and open
data sharing)
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improved data availability
Better use of data
Sustainable use of resources through automated services of energy and mobility by ICT
services
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model 1
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Reponsibilities
Actors
involved
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-15 Use of open data for new business
Public-funded, city-owned, operated
0 - 50,000
Unit €
10,001 - 50,000
Unit €/year
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
University/research organizations/specialized body
Data collection
City government; City agencies; Citizens; Commuters; Tourists; Utility
companies; Other companies
City government (current and future)
Knowledge and use of the City Council portal by citizens could be increased.
Things like availability of the Valen-bike are used a lot, real-time traffic, location
of oil stations (through apps), others, such as the city's cultural heritage, are less
used. Interest could increase when there is more interesting and better shown
data. E.g. dashboards, info on maps.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 9
Partially used

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Operational model 2
Related Action Bundle
Business model archetype
Cost
Investment required
structure
Operation cost
Revenue streams
Financial
Main funding source
Model
Financing scheme
Type of stakeholder
Reponsibilities
Actors
involved
Target users
Asset ownership
Technology well
accepted by citizens
Social
acceptance

Market
acceptance

Need of initiatives or
campaigns to increase
social acceptance
Initiatives/campaigns
to increase social
acceptance
Technology is in the
market (linked to TRL)
To what extent is the
technology widely
used?

VAL_BM-16 Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Public-funded, city-owned, operated
0 - 50,000
Unit €
10,001 - 50,000
Unit €/year
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
University/research organizations/specialized body
Data collection
City government; City agencies; Citizens; Commuters; Tourists; Utility
companies; Other companies
City government (current and future)
Knowledge and use of the City Council portal by citizens could be increased.
Things like availability of the Valen-bike are used a lot, real-time traffic, location
of oil stations (through apps), others, such as the city's cultural heritage, are less
used. Interest could increase when there is more interesting and better shown
data. E.g. dashboards, info on maps.
N.A.

N.A.
TRL 8
Partially used

Economic impact
Impact
Efficiency in service
provision
Business generation

Indicator
Improvement in efficiency of service
provision
New business opportunities created

Score

Indicator
Improvement in quality of open
datasets

Score

Comment

4
2

Social impact
Impact
Accessibility of open
data
Quality of services
through open APIs
provided

Improvement in quality of services
through open APIs provided

Comment

3
4

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 2.3.2

Dresden ICT SCTPs

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

ICT infrasctructures and Urban Platform

SCTP

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

LH-City

SCTP ID

Dresden

ICT_1

SCTP Name
Urban Platform & IoT - basic technicalities

Short Description of SCTP
Development of APIs, services, monitoring services, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Technical-environmental No technical-environmental reasons identified
Economic
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Enhance citizens quality of life
Social
To trigger new jobs
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

DRE_A.34

Urban Platform

DRE_A.60

Urban Platform

DRE_A.61

Urban Platform

DRE_A.62

Urban Platform

DRE_A.63

IoT

Technical Unit
Short description
VAMOS Interface for B2B
Interface to the Traffic Management System.
platform
Integration of new data sources coming from different
New open data gateway
data collection systems and provide open data.
New Open API
Providing open APIs including open SDKs to enable
developments
integration of new services.
Using data analytics to exploit historic and real-time
Big data Functionalities
data.
Integration of IoT adaptors to connect different IoT
IoT adaptators
devices and sensors.

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Lack of support of local policy makers
Political changes in the city government
Reluctance of public administrations to innovate and engage in PPPs
Limited access to capital
Uncertainty about who takes the costs when MAtchUP finishes
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
Lack of professionals with large experience
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Legislative boundary conditions
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Creation of jobs
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improved data availability
Better use of data
No environmental benefits identified
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Economic impact
Impact
Efficiency in service
provision
Business generation

Indicator
Improvement in efficiency of service
provision
New business opportunities created

Score

Indicator
Improvement in quality of open
datasets

Score

Comment

3
4

Social impact
Impact
Accessibility of open
data
Quality of services
through open APIs
provided

Improvement in quality of services
through open APIs provided

Comment

3
4
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Annex 2.3.3

Antalya ICT SCTPs

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCTP CATALOGUE

Pillar

ICT infrasctructures and Urban Platform

SCTP

Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform

LH-City

SCTP ID SCTP Name

Antalya

ICT_1

Urban data Platform

Short Description of SCTP
Development of APIs, services, monitoring services, etc.
Reasons for implementing
Technical-environmental No technical-environmental reasons identified
Reduce societal costs due to climate change, air pollution and other externalities
Economic
Reduce the energy bills and operational costs of citizens and companies
Boost local economies through investment in smart solutions
Social
Enhance citizens quality of life
MAtchUP Socio-Technical units
CITY_No.

Category

ANT_A.39

Urban Platform

ANT_A.40

Urban Platform

ANT_A.41

Urban Platform

ANT_A.42

IoT

ANT_A.35

Citizens' engagement

ANT_A.6

Domotics & Smart
Controls

ANT_A.7

Smart Grids

Barriers
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Technical Unit

Short description
Interconnection of datasets following the open
New open data gateway
specification concept.
New Open API
Providing the capability of collecting, aggregating and
developments
analyse data.
Allows big data collection and evaluation in urban
Big data Functionalities
platform.
Allows the connection of several devices to the
IoT adaptors
existing Urban Platform in Antalya.
Collects citizens' feedback for the suggested mobility
Citizens' feedback
action. Then analyses and find solutions to all
channel
problems for system development.
Smart Controls &
Reduce energy consumption through efficient control
Domotics
and energy management
Smart meters will be deployed to increase
Smart meters
observability of the district level generation units.

No political barriers identifed
High initial investment
A part of the population does not use (does not know how to use) ICT tools
Fragmentation in the technology supply chain (high number of actors involved)
Few cases of proven technology
No environmental barriers identified
Length and difficulty of administrative procedures
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Benefits
Political
Economic
Social
Technology
Environment
Legal

Meet local sustainability targets
Sharing information and data transparency on city issues (providing clear, reliable and open
data sharing)
Benefit the local economy
Increase comfort
Promote equality
Increase of efficiency of public services
Improved data availability
Better use of data
Sustainable use of resources through automated services of energy and mobility by ICT
services
Comply with existing policy and legislation

Operational model
No Operational Model definition since there is no corresponding Action Bundle

Economic impact
Impact
Efficiency in service
provision
Business generation

Indicator
Improvement in efficiency of service
provision
New business opportunities created

Score

Indicator
Improvement in quality of open
datasets

Score

Comment

4
2

Social impact
Impact
Accessibility of open
data
Quality of services
through open APIs
provided

Improvement in quality of services
through open APIs provided

Comment

3
4
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Annex 3

PESTEL analysis

Annex 3.1 Valencia PESTEL
Annex 3.1.1
Energy SCTP
1
ID19

Valencia Energy SCTPs PESTEL
2

3

4

4B

5

6

6B

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

SCORE 3.6 3.1 3.8 3.8 2.6 3.6 2.8 4.1 3.6 3.5 2.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.1 3.5 1.5
POLITICS

4

3

5

4

4

3

4

5

2

4

4

1

1

1

1

2

4

4

1

ECONOMICS

3

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

5

3

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

2

SOCIETY

2

3

4

2

1

3

1

5

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

TECHNOLOGY

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

4

5

5

2

1

1

1

1

1

4

5

2

ENVIRONMENT 3

3

3

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

3

1

1

1

1

2

3

3

1

3

4

5

2

5

4

4

3

4

3

1

1

1

1

4

5

4

2

LAW

5

Table A3.1. Valencia Energy PESTEL scoring

19

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
Energy General SCTP 1 - Construction of (private) residential building
ENE_1A - High energy efficiency performance private
VAL Energy SCTP
houses reconstruction
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or
No, current policies don’t present any barrier to the
difficulty?
construction of new private residential buildings
Is it likely to attract significant
Not really
criticism?
In the future, it actually exists the risk of protests due
Is there a risk of substantial growing
to gentrification processes and the increase of rental
criticism in the future?
prices
Is it aligned with the political trends?
Yes, current political trends support the construction
Is there existing political support?
of new private residential buildings in the district
Is there cross-party support and is this Yes, the interest on transforming the district towards
likely to be maintained by
a more attractive one is common on all political
governments?
parties
ECONOMICS
This intervention is being financed by public funds
(grant). Other public or private funds have not been
identified.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not really
New business models are likely to be created, for
Are the business models related to it
example cooperatives for high energy efficiency
likely to be lost or new ones created in
constructions, financed with public and private
the future?
investments
Does it offer the opportunity for wider Yes, local companies are needed for the
local economic benefits?
construction in those high energy efficiency terms
SOCIETY
The intervention aim to offer the new residential
Does it promote equality?
building to one specific group (with low-middle
incomes)
Has the participation of vulnerable
groups in the intervention been
Not really
considered?
The intervention does not have a substantial impact
in terms of healthy lifestyles and wellbeing / The
Does it promote healthy lifestyles,
creation of more efficient buildings can improve
wellbeing and happiness within the
human health by ensuring more comfortable living
general populace?
conditions, more stable temperature and eliminate
damp from households.
The intervention does not have a substantial impact
Does it promote community cohesion?
in terms of community cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the
No, the technology introduced is already mature
SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an
Yes, the technology has already been proved
effective intervention before?
successfully
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes The intervention is static on the time, it can’t be
in technology?
easily improved (materials used, isolation, etc.)

4

Have potential financing mechanisms
been identified for it?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Will it significantly restrict or support
other interventions to meet the same
objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors
over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy
consumption reduction or energy
efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions
reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been
identified?
Does the city government have the
power to implement legal framework
modification?
Does it comply with existing policy
and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against
changing government or European
policy?
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A high energy efficiency constructions may also
consider PV installation and solar thermal panels

Reduction of GHG emissions
A high energy efficiency performance contributes to
reduce energy demand

3

Yes

Legal restrictions to install PV on the roof of these
new buildings has been identified
Yes, the city has the power the develop a new
regulation for new constructions

5

Yes, it does
The intervention is not likely to be too affected by
potential changes, since construction or new
buildings is a mature sector

2. Construction of (public) residential building
Energy General SCTP 2 - Construction of (public) residential building
ENE_1B - High energy efficiency performance public
VAL Energy SCTP
houses reconstruction
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Although there is not a strong policy on promoting
Does it have any political barrier or
new public houses, there is not any political barrier.
difficulty?
The only difficulty is the limitation of budget
Is it likely to attract significant
Not really, in fact it is a welcome considered
criticism?
intervention
Is there a risk of substantial growing
Not really
criticism in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends?
Political trends promote social initiatives and
Is there existing political support?
interventions like this one
Is there cross-party support and is this
This is uncertain. The main opposite party does not
likely to be maintained by
have this priorities on its agenda
governments?
ECONOMICS
This intervention is being financed by public funds
(grant). Other public or private funds have not been
identified.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No, it does not have
New business models are likely to be created, for
Are the business models related to it
example cooperatives for high energy efficiency
likely to be lost or new ones created in
constructions, financed with public and private
the future?
investments

3

Have potential financing mechanisms
been identified for it?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider
local economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable
groups in the intervention been
considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles,
wellbeing and happiness within the
general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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Yes, local companies are needed for the
construction in those high energy efficiency terms
Yes, this intervention contributes to improve quality
of life of families with less income
They have not been considered in the intervention
itself, they have just been considered as
beneficiaries

3

The intervention does not have a substantial impact
in terms of healthy lifestyles and wellbeing
The intervention does not have a substantial impact
in terms of community cohesion

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the
SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an
effective intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes
in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support
other interventions to meet the same
objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors
over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy
consumption reduction or energy
efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions
reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been
identified?
Does the city government have the
power to implement legal framework
modification?
Does it comply with existing policy
and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against
changing government or European
policy?

No, the technology introduced is already mature
Yes, the technology has already been proved
successfully
The intervention is static on the time, it can’t be
easily improved (materials used, isolation, etc.)

5

A high energy efficiency constructions may also
consider PV installation and solar thermal panels

Reduction of GHG emissions
A high energy efficiency performance contributes to
reduce energy demand

3

Yes

Legal restrictions to install PV on the roof of these
new buildings has been identified
Yes, the city has the power the develop a new
regulation for new constructions and to increase the
number of public housing
Yes, it does
The intervention could be affected by new
regulations in terms of the obligation of the city
council to promote public housing. New legislation
about access to housing may influence
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 3 - Construction of public tertiary building
VAL Energy SCTP ENE_2 - nZEB Civic Centre construction
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No
Not really, in fact it is a welcome considered
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
intervention
Apparently, there is not a risk of substantial
criticism. However, local beneficiaries have
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
not been involved in the design of the Civic
in the future?
Center, but they can be included in the future
in order to define the use of the Civic Center
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes, it is
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, there is
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
This intervention is being financed by public
Have potential financing mechanisms been
funds (grant). Other public or private funds
identified for it?
have not been identified.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No, it does not
Uncertainty, by the moment new ideas on
Are the business models related to it likely to
business models regarding this intervention
be lost or new ones created in the future?
have not been studied
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
The Civic Center can support local initiatives
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Yes, the benefits of the intervention are
oriented to all publics
Not really. They will be able to participate as
a beneficiaries
The intervention does not have a substantial
impact in terms of healthy lifestyles and
wellbeing
The Civic Center can become a key place for
promoting community encounters

5

2

4

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Yes, the technology has already been
proved successfully
The intervention is static on the time, it can’t
be easily improved (materials used, isolation,
etc.)
A high energy efficiency constructions may
also consider PV installation and solar
thermal panels

Reduction of GHG emissions
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Is it contributing to energy consumption
A high energy efficiency performance
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? contributes to reduce energy demand
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
We have experience legal difficulties and
Have any legal constrain been identified?
delays in order to dispose the funds for the
intervention
Yes, the city government have the power to
Does the city government have the power to
define and execute a simpler procedure in
implement legal framework modification?
order to receive European funds and in order
to be in a position to justify those funds
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes, it does
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Not really
government or European policy?
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4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 4 – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
ENE_3A - High energy efficiency performance
VAL Energy SCTP
private houses reconstruction
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

No, current policies don’t present any barrier
to the retrofit of new private residential
buildings
Not really, in fact it is a welcome considered
intervention
In the future, it actually exists the risk of
protests due to gentrification processes and
the increase of rental prices
There is a political will on promoting energy
efficiency in buildings, although up until now
there is not a strong policy

4

Yes

This intervention is being financed by public
funds (grant). Other public or private funds
have not been identified.
Not at this moment. Economic return can
potentially be obtained through the sale of
the building
Yes, new business models regarding
retrofitting are likely to be created

3

Yes, it does

This intervention dos not consider
substantially the issue of equality

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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Not really
The intervention does not have a substantial
impact in terms of healthy lifestyles and
wellbeing
The intervention does not have a substantial
impact in terms of community cohesion

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Yes, the technology has already been
proved successfully
The intervention is static on the time, it can’t
be easily improved (materials used, isolation,
etc.)
A high energy efficiency constructions may
also consider PV installation and solar
thermal panels

5

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Reduction of GHG emissions
A high energy efficiency performance
contributes to reduce energy demand
Yes
Legal restrictions to install PV on the roof of
these new buildings has been identified
Yes, the local government has the power to
develop new regulation in order to promote
retrofitting

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

No, current policies don’t present any barrier
to the retrofit of new private residential
buildings

4

5

Energy General SCTP 4B – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
VAL Energy SCTP ENE_4 - Historical building retrofitting
SCORE
2.67
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

No
No
No
4
Yes
Uncertain. Other political parties have not
manifest interest (or disinterest) in solar PV
pergolas installed in the market

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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No
The retrofitting should, at least, contribute to
reduce energy costs

2

No
Yes, local companies can contribute to the
retrofit of the market
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact

1

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Yes, solar PV pergolas is an innovation
which has not been proved before in the city

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

No, this is the first one

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Yes. Since solar PV production is modular,
the intervention could be in the future
complemented with other energy

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

2

No

Promotion of solar energy
It contributes to consumption of primary
renewable energy
Yes
Difficulty due to the level of innovation
Yes, the city government could develop a
strategy to promote the installation of solar
PV
Yes
No

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 5 – Retrofitting of public residential buildings
ENE_3B - High energy efficiency performance
VAL Energy SCTP
public houses reconstruction
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
No, current policies don’t present any
barrier to the retrofit of new public
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
residential buildings. The only difficulty is
the limitation of public budget
Not really, in fact it is a welcome
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
considered intervention
3
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
Not really
the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes, it is
existing political support?
This is uncertain. The main opposite party
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
does not have among its priorities the
be maintained by governments?
increase of public housing
ECONOMICS
This intervention is being financed by
public funds (grant). Other public or private
funds have not been identified.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No, it does not
Uncertainty, by the moment new ideas on
Are the business models related to it likely to be
business models regarding this intervention
lost or new ones created in the future?
have not been studied
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, it does
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Yes, this intervention contributes to
Does it promote equality?
improve quality of life of families with less
income
They have not been considered in the
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention itself, they have just been
intervention been considered?
considered as beneficiaries
The intervention does not have a
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
substantial impact in terms of healthy
and happiness within the general populace?
lifestyles and wellbeing
The intervention does not have a
Does it promote community cohesion?
substantial impact in terms of community
cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Yes, the technology has already been
proved successfully
The intervention is static on the time, it
can’t be easily improved (materials used,
isolation, etc.)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
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A high energy efficiency constructions may
also consider PV installation and solar
thermal panels

Reduction of GHG emissions
A high energy efficiency performance
contributes to reduce energy demand
Yes
Legal restrictions to install PV on the roof
of these new buildings has been identified
Yes, the local government has the power to
develop new regulation in order to promote
retrofitting

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

No, current policies don’t present any
barrier to the retrofit of new public
residential buildings

4

5

6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
be maintained by governments?

6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
ENE_5 - Market retrofitting
2.83
No
No
No
4
Yes
Uncertain. Other political parties have not
manifest interest (or disinterest) in solar PV
pergolas installed in the market

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

No

Does it offer a return on capital?

The retrofitting should, at least, contribute
to reduce energy costs

2

Are the business models related to it likely to be
No
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, local companies can contribute to the
economic benefits?
retrofit of the market
SOCIETY
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the This intervention does not have a
intervention been considered?
considered social impact
Does it promote equality?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Yes, solar PV pergolas is an innovation
which has not been proved before in the
city

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

No, this is the first one

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Yes. Since solar PV production is modular,
the intervention could be in the future
complemented with other energy

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

5

No

Promotion of solar energy
It contributes to consumption of primary
renewable energy
Yes
Difficulty due to the level of innovation
Yes, the city government could develop a
strategy to promote the installation of solar
PV

2

2

Yes
No

Energy General SCTP 6B – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
ENE_6 - Municipal energy office retrofitting (Office
VAL Energy SCTP
building retrofitting)
SCORE
4.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

No
No
No
4
Yes, it is totally aligned

Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
be maintained by governments?

Yes, all political parties agree with the
existence of the Energy Office, and agree
with the idea of building others in other
neighbourhoods

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

No
No

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

New ones are likely to be created, specially
related with energy advised
Yes, the intervention can support local
business in renewable energy
Yes, the Energy Office seeks to promote
energy justice, by developing actions to
tackle energy poverty

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No, they have not been considered
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
This intervention does not have a
and happiness within the general populace?
considered social impact
At some level, one of the aims of the
Does it promote community cohesion?
Energy Office is to promote energy
communities
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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1

No
Yes, in terms of technology
5
Not really
This intervention supports most of nontechnical actions

Promotion of renewable energy
It contributes to consumption of primary
renewable energy and to promote energy
efficiency
Yes
No
Yes, the city government could develop an
strategy to increase the number of energy
offices in other points of the city

2

2

Yes
No

7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
Energy General SCTP 7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
ENE_7 - PV plant integration into buildings to
VAL Energy SCTP
produce renewable electricity
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
No, current policies are aligned with this
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
2
intervention
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No, RES have a good general acceptance
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Regarding PV installation, it does exist a
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
certain level of uncertainty, since regulatory
in the future?
framework is still underdeveloped
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes, it is
existing political support?
No, in the last years different political parties
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
have adopted one position, especially
to be maintained by governments?
regarding RES for self-consumption
ECONOMICS
It does exists different mechanisms, mainly
Have potential financing mechanisms been
own private capital and electricity generation
identified for it?
companies schemes
Does it offer a return on capital?
PV systems offer a good return in capital
Are the business models related to it likely to new business models around this intervention
be lost or new ones created in the future?
are likely to be created
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, local companies are needed for the
economic benefits?
installation and maintenance of the system
SOCIETY
this intervention does not have a substantial
social impact, although it would be interesting
Does it promote equality?
to explore the installation of solar panels on
vulnerable people’s houses
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Not really
the intervention been considered?
The intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
impact in terms of healthy lifestyles and
and happiness within the general populace?
wellbeing
The intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
impact in terms of community cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA? No, technology is already mature
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes, technology has already been proved
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
The modularity nature of the PV installation
technology?
allows changes in specific parts of the system
A PV installation in a roof may affect the
Will it significantly restrict or support other
inclusion of alternative energy generation
interventions to meet the same objective?
methods as solar thermal panels
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
Great reduction of GHG emissions
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
It contributes to consumption of primary
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? renewable energy
Is it contributing to GHG emissions
Yes
reduction?
LAW
Legal instability over the last decade has
Have any legal constrain been identified?
caused big uncertainties in the sector.
Yes, current regulations are aligned with the
Does the city government have the power to
installation of distributed renewable energy
implement legal framework modification?
generation

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes, current regulations are aligned with the
installation of distributed renewable energy
generation
Uncertain. European policy advanced towards
future proving the intervention, however
changes in national policies are unpredictable
if government changes.

8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary
building
ENE_8 - Sports center with advanced energy
VAL Energy SCTP
systems
SCORE
3.5

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

No
No
No
Yes
No, all parties agree with the
integration of RES in tertiary buildings

This intervention is financed with
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
public funds. Potential public or private
for it?
funds have not been identified
Yes, since it contributes to reduce
Does it offer a return on capital?
considerably energy costs
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost Potentially, new business models are
or new ones created in the future?
likely to be created
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Not particularly
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

4

This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact

3

1

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?

The innovation is the combination of
different technologies
There are other few schemes of
combination of different RES have
been implemented in the city

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government
or European policy?
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It can be adapted, if new energy
technologies need to me implemented
in the future
Not really

Great reduction of GHG emissions
It contributes to consumption of
primary renewable energy
Yes

4

No
No

4

Yes
Not really

9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP 9 – Urban scale RES
ENE_11 - Butterfly wave energy converter to
VAL Energy SCTP
supply public lighting
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No, the only difficulty is the restriction
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
of public funds and the excessive cost
of the intervention type
It can be criticised because the cost of
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
the intervention is high
4
No, the only difficulty is the restriction
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
of public funds and the excessive cost
future?
of the intervention type
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing Energy wave is not a priority on the
political support?
current political agenda
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Uncertain
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
They have not been explored. The
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
intervention is financed with public
for it?
funds
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not really
1
Potentially, this intervention can
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
contribute to the development of new
or new ones created in the future?
business related with energy wave
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Not really
benefits?
SOCIETY
1
This intervention does not have a
Does it promote equality?
considered social impact
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government
or European policy?
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This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
This intervention does not have a
considered social impact
Yes, it is very innovative
Not yet in the city of Valencia
2
No
No

Reduction of GHG emissions
It contributes to renewable energy
production
Yes

3

No
It is not required

3

Yes
Not really

10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP 10 – Smart public lighting
VAL Energy SCTP ENE_10 - Smart Lighting
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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1

1

1

1

11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP 11 – Humble lampposts
VAL Energy SCTP ENE_9 - Humble lampposts
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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1

1

1

1

12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in
residential building
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
1.00

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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1
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Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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1

1

1

1

13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a
tertiary building
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
1.00

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
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Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

1

1

1

1

14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP 14 – Urban thermal storage
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
2.00
POLITICS
The main barriers in this interventions are
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? resistance from technical department who
has to develop the initiative
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Not particularly, this is not an interest at
existing political support?
these moments
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Uncertain
to be maintained by governments?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

They have not been explored. The
intervention is financed with public funds
Not really
New business models are likely to be
developed
The intervention does not have a substantial
impact in terms of development of new
economies
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2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact

1

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Yes, it is very innovative / It would be
innovative in the area, the intervention has
been proven in other countries and regions
with colder climates
No, and this is one of the big barrier. Public
technicians in charge of this intervention
present resistance to it (lack of knowledge of
the benefits). It has been proven as positive
in cold climates, positive impact in warm
climates as Valencia costs will likely be
greater than the benefits
No, and this is one of the big barrier. Public
technicians in charge of this intervention
present resistance to it (lack of knowledge of
the benefits)
Uncertain. It would support a district heating
system, which does not exist in the City of
Valencia and does not seem as a feasible
technology due to the local climate

1

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
Reduction of GHG emissions
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
It contributes to reduce consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes, it is very innovative
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

2

No
No
4
Yes, it is very innovative
No
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15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

15 – Urban electrical storage
3.17

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

They have not been explored. The
intervention is financed with public funds
No
New business models are likely to be
developed
The intervention does not have a substantial
impact in terms of development of new
economies

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

No
No
No

4

Yes, since political trends although it’s far
from being a priority
Yes

2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact

1

TECHNOLOGY

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

It’s not very innovative, but it’s used is not
very spread yet. The technology is very well
known but its application for storing energy
for the electric grid is not extended due to
high investment costs.

4

Yes
Yes, it’s a technology specially modular
It supports RES intervention

Great reduction of GHG emissions
It contributes to consumption of primary
renewable energy
Yes
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Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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No
No
Yes
Not really

16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP 16 – Building repurposing actions
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

The main barrier is the availability of public
funds
No
The main risk is the gentrification in the
future of the district, affecting then vulnerable
or low income families

4

Yes
Yes

They have not been explored. The
intervention is financed with public funds
No
New business models are likely to be
developed

3

Yes, it is an opportunity for local business

It may promote equality when people with
less opportunities can access to repurposed
buildings
No

2

Not particularly
Not particularly
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Yes, the technology has already been
proved successfully
The intervention is quite static on the time
Yes, this intervention is related with others
interventions (RES, ICT, Non-technical)
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ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Reductions of GHG
3
Yes
Yes
No
No
4
Yes
Not really

17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP 17 – District heating and cooling
VAL Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Yes, district heating is not of interest,
attending to the reality of Valencia (on the
other hand, cooling it does)
No
No

1

Not really, district heating and cooling is not
a priority in the city of Valencia
Uncertain

They have not been explored. The
intervention is financed with public funds
It has not been studied. The initial
hypothesis is that it reduces energy costs
New business models are likely to be
developed

2

Not particularly

This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
This intervention does not have a considered
social impact
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes, it does not exist any similar intervention
in the city of Valencia
No
It’s an intervention quite static
No

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

2

1

Uncertain
No, energy supply framework belongs to
national level
Yes
Not really

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Valencia Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

3B

4

5

6

7

8

9

1.0

2.8

3.7

3.7

3.5

2.0

3.3

3.3

1.0

2.8

POLITICS

1

3

4

4

4

1

3

3

1

3

ECONOMICS

1

3

4

4

3

2

4

3

1

2

SOCIETY

1

3

3

3

5

3

4

4

1

2

TECHNOLOGY

1

1

4

4

2

2

2

3

1

4

ENVIRONMENT

1

4

4

4

4

3

4

3

1

3

LAW

1

3

3

3

3

1

3

4

1

3

SCORE

Table A3.2. Valencia Mobility PESTEL scoring

20

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP 1 – EV cars (private sector)
VAL Mobility SCTP
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 2 – EV cars (public sector)
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_1 - eVehicles for local government
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
No, only if there is an access limitation to
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
specific areas based on GHG emissions.
No, as it will be mandatory for the
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
outsourcing companies based on the
the future?
contract clauses
There are several initiatives like City Of
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Mayor agreement, and several Climate
existing political support?
Change agreements. The political support
will be there.
There are several initiatives like City Of
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
Mayor agreement, and several Climate
be maintained by governments?
Change agreements.
ECONOMICS
The promotion of EV is included in several
contract clauses (tender process) for
outsourcing companies working with the
city council.
It is a condition, and the EVs are included
Does it offer a return on capital?
in the service description.
New business models could be created
Are the business models related to it likely to be
when the EV public fleet will be owned by
lost or new ones created in the future?
the city council.
New possibilities and business model
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
depend on political decision like public
economic benefits?
policies restricting access to specific areas
based on GHG emissions.
SOCIETY
The society will benefit from no GHG
Does it promote equality?
emissions.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No, as it is only for public fleet.
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
It promotes public space free of GHG
and happiness within the general populace?
emissions
Does it promote community cohesion?
It will promote safer life in public space
TECHNOLOGY
Introduce an innovation in the existing
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
public fleet and promotes the change of
paradigm, sustainable mobility
It’s the beginning ad too early to foreseen
Has it ever been proven as an effective
results. Nevertheless, it is a big change on
intervention before?
city council choices.
There is not a technology shift identified
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
already, only hydrogen paradigm can be an
technology?
alternative in the future.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
It will support different activities and set an
interventions to meet the same objective?
example for renewal fleet.

3

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
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ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Free GHG emissions. Independent from
fossil fuel
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4

Yes, it will reduce fossil fuel consumption
Yes, it does.
No
Yes, it is possible to limit access to zone
with high GHG emissions level or for any
other reasons like historic heritage, health,
kids safety… through public policies

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Yes, it does.

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, as the hydrogen vehicles are still
under development and the cost is too
high.

3

3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 3 – EV bus (public sector)
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_2 - eBuses
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

No
Not at this stage
It will depend on performance and quality of
service. There were not stakeholders
involvement
There are several initiatives like Covenant of
Mayors agreement, and several Climate
Change agreements. The political support
will be there.
There are several initiatives like Covenant of
Mayors agreement, and several Climate
Change agreements.

4

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, through RED.ES and EDUSI initiatives.
National and European funds for eChargers
points and credit for eBuses & hybrid buses.
It will have savings on maintenance and
GHG emissions.
New business models will consider GHG
emissions and maintenance to evaluate the
whole cost of this measure.
New opportunities as limited areas will be
accessible only walking, cycling or using
public transport if new policies approve it.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

The society will benefit from no GHG
emissions.
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Energy General SCTP
VAL Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
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No, as it is only for public fleet.
It promotes public space free of GHG
emissions
It will promote safer life in public space
Introduce an innovation in the existing public
fleet and promotes the change of paradigm,
sustainable mobility
It has been applied in different cities before.
Dramatic reduction of GHG emissions and
noise.
There is not a technology shift identified
already, only hydrogen paradigm can be an
alternative in the future.
It will support different activities and set an
example for renewal fleet.
Free GHG emissions. Independent from
fossil fuel

4

4

Yes, it will reduce fossil fuel consumption
Yes, it does.
No
Yes, it is possible to limit access to zone with
high GHE level or for any other reasons like
historic heritage, health, kids safety…
through public policies

3

Yes, it does.
Yes, as the hydrogen vehicles are still under
development and the cost is too high.

3B – EV bus (public sector)
MOB_3 – Hybrid buses
3.67
No
Not at this stage
It will depend on performance and quality of
service. There were not stakeholders
involvement
There are several initiatives like Covenant of
Mayors agreement, and several Climate
Change agreements. The political support
will be there.
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Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
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There are several initiatives like Covenant of
Mayors agreement, and several Climate
Change agreements.

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, through RED.ES and EDUSI initiatives.
National and European funds for eChargers
points and credit for eBuses & hybrid buses.
It will have savings on maintenance and
GHG emissions.
New business models will consider GHG
emissions and maintenance to evaluate the
whole cost of this measure.
New opportunities as limited areas will be
accessible only walking, cycling or using
public transport if new policies approve it.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

The society will benefit from no GHG
emissions.
No, as it is only for public fleet.
It promotes public space free of GHG
emissions
It will promote safer life in public space
Introduce an innovation in the existing public
fleet and promotes the change of paradigm,
sustainable mobility
It has been applied in different cities before.
Dramatic reduction of GHG emissions and
noise.
There is not a technology shift identified
already, only hydrogen paradigm can be an
alternative in the future.
It will support different activities and set an
example for renewal fleet.

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Free GHG emissions. Independent from
fossil fuel

Have any legal constrain been identified?

No
Yes, it is possible to limit access to zone with
high GHG emissions level or for any other
reasons like historic heritage, health, kids
safety… through public policies

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

3

4

4

Yes, it will reduce fossil fuel consumption
Yes, it does.

Yes, it does.
Yes, as the hydrogen vehicles are still under
development and the cost is too high.
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4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
VAL Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
MOB_4 - e-bikes for accessibility
3.50
No
Not at this stage
It will depend on performance and quality of
service. There were not stakeholders
involvement
Yes as it promotes social welfare,
sustainable mobility and benefits the
population
Not yet, it has to be tested first and check if
the service will be accepted and
economically sustainable

4

Not yet, subsidy stage
Not economic, there will be additional returns
to be evaluated such as self-esteem,
independence and impact in families.
New business will be created in the bike
economy
New opportunities have to be explored when
the solution is developed.
Yes, as there is not any social or economic
barriers and it promotes healthy habits
Yes, as the potential user, families and
Health staff will be include in the design.
Yes, it starts with specific target with reduced
mobility. Nevertheless, it will set an example
for other groups.
Yes, as it will connect with families, staff,
associations and collectives.

3

5

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

It will introduce a different type of vehicle,
relationship and behaviour of user target,
family and staff
Yes, it will improve self-esteem and spirit.

2

Yes, as the innovation is more in the habits
and relationship than technology.
It will help to develop social activities and
activities related to bike economy.

Free GHG emissions
Yes as it uses eBike with “pedelec” system
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Yes, related aspects to insurance and safety.
It will require parking spots with specific
Does the city government have the power to
characteristics. The City Council has the
implement legal framework modification?
authority to create them.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes, there is not conflict with existing
legislation?
regulation.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes, as it deals with people, health and
government or European policy?
healthy activities assisted by volunteers.
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5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP 5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_6 - V2G (Vehicle to Grid)
SCORE
2.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? Yes, as the legal framework is not clear
Yes, as regulation, technology and the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
market is not mature.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Yes, if the expectations are not reached
in the future?
and/or any legal issues pop-up.
There are several initiatives like Covenant of
Mayors agreement, and several Climate
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Change agreements. The political support
existing political support?
will be there. Also Valencia is starting
electro-mobility development at initial stage.
Not yet, it has to be tested first and check if
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
the service will be accepted and
to be maintained by governments?
economically sustainable
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

1

Not yet, subsidy at this stage
Not yet, it has to be explored.
New ones will be created and it will be lined
to the regulation.
New opportunities have to be explored when
the solution is developed.
Yes, as it will help to balance energy supply
and energy bills
No at this stage as they require having an
electric supply in the street or parking.
Yes, as it reduces GHG emissions and it
correlates to healthy public space.
Yes, as it will require collaboration between
people.

2

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes, both technology and business model.
Yes, in Amsterdam
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Not sure as it is not mature yet.
It will help to promote electro-mobility,
energy and social measures.

Free GHG emissions
3
Yes
Yes
Yes, the legal framework has to be
redefined.
Yes, but it is not up to the City Council. It will
require National Authority to regulate it.

1

No
No

6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP 6 – Last mile logistics
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_7 - Last mile based on eBikes
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
No, if the communication and user
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
engagement is done properly
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes, if it does not reach the
future?
expectations.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing Yes, the Public Market and
political support?
Innovation deputy is interested
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
No, but the solution is aligned with
maintained by governments?
SUMP measures.
ECONOMICS
Yes, It will be financed initially by the
project and Las Naves. Nevertheless
similar experiences are economically
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
sustainable when there are enough
for it?
users and demand. It will require
additional uses in the future to offer
additional services.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
New ones will be created.
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic New activities related to the bike
benefits?
economy will come up.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Yes as it will develop social
integration and relationship.
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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Yes, it has been considered.
Yes, as it will set an example of
active ways of transport
Yes, as it will prevent isolation.
It will improve social aspects of the
bike-economy.
Yes, different approach in different
areas of the city.
Yes, as it has the human touch and
it is not cutting edge technology, it is
social innovation.
It will support mobility and social
actions

2

Free GHG emissions
Yes

4

Yes
No
Yes

3

Yes, it does
Yes, it does

7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP 7 – Multimodality
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_8 - Multimodal hub
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

No
Maybe if the bus service is affected.
Nevertheless, there are not drastic changes
Yes as public bus service is always a hot
topic when there are new routes or old ones
are redesigned

3

Yes, as it belong to SUMP
No, but the solution is aligned with SUMP
measures.
The initial plan is financed by the project and
local consortium. Scale-up will require public
bus and city council investment and/or
private-public partnership.
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Does it offer a return on capital?

Not direct, nevertheless results will provide
valuable information about the number of
trip, CO2 emissions and potential savings.

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

New business models will be created.

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, but they have to be explored. It will
improve local shopping and services will
come up

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes, as it relates to public transport.
Yes, it has been considered.

4

Yes, as it combines public transport and
active transport
Yes, as it will improve public space.
Yes, e-Ink screens which will improve
communication
Multimodal hubs have been tested in several
cities, they will improve intermodality, reduce
the use of private vehicle and provide a
better coordination between different ways of
transport.
It can be improved with new technologies,
the key point is the improvement of
intermodality and performance of public
transport.
It will help social, ICT, energy and mobility
actions in the project.
Reduce GHG emissions, reduce km per
passenger, improve intermodality

3

3

Yes, as it will reduce trips and kilometres.
Yes
No
Yes
4
Yes
Yes, as it is in SUMP domain

8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP 8 – ITS for parking management
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_9 - EV parking management
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
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Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

1

1

1

1

1

9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP 9 – Expansion charging infrastructure
VAL Mobility SCTP MOB_5 - EV charging points
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?

No
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Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No
No, only if there is a reduction of parking
spots and it is not properly communicated.
Yes, as it belong to SUMP
No, but the solution is aligned with SUMP
measures.
Not at this stage, initial network deployment
will require city investment combined with
funds.
Not at this stage.

2

New business models will be created.
Yes, but they have to be explored.

Society will benefit due no GHG emissions
No

2

Yes as free GHG emissions will generate
healthy public space.
No
Yes, as there was not any public eCharger
network before in the city
Yes, it is the only way to get out of chickenegg issue
Yes, the network chargers could be replaced
and take advantage of the strategic spots.
It will help to disseminate electromobility and
sustainability in the city

What are key environmental factors over its
Free GHG emissions
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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4

3

No
Yes
3
Yes, it does
Yes, as it is in SUMP
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Annex 3.1.3

Valencia ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

4.0

4.0

4.0

POLITICS

5

4

4

ECONOMICS

4

5

5

SOCIETY

3

3

3

TECHNOLOGY

5

4

4

ENVIRONMENT

3

3

5

LAW

4

5

3

Table A3.3. Valencia ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
VAL ICT SCTP
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No, city policies are aligned with open data
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
culture
No, open data has good acceptance among
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
people and entrepreneurs
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism No, as long as anonymization mechanisms
in the future?
are carried out properly
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes, offer data from citizens to citizens
existing political support?
Local political institutions support open data
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
as a way of transparency and enhance
to be maintained by governments?
business opportunities
ECONOMICS
No, data is obtained as an outcome of the
Have potential financing mechanisms been
interventions and is offered open and free for
identified for it?
citizens, entrepreneurs and third parties
Not directly. The returns will be determined
Does it offer a return on capital?
by the kind of business using the open data
Are the business models related to it likely to New business models are likely to be
be lost or new ones created in the future?
created in the future
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, open data can identify demand and
economic benefits?
supply for new business models
SOCIETY
Yes, any citizen can access and analyse
Does it promote equality?
open datasets freely
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Not directly, but every citizen can benefit
the intervention been considered?
from accessing open datasets
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not related with the intervention
and happiness within the general populace?
To a certain extent, transparency and
Does it promote community cohesion?
openness should promote community
cohesion in some manner
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Open data has been proved that has a
positive impact in people opinion and life
The access to open data and the format of
the open data may vary along time
Interventions analysing open data about
energy consumption or mobility patterns will
benefit from open datasets
The intervention does not have a direct
environmental impact
The intervention does not have a direct
environmental impact
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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The intervention does not have a direct
environmental impact

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Open data must be anonymized prior being
publicly shared according to GDPR.
No new legal framework required
Yes, current regulation are aligned with open
data sharing
Likely, as long as open data is anonymized,
changes in European policies should not
affect this intervention

4

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
VAL ICT SCTP ICT_1 - Open urban platform
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No, there is a growing interest in improving
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the urban platform
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No, urban platform is seen as a helpful tool
No, urban platform will offer more services
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism and information to citizens, which are more
in the future?
and more involved in the city digitalization
process
Yes, there is a clear trend offering more and
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
more digital services to citizens, improving
existing political support?
efficiency and reducing administrative costs
Yes, urban platform have demonstrated
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
continuity from more than 5 years and an
to be maintained by governments?
effective change in the local government
ECONOMICS
No, data is obtained as an outcome of the
Have potential financing mechanisms been
interventions and is offered open and free for
identified for it?
citizens, entrepreneurs and third parties
Not directly, but with service digitalization will
Does it offer a return on capital?
provide more efficiency and cost savings
Are the business models related to it likely to New inputs and outputs will enable new
be lost or new ones created in the future?
business models
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, local business may use and benefit
economic benefits?
from new APIs
SOCIETY
The intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote equality?
social impact
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
The intervention does not have a substantial
the intervention been considered?
social impact
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
The intervention does not have a substantial
and happiness within the general populace?
social impact
The intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
social impact
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Depends on the type of new services and
capabilities developed and deployed in the
urban platform
Service digitalization and the appearance of
new APIs have been successfully proved
previously in this urban platform and also in
other cities
Technology evolution can have a great
impact in inputs, outputs and the urban
platform itself
Urban platform is a key part of some
interventions, storing information and
aggregating and publishing data

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

The intervention does not have a direct
environmental impact
The intervention does not have a direct
environmental impact
The intervention does not have a direct
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
environmental impact
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

4

3

No
No
5
Yes
Yes

3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
VAL ICT SCTP
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No, it doesn't. The municipality is installing it
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
at their own public houses
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Not likely
Some political stakeholders have been
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
involved, but not all the stakeholders.
in the future?
Anyway, not expected risk
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes, is there.
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, is there
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Yes, the Spanish ministry and regional
Have potential financing mechanisms been
government has different lines to finance
identified for it?
smart lighting and electro-mobility actions.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Expected reduction in energy consumption
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Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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Could arise new business models related to
the development of the technology and to
the exploitation of the data
Yes, it will offer

The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

The introduced technology does not
represent an innovation to the state of the
art, but the whole set of deployments
enables new innovative services
Deployment of smart sensors has been
proved in this city shyly, but there are other
cities with plenty of sensors deployed
No, technology can change fast and new
types of IoT devices will be used, but legacy
devices should be maintained
The deployment of sensors and other IoT
devices will be a key factor to measure the
achievement level of other interventions

4

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Control of illumination, reduction of energy
consumption, reduction of carbon emissions
Yes, consumption awareness has been
Is it contributing to energy consumption
demonstrated to be one important factor for
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
energy efficiency improvement
Indirectly, sensor measurements can give
awareness to citizens and authorities about
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
emissions, which is an important first step
towards the emissions reduction
LAW
Sensors can be seen as devices that invade
Have any legal constrain been identified?
privacy
Does the city government have the power to
No
implement legal framework modification?
Yes, as long as consent is obtained for those
Does it comply with existing policy and
individuals or groups from which data is
legislation?
collected or only anonymized information is
retrieved
European regulation has recently changed
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
(GDPR) and no future changes are foreseen
government or European policy?
in the short-medium time
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Annex 3.1.4
NTA SCTP ID21

Valencia Non-Technical actions SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

3.8

3.7

3.3

3.5

3.3

POLITICS

4

4

3

2

3

ECONOMICS

4

2

3

4

4

SOCIETY

5

4

4

4

5

TECHNOLOGY

4

3

3

4

2

ENVIRONMENT

1

4

3

5

2

LAW

5

5

4

2

4

SCORE

Table A3.4. Valencia NTA PESTEL scoring

21

1 Employment initiatives; 2 50/50 Programmes; 3 Shared private-public investment models for
sustainable energy consumption and circular economy; 4 Prosumer Energy Cooperatives; 5
District refurbishment local investment fund.
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1. Employment initiatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

1 – Employment initiatives
3.83
No
No
No, it involves the relevant stakeholders
4
Yes, it is aligned with the main political
strategy of enhancing job creation and
economic growth
Yes, since the final goals of the intervention
are shared among different parties

Yes, that identification is part of the action
Not directly

4

NA
Yes, that is one of the main goals of the
intervention
Yes, it promotes equity and aims to benefit a
large share of the population
Yes, it is an important aspect of the
intervention
Yes, it aims to increase the wellbeing and
happiness of citizens, by producing
economic growth and jobs creation
Yes, it energizes the community and
neighbourhood
Not likely
Similar initiatives have been done before
with success
Yes, since it does not rely on a specific
technology and can be applied to different
technologies, scenarios or objectives.
It strongly supports other initiatives and is
directly linked with most of them

5

4

1
Not directly
Not directly
No
Not needed
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
Yes

2. 50/50 Programmes
Energy General SCTP 2 – 50/50 Programmes
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
No, it is aligned with the city political strategy
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? and focuses, e.g. social impact, energy
transition and citizenship participation.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No, it is not likely.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Yes, it is aligned with the city political
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
strategy and focuses, e.g. social impact,
existing political support?
energy transition and citizenship
participation.
It is likely to be maintained and supported by
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
different governments and political
to be maintained by governments?
institutions.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

TBD

Does it offer a return on capital?

50% of the intervention economic savings is
reinverted in more energy efficiency
measures, while the other 50% is available
for the participant entities (schools) to invest
in educative materials

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

Not likely.

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, since the energy efficiency actions to
be conducted might imply the participation of
local businesses

4

2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

The action benefits a large cross-section
group of society, i.e. students.
The action aims to integrate and facilitate the
participation of vulnerable groups
Yes, since it spreads a culture of efficiency
and responsible energy habits
Yes, since it targets community centres -e.g.
schools, university- and enhances the
cooperative participation of citizens
Not likely.
Yes, previous successful experiences of
50/50 programs exist
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Yes, since it does not rely on a specific
technology and can be applied to different
technologies, scenarios or objectives.
Yes

Energy efficiency solutions

Yes, it contributes to energy efficiency and
reduction of energy consumption
Yes, since it contributes to reduction of
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
energy consumption
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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4

No
Not needed
5
Yes
Yes

3. Shared private-public investment models for sustainable energy
consumption and circular economy
3 – Shared private-public investment models for
Energy General SCTP sustainable energy consumption and circular
economy
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

No
No
No, public and private stakeholders need to
be involved in order to assure the short and
long-term success of the intervention
Yes, it is aligned with strategic focuses and
trends, such as sustainability, social impact
and circular economy
It is likely to be maintained and supported by
different governments and political
institutions.

3

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY

The identification of the investment models is
part of the intervention
Yes, although is more focused on social
impact
New business models might appear in the
future

3

Yes
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Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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It promotes equity and benefits large groups
of the society
Yes, vulnerable groups are strongly
considered in the intervention
Yes
Yes, since it facilitates public-private
cooperation and citizens engagement

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Not the main focus, although it could
introduce innovations in the business and
financing models
Private-public investments and business
models have proven to be effective and
successful
Yes, since it does not rely on a specific
technology and can be applied to different
technologies, scenarios or objectives.
Yes

It promotes energy efficiency, sustainability
and circular economy
It promotes energy efficiency, sustainability
and circular economy
It promotes energy efficiency, sustainability
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
and circular economy
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

3

3

No
Not needed
4
Yes
It is likely

4. Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Energy General SCTP 4 – Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

No, although a clearer and stronger political
support might facilitate its development
Yes, it might attract criticism from some
political sectors and pressure groups
The level of criticism is likely to decrease in
the future
Yes, although a clearer and stronger political
support might facilitate its development
Not sure
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

Yes, identifying innovative financing
schemas is part of the intervention.
Yes, it offers return on capital to the
communities or prosumers that implement it
New business models are likely to appear in
the future related to the idea of prosumers
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4

Yes

It benefits a large share of the society
The action aims to integrate and facilitate the
participation of vulnerable groups, e.g.
people with difficulties to pay for their energy

Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Yes

Does it promote community cohesion?

Yes, since it promotes the production and
financing of renewable energy in
communities in a cooperative manner

4

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Yes, although not so much in the technology
itself
There is not many previous experiences of
Prosumer Energy Cooperatives in Spain
It can be adapted and improved thanks to
the development and improvement of new
technologies

4

Yes, it supports other interventions

Renewable energy promotion

Not directly, since it is more focused on the
promotion of decentralised renewable
energy production
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
A few, although they have been identified
Have any legal constrain been identified?
and analysed in order to be able to
overcome them.
Does the city government have the power to
Not directly
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
New legislation could prevent or difficult its
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
development, although future legislation is
government or European policy?
foreseen to actually facilitate it
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
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5. District refurbishment local investment fund (financial instrument)
5 – District refurbishment local investment fund
(financial instrument)
SCORE
3.33

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY

No, although clearer political commitment
might facilitate its development
Not likely
Not likely
Yes, it is aligned with current political trends
such as social impact and citizens
engagement in the energy transition
Not sure

The financing mechanism is part of the
intervention
Yes, the actions financed through this
investment fund offer a return on capital
New business models are likely to appear in
the future
Yes, it is strongly related to local business
and supply chain

Does it promote equality?

It promotes equity and aims to engage a
large part of the society

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

Yes, although not the focus

Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

3

4

5

Yes, since it focuses on the social impact of
the interventions rather than only on the
economic return on investment
Yes
Not likely
There is not many previous experiences,
although the existing ones have proven to be
successful
Yes, since it does not rely on a specific
technology and can be applied to different
technologies, scenarios or objectives.

2

Yes, it supports other interventions

Promotion of sustainable energy
interventions
Not directly, although it facilitates the
deployment of interventions that have a
positive environmental impact
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Not directly, although it facilitates the
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? deployment of interventions that have a
positive environmental impact
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Yes, although not critical
Does the city government have the power to
Not needed
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Future changes in legislation can affect the
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
intervention feasibility, although it is foreseen
government or European policy?
that new legislation will be likely to facilitate it
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Annex 3.2 Dresden PESTEL
Annex 3.2.1

Dresden Energy SCTPs PESTEL

Energy SCTP
1
ID22

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SCORE 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 1.8 1.8 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3
POLITICS

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

5

5

2

2

2

2

ECONOMICS

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

2

2

3

3

3

3

SOCIETY

5

5

5

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

TECHNOLOGY

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

4

4

3

3

3

3

ENVIRONMENT

5

5

5

4

4

4

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

LAW

2

2

2

5

5

5

3

3

3

1

1

4

4

3

3

3

3

Table A3.5. Dresden Energy PESTEL scoring

22

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
Energy General SCTP 1 - Construction of (private) residential building
DRE Energy SCTP ENE_3 - District future house
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
yes, regulatory flexibility in tariff setting in
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the tenant electricity model
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
no, stakeholders are the tenants who
the future?
benefit from intervention
2
intervention supports (political) initiatives
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
regarding climate protection (energy
existing political support?
transition goals),
there is consensus between most parties
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
on climate protection, however possible
maintained by governments?
implementation measures differ
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
intervention financed through housing
identified for it?
cooperative
yes, as part of the rental income but
Does it offer a return on capital?
therefore only limited in order to
2
guarantee affordable housing
Are the business models related to it likely to be
new business models possible
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
yes, through involvement of local
economic benefits?
companies
SOCIETY
at the moment, only tenants in the
Does it promote equality?
building benefit from the intervention
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
not known
intervention been considered?
5
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and yes, in the sense that tenants actively
happiness within the general populace?
participate in climate protection
yes, in the sense that tenants actively
Does it promote community cohesion?
participate in climate protection
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
yes, especially within the energy sector
since the intervention is a prototype, only
Has it ever been proven as an effective
future analysis can answer this question.
intervention before?
however, positive impacts are expected
5
the intervention will most likely benefit
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
from new technologies, however costs of
technology?
implementing new technologies are a
main factor
Will it significantly restrict or support other
intervention will most likely support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
interventions
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
building efficiency and energy
lifetime?
consumption reduction
5
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
yes
or energy efficiency improvement?
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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yes
regulatory provisions regarding tariff
setting in the tenant electricity model
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

2

yes
yes

2. Construction of (public) residential building
Energy General SCTP 2 - Construction of (public) residential building
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
yes, regulatory flexibility in tariff setting in
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the tenant electricity model
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
no, stakeholders are the tenants who
the future?
benefit from intervention
2
intervention supports (political) initiatives
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
regarding climate protection (energy
existing political support?
transition goals),
there is consensus between most parties
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
on climate protection, however possible
maintained by governments?
implementation measures differ
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
intervention financed through housing
identified for it?
cooperative
yes, as part of the rental income but
Does it offer a return on capital?
therefore only limited in order to
2
guarantee affordable housing
Are the business models related to it likely to be
new business models possible
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
yes, through involvement of local
economic benefits?
companies
SOCIETY
at the moment, only tenants in the
Does it promote equality?
building benefit from the intervention
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
not known
intervention been considered?
5
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and yes, in the sense that tenants actively
happiness within the general populace?
participate in climate protection
yes, in the sense that tenants actively
Does it promote community cohesion?
participate in climate protection
TECHNOLOGY
5
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
yes, especially within the energy sector
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Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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since the intervention is a prototype, only
future analysis can answer this question.
however, positive impacts are expected
the intervention will most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a
main factor
intervention will most likely support other
interventions
building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

5

yes
yes
regulatory provisions regarding tariff
setting in the tenant electricity model
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

2

yes
yes

3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 3 - Construction of public tertiary building
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

most probably
no
not likely

political support would most likely be
given
there is consensus between most parties
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
on climate protection, however possible
maintained by governments?
implementation measures differ
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
as this intervention is not implemented
identified for it?
within Dresden, no or it is not known
Does it offer a return on capital?
not known
Are the business models related to it likely to be
new business models possible
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
yes, through involvement of local
economic benefits?
companies
SOCIETY
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Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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possibly, it depends on which company
constructs new residential buildings and
for whom it ill be affordable
as this intervention is not implemented
within Dresden, it is not known
possibly
possibly
possibly
not known
the intervention would most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a
main factor
intervention would most likely support
other interventions
building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

5

5

most likely
most likely
not known
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

2

not known
not known

4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 4 – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
ENE_4 - Energetic transformation of the real
DRE Energy SCTP
estate
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
most probably
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
not likely
future?
2
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
political support would most likely be
existing political support?
given
there is consensus between most
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be parties on climate protection, however
maintained by governments?
possible implementation measures
differ
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

as this intervention is not implemented
within Dresden, no or it is not known
not known
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2

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local
companies
possibly
as this intervention is not implemented
within Dresden, it is not known
possibly, it depends on how the public
buildings will be used
possibly, it depends on how the public
buildings will be used

5

possibly
not known
the intervention would most likely
benefit from new technologies, however
costs of implementing new technologies
are a main factor
intervention would most likely support
other interventions

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

not known
power to implement lies with
state/federal government
not known

5

5

most likely
most likely

2

not known

5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 5 – Retrofitting of public residential buildings
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Any retrofitting of buildings requires
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? compliance with legal guidelines, which in
turn can lead to higher costs than estimated
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
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Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
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not likely
political support would most likely be given
there is consensus between most parties on
climate protection, however possible
implementation measures differ

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

If a retrofitting of public residential buildings
would be implemented. also public financial
mechanisms would be identified
not known but possibly

2

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local companies

possibly
unknown

3

possibly
possibly
possibly
unknown
the intervention would most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a main
factor
intervention would most likely support other
interventions
building efficiency and energy consumption
reduction

3

4

most likely
most likely
unknown
power to implement lies with state/federal
government
unknown
unknown
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6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP 6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Yes, issues due to possible resistance of
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
residents against construction works
Action concerns current social and political
discussion about who will have to carry the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
costs to reach climate protection goals in
Germany
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk can be reduced by involving and
in the future?
informing the concerned residents
Intervention is a necessary part to reach
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
national energy transition goals, however
existing political support?
political support should be increased
Political parties argue about the intense of
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
these projects and about how to cover the
to be maintained by governments?
accurate investment costs
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Actions can be financed via public funding’s
(cheap credits) and private savings. Total
costs can only be covered by partially raising
the rent. Residents benefit from decreased
energy costs
ROC depends on a positive calculation of
new rent and reduced energy costs
new business models around this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Local companies are involved in the
retrofitting and construction measures
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

2

2

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

The technology used is rather state of the Art
then economic
The technology is proven effective and
reliable
This intervention can will definitely benefit
from new technologies
As for now, no there are now significant
restriction
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What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Reduction of energy demand and GHG
emissions
Yes, it leads to a significant reduction of
thermal energy demand and consumption
yes
Regular legal requirements regarding
construction works
Probably it has to be decided by a higher
entity
Yes, current regulations are aligned with the
insulation measures

5

Yes

7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
Energy General SCTP 7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
DRE Energy SCTP ENE_1 - Smart tenant model for existing buildings
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY

yes, regulatory flexibility in tariff setting in the
tenant electricity model
no
no, stakeholders are the tenants who benefit
from intervention
political support is given by the state as
Tenant electricity surcharge from the Federal
Ministry of Economics and Energy (However,
surcharge does not cover the costs by far, so
the model is used very rarely)
there is consensus between most parties on
climate protection, however possible
implementation measures differ
intervention financed through energy
supplier
yes, most probably
new business models will be tested within
the next years

2

3

yes, through involvement of local companies

Does it promote equality?

at the moment, only tenants in four buildings
benefit from the intervention

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

unknown

Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

yes, in the sense that tenants actively
participate in the use of power from
renewable energy
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Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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yes, in the sense that tenants actively
participate in climate protection
yes, especially within the energy sector
since the intervention is a prototype, only
future analysis can answer this question.
however, positive impacts are expected
the intervention will most likely benefit from
new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a main
factor
intervention will most likely support other
interventions
building efficiency and energy consumption
reduction

3

5

yes
yes
regulatory provisions regarding tariff setting
in the tenant electricity model
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

3

yes
yes

8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

most probably
no
not likely
2
political support would most likely be given
there is consensus between most parties on
climate protection, however possible
implementation measures differ

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

not known
not known
new business models possible
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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yes, through involvement of local companies

possibly
unknown

4

possibly
possibly
possibly
unknown
the intervention would most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a main
factor
intervention would most likely support other
interventions
building efficiency and energy consumption
reduction

3

5

most likely
most likely
unknown
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

3

unknown
unknown

9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

9 – Urban scale RES
3.33
most probably
no
not likely
2
political support would most likely be given
there is consensus between most parties on
climate protection, however possible
implementation measures differ

ECONOMICS
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Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

not known
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3

not known
new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local companies

possibly
unknown

4

possibly
possibly
possibly
not known
the intervention would most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a main
factor
intervention would most likely support other
interventions

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

building efficiency and energy consumption
reduction

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

unknown
power to implement lies with state/federal
government

3

5

most likely
most likely

3

unknown
unknown

10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP 10 – Smart public lighting
DRE Energy SCTP ENE_6 - Smart public lighting
SCORE
1.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?

unknown
depends on perception by the public,
there is a risk
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core of the action is adaptive lighting. this
is based on dimming. Dimming is already
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
now a thing implemented. The basic idea
the future?
to dim automatically is only feasible for a
very limited number of streets. There we
don't see much lever for criticism
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
support through communication of
existing political support?
benefits: cost and energy savings
cost savings are generally supported but
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be there is a risk of negative perception
maintained by governments?
which then might lead to a controversy as
light is effecting people very directly
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
public lighting is a task of the municipality
identified for it?
and financed by municipality
it is considered to be a public good which
Does it offer a return on capital?
follows a different logic
Are the business models related to it likely to be
see the question before
lost or new ones created in the future?
for crafts in implementing the action,
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
building up knowledge with the
economic benefits?
implementation of such a solution in
public space
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
all users of the street
proper lighting is important to enhance for
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
instance the perceived security of
intervention been considered?
vulnerable groups as well
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and working public infrastructure is a
happiness within the general populace?
precondition for the named issues
cohesion is fostered by a good street
infrastructure to get from A to B in a city
Does it promote community cohesion?
safely. In this sense smart public lighting
can contribute to this.
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
yes
Has it ever been proven as an effective
not in Dresden but other cities developed
intervention before?
pilots
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
it can be adapted and improved
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
if relevant it shouldn't be a problem
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
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1

3

2

see the specific answers
3
will positively affect both
yes
not yet
it is able to use its channel across
German Cities Council
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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yes
should be possible

11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

11 – Humble lampposts
1.83
unknown
no
not likely

1

unknown
unknown

would be financed by municipality
not known

1

not known
yes, through involvement of local
companies
yes
not known

3

possibly
possibly
yes
unknown
the intervention would most likely benefit
from new technologies, however costs of
implementing new technologies are a
main factor
intervention would most likely support
other interventions

What are key environmental factors over its
unknown
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
unknown
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
unknown
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LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

unknown
power to implement lies with city
government
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1

yes
should be possible

12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in residential
building
DRE Energy SCTP ENE_2 - Building control center
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No political barrier or difficulty expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
No risk for growing of criticism in the
the future?
future has been identified.
5
Building control center helps to increase
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
building efficiency, which is aligned with
existing political support?
the political trends to reduce energy
consumption within buildings.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Energy General SCTP

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Public financing only.
Partly, depends on actual energy costs
reduction
New business models are unlikely to be
created or lost in the future.
Local businesses can participate in the
tender for the building control center.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.

2

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

No, the implementation of a building
control center is state of the art.

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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Yes, the intervention is future proofed. It
can be adapted and improved over time.
Yes, i.e. the building control center helps
to gather energy consumption data for
Urban Platform

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Increasing building efficiency (mainly
heating and ventilation system) and
therefor energy consumption reduction.

Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
Yes
or energy efficiency improvement?
Yes, due to energy consumption
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
reduction.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Maybe regarding data security law.
No legal framework modification is
required, but if yes  no.

3

4

Yes
Yes

13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary
building
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No political barrier or difficulty expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in
No risk for growing of criticism in the
the future?
future has been identified.
5
Building control center helps to increase
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
building efficiency, which is aligned with
existing political support?
the political trends to reduce energy
consumption within buildings.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
Public financing only.
identified for it?
Partly, depends on actual energy costs
Does it offer a return on capital?
reduction
2
Are the business models related to it likely to be New business models are unlikely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
created or lost in the future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Local businesses can participate in the
economic benefits?
tender for the building control center.
Energy General SCTP
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.
The intervention does not have a
substantial social impact.

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the implementation could be state of
the art.
Yes
Yes, the intervention is future proofed. It
can be adapted and improved over time.
Yes, i.e. the intervention would help to
gather energy consumption data for
Urban Platform

4

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Increasing building efficiency (mainly
heating and ventilation system) and
therefor energy consumption reduction.

Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
Yes
or energy efficiency improvement?
Yes, due to energy consumption
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
reduction.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Maybe regarding data security law.
Does the city government have the power to
No legal framework modification is
implement legal framework modification?
required, but if yes  no.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes
government or European policy?
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14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

14 – Urban thermal storage
3.33

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

most probably by the local power
supplier
unknown

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

yes

no
no
not likely

2

yes
yes

3

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local
companies

unknown

4

unknown
unknown
yes
yes

3

most probably
most probably

increasing RES ratio
yes

5

yes
unknown
power to implement lies with
state/federal government
yes
yes
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15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

15 – Urban electrical storage
3.33

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

most probably by the local power
supplier
unknown

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

yes

no
no
not likely

2

yes
yes

3

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local
companies

unknown

4

unknown
unknown
yes
yes

3

most probably
most probably

increasing RES ratio
yes

5

yes
unknown
power to implement lies with
state/federal government
yes
yes
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16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

16 – Building repurposing actions
3.33

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

most probably by the local power
supplier
unknown

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

yes

no
no
not likely

2

yes
yes

3

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local
companies

unknown

4

unknown
unknown
yes
yes

3

most probably
most probably

increasing RES ratio
yes

5

yes
unknown
power to implement lies with
state/federal government
yes
yes
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17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP
DRE Energy SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

17 – District heating and cooling
ENE_5 - Smart district heating
3.33
no
no
DWG involves professional
stakeholders and Smart city project
visitors through guided tours and
social media

2

yes
yes

financed by DWG including
MAtchUP funding
unknown

3

new business models possible
yes, through involvement of local
companies
yes
unknown

4

yes, as it offers stable roomtemperatures for the citizens
unknown
yes
yes

3

most probably
most probably

increasing RES ratio
yes

5

yes
no
power to implement lies with
state/federal government
yes
yes
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Annex 3.2.2
Mobility SCTP ID23
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Dresden Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

SCORE 3.8

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8B

8C

9

9B

3.8

3.8

3.8

3.3

3.8

3.5

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.8

2.8

POLITICS

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

3

3

ECONOMICS

2

2

2

2

3

2

4

2

2

2

1

1

SOCIETY

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

TECHNOLOGY

5

5

5

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

ENVIRONMENT

5

5

5

5

3

5

4

2

2

2

4

4

LAW

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

3

3

3

2

2

Table A3.6. Dresden Mobility PESTEL scoring

23

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

1 – EV cars (private sector)
2.83

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

yes; money of companies and
institutional funding
no
no business models because of
"standard" use of EV compared to
conventional ones; Monitoring of EV
could enable new business models
in the future (battery aging, second
use, etc.)
fleet needs charging infrastructure ->
business with and manufacturing of
charging stations

Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

no
no
no risk, all want to have growing EVfleets
yes; funding opportunities for buying
EV

4

yes

2

yes
not yet

3

yes
yes
e.g. battery monitoring and aging
analysis
yes

5

yes, new BEV can be included
support all interventions who need
EV in operation
see below (energy consumption
reduction, energy efficiency
improvement, reduction of GHG
emissions)

5

yes - efficient EV
yes - replaces combustion engines
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Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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no
no
yes
yes

2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?

2 – EV cars (public sector)
MOB_1 - Expansion e-vehicle fleets
3.83
no
no
no risk, all want to have growing EVfleets
yes; funding opportunities for buying
EV

4

yes

yes; money of companies and
institutional funding
no
no business models because of
"standard" use of EV compared to
conventional ones; Monitoring of EV
could enable new business models
in the future (battery aging, second
use, etc.)
fleet needs charging infrastructure 
business with and manufacturing of
charging stations

2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

specific group  companies
individuals  car sharing
not yet

3

yes
yes
e.g. battery monitoring and aging
analysis
yes
yes, new BEV can be included
support all interventions who need
EV in operation
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ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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see below
yes - efficient EV

5

yes - replaces combustion engines
no
no

4

yes
yes

3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

3 – EV bus (public sector)
MOB_1B – e-Buses
3.83

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

yes; money of companies and
institutional funding
no
no business models because of
"standard" use of EV compared to
conventional ones; Monitoring of EV
could enable new business models
in the future (battery aging, second
use, etc.)
fleet needs charging infrastructure 
business with and manufacturing of
charging stations

Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

no
no
no risk, all want to have growing EVfleets
yes; funding opportunities for buying
EV

4

yes

2

yes
not yet

3

yes
yes
e.g. battery monitoring and aging
analysis
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Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
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yes
yes, new BEV can be included
support all interventions who need
EV in operation

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

see below

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

no

yes - efficient EV

5

yes - replaces combustion engines

no

4

yes
yes

4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?

4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
-

no
no
no risk, all want to have growing EVfleets
yes; funding opportunities for buying
EV

4

yes

yes; money of companies and
institutional funding
no
no business models because of
"standard" use of EV compared to
conventional ones; Monitoring of EV
could enable new business models
in the future (battery aging, second
use, etc.)
fleet needs charging infrastructure 
business with and manufacturing of
charging stations

2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?

yes
not yet
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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yes
yes
e.g. battery monitoring and aging
analysis
yes

5

yes, new BEV can be included
support all interventions who need
EV in operation
see below
yes - efficient EV

5

yes - replaces combustion engines
no
no

4

yes
yes

5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP 5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
no; regulations in the sector must be
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
observed
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
4
no
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
investment of energy supply
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified companies; particularly
for it?
governmental funding for e.g.
storage units
yes, mostly in case of cost reduction/
3
Does it offer a return on capital?
higher margins
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
new ones, e.g. data driven business
or new ones created in the future?
models are imaginable
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
not really
benefits?
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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all, because of stable grid
yes, all inhabitants of the city

2

yes in case of stable and always
available energy
no
smart charging; reducing impact on
the grid
yes

4

yes
enables increasing electromobility

see below
yes, energy efficiency

3

not directly
no
no

4

yes
yes

6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP 6 – Last mile logistics
DRE Mobility SCTP
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?

no
no
no
4
replacement of car trips
there is consensus between most
parties on climate protection,
however possible implementation
measures differ

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

unknown
unknown
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Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
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new business models possible (in
combination with other transport
options/offers)
yes, through involvement of local
companies
yes
unknown

3

yes
possibly
yes
yes

5

yes
most probably

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

see below

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

no

yes

5

yes

unknown

4

yes
yes

7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP 7 – Multimodality
DRE Mobility SCTP MOB_3 - Intermodal mobility hub
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?

Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

yes, because of reduction of public parking
spaces
yes, but the risk is reduced due to the
implementation of public charging
infrastructure which can be used by private
car users
no, stakeholders have been intensively
involved
yes, yes
yes, due to the adoption of the city council´s
decision on the construction and operation of
mobility hubs in Dresden
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

yes; fundings from the Federal Ministry for
the Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety
yes, currently ROI is negative
yes, in the future there are new business
models expected
yes

yes, easy access to multimodal services and
public charging infrastructure for all citizens
yes

no
yes, new multimodal strategic approach
compared to other German cities

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

yes, the aim was to make changes with the
implemented mobility hub possible;
exception: charging infrastructure (fast
development of technology)

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

3

yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

4

4

yes

reduction of private car ownership which is
resulting in higher use of environmental
friendly modes of transport; less noise in the
city; more electrified cars in the city

Is it contributing to energy consumption
yes, in the long run
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? yes
LAW
yes; implementing the mobility hubs in public
Have any legal constrain been identified?
space; requirements for offering the mobility
services at the mobility hubs
Does the city government have the power to
yes
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
no
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
partly
government or European policy?
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8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP 8, 8B, 8C – ITS for parking management
MOB_5 – Mobility Apps
DRE Mobility SCTP MOB_6 – Mobility Apps
MOB_7 – Mobility Apps
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No political barriers or difficulties are
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
are expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism No risk for growing of criticism in the future
in the future?
has been identified.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes the interventions types are aligned with
existing political support?
political trends.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, especially for open data policy
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
No, further financing has been decided until
identified for it?
now.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not applicable.
Are the business models related to it likely to Yes, new business models are likely to be
be lost or new ones created in the future?
created in the future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, open data will provide local economic
economic benefits?
benefits.
SOCIETY
Yes, the urban platform provides equal
Does it promote equality?
public access to a wide range of data.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Not relevant.
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not relevant.
and happiness within the general populace?
Yes, urban platform promotes community
Does it promote community cohesion?
cohesion.
TECHNOLOGY
Yes, there might be new technologies
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
involved.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes, interventions have been proofed
intervention before?
through monitoring and impact analysis.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Yes, it is proofed and can be adapted and
technology?
improved over time.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
ICT interventions support all other MAtchUP
interventions to meet the same objective?
actions.
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
Not relevant
lifetime?
Yes, the dashboard (consists of
environmental data) can raise people's
Is it contributing to energy consumption
awareness towards environmental concerns
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
and hence it may contribute to less energy
consumption and energy efficiency.
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Yes, the Dashboard (consisting of
environmental and other data) can have a
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
positive impact on people's behaviour in
regard to greenhouse gas emissions.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, some legal topics have been identified,
including licence issues, GDPR and data
security.
Yes, the city government has the power to
implement required legal modifications.
Yes, the interventions are in compliance with
existing policies and legislations.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
towards future proving the intervention,
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.

3

9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP 9, 9B – Expansion charging infrastructure
MOB_2 - Expansion charging infrastructure
DRE Mobility SCTP
MOB_4 – Smart charging
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? yes, issues with site permissions
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
partial conflicts with urban planning
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
financed both by public and company
identified for it?
funding
Does it offer a return on capital?
at present time ROI is negative
Are the business models related to it likely to business models are expected but presently
be lost or new ones created in the future?
there is none
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
local business will profit on the installation of
economic benefits?
charging stations
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

yes, all groups of the people will benefit

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

yes

no. It's just a charging station

3

1

4

no. It's just a charging station
no. It's just a charging station

yes
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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no, technology and needs are developing
fast
yes, pre-requisite for different other projects

substitution of fossil fuels
4
yes, use of "green" electricity
yes
no
acceleration of urban approval procedures
not all aspects are regulated by approval
rules
partly, measuring regulation is expected to
be changed
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Annex 3.2.3

Dresden ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

2.3

2.3

2.3

POLITICS

1

1

1

ECONOMICS

2

2

2

SOCIETY

2

2

2

TECHNOLOGY

4

4

4

ENVIRONMENT

2

2

2

LAW

3

3

3

Table A3.7. Dresden ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
DRE ICT SCTP
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No political barriers or difficulties are
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
are expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in No risk for growing of criticism in the future
the future?
has been identified.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes the interventions types are aligned
existing political support?
with political trends.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
Yes, especially for open data policy
be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
No, further financing has been decided
identified for it?
until now.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not applicable.
Are the business models related to it likely to be Yes, new business models are likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
created in the future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, open data will provide local economic
economic benefits?
benefits.
SOCIETY
Yes, the urban platform provides equal
Does it promote equality?
public access to a wide range of data.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
Not relevant.
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not relevant.
and happiness within the general populace?
Yes, urban platform promotes community
Does it promote community cohesion?
cohesion.
TECHNOLOGY
Yes, there might be new technologies
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
involved.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes, interventions could be proofed
intervention before?
through monitoring and impact analysis.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Yes, could be proofed, adapted and
technology?
improved over time.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
ICT interventions support all other
interventions to meet the same objective?
MAtchUP actions.
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
Not relevant
lifetime?
Yes, the dashboard (consists of
environmental data) can raise people's
Is it contributing to energy consumption
awareness towards environmental
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
concerns and hence it may contribute to
less energy consumption and energy
efficiency.
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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Yes, the Dashboard (consisting of
environmental and other data) can have a
positive impact on people's behaviour in
regard to greenhouse gas emissions.

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, some legal topics including licence
issues, GDPR and data security.
Yes, the city government has the power to
implement required legal modifications.
Yes, the interventions are in compliance
with existing policies and legislations.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
towards future proving the intervention,
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.

3

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
DRE ICT SCTP ICT_1 - Urban data Platform
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No political barriers or difficulties are
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
are expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in No risk for growing of criticism in the future
the future?
has been identified.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes the interventions types are aligned
existing political support?
with political trends.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
Yes, especially for open data policy
be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
No, further financing has been decided
identified for it?
until now.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not applicable.
Are the business models related to it likely to be Yes, new business models are likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
created in the future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes, open data will provide local economic
economic benefits?
benefits.
SOCIETY
Yes, the urban platform provides equal
Does it promote equality?
public access to a wide range of data.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
Not relevant.
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not relevant.
and happiness within the general populace?
Yes, urban platform promotes community
Does it promote community cohesion?
cohesion.
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?

Yes, there might be new technologies
involved.
Yes, interventions could be proofed
through monitoring and impact analysis.
Yes, could be proofed, adapted and
improved over time.
ICT interventions support all other
MAtchUP actions.

4

Not relevant
Yes, the dashboard (consists of
environmental data) can raise people's
awareness towards environmental
concerns and hence it may contribute to
less energy consumption and energy
efficiency.
Yes, the Dashboard (consisting of
environmental and other data) can have a
positive impact on people's behaviour in
regard to greenhouse gas emissions.

2

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, some legal topics including licence
issues, GDPR and data security.
Yes, the city government has the power to
implement required legal modifications.
Yes, the interventions are in compliance
with existing policies and legislations.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
towards future proving the intervention,
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.

3

3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
DRE ICT SCTP
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No political barriers or difficulties are
expected.
No criticism of political spectrum or others
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
are expected.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in No risk for growing of criticism in the future
the future?
has been identified.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes the interventions types are aligned
existing political support?
with political trends.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to
Yes, especially for open data policy
be maintained by governments?
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY

No, further financing has been decided
until now.
Not applicable.
Yes, new business models are likely to be
created in the future.
Yes, open data will provide local economic
benefits.

Does it promote equality?

Yes, the urban platform provides equal
public access to a wide range of data.

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
Not relevant.
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not relevant.
and happiness within the general populace?
Yes, urban platform promotes community
Does it promote community cohesion?
cohesion.
TECHNOLOGY
Yes, there might be new technologies
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
involved.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes, interventions could be proofed
intervention before?
through monitoring and impact analysis.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Yes, could be proofed, adapted and
technology?
improved over time.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
ICT interventions support all other
interventions to meet the same objective?
MAtchUP actions.
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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2

2

4

Not relevant
Yes, the dashboard (consists of
environmental data) can raise people's
awareness towards environmental
concerns and hence it may contribute to
less energy consumption and energy
efficiency.
Yes, the Dashboard (consisting of
environmental and other data) can have a
positive impact on people's behaviour in
regard to greenhouse gas emissions.

2

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, some legal topics including licence
issues, GDPR and data security.
Yes, the city government has the power to
implement required legal modifications.
Yes, the interventions are in compliance
with existing policies and legislations.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
towards future proving the intervention,
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.
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Annex 3.2.4
NTA SCTP ID24

Dresden Non-Technical actions SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

2.5

2.8

3.0

2.8

2.7

POLITICS

4

4

4

4

3

ECONOMICS

1

1

3

2

2

SOCIETY

5

5

4

4

4

TECHNOLOGY

1

1

1

1

1

ENVIRONMENT

1

4

4

4

4

LAW

3

2

2

2

2

SCORE

Table A3.8. Dresden NTA PESTEL scoring

24

1 Employment initiatives; 2 50/50 Programmes; 3 Shared private-public investment models for
sustainable energy consumption and circular economy; 4 Prosumer Energy Cooperatives; 5
District refurbishment local investment fund.
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1. Employment initiatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

1 – Employment initiatives
2.50
no
no
no

4

yes, employment as general focus
area of political actors
yes, employment as general focus
area of political actors

public financing
not relevant

1

not relevant
support of local business to find
employees
yes, including possibility of including
individuals at risk of exclusion
participation of individuals at risk of
exclusion should be considered

5

yes
yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

not relevant

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

not relevant

not relevant

1

not relevant
not relevant

not relevant

1

not relevant
no
yes, partially
yes
yes
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2. 50/50 Programmes
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?

Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

2 – 50/50 Programmes
2.83
no
no
no
intervention supports (political)
initiatives regarding climate
protection (energy transition goals)
there is consensus between most
parties on raising awareness of
energy consumption and savings
and also of climate protection,
however possible implementation
measures differ

4

public financing, if any
not relevant

1

not relevant
not relevant

yes, depending on school type
most probably

5

yes, depending on school type
yes, depending on school type
not relevant
not relevant

1

not relevant
not relevant

building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

4

yes
yes
no
not relevant
yes
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
yes
European policy?

3. Shared private-public investment models for sustainable energy
consumption and circular economy
3 – Shared private-public investment
Energy General SCTP models for sustainable energy consumption
and circular economy
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
possibly (regulatory framework
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
regarding flexible tariff models for
power supply etc.)
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
no
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
no
future?
4
intervention supports (political)
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
initiatives regarding climate
political support?
protection (energy transition goals)
there is consensus between most
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
parties on climate protection,
maintained by governments?
however possible implementation
measures differ
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
private-public investment
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
yes
3
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
unknown
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic yes, through involvement of local
benefits?
companies
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

not relevant

unknown, but possible

4

yes, depending on building type
yes, depending on building type

not relevant

1

not relevant
not relevant

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?

building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?

yes
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
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yes
possibly (regulatory framework
regarding flexible tariff models for
power supply etc.)

Does the city government have the power to
no
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
yes
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
yes
European policy?

2

4. Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?

4 – Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
2.83
no
no
no
intervention supports (political)
initiatives regarding climate
protection (energy transition goals)
there is consensus between most
parties on climate protection,
however possible implementation
measures differ

4

private investments
yes

2

new ones most likely be created
yes, through involvement of local
companies
yes
unknown, but possible

4

yes
yes
not relevant
not relevant
not relevant
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
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not relevant

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

4

yes
yes
unknown, but possible
yes, partially

2

yes
yes

5. District refurbishment local investment fund (financial instrument)
5 – District refurbishment local investment
fund (financial instrument)
SCORE
2.67

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

unknown
no
no
intervention supports (political)
initiatives regarding climate
protection (energy transition goals)
there is consensus between most
parties on climate protection,
however possible implementation
measures differ

3

private investments
it will need to provide a clear above
the market return on investment

2

unknown
yes, through involvement of local
companies
yes
unknown, but possible
yes
yes
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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not relevant
not relevant

1

not relevant
not relevant

building efficiency and energy
consumption reduction

4

yes
yes
unknown, but possible
yes, partially
yes
yes
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Annex 3.3 Antalya PESTEL
Annex 3.3.1

Antalya Energy SCTPs PESTEL

Energy SCTP
1
ID25

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SCORE 4.0 3.5 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.0 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.0 0.0 3.3 3.2 2.5 3.0 0.0 3.2
POLITICS

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

5

5

4

0

4

4

1

3

0

2

ECONOMICS

4

2

2

3

3

1

5

5

5

4

0

4

3

3

3

0

3

SOCIETY

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

0

3

3

3

3

0

4

TECHNOLOGY

4

3

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

4

0

4

4

3

3

0

3

ENVIRONMENT

5

5

3

4

3

3

5

5

5

4

0

3

3

3

3

0

4

LAW

4

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

0

2

2

2

3

0

3

Table A3.9. Antalya Energy PESTEL scoring

25

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
Energy General SCTP 1 - Construction of (private) residential building
ENE_1 - Residential Blocks (B energy rating
ANT Energy SCTP
district)
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No. There are no identified political barrier or
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
difficulties
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No.
in the future?
Yes. Policy supports urban regeneration
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
model and development of new residential
existing political support?
buildings specifically in areas with high
earthquake risk with old building stocks.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Smaller constructions are largely financed by
private funds or bank loans. Larger
Have potential financing mechanisms been
constructions such are constructed with
identified for it?
urban regeneration model which is similar to
PPP model.
Yes. Under Urban regeneration model it
Does it offer a return on capital?
offers a return on capital for the investor
Are the business models related to it likely to
No
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the implementation of the action
SOCIETY
Yes. A wide range of cross section of society
benefit from this type of intervention however
Does it promote equality?
due to the applied PPP model, there is also
a criticism of gentrification.
Limited. The intervention does not
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
specifically focus on vulnerable groups
the intervention been considered?
participation.
Improvement of residential buildings
potentially improves the living conditions and
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
comfort and also has positive health impacts
and happiness within the general populace?
as damps are reduced and temperature
inside the dwellings is more stable.
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
social impact
TECHNOLOGY
Limited. Due to cost considerations high TRL
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
applications are preferred
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes
intervention before?
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Limited. The economic and technical lifetime
of a construction is very long, and it is
considered to be financially challenging to
make a retrofit to an existing building
afterwards.
New construction highly supports other
interventions that help to meet the same
objective
Increase in energy efficiency /Decrease in
energy consumption

5

Yes
Yes
No
Current regulations support the sector.
4
Yes
Yes

2. Construction of (public) residential building
Energy General SCTP 2 - Construction of (public) residential building
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

No. There are no identified political barrier or
difficulties
No. There is no significant criticism.
No

4

Yes
Yes

Public owned residential buildings are built
by a specific public body (Housing
Development Administration of Turkey)
which focuses on deprived / poor
communities. A significant portion of the
finance comes from state sources.
Limited. The public residential buildings offer
suitable conditions for deprived communities.
No. It is a state policy.
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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Yes
Yes
Improvement of residential buildings
potentially improves the living conditions and
comfort and also has positive health impacts
as damps are reduced and temperature
inside the dwellings is more stable.
Yes
Limited. Since state sources are used for
finance, average technologies are preferred.
Yes. Since the public residential buildings
target deprived societies, the improvement in
terms of technology and efficiency is
significant.
Limited. The economic and technical lifetime
of a construction is very long, and it is
considered to be financially challenging to
make a retrofit to an existing building
afterwards.
New construction highly supports other
interventions that help to meet the same
objective

4

3

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Increase in energy efficiency / Decrease in
energy consumption

5

Yes
Yes
No
Limited. Public housing requires large
amounts of financial sources and
involvement of central government which
limits Local Government involvement
somehow limited.
Yes
Yes
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 3 - Construction of public tertiary building
ENE_5 - New construction of high performance
ANT Energy SCTP
public building
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
No. There are no identified political barrier or
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
difficulties
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
existing political support?
political trend and there is a political support
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Contraction of public tertiary buildings is
Have potential financing mechanisms been
mostly funded by Municipality budget or
identified for it?
within urban regeneration model involving
PPP.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No
Are the business models related to it likely to
No
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the implementation of the action
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Limited. The intervention does not
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
specifically focus on vulnerable groups’
the intervention been considered?
participation.
Yes. Public Buildings often offer community
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
benefits promoting healthy lifestyle,
and happiness within the general populace?
wellbeing and happiness.
Does it promote community cohesion?
Yes
TECHNOLOGY
Limited. Since state sources are used for
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
finance, average technology is preferred.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes
intervention before?
Limited. The economic and technical lifetime
of a construction is very long, and it is
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
considered to be financially challenging to
technology?
make a retrofit to an existing building
afterwards.
New construction highly supports other
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions that help to meet the same
interventions to meet the same objective?
objective.
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
Increase in energy efficiency /Decrease in
lifetime?
energy consumption
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Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
No
Does the city government have the power to
No
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
yes
government or European policy?
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Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

3

4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 4 – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

No. There are no identified political barrier or
difficulties
No. There is no significant criticism.
Limited. Specifically deep retrofitting involve
consensus of several local parties which
may have an impact on the progress
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
political trend and there is a political support

3

Yes

Although there are several low rate loans
provided from state financial institutes and
other means of soft mechanisms, the
majority of the funding is from private funds.
Yes. Specifically deep retrofitting on
envelope to increase the performance
provides a return on capital. However the
return depends on the efficiency achieved
and the baseline fuel. Normally it is between
3 - 10 years

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

No

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the implementation of the action

SOCIETY
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Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Does it promote community cohesion?
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Yes. A wide range of cross section of society
benefit from this type of intervention however
due to the applied PPP model, there is also
a criticism of gentrification.
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups’
participation.
Improvement of residential buildings
potentially improves the living conditions and
comfort and also has positive health impacts
as damps are reduced and temperature
inside the dwellings is more stable.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Limited. Due to cost considerations high TRL
applications are preferred

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Limited. The economic and technical lifetime
of a construction is very long, and it is
considered to be financially challenging to
make a retrofit to an existing building
afterwards.

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

3

No

Increase in energy efficiency / Decrease in
energy consumption

4

Yes
Yes
No
Yes. Municipality and local governments
have the authority to implement policies on
building stock.
Yes
Yes
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5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 5 – Retrofitting of public residential buildings
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
No. There are no identified political barrier or
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
difficulties
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
existing political support?
political trend and there is a political support
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

Although there are several low rate loans
provided from state financial institutes and
other means of soft mechanisms, the
majority of the funding is from private funds.
Yes. Specifically deep retrofitting on
envelope to increase the performance
provides a return on capital. However the
return depends on the efficiency achieved
and the baseline fuel. Normally it is between
3 - 10 years

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

No

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the implementation of the action

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

Yes
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups’
participation.
Yes. Public Buildings often offer community
benefits promoting healthy lifestyle,
wellbeing and happiness.
Yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Limited. Due to cost considerations high TRL
applications are preferred

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Limited. The economic and technical lifetime
of a construction is very long, and it is
considered to be financially challenging to
make a retrofit to an existing building
afterwards.

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

4

3

3

3

No
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What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Increase in energy efficiency / Decrease in
energy consumption
Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
Is it contributing to energy consumption
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

No
Current regulations support the sector.
4
Yes
Yes

6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP 6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
No. There are no identified political barrier or
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
difficulties
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
existing political support?
political trend and there is a political support
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Retrofitting of public residential buildings is
Have potential financing mechanisms been
mostly funded by Municipality budget.
identified for it?
However, the budget allocated for retrofitting
is generally very limited.
Does it offer a return on capital?
No
Are the business models related to it likely to
No
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Limited. Public procurement rules are too
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
complicated which lowers the interest of
economic benefits?
benefit to local business.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

Yes
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups’
participation.
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

Yes. Public Buildings often offer community
benefits promoting healthy lifestyle,
wellbeing and happiness.
Yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Limited. Since state sources are used for
finance, average technology is preferred.

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Limited. Mostly the priority is to "fix" with low
budget. Hence improvement or introduction
of new technology is not within the focus of
this intervention group.

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
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no

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Increase in energy efficiency / Decrease in
energy consumption
Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
Is it contributing to energy consumption
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
Yes. However specifically tertiary buildings
fall behind other type of buildings in terms of
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
efficiency and energy performance (such as
commercial or private buildings)
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
No
Does the city government have the power to
Current regulations support the sector.
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

3

4

7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
Energy General SCTP 7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
4.50
POLITICS
Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
4
Limited. Certain types of technologies (such
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
as wind) might be subject for criticism
however this is not the case for Antalya.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
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Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
political trend and there is a political support
Yes

There specific tariff structures that supports
implementation of RES in residential
buildings.
Yes, solar PV has achieved high stages of
maturity and is able to offer return of
investment period of under 8-10 years. In the
case of Antalya, that has very good
irradiation the return of investment could
even be lower. (the return of investment
highly depends on the electricity price)
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the implementation of the action

5

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Does it promote community cohesion?

Moderate impact. The increase of RES in
residential provide indirect benefits to the
wide sections of community.
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups’
participation.
The increase of RES in residential provide
indirect benefits to the wide sections of
community.
Although not very diffused in Turkey or
Antalya, in near future RES will become an
important element in energy communities
which will have a positive impact on
community cohesion.

4

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The technology is proven effective and
reliable.
Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The intervention type supports and
potentially increases the positive impact
towards same improvement types (flexibility,
electrification, decarbonisation, etc.)
Fossil fuel consumption reduction / GHG
emissions reduction
Yes. It has a very significant impact on
reducing the primary energy consumptions.
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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Yes. It has a very significant impact on
reducing the primary energy consumptions.

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
The city government has a limited impact on
energy policies specifically for large scale
energy interventions. However,
Municipalities might have a better control
and impact over small scale household scale
interventions

4

Yes
Yes

8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
ANT Energy SCTP ENE_3 - PV Systems with storage
SCORE
4.67
POLITICS
Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
Limited. Certain types of technologies (such
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
as wind) might be subject for criticism
however this is not the case for Antalya.
5
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
political trend and there is a political support.
existing political support?
The national and local targets support the
use of RES
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
There specific tariff structures that supports
identified for it?
implementation of RES in residential.
Yes, solar PV has achieved high stages of
maturity and is able to offer return of
investment period of under 8-10 years. In the
5
Does it offer a return on capital?
case of Antalya, that has very good
irradiation the return of investment could
even be lower. (the return of investment
highly depends on the electricity price)
Are the business models related to it likely to New business models for this intervention
be lost or new ones created in the future?
are likely to be created in the future.
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the implementation of the action

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Does it promote community cohesion?

Moderate impact. The increase of RES in
residential provide indirect benefits to the
wide sections of community.
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups
participation.
The increase of RES in residential provide
indirect benefits to the wide sections of
community.
Although not very diffused in Turkey or
Antalya, in near future RES will become an
important element in energy communities
which will have a positive impact on
community cohesion.

4

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The technology is proven effective and
reliable.
Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The intervention type supports and
potentially increases the positive impact
towards same improvement types (flexibility,
electrification, decarbonisation, etc.)

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Fossil fuel consumption reduction / GHG
emissions reduction
Yes. It has a very significant impact on
reducing the primary energy consumptions.
Yes. It has a very significant impact on
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
reducing the primary energy consumptions.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
The city government has a limited impact on
energy policies specifically for large scale
energy interventions. However,
Municipalities might have a better control
and impact over small scale household scale
interventions
Yes
Yes
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9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP 9 – Urban scale RES
ANT Energy SCTP ENE_4 - District level SPP
SCORE
4.83
POLITICS
Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
Limited. Certain types of technologies (such
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
as wind) might be subject for criticism
however this is not the case for Antalya.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
political trend and there is a political support.
existing political support?
The national and local targets support the
use of RES
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
There specific tariff structures that supports
identified for it?
implementation of RES in residential.
Yes, solar PV has achieved high stages of
maturity and is able to offer return of
investment period of under 8-10 years. In the
Does it offer a return on capital?
case of Antalya, that has very good
irradiation the return of investment could
even be lower. (the return of investment
highly depends on the electricity price)
Are the business models related to it likely to New business models for this intervention
be lost or new ones created in the future?
are likely to be created in the future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the implementation of the action
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Limited. The intervention does not
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
specifically focus on vulnerable groups
the intervention been considered?
participation.
The increase of RES in residential provide
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
indirect benefits to the wide sections of
and happiness within the general populace?
community.
Although not very diffused in Turkey or
Antalya, in near future RES will become an
Does it promote community cohesion?
important element in energy communities
which will have a positive impact on
community cohesion.
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
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Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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The technology is proven effective and
reliable f
Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The intervention type supports and
potentially increases the positive impact
towards same improvement types (flexibility,
electrification, decarbonisation, etc.)

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Fossil fuel consumption reduction / GHG
emissions reduction
Yes. It has a very significant impact on
reducing the primary energy consumptions.
Yes. It has a very significant impact on
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
reducing the primary energy consumptions.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

5

Limited. Although laws and regulations
support the intervention types, depending on
the scale the bureaucracy could be time
consuming and complex.
Yes

5

Yes
Yes

10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP 10 – Smart public lighting
ANT Energy SCTP ENE_2 - LED-Integrated public lighting system
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No. There are no identified political barrier or
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
difficulties
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
4
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes. The intervention is aligned with the
existing political support?
political trend and there is a political support
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
4
Have potential financing mechanisms been
Funded by municipality budget.
identified for it?
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Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
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LED lighting combined with smart control
can offer energy consumption reductions of
up to 85% (depending on the initial
equipment) and could offer return of
investment periods lower than 3 years.
Additionally their lifetime is longer
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future.
Local businesses can benefit from economic
activity however the impact could be
evaluated as moderate due to the limited
economical size it creates
Yes
Limited. The intervention does not
specifically focus on vulnerable groups
participation.
Yes. Public lighting potentially have a
positive impact on wellbeing, happiness,
security etc.
Limited impact on community cohesion
Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches). Specifically
combined in smart controls
The technology is proven effective and
reliable
Moderate. Although the technology is not
new, it is open for future changes and
innovations.

3

4

No

What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Fossil fuel consumption reduction / GHG
emissions reduction
Yes. However its impact is considered as
Is it contributing to energy consumption
limited within City scale due to its limited
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
share in the city consumption
Yes. However its impact is considered as
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? limited within City scale due to its limited
share in the city consumption
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
No
Does the city government have the power to
Yes. Public lighting is under the
implement legal framework modification?
responsibility of local governments
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes
government or European policy?
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11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP 11 – Humble lampposts
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
0.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in residential
building
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
No. However this issue is not covered by any
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
regulation or policy level as of now.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
4
This issue is not covered by any regulation
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
or policy level as of now. However
existing political support?
awareness is increasing and can be
expected to gain momentum in near future.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
There are no specific funding opportunities
Have potential financing mechanisms been
from state or public. Private funding is
identified for it?
necessary
Yes. Digitalisation is a key element in
decentralization, electrification and flexibility.
However it is often the most underrated
Does it offer a return on capital?
4
element of a more complex system resulting
in return on capital making it difficult to link
directly to returns or quantify the results.
Are the business models related to it likely to It is a key element in several new and
be lost or new ones created in the future?
innovative business models
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes. It has a huge economic potential and
economic benefits?
sectoral opportunities
SOCIETY
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
Does it promote equality?
holds potential for indirect.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
the intervention been considered?
holds potential for indirect.
3
Yes. It has a significant impact of wellbeing
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness and increased health
and happiness within the general populace?
specifically if integrated with building
management systems.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
Does it promote community cohesion?
holds potential for indirect.
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The technology is proven effective and
reliable, however could be assessed as
novel in local and regional context.
it is very open for innovation and innovative
use (innovative approaches)
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

No

Energy efficiency / GHG emissions reduction

Yes. However the role of smart controls is
often to have an enabling role.
Yes. However the role of smart controls is
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
often to have an enabling role.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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This issue is not covered by any regulation
or policy level as of now.
This issue is not yet clarified. However the
involvement of Municipalities could be
expected to be limited.
This issue is not covered by any regulation
or policy level as of now.
It could be expected that any future policy
will support these types of interventions.

3

2

13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary
building
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
No. However this issue is not covered by any
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
regulation or policy level as of now.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No. There is no significant criticism.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
This issue is not covered by any regulation
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
or policy level as of now. However
existing political support?
awareness is increasing and can be
expected to gain momentum in near future.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
Limited funding opportunities. Covered by
identified for it?
Municipality budget
Yes. Digitalisation is a key element in
decentralization, electrification and flexibility.
However it is often the most underrated
Does it offer a return on capital?
element of a more complex system resulting
in return on capital making it difficult to link
directly to returns or quantify the results.
Are the business models related to it likely to It is a key element in several new and
be lost or new ones created in the future?
innovative business models
Energy General SCTP
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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Yes. It has huge economic potential and
sectoral opportunities. However taking into
account Public procurement rules are too
complicated which lowers the interest of
benefit to local business. Also the economic
size of the public buildings is limited
compared to private or commercial sector.
This Limits the impact.

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.
Yes. It has a significant impact of wellbeing
and happiness and increased health
specifically if integrated with building
management systems.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Yes. Although the technology is not new, it is
very open for innovation and innovative use
(innovative approaches)
The technology is proven effective and
reliable, however could be assessed as
novel in local and regional context.
it is very open for innovation and innovative
use (innovative approaches)

4

No

Energy efficiency

Yes. However the role of smart controls is
often to have an enabling role.
Yes. However the role of smart controls is
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
often to have an enabling role.
LAW
This issue is not covered by any regulation
Have any legal constrain been identified?
or policy level as of now.
This issue is not yet clarified. However the
Does the city government have the power to
involvement of Municipalities could be
implement legal framework modification?
expected to be limited.
Does it comply with existing policy and
This issue is not covered by any regulation
legislation?
or policy level as of now.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
It could be expected that any future policy
government or European policy?
will support these types of interventions.
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14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP 14 – Urban thermal storage
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS
This intervention topic is not formulated in
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? the current policy and legislative structure,
resulting in a complex process in realisation.
Since this intervention type is not well known
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
or implemented widely in Turkey, some
criticism might be expected.
Since this intervention type is not well known
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
or implemented widely in Turkey, some
in the future?
criticism might be expected.
This intervention topic is not formulated in
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
the current policy and legislative structure,
existing political support?
resulting in a complex process in realisation.
This intervention topic is not formulated in
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
the current policy and legislative structure,
to be maintained by governments?
resulting in a complex process in realisation.
ECONOMICS
The economics of this type of intervention is
not fully exercised for Turkish or Antalya
Have potential financing mechanisms been
situation. Potential funding is through grants,
identified for it?
R&D funds and other similar types of funding
sources.
The economics of this type of intervention is
not fully exercised for Turkish or Antalya
Does it offer a return on capital?
situation. However smaller scale
interventions have potentially reasonable
return on capital.
The technology has a huge potential and will
Are the business models related to it likely to
likely to develop in Turkey creating new
be lost or new ones created in the future?
associated business models
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Yes. It has economic potential and sectoral
economic benefits?
opportunities.
SOCIETY
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
Does it promote equality?
holds potential for indirect.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
the intervention been considered?
holds potential for indirect.
Yes. It has a positive impact of wellbeing
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness and increased health
and happiness within the general populace?
specifically if integrated with building
management systems.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
Does it promote community cohesion?
holds potential for indirect.
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Yes. The implementation type is very new to
Turkey and the region, specifically on larger
scales.

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Limited experience is available in the region.
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

it is very open for innovation and innovative
use (innovative approaches)
No

Energy efficiency

Storage technologies are crucial elements
for energy flexibility and play an important
role of enabling energy efficiency.
Storage technologies are crucial elements
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? for energy flexibility and play an important
role of enabling energy efficiency.
LAW
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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This intervention topic is not formulated in
the current policy and legislative structure,
resulting in a complex process in realisation.
This issue is not yet clarified. However the
involvement of Municipalities could be
expected to be limited.
This issue is not covered by any regulation
or policy level as of now.
It could be expected that any future policy
will support these types of interventions.

3

2

15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP 15 – Urban electrical storage
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
Yes. Urban electrical storage is not identified
from a political or regulatory perspective. A
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
novel legislation is introduced pending for
enactment in the near future.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
A novel legislation is introduced pending for
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
enactment in the near future, a strong signal
existing political support?
in the political trend towards electricity
storage
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?

The new legislation provides specific
supporting financial elements however not
yet in force yet.
The new legislation provides specific
supporting financial elements however not
yet in force yet.
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Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future.
Yes. It has huge economic potential and
sectoral opportunities.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.
Yes. It has a positive impact of wellbeing and
happiness and increased health specifically
if integrated with building management
systems.
Limited. No direct impact is identified but
holds potential for indirect.

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Yes. The implementation type is very new to
Turkey and the region, specifically on larger
scales.
Limited experience is available in the region.

3

it is very open for innovation and innovative
use (innovative approaches)
No

Energy efficiency

Storage technologies are crucial elements
for energy flexibility and play an important
role of enabling energy efficiency.
Storage technologies are crucial elements
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? for energy flexibility and play an important
role of enabling energy efficiency.
LAW
A novel legislation is introduced pending for
Have any legal constrain been identified?
enactment in the near future.
A novel legislation is introduced pending for
Does the city government have the power to
enactment in the near future. However the
implement legal framework modification?
involvement of Municipalities could be
expected to be limited.
This issue is not covered by any regulation
Does it comply with existing policy and
or policy level as of now. A novel legislation
legislation?
is introduced pending for enactment in the
near future.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
It could be expected that any future policy
government or European policy?
will support these types of interventions.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
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16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP 16 – Building repurposing actions
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
0.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP 17 – District heating and cooling
ANT Energy SCTP
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Distribution and commercialization of energy
regardless of its scale is subject to very
complex legislations and regulations. This
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
creates a major barrier towards specifically
small scale district heating and cooling
intervention
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Currently there is no political trend towards
existing political support?
this type of interventions.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

All district heating and cooling infrastructures
are either large industrial companies or state
owned large scale interventions. Involve
complex financing mechanisms a mix of
public and private financing.
Yes

2

3

The change is slow.
Yes.

Yes
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
Limited. Average technology is preferred.
Yes
Yes

3

Moderate. A centralized system kind of acts
as a bummer against inclusion of new and
innovative technologies in the same
competing sectors.

Energy efficiency
Yes, specifically if RES are preferred the
impact is significant
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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Yes, specifically if RES are preferred the
impact is significant

LAW

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Distribution and commercialization of energy
regardless of its scale is subject to very
complex legislations and regulations. This
creates a major barrier towards specifically
small scale district heating and cooling
intervention
Municipalities could play an important role in
district heating and cooling
Yes
Yes
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Antalya Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.3

2.2

2.0

2.2

1.8

1.8

POLITICS

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

ECONOMICS

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

2

1

SOCIETY

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

TECHNOLOGY

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

ENVIRONMENT

3

3

4

3

3

2

3

2

3

LAW

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

SCORE

Table A3.10. Antalya Mobility PESTEL scoring

26

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP 1 – EV cars (private sector)
ANT Mobility SCTP
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS
No. System supports EV cars production and
utilization. Only taxes on EV cars are very
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
high. It is a big barrier for producers and
users.
EV cars have good acceptance among the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
people but they do not purchase EV cars
because of the high prices.
High taxes on EV cars are the biggest risk.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism They do not purchase EV cars because of
in the future?
the high prices. It is a big problem for the
expansion EV car utilization.
There is not a well-established political
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
regulations on huge utilization rates for EV
existing political support?
cars
No, The same party has the government
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
from the long years. So the answer of this
to be maintained by governments?
issue is not clear.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
Limited possibilities. Government supports
identified for it?
limitedly or sector use their own source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
Does it offer a return on capital?
on EV cars. For this reason, return on capital
is not fix for calculation.
Are the business models related to it likely to New business models for this intervention
be lost or new ones created in the future?
are likely to be created in the future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the implementation of the action
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Only economically sufficient group benefit
from EV cars (private sector).
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
weather pollution decreases caused by the
low emissions.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

3

3

2

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

No, the technology is already exist. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is proven effective and
reliable for private sector.
The developments allow changes in system.
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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Increase in EV car numbers in traffic will
have a positive effect for decreasing of fossil
fuel car procurement and utilization.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal instability over the last decade support
Have any legal constrain been identified?
the EV sector
Current regulations support the sector.
Does the city government have the power to
However there is still some problem. City
implement legal framework modification?
government do not have full power for
modification.
Actually, it is not including all planning
Does it comply with existing policy and
regulations. It should be improved by the
legislation?
authorities.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
intervention, however changes in national
government or European policy?
policies are unpredictable if government
changes.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

3

2

2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 2 – EV cars (public sector)
ANT Mobility SCTP MOB_4 - e-vehicles for municipality fleet
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS
No. System supports EV cars utilization for
public sector. Only taxes on EV cars are very
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? high. It is a big barrier for producers and
users. Public sector has not full power for EV
car utilization because of the high prices.
EV cars have good acceptance among the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
public sector but they do not purchase EV
cars because of the high prices.
High taxes on EV cars are the biggest risk.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Public sector does not purchase EV cars
in the future?
because of the high prices. It is a big
problem for the expansion EV car utilization.
There is not a well-established political
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
regulations on huge utilization rates for EV
existing political support?
cars
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
issue is not clear for central government. On
to be maintained by governments?
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
on EV cars. For this reason, return on capital
is not fixed for calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business.
Only public sector staffs benefit.
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
weather pollution decreases caused by the
low emissions.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

3

2

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for public
sector.

2

The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in EV car numbers in public sector
will have a positive effect for decreasing of
fossil fuel car procurement and utilization.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal instability over the last decade
supports the EV in public sector. But public
Have any legal constrain been identified?
sector does not know what they can do to
developed EV cars for municipality fleet.
Current regulations support the public sector
Does the city government have the power to
(for idea not for money). However there is
implement legal framework modification?
still some problem. City government do not
have full power for regulation or modification.
Actually, public sector has not enough
Does it comply with existing policy and
knowledge about planning regulations. It
legislation?
should be improved by the sector.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
intervention; however changes in national
policies are unpredictable if public authorities
(especially mayor) changes.

3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 3 – EV bus (public sector)
ANT Mobility SCTP MOB_3 – Hybrid buses
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS

Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?

Is it likely to attract significant criticism?

Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?

Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

No. System supports EV bus utilization for
public sector. Only taxes on EV bus are very
high. It is a big barrier for users. Public
sector has not full power for EV bus
utilization because of the high prices.
EV buses have good acceptance among the
public sector but they do not purchase EV
buses because of the high prices.
High taxes on EV buses are the biggest risk.
Public sector does not purchase EV buses
because of the high prices. It is a big
problem for the expansion EV bus utilization
in public transport.
There is not a well-established political
regulation on huge utilization rates for EV
buses. Support is limited.
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
issue is not clear for central government. On
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.

2

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
on EV bus. For this reason, return on capital
is not fixed for calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business.
All citizens benefit.
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
weather pollution decreases caused by the
low emissions.
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Yes, because of the low transport costs
citizens prefers to use the kame public
transport modes.

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for public
sector.

2

The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in EV bus numbers in public sector
will have a positive effect for decreasing of
standard fossil fuel buses procurement and
utilization in public transportation.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Legal instability over the last decade
supports the EV bus in public sector. But
public sector does not know what they can
do to developed EV bus utilization for
municipality fleet. Also they have not enough
budget to purchase.
Current regulations support the public sector
for EV bus utilization (only idea not for
budget). However there are still some
problems. City government do not have full
power for regulation or modification of legal
framework
Actually, public sector has not enough
knowledge about planning regulations. It
should be improved by the sector especially
for planning process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
intervention, however changes in national
policies are unpredictable if public authorities
(especially mayor) changes.
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4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
ANT Mobility SCTP MOB_5 – e-Scooter
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
No. System supports EV bike utilization for
public sector. Only taxes on EV bikes are
very high. It is a big barrier for users. Public
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
sector has not full power for EV bike
utilization because of the high prices for
public transport.
EV cars have good acceptance among the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
public sector but they do not purchase EV
cars because of the high prices.
High taxes on EV bikes are the biggest risk.
Public sector does not purchase EV bikes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
because of the high prices. It is a big
in the future?
problem for the expansion EV bike utilization
in public transport.
There is not a well-established political
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
regulation on huge utilization rates for EV
existing political support?
bikes. Support is limited.
The same party has the government from
the long years. So the answer of this issue is
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
not clear for central government. On the
to be maintained by governments?
other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.
ECONOMICS
Limited possibilities. Government supports
Have potential financing mechanisms been
limitedly or public sector use their own
identified for it?
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
Does it offer a return on capital?
on EV bike. For this reason, return on capital
is not fixed for calculation.
New business models for this intervention
Are the business models related to it likely to
are likely to be created in the future for the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
public sector.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Public sector can create
economic benefits?
its own model for business.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
All citizens benefit.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
the intervention been considered?
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
weather pollution decreases caused by the
and happiness within the general populace?
low emissions.
Yes, because of the low transport costs
Does it promote community cohesion?
citizens prefers to use the kame public
transport modes.
TECHNOLOGY
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Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for public
sector.
The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in EV bike numbers in public sector
will have a positive effect for decreasing of
motorcycles procurement and utilization in
public transportation.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal instability over the last decade
Have any legal constrain been identified?
supports the EV bike in public sector.
Current regulations support the public sector
for EV bike utilization (only idea not for
Does the city government have the power to
budget). However there are still some
implement legal framework modification?
problems. City government do not have full
power for regulation or modification of legal
framework
Actually, public sector has not enough
Does it comply with existing policy and
knowledge about planning regulations. It
legislation?
should be improved by the sector especially
for planning process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
intervention; however changes in national
government or European policy?
policies are unpredictable if public authorities
(especially mayor) changes.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

3

2

5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP 5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
ANT Mobility SCTP
SCORE
2.17
POLITICS
No. System supports e-vehicle utilization for
public sector. Only taxes on e- vehicles and
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
charging stations are very high. It is a big
barrier for users.
E-vehicles utilization demand and charging
stations have good acceptance among the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
public sector but they do not purchase the
system because of the high prices.
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Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?

Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
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High taxes on system are the biggest risk.
Public sector does not have a study on
demand management and smart charging
because of the high prices. It is a big
problem for the expansion e-vehicle
utilization in transport.
There is not a well-established political
regulation on huge E-vehicle utilization rates.
For this reason management and smart
charging studies are limited.
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
issue is not clear for central government. On
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
on e-vehicles and their infrastructure. For
this reason, return on capital is not fixed for
calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector on demand management and
smart parking facilities.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business for operation.

2

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Only economically sufficient group and
public sector staffs benefit.
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
weather pollution decreases caused by the
low emissions.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

2

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for public
sector.
The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in e-vehicle numbers in public
sector will have a positive effect for
decreasing of e-vehicles procurement and
utilization in transportation. It will have a
positive effect on demand management and
smart charging
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ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation. Increase in e-vehicle
utilization demand.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal regulations are not enough for demand
Have any legal constrain been identified?
management/smart charging. There is not a
clear legal source about this issue.
Current regulations support but every city
Does the city government have the power to
government should make their own
implement legal framework modification?
frameworks. Unfortunately they do not have
permission for this.
Actually, public sector has not enough
knowledge about planning regulations
Does it comply with existing policy and
because current regulations are not clear
legislation?
and enough. It should be improved by the
sector especially for planning process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
intervention, however changes in national
government or European policy?
policies are unpredictable if government
changes.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

3

2

6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP 6 – Last mile logistics
ANT Mobility SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

2.00

No, but it should be improved.
Last mile logistics is still do not have a good
acceptance among people.
Economic budget in this issue is limited. It
should be improved for the development.
There is not a well-established political
regulations
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
issue is not clear for central government. On
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.

2

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
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Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
on this issue and their infrastructure. For this
reason, return on capital is not fixed for
calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector on this issue.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business for operation.

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

2

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for the sector.

2

The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in e-vehicle numbers in last mile
logistics will have a positive effect for
decreasing of e-vehicles procucement and
utilization in logistic.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation. Increase in e-vehicle
utilization demand.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal regulations are not enough for last
Have any legal constrain been identified?
mile logistics. System needs a standard
framework.
Current regulations do not support. Every
Does the city government have the power to
city government should make their own
implement legal framework modification?
frameworks. Unfortunately they do not have
permission for this.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Actually, public sector has not enough
knowledge about planning regulations
because current regulations are not clear
and enough. It should be improved by the
sector especially for planning and operation
process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
intervention, however changes in national
policies are unpredictable if government
changes.

7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP 7 – Multimodality
ANT Mobility SCTP MOB_2 – Multimodal hubs
SCORE
2.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No. System supports multimodality.
Multimodality has a good acceptance among
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
the public sector.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Economic budget in this issue is limited. It
in the future?
should be improved for the development.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
There is a well-established political
existing political support?
regulations
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
issue is not clear for central government. On
to be maintained by governments?
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
It is not clear. Because costs are very huge
on this issue and their infrastructure. For this
reason, return on capital is not fixed for
calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector on multimodal hubs
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business for multimodality.
All citizens benefit.
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs and transport duration
will be lower, and comfort becomes higher.
Additionally, weather pollution decreases
caused by the low emissions.
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Does it promote community cohesion?
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Yes, because of the low transport costs
citizens prefers to use the kame public
transport modes.

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is not proven for public
sector.

2

The developments allow changes in system.
Increase in multimodal transport in public
sector will have a positive effect for
decreasing of fossil fuel vehicles'
procurement and utilization in public
transportation.

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission in Public Transportation Decrease
in fossil oil utilization in transportation.
Increase in e-vehicle utilization demand.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
Legal instability over the last decade
Have any legal constrain been identified?
supports the multimodality.
Current regulations support the public sector
Does the city government have the power to
for multimodal hubs (only idea not for
implement legal framework modification?
budget).
Public sector has enough knowledge about
Does it comply with existing policy and
planning regulations. Additionally, it should
legislation?
be improved by the sector especially for
planning process.
Uncertain. European policy advanced
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
towards future proving the intervention,
government or European policy?
however changes in national policies are
unpredictable if government changes.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

3

1

8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP 8 – ITS for parking management
ANT Mobility SCTP
SCORE
1.83
POLITICS
No. System supports ITS for parking
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
management especially on idea.
ITS for parking management has a good
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
acceptance among the public sector.
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Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
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Economic budget in this issue is limited. It
should be improved for the development.
There is a well-established political
regulations
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
issue is not clear for central government. On
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?

Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Limited possibilities. Government supports
limitedly or public sector use their own
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
on ITS parking systems and their
infrastructure. For this reason, return on
capital is not fixed for calculation.
New business models for this intervention
are likely to be created in the future for the
public sector on Its parking operations.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Public sector can create
its own model for business for operation.
All citizens benefit.
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower, transport
duration and comfort becomes higher.
Additionally, weather pollution decreases
caused by the low emissions.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

2

2

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology already exists. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is proven for public sector.

2

The developments allow changes in system.
Increase ITS for parking management will
have a positive effect for decreasing delays
for parking.

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission by reducing delays at parks.
Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation. Increase in e-vehicle
utilization demand.
Save energy by preventing delays for
parking.
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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Yes, especially in countries with high
electricity emission factors.

LAW

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Legal instability over the last decade
supports the sector. But public sector does
not know what they can do to for system
management. Also they have not enough
budget to purchase.
Current regulations support the public sector
management process (only idea not for
budget).
Actually, public sector has not enough
knowledge about management regulations. It
should be improved by the sector especially
for planning and management process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
intervention, however changes in national
policies are unpredictable if public authorities
(especially mayor) changes.

1

9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP 9 – Expansion charging infrastructure
ANT Mobility SCTP MOB_1 - Recharging points for e-Vehicles
SCORE
1.83
POLITICS
No. System supports ITS for parking
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
management especially on idea.
ITS for parking management has a good
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
acceptance among the public sector.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Economic budget in this issue is limited. It
in the future?
should be improved for the development.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
There not is a well-established political
existing political support?
regulations
Actually, the same party has the government
from the long years. So the answer of this
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
issue is not clear for central government. On
to be maintained by governments?
the other hand it can be different for local
government if the mayor changes.
ECONOMICS
Limited possibilities. Government supports
Have potential financing mechanisms been
limitedly or public sector use their own
identified for it?
source.
It is not clear. Because taxes are very huge
Does it offer a return on capital?
on charging infrastructure. For this reason,
return on capital is not fixed for calculation.
New business models for this intervention
Are the business models related to it likely to
are likely to be created in the future for the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
public sector on charging station expansions.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Public sector can create
economic benefits?
its own model for business for operation.
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Only economically sufficient group benefit
from EV cars (private sector).
No. It has not ability of vulnerable groups to
participate.
Yes, transport costs will be lower and
weather pollution decreases caused by the
low emissions.
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

3

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

No, the technology is already exist. It shows
differences according to countries.
Additionally it shows development with
sector improvements.
The technology is proven effective and
reliable for private sector but not for public
sector.

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

The developments allow changes in system.

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Increase in e-vehicle numbers in public
sector will have a positive effect for
decreasing of standard e-vehicles
procurement and utilization in transportation.
It will have a positive effect on the expansion
of charging infrastructure.

2

ENVIRONMENT
Great reduction on NOx, CO2 and NO2
emission. Decrease in fossil oil utilization in
transportation. Increase in e-vehicle
utilization demand.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to consumption of electric
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? energy instead of fossil fuel energy.
Yes, especially in countries with high
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
electricity emission factors.
LAW
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Legal regulations are not enough for
expansion charging infrastructure. There is
not a clear legal source about this issue.
Current regulations support but every city
government should make their own
frameworks. Unfortunately they do not have
permission for this.
Actually, public sector has not enough
knowledge about planning regulations
because current regulations are not clear
and enough. It should be improved by the
sector especially for planning process.
Unfortunately, it is not clear. European policy
advanced towards future proving the
intervention, however changes in national
policies are unpredictable if government
changes.
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Annex 3.3.3

Antalya ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

3.5

3.5

4.3

POLITICS

4

4

4

ECONOMICS

3

3

4

SOCIETY

5

5

5

TECHNOLOGY

4

4

5

ENVIRONMENT

2

2

5

LAW

3

3

3

Table A3.11. Antalya ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
ANT ICT SCTP
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
No, the intervention does not have any
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
political barrier and difficulty in implementing
Regarding the content of the data and the
status of the anonymization, there may be
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
concerns and hesitations on whether the
personal information will be collected or not.
No, there is not a risk of substantial criticism
regarding the action. As the stakeholder
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
perspective, local businesses and
in the future?
municipality will be collaborated into the
action
This action is supported within the scope of
renewable energy, zero waste and smart
cities trends which are determined as
development strategy of Turkey. Despite the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
current local government change in the
existing political support?
municipality, there was no problem in
supporting and encouraging the action.
There is strong support for action
independent of political trends.
Yes, In a recent municipal election in
Antalya, the administration has been
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
changed into another party and current
to be maintained by governments?
administration is strongly supporting the
project actions.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Platform implementation and component
integration will be financed by MAtchUP
project.
No, the action does not offer any direct
return of capital
New business models regarding this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, If the pilot application being developed
within the project is successful, it can
become a model that can be applied in other
cities. Thus, it can function as an integration
platform supporting local businesses and
production and brings together the producers
and employee.

4

3

SOCIETY

Does it promote equality?

SMEs and institutions will be able to
implement their projects by using data which
is provided by open data platform this will
promote employment equality for all parties
including every social group
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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Yes the intervention has been designed for
the collaboration of every social group
including vulnerable groups
As the final outcome of the action, providing
equal standards for each citizen will directly
affect the level of wellbeing and happiness
Yes, promoting local entrepreneurship and
job matchmaking of every social group would
positively impact the community cohesion

TECHNOLOGY

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

This action, unlike other similar practices,
supports the creation of a city-based
inventory on a digital platform which will
provide resources to local businesses and
SMEs. The system that provides multistakeholder engagement differs from others
in that it establishes direct cooperation of
citizens with the municipality and third
parties.
Yes, open data has proven positive
economic and technologic impacts
The customizability and resilience of the
open data systems allows this action to be
future proved and to be adapted through
new technologies.
This action is strongly connected with and
supports the other ICT actions regarding the
big data functionalities, new open API
developments, urban platform and IoT
developments.

4

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

The intervention does not have a substantial
environmental impact
No, the intervention does not have a
substantial environmental impact
No, the intervention does not contribute the
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
GHG emissions reduction
LAW
All the data collected in the action will be
subject to the provisions of the Turkish
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Personal Data Protection Law no. 6698 and
GDPR in Europe. This may cause delays in
data collection and deployment processes
The authority of the city government does
Does the city government have the power to
not allow amendments or adjustments to the
implement legal framework modification?
rules of the law.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes, current legislations are aligned with the
legislation?
terms of open framework, data and APIs
No, Any change in the legislation on
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
collecting data or and personal info related
government or European policy?
data may affect the implementation of the
action.
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2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
ANT ICT SCTP ICT_1 – Urban data Platform
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
No, the intervention does not have any
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
political barrier and difficulty in implementing
Regarding the content of the data and the
status of the anonymization, there may be
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
concerns and hesitations on whether the
personal information will be collected or not.
No criticism regarding the action, Urban
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
platform is being developed directly with the
in the future?
Antalya Metropolitan Municipality.
This action is supported within the scope of
renewable energy, zero waste and smart
cities trends which are determined as
development strategy of Turkey. Despite the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
current local government change in the
existing political support?
municipality, there was no problem in
supporting and encouraging the action.
There is strong support for action
independent of political trends.
Yes, In a recent municipal election in
Antalya, the administration has been
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
changed into another party and current
to be maintained by governments?
administration is strongly supporting the
project actions.
ECONOMICS
Platform implementation and component
Have potential financing mechanisms been
integration will be financed by MAtchUP
identified for it?
project.
No, the action does not offer any direct
Does it offer a return on capital?
return of capital
New business models around this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
All of the components which will be collected
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
can be analysed and evaluated through the
economic benefits?
urban platform and serve as a guide for
other cities resulting local economic benefits
SOCIETY
Yes, urban platform is being developed as
Does it promote equality?
an all-inclusive platform
The intervention will give the insights and the
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
necessary info regarding the city therefore
the intervention been considered?
will guide to ease the life of the elderly
and/or disabled people
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Does it promote community cohesion?
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Outputs and results of the mobility and
energy actions on the urban platform will
give users the real time data, usages and
related evaluations. Thus will guide citizens
to manage their preferences through city
contributing. As a result their quality of life
and satisfaction through city systems will
improve
Yes, Conscious and continuous support for
the Antalya urban platform so as to evaluate
the citizen’s feedback through the inquires
upon the usage of the services and modify
the platform based on their needs.

TECHNOLOGY

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

This action, unlike other similar practices will
not only provide the information about a city
but also serve as an interactive platform for
citizens to directly communicate, debate and
solve the any urban life problems.
No, there is no proven effect on the
intervention before.
Yes, the urban platform can be adjusted or
modified through the future trends,
requirements or any other specification over
time.
This action is strongly connected with and
supports the other ICT actions regarding the
big data functionalities, new open API
developments and IoT developments.

4

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

The intervention does not have a substantial
environmental impact
Yes, the monitoring of urban mobility and
Is it contributing to energy consumption
energy systems is contributing the carbon
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
emissions reduction and savings
Yes, the monitoring of urban mobility
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? systems is contributing the carbon emissions
reduction and savings
LAW

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

All the data collected in the action will be
subject to the provisions of the Turkish
Personal Data Protection Law no. 6698 and
GDPR in Europe. This may cause delays in
data collection and deployment processes
The authority of the city government does
not allow amendments or adjustments to the
rules of the law.
Yes, current legislations are aligned with the
terms of the development of APIs and
monitoring services.
No, Any change in the legislation on
collecting data or and personal info related
data may affect the implementation of the
action.
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3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
ANT ICT SCTP
SCORE
4.33
POLITICS
No, the intervention does not have any
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
political barrier and difficulty in implementing
Regarding the content of the data and the
status of the anonymization, there may be
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
concerns and hesitations on whether the
personal information will be collected or not.
The energy measurements, billing and smart
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
meter actions will be monitored by SAMPAS
in the future?
but operated by the municipality.
This action is supported within the scope of
renewable energy, zero waste and smart
cities trends which are determined as
development strategy of Turkey. Despite the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
current local government change in the
existing political support?
municipality, there was no problem in
supporting and encouraging the action.
There is strong support for action
independent of political trends.
Yes, In a recent municipal election in
Antalya, the administration has been
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
changed into another party and current
to be maintained by governments?
administration is strongly supporting the
project actions.
ECONOMICS
Platform implementation and component
Have potential financing mechanisms been
integration will be financed by MAtchUP
identified for it?
project.
Debatable. Rather than returning capital the
Does it offer a return on capital?
action aims to provide cost savings
New business models around this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are being developed and are
be lost or new ones created in the future?
likely to be diversified in the future.
The integrated system of IoT devices and
the monitoring platform can serve as a
promotion for cities to apply similar projects.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Also would encourage energy savings, local
economic benefits?
usage of renewables, raising awareness on
resource utilization positively impact local
businesses and supply chain
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact on vulnerable groups
Yes, The impact of installed IoT devices
aims to enhance healthier lifestyle,
environmental friendly solutions and energy
reductions. Therefore resulting the increase
of wellbeing and happiness.
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Does it promote community cohesion?
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the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
Yes, the positive effects of the IoT devices
have been proven.
Yes, IoT devices and related components
can be adjusted or modified through the
future trends, requirements or any other
specification over time.
This action is strongly connected with and
supports the other ICT actions regarding the
big data functionalities, new open API
developments, urban platform
developments.

5

ENVIRONMENT
IoT sensors to measure the status, usage,
availability of charging stations, Smart
What are key environmental factors over its
meters, domotics, smart lighting sensors for
lifetime?
light poles etc. will be deployed within the
action
Contributes to consumption of primary
Is it contributing to energy consumption
renewable energy. Promoting conscious
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
usage of sources.
Through the monitored energy usage data
which gathered from the IoT devices, the
consumption of conventional energy sources
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
will decrease and renewables will become
prominent. Thus the GHG emissions will
reduce.
LAW
All the data collected in the action will be
subject to the provisions of the Turkish
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Personal Data Protection Law no. 6698 and
GDPR in Europe. This may cause delays in
data collection and deployment processes
The authority of the city government does
Does the city government have the power to
not allow amendments or adjustments to the
implement legal framework modification?
rules of the law.
All the devices and related platform
Does it comply with existing policy and
development services are aligned with the
legislation?
existing legislation and policy
No, Any change in the legislation on
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
collecting data or and personal info related
government or European policy?
data may affect the implementation of the
action.
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Annex 3.4 Ostend PESTEL
Annex 3.4.1

Ostend Energy SCTPs PESTEL

Energy SCTP
1
ID27

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SCORE 3.3 2.8 2.8 3.8 4.1 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.3 3.3 3.2 2.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 5.0
POLITICS

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

4

5

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

5

ECONOMICS

3

3

3

4

5

4

4

4

5

4

3

2

1

1

1

3

5

SOCIETY

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

2

1

1

1

3

5

TECHNOLOGY

3

2

2

3

4

3

3

4

5

4

4

2

1

1

1

3

5

ENVIRONMENT

4

2

2

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

5

LAW

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

1

1

1

3

5

Table A3.12. Ostend Energy PESTEL scoring

27

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be
lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

1 - Construction of (private) residential building
3.33

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Yes

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction
or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

No
No
No, stakeholders have been involved

3

Yes
Yes

Public-private or fully private financing
mechanisms
Yes

3

New ones created
Yes

No
No

3

Yes, by integrating new, green public
spaces
Yes

Yes
Yes, some new buildings are
constructed with the option to connect
the heating system to the local heating
network.

3

Yes, it will support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

4

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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2. Construction of (public) residential building
2 - Construction of (public) residential
building
SCORE
2.83

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No
No
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes, some new buildings are
financed with a private/public
cooperation
Yes, mainly in cost savings
New ones created in the future but
it’s still in an early stage

3

Not specifically

Yes, accessibility for people with
reduced mobility is a priority
No

3

No
Not in every new building
No
No

2

Not really
It will not support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

3 - Construction of public tertiary building
2.83
No
No
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes, some new buildings are financed
with a private/public cooperation
Yes, mainly in cost savings
New ones created in the future but it’s
still in an early stage

3

Not specifically

Yes, accessibility for people with
reduced mobility is a priority
No

3

No
Not in every new building
The city experimented with straw-bale
construction. But this was a onetime
experiment. Domotica isn't widely
spread.
Not always. The straw-bale
construction wasn't that successful.

2

Not really
It will not support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government
or European policy?
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Yes

4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 4 – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Politicians only have a small role within this
intervention. They support the local 'Energy
House'. The Energy House advises private
home owners on retrofitting
No

4

No, there is political consensus
Yes
Yes, there is political consensus

There are certain loans for retrofitting
houses, with a main focus on energy
efficiency. The loans are provided interestfree for low-income households. Higher
income households pay a small interest on
their loans
Yes
The current business models are working
fine.

4

Not specifically

There is a focus on certain households who
face energy poverty. But other households
can also participate.
Yes

4

In a certain way
It does within certain projects. For example
the 'Energieke buren' project aims to create
a community.

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

They mainly use traditional techniques with a
focus on energy efficiency.
Yes
Yes
It will support other interventions
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ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
GHG by electricity and heating reduction
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. It is the main focus.
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes. It is the main focus.
LAW
Yes, but the widespread execution of the
Have any legal constrain been identified?
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Does the city government have the power to
Yes, until a certain level.
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy was done to
government or European policy?
adapt the intervention to these changes.
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3

5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 5 – Retrofitting of public residential buildings
SCORE
4.17
POLITICS
No, there is a good cooperation between the
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
local 'Energy House' and the city council.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No, there is political consensus
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, there is political consensus
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
The current business models are working
fine. The investment that was made proves
Are the business models related to it likely to
to be 'budget-neutral' in the long term.
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Meaning that the investment is paid off with
the reductions in energy costs.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Not specifically
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
No, the main stakeholder is the city of
Does it promote equality?
Ostend.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
No, the main stakeholder is the city of
the intervention been considered?
Ostend.
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
No, the main stakeholder is the city of
and happiness within the general populace?
Ostend.
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Does it promote community cohesion?
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No, the main stakeholder is the city of
Ostend.

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

They mainly use traditional techniques with a
focus on energy efficiency. The energy
monitoring is state of the art.
Yes, large cuts in energy cost.
Yes
It will support other interventions.

What are key environmental factors over its
GHG by electricity and heating reduction
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. It is the main focus.
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes. It is the main focus.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

4

5

Yes, but the widespread execution of the
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Yes

3

Yes
Not enough research to changing
government or European policy was done to
adapt the intervention to these changes.

6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP 6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?

Politicians only have a small role within this
intervention. They support the local 'Energy
House'. The Energy House advises private
home owners on retrofitting
No
No, there is political consensus
Yes
Yes, there is political consensus
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ECONOMICS

Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

There are certain loans for retrofitting
houses, with a main focus on energy
efficiency. The loans are provided interestfree for low-income households. Higher
income households pay a small interest on
their loans
Yes
The current business models are working
fine.

4

Not specifically

There is a focus on certain households who
face energy poverty. But other households
can also participate.
Yes

4

In a certain way
No
They mainly use traditional techniques with a
focus on energy efficiency.
Yes

3

Yes
It will support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating reduction
5
Yes. It is the main focus.
Yes. It is the main focus.
Yes, but the widespread execution of the
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Yes, until a certain level.
Yes
Not enough research to changing
government or European policy was done to
adapt the intervention to these changes.
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7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
Energy General SCTP 7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
Politicians only have a small role within this
intervention. They support the local 'Energy
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
House'. The Energy House advises private
home owners on RES.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
5
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No, there is political consensus
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, there is political consensus
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
There are certain loans for RES, with a main
focus on energy efficiency. The loans are
Have potential financing mechanisms been
provided interest-free for low-income
identified for it?
households. Higher income households pay
a small interest on their loans
4
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to The current business models are working
be lost or new ones created in the future?
fine.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Not specifically
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
There is a focus on certain households who
Does it promote equality?
face energy poverty. But other households
can also participate.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Yes
the intervention been considered?
4
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
In a certain way
and happiness within the general populace?
It does within certain projects. For example
Does it promote community cohesion?
the 'Heat Network' project aims to create a
community.
TECHNOLOGY
They mainly use traditional techniques with a
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
focus on energy efficiency.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes
intervention before?
3
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Yes
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
It will support other interventions
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
GHG by electricity and heating reduction
lifetime?
5
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. It is the main focus.
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes. It is the main focus.
LAW
Yes, but the widespread execution of the
Have any legal constrain been identified?
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Does the city government have the power to
Yes, until a certain level.
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
Yes
legislation?
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy was done to
government or European policy?
adapt the intervention to these changes.
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8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

Politicians only have a small role within this
intervention. They support the local 'Energy
House'. The Energy House advises private
home owners on RES.
No
No, there is political consensus

4

Yes
Yes, there is political consensus

There are certain loans for RES, with a main
focus on energy efficiency. The loans are
provided interest-free for low-income
households. Higher income households pay
a small interest on their loans
Yes
The current business models are working
fine.
Not specifically

4

There is a focus on certain households who
face energy poverty. But other households
can also participate.
Yes
4
In a certain way
It does within certain projects. For example
the 'Heat Network' project aims to create a
community (also for business owners).
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

They mainly use traditional techniques with a
focus on energy efficiency.
Yes
4
Yes
It will support other interventions

What are key environmental factors over its
GHG by electricity and heating reduction
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. It is the main focus.
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes. It is the main focus.
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

5

Yes, but the widespread execution of the
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Yes, until a certain level.
3
Yes
Not enough research to changing
government or European policy was done to
adapt the intervention to these changes.

9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

9 – Urban scale RES
4.33
No, political consensus
No, political consensus
No

5

Yes
Yes

No information provided
Yes
The current business models are working
fine

5

Not specifically

No
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
In a certain way
No
Yes, the use of a heat network
Not within Ostend. There are other examples
of heat networks that have proven to be
efficient

5

Yes
It will support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating reduction
5
Yes. It is the main focus.
Yes. It is the main focus.
Yes, but the widespread execution of the
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints
Yes

3

Yes
Not enough research to changing
government or European policy was done to
adapt the intervention to these changes.

10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP 10 – Smart public lighting
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

No, there is political support for the first
projects and test phase
if too much emphasis is placed on savings
on dimming and extinguishing public lighting
No, stakeholders are involved in running
projects

3

Yes
Yes

Financed with public resources
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Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
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Yes, mainly in cost savings but this on the
long run
The current business models between city
and grid operator is relative new but changes
are to be expected in the future
Yes, tourism & city atmosphere

Everyone can benefit from the smart public
lighting
No specific focus on the participation of
vulnerable groups
Yes, dimmed lights prevent sleepless nights
for residences and are good for nature night
live. Smart lighting promotes working out in
public areas after sunset
Yes, smart lighting can bring more people
together in public areas

4

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes, the smart public lighting project is using
state of the art technology
Yes

4

Yes, interoperable & adaptable system are
key-elements of the development
It will support other interventions

carbon reduction, energy reduction,
biodiversity
Yes, energy consumption reduction & energy
efficiency improvement
Yes
Light standards are old-fashioned, data
ownership (owner grid, city council),
regulation on liability
No, legislation on regional and European
level
Not always; sometimes it's a bit of a grey
area
Most likely yes
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11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP 11 – Humble lampposts
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
No, there is political support for the first
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
projects and test phase
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
unknown at this stage
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
Financed with public resources but private
identified for it?
financing is an option in the future
Does it offer a return on capital?
Not yet
Are the business models related to it likely to
New ones will probably be created
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Maybe in the future
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Everyone can benefit from the humble
Does it promote equality?
lampposts
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
No specific focus on the participation of
the intervention been considered?
vulnerable groups
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Yes, the collected data can be used to
and happiness within the general populace?
improve living conditions
Potential yes but this depends a lot of the
Does it promote community cohesion?
extra functionalities integrated in the lamp
post
TECHNOLOGY
Yes, the humble lampposts project is using
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
state of the art technology
Has it ever been proven as an effective
Yes
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Yes, interoperable & adaptable system are
technology?
key-elements of the development
Will it significantly restrict or support other
It will support other interventions
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
potential on carbon reduction, energy
lifetime?
reduction, biodiversity
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Potentially yes
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Potentially yes
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
There are privacy concerns
Does the city government have the power to
No
implement legal framework modification?
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Not always; The development of the humble
lamppost is rather new
Unknown at this stage

12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in
residential building
SCORE
2.50

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No
No
no

3

Yes
yes

No
Yes

2

New ones will probably be created.
Currently not.

The Energy House gives advice on
smart controls to everyone. With a
main target on households who face
'energy poverty'.

2

Yes
In a certain way
No
No
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?

Yes
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
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Yes
Yes, but the widespread execution of
the intervention has proven that
they've overcome the legal
constraints

Does the city government have the power to
Yes
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Yes
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a
tertiary building
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
No specific action in progress.
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Not investigated
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Not investigated
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Not investigated
1
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Not investigated
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Not investigated
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified No
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Probably but not investigated
1
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
New ones created
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic Yes
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Not investigated
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
Not investigated
intervention been considered?
1
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Probably but not investigated
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
No
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Not investigated

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?

Not investigated

Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?

Yes

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Both

1

Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

14 – Urban thermal storage
1.00

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

No specific action in progress.
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
No

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Not investigated
Both

1

Yes
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

15 – Urban electrical storage
1.00

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

No specific action in progress.
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
No

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Not investigated
Both

1

Yes
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

16 – Building repurposing actions
3.00
No
No
No
3
Yes, there is support. Repurposing is
part of the policy plans. But further
procedures need to be implemented.
Yes

No information provided
No information provided

3

New ones will be created
Yes

Yes, one specific building was
repurposed in a cultural centre
Yes
3
Yes
Yes, some of the buildings are
repurposed with the community
cohesion in mind.
Yes
Yes

3

Yes
Yes, support

Not investigated
Yes

3

Yes
No information provided
Yes
Yes
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Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

17 – District heating and cooling
5.00
No, political consensus
No, political consensus
No

5

Yes
Yes

No information provided
Yes
The current business models are
working fine

5

Not specifically

No
Yes

5

In a certain way
No
Yes, the use of a Heat Network
Not within Ostend. There are other
examples of heat networks that have
proven to be efficient
Yes

5

It will support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

5

Yes. It is the main focus.
Yes. It is the main focus.
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Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

Yes, but the widespread excecution
of the intervention has proven that
they've overcome the legal
constraints
Yes

Yes
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Mobility SCTP ID28
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Ostend Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.5

2.3

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.3

2.0

2.8

2.5

POLITICS

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

ECONOMICS

3

1

2

1

3

1

2

2

3

SOCIETY

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

TECHNOLOGY

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

2

ENVIRONMENT

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

LAW

4

3

2

2

4

1

2

4

4

SCORE

Table A3.13. Ostend Mobility PESTEL scoring

28

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

1 – EV cars (private sector)
2.50
No, political consensus
No, political consensus
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes there is financial support by the
higher government (Flanders) called
Clean Power for Transport. They
finance the program with grants.
No

3

Maybe there will be new ones.
No.

No
No

1

No
No
No, traditional technologies are
used.
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

No
Yes
No
No
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

2 – EV cars (public sector)
2.33
No
No
No

3

Yes, there is political support
Yes

No, this is funded with public
resources
Mainly savings in cost

1

New ones created in the future
No

Everyone benefits from cleaner air.
No

2

No
No
We use existing technology
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

3

Yes, energy consumption reduction
Yes
No
No

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Yes
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
Yes
European policy?

3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 3 – EV bus (public sector)
SCORE
2.00

POLITICS

Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS

We are not in charge of this domain.
Public transport is organised by an
independent, regional company.
Currently they have plans to electrify
their fleet by 2024.
No
No
Maybe: changing schedules
(because buses have to recharge)
can cause criticism.
Yes
Yes

Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

The regional government supports
the company
/

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?

3

2

/
No

No

1

Yes, better air quality
No
Yes
Yes, in other countries

2

/
Support

Electricity production that depends
on the sun, wind..
No
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Probably, many stakeholders are
involved in this transition. Legal
problems can be, for example, the
placement of charging infrastructure.

Does the city government have the power to
Sometimes
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Not always
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
/
European policy?

2

4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?

4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
2.00
No
No
No

3

Yes, there is political support
Yes

No, this is funded with public
resources
No

1

New ones created in the future
No

No
No

2

No
No
We use existing technology
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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No
Yes
No
No

2

Yes
Yes

5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
2.50
No, political consensus
No, political consensus
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes there is financial support by the
higher government (Flanders) called
Clean Power for Transport. They
finance the program with grants.
No

3

Maybe there will be new ones.
No

No
No

1

No
No
No, traditional technologies are
used.
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions
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What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
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GHG by electricity and heating
reduction
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

4

6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP 6 – Last mile logistics
SCORE
1.33
This has been tried by a private
POLITICS
company.
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
No
for it?
Probably, but it hasn't been
Does it offer a return on capital?
investigated by the city governance
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
New ones created in the future
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Yes
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
No, a specific group
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes, better air quality, less traffic
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Not really
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?

No
In other cities it has been proven
effective
/
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
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Support

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

1

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
No, because the project hasn't been
carried out

Does the city government have the power to
It isn't investigated
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
It isn't investigated
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
It isn't investigated
European policy?

1

7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP 7 – Multimodality
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?

2.00

Is being thought of, no specific
action
No
No
No

3

Yes
Yes

No
No

2

New ones created in the future
Yes

No
No

1

No
No
In the future with a MaaS system
Not within Ostend

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
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We will build a system with this in
mind.
We will build a system with this in
mind.
GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

2

8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

8 – ITS for parking management
2.83
No
Yes, from private parking companies
Yes, criticism can be expected from
private parking companies

4

Yes
Yes

Yes. But mainly public financed
investments
No

2

New ones created in the future
Yes

No
No

2

No
No
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Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
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No, traditional technologies are
used.
Yes
Yes
Support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.

4

9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?

9 – Expansion charging infrastructure
2.50
No, political consensus
No, political consensus
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes there is financial support by the
higher government (Flanders) called
Clean Power for Transport. They
finance the program with grants.
No

3

Maybe there will be new ones.
No

No
No

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
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No
No
No, traditional technologies are
used.
Yes

2

Yes
Support other interventions

GHG by electricity and heating
reduction

2

No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Not enough research to changing
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or government or European policy was
European policy?
done to adapt the intervention to
these changes.
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Annex 3.4.3

Ostend ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

1.0

1.0

1.0

POLITICS

1

1

1

ECONOMICS

1

1

1

SOCIETY

1

1

1

TECHNOLOGY

1

1

1

ENVIRONMENT

1

1

1

LAW

1

1

1

Table A3.14. Ostend ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
The political barrier has been lowered since
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
last election.
Yes, criticism can be expected from software
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
developers/vendors due to vendor lock-ins.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Yes. Stakeholders are not enough involved
in the future?
in the process.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
The political support is growing.
existing political support?
Yes, currently there is support in the current
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
coalition. But this is not guaranteed if the
to be maintained by governments?
coalition would change.
ECONOMICS
Yes, public financing mechanisms have
been identified. The financing mechanisms
Have potential financing mechanisms been
often work with support from the higher
identified for it?
government. Currently there are no private
financing mechanisms identified.
Not yet. We are to early in the process to
Does it offer a return on capital?
draw conclusions.
Currently there are no new business models
Are the business models related to it likely to created due to a lack of cohesive data
be lost or new ones created in the future?
management. But these problems have been
identified and are being worked on.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
No, but is being thought of.
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Was taken into consideration. Especially
Does it promote equality?
older people and low-income households.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Was taken into consideration, older
the intervention been considered?
population
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not yet.
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Not yet.
TECHNOLOGY
No, we are at the very beginning of our open
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
data management.
Has it ever been proven as an effective
No, we are at the very beginning of our open
intervention before?
data management.
Is taken into consideration. But we are at the
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
very beginning of our open data
technology?
management.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
Support
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

Not investigated
No specific actions have been undertaken so
far. But we are looking into it.
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
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No specific actions have been undertaken so
far. But we are looking into it.

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

GDPR & data ownership between different
stakeholders.
The city council recently hired a Data
Protection officer.
We are planning to be in line but no specific
action has been undertaken.
We are planning to be in line but no specific
action has been undertaken.

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
The political barrier has been lowered since
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
last election.
Yes, criticism can be expected from software
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
developers/vendors due to vendor lock-ins.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Yes. Stakeholders are not enough involved
in the future?
in the process.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
The political support is growing.
existing political support?
Yes, currently there is support in the current
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
coalition. But this is not guaranteed if the
to be maintained by governments?
coalition would change.
ECONOMICS
Yes, public financing mechanisms have
been identified. The financing mechanisms
Have potential financing mechanisms been
often work with support from the higher
identified for it?
government. Currently there are no private
financing mechanisms identified.
Not yet. We are too early in the process to
Does it offer a return on capital?
draw conclusions.
Currently there is no new business models
Are the business models related to it likely to created due to a lack of cohesive data
be lost or new ones created in the future?
management. But these problems have been
identified and are being worked on.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
No, but is being thought of.
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Was taken into consideration. Especially
Does it promote equality?
older people and low-income households.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
Was taken into consideration, older
the intervention been considered?
population
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Not yet.
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Not yet.
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TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

No, we are at the very beginning of our open
data management.
No, we are at the very beginning of our open
data management.
Is taken into consideration. But we are at the
very beginning of our open data
management.

1

Support

Not investigated

No specific actions have been undertaken so
far. But we are looking into it.
No specific actions have been undertaken so
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
far. But we are looking into it.
LAW
GDPR & data ownership between different
Have any legal constrain been identified?
stakeholders.
Does the city government have the power to
The city council recently hired a Data
implement legal framework modification?
Protection officer.
Does it comply with existing policy and
We are planning to be in line but no specific
legislation?
action has been undertaken.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
We are planning to be in line but no specific
government or European policy?
action has been undertaken.

1

1

3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
The political barrier has been lowered since
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
last election.
Yes, criticism can be expected from software
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
developers/vendors due to vendor lock-ins.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Yes. Stakeholders are not enough involved
in the future?
in the process.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
The political support is growing.
existing political support?
Yes, currently there is support in the current
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
coalition. But this is not guaranteed if the
to be maintained by governments?
coalition would change.
ECONOMICS
Yes, public financing mechanisms have
been identified. The financing mechanisms
Have potential financing mechanisms been
often work with support from the higher
identified for it?
government. Currently there are no private
financing mechanisms identified.
Not yet. We are too early in the process to
Does it offer a return on capital?
draw conclusions.
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Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
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Currently there is no new business models
created due to a lack of cohesive data
management. But these problems have been
identified and are being worked on.
No, but is being thought of.

Was taken into consideration. Especially
older people and low-income households.
Was taken into consideration, older
population

1

Not yet.
Not yet.
No, we are at the very beginning of our open
data management.
No, we are at the very beginning of our open
data management.
Is taken into consideration. But we are at the
very beginning of our open data
management.

1

Support

Not investigated

No specific actions have been undertaken so
far. But we are looking into it.
No specific actions have been undertaken so
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
far. But we are looking into it.
LAW
GDPR & data ownership between different
Have any legal constrain been identified?
stakeholders.
Does the city government have the power to
The city council recently hired a Data
implement legal framework modification?
Protection officer.
Does it comply with existing policy and
We are planning to be in line but no specific
legislation?
action has been undertaken.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
We are planning to be in line but no specific
government or European policy?
action has been undertaken.
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Annex 3.4.4
NTA SCTP ID29

Ostend Non-Technical actions SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

1.0

1.0

1.0

4.0

1.0

POLITICS

1

1

1

5

1

ECONOMICS

1

1

1

4

1

SOCIETY

1

1

1

4

1

TECHNOLOGY

1

1

1

4

1

ENVIRONMENT

1

1

1

4

1

LAW

1

1

1

3

1

SCORE

Table A3.15. Ostend NTA PESTEL scoring

29

1 Employment initiatives; 2 50/50 Programmes; 3 Shared private-public investment models for
sustainable energy consumption and circular economy; 4 Prosumer Energy Cooperatives; 5
District refurbishment local investment fund.
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1. Employment initiatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

1 – Employment initiatives
1.00

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
Yes

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Not investigated
No

1

No
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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2. 50/50 Programmes
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

2 – 50/50 Programmes
1.00

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
Yes

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Not investigated
No

1

No
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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3. Shared private-public investment models for sustainable energy
consumption and circular economy
3 – Shared private-public investment
Energy General SCTP models for sustainable energy consumption
and circular economy
SCORE
1.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Not investigated
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Not investigated
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Not investigated
1
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

Not investigated

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated

Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
Yes

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Not investigated
No

1

No
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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4. Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Energy General SCTP 4 – Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
No, there is a good cooperation between the
local 'Energy House' and the city council.
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? The Energy House is responsible for the
coordination of group purchase of gas &
electricity, solar panels and roof insulation.
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
No, there is political consensus
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes, there is political consensus
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No
The current business models are working
fine.

4

Not specifically

The group purchase lowers the cost of
electricity & gas, solar panels and roof
insulation for every inhabitant.
Yes. It is the main focus.

4

Not specifically
In a certain way (by buying as a group).
No
Yes
4
Yes
It will support other interventions.

What are key environmental factors over its
GHG by electricity and heating reduction
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. It is the main focus.
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

5

Yes, but the widespread execution of the
intervention has proven that they've
overcome the legal constraints

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
Yes
Not enough research to changing
government or European policy was done to
adapt the intervention to these changes.

5. District refurbishment local investment fund (financial instrument)
5 – District refurbishment local investment
fund (financial instrument)
SCORE
1.00

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

Not investigated
Not investigated

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Not investigated

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Not investigated

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

No
Probably but not investigated

1

New ones created
Yes

Not investigated
Not investigated

1

Probably but not investigated
Yes

Not investigated

1

Not investigated
Not investigated

Both

1

Yes
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Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
Not investigated
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Annex 3.5 Skopje PESTEL
Annex 3.5.1

Skopje Energy SCTPs PESTEL

Energy SCTP
1
ID30

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SCORE 3.7 3.7 3.8 4.3 4.2 4.2 3.8 3.8 2.8 3.3 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.2 2.3 2.8 3.5
POLITICS

3

3

3

5

4

4

3

3

2

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

2

ECONOMICS

4

4

4

5

5

5

4

4

2

2

3

4

4

4

1

4

4

SOCIETY

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

2

3

2

2

2

2

5

3

TECHNOLOGY

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

4

3

1

5

ENVIRONMENT

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

5

LAW

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

4

4

5

5

3

2

0

2

Table A3.16. Skopje Energy PESTEL scoring

30

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
Energy General SCTP 1 - Construction of (private) residential building
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
No, political barrier, but the current national
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? policies are not fully aligned with the
intervention.
There is potential risk of growing criticism in
future if the current legislation changes in
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
order to encapsulate all defined elements of
the proposed intervention.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
NA
3
in the future?
There is a political trend towards the
consumption of renewable energy sources
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
but we are not currently familiar with existing
existing political support?
political support in regard to this intervention
type.
Considering the fact that NM started the EU
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
accession process there is likely to maintain
to be maintained by governments?
a cross-party support for such type of
intervention.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

We have identified potential public - private
mechanism for this intervention type but we
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed.
Yes it does, especially the PV systems offer
a very good return on capital of around 8 to
10 years and have a 25 years lifetime.
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from this economic activity. Local companies
are needed for the installation and
maintenance of the system.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

3

It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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The nature of the modularity of the PV
installation allows for changes
Support other interventions. PV installation
on a roof can affect the inclusion of
alternative energy production methods such
as solar thermal panels.

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Yes. The building optimized through the
implementation of the best performing
measures can show an overall 90%
reduction in operational primary energy
Is it contributing to energy consumption
compared to the baseline building. The
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? inclusion of the embodied energy altered the
energy performance calculations can result
in 55–67% reduction in total energy over a
10-year period, and 77–82% over a 30-year
period.
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
If we go for scale up of this intervention type
on national or city level, change in regulation
is necessary to address the defined criteria
of the intervention. Additionally there are
Have any legal constrain been identified?
legal restrictions on the power of the
installed equipment, if the excess of
generated electricity is released into the
distribution grid.
Yes, there will be need for changes in
Does the city government have the power to
regulations and its questionable the city gov.
implement legal framework modification?
power to implement or push for these
changes.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Not fully compliant.
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes, its future proofed.
government or European policy?

5

2

2. Construction of (public) residential building
Energy General SCTP 2 - Construction of (public) residential building
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?

Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?

No, political barrier, but the current national
policies are not fully aligned with the
intervention.
There is potential risk of growing criticism in
future if the current legislation changes in
order to encapsulate all defined elements of
the proposed intervention.
NA

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement N°774477
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Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
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There is a political trend towards the
consumption of renewable energy sources
but we are not currently familiar with existing
political support in regard to this intervention
type.
Considering the fact that NM started the EU
accession process there is likely to maintain
a cross-party support for such type of
intervention.

ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

We have identified potential public - private
mechanism for this intervention type but we
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed.
Yes it does, especially the PV systems offer
a very good return on capital of around 8 to
10 years and have a 25 years lifetime.
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from this economic activity. Local companies
are needed for the installation and
maintenance of the system.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

3

It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
The nature of the modularity of the PV
installation allows for changes
Support other interventions. PV installation
on a roof can affect the inclusion of
alternative energy production methods such
as solar thermal panels.
indoor environment, neighbourhoods impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
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Yes. The building optimized through the
implementation of the best performing
measures can show an overall 90%
reduction in operational primary energy
Is it contributing to energy consumption
compared to the baseline building. The
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? inclusion of the embodied energy altered the
energy performance calculations can result
in 55–67% reduction in total energy over a
10-year period, and 77–82% over a 30-year
period.
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
If we go for scale up of this intervention type
on national or city level, change in regulation
is necessary to address the defined criteria
of the intervention. Additionally there are
Have any legal constrain been identified?
legal restrictions on the power of the
installed equipment, if the excess of
generated electricity is released into the
distribution grid.
Yes, there will be need for changes in
Does the city government have the power to
regulations and its questionable the city gov.
implement legal framework modification?
power to implement or push for these
changes.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Not fully compliant.
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes, its future proofed.
government or European policy?
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 3 - Construction of public tertiary building
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
No, political barrier, but the current national
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? policies are not fully aligned with the
intervention.
There is potential risk of growing criticism in
future if the current legislation changes in
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
order to encapsulate all defined elements of
the proposed intervention.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
NA
in the future?
There is a political trend towards the
consumption of renewable energy sources
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
but we are not currently familiar with existing
existing political support?
political support in regard to this intervention
type.
Considering the fact that NM started the EU
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
accession process there is likely to maintain
to be maintained by governments?
a cross-party support for such type of
intervention.
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ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?

Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

We have identified potential public - private
mechanism for this intervention type but we
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed.
Yes it does, especially the PV systems offer
a very good return on capital of around 8 to
10 years and have a 25 years lifetime.
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from this economic activity. Local companies
are needed for the installation and
maintenance of the system.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

3

It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
The nature of the modularity of the PV
installation allows for changes
Support other interventions. PV installation
on a roof can affect the inclusion of
alternative energy production methods such
as solar thermal panels.

5

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Yes. The building optimized through the
implementation of the best performing
measures can show an overall 90%
reduction in operational primary energy
Is it contributing to energy consumption
compared to the baseline building. The
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? inclusion of the embodied energy altered the
energy performance calculations can result
in 55–67% reduction in total energy over a
10-year period, and 77–82% over a 30-year
period.
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes
LAW
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Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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If we go for scale up of this intervention type
on national or city level, change in regulation
is necessary to address the defined criteria
of the intervention. Additionally there are
legal restrictions on the power of the
installed equipment, if the excess of
generated electricity is released into the
distribution grid.
Yes, there will be need for changes in
regulations and its questionable the city gov.
power to implement or push for these
changes.
Not fully compliant.
Yes, its future proofed.

4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 4 – Retrofitting of private residential buildings
SCORE
4.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No current political barrier or difficulty.
No pressure groups and the RES energy
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
systems have good acceptance among the
local populace.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources
existing political support?
and there is existing political support.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Each political party has set similar visions for
to be maintained by governments?
this type of intervention
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?

We have identified potential public - private
mechanism for this intervention type but we
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed.
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from economic activity.
Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.
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Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
Yes

5

Wil support other interventions

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
yes
No
Yes, maybe enforcement of certain policies
or compliance with EU regulation
Not fully, planning regulation need to be
improved and enforced.
Yes, its future proofed.

5

3

5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
Energy General SCTP 5 – Retrofitting of public residential buildings
SCORE
4.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No current political barrier or difficulty.
No pressure groups and the RES energy
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
systems have good acceptance among the
local populace.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources
existing political support?
and there is existing political support.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Each political party has set similar visions for
to be maintained by governments?
this type of intervention
ECONOMICS
We have identified potential public - private
Have potential financing mechanisms been
mechanism for this intervention type but we
identified for it?
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed.
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
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Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from economic activity.
Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

3

It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

5

Yes
Wil support other interventions

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
yes
No
Yes, maybe enforcement of certain policies
or compliance with EU regulation
Not fully, planning regulation need to be
improved and enforced.

5

3

Yes, its future proofed.

6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP 6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
SCORE
4.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No current political barrier or difficulty.
No pressure groups and the RES energy
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
systems have good acceptance among the
local populace.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
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Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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There is a political trend towards the
consumption of renewable energy sources,
not sure about existing political support.
Each political party has set similar visions for
this type of intervention
We have identified potential public - private
mechanism for this intervention type but we
haven’t tested it yet. Currently this type of
intervention is mainly privately financed
(investor, resident, public institution)
Yes
new business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can greatly benefit
from economic activity.
Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

5

3

It promotes mostly wellbeing
to a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

5

Yes
Wil support other interventions

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
yes
No
Yes, maybe enforcement of certain policies
or compliance with EU regulation
Not fully, planning regulation need to be
improved and enforced.
Yes, its future proofed.
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7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
Energy General SCTP 7 – Building integrated RES in a residential building
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No current political barrier or difficulty.
No pressure groups and the RES energy
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
systems have good acceptance among the
local populace.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
3
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources,
existing political support?
not sure about existing political support.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Not sure
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
No financial mechanism has been identified.
identified for it?
Individual financing.
PV systems offer a very good return on
Does it offer a return on capital?
capital of around 8 to 10 years and have a
25 years lifetime.
4
new business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.
SOCIETY
Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
Does it promote equality?
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
4
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
intervention we will consider this target
the intervention been considered?
group.
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Yes
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Yes
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

5

Yes
Wil support other interventions

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
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Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
yes
No
Yes, maybe enforcement of certain policies
or compliance with EU regulation
Not fully, planning regulation need to be
improved and enforced.

2

Yes, its future proofed.

8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
SCORE
3.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? No current political barrier or difficulty.
No pressure groups and the RES energy
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
systems have good acceptance among the
local populace.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
3
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources,
existing political support?
not sure about existing political support.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Not sure
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
No financial mechanism has been identified.
identified for it?
PV systems offer a very good return on
Does it offer a return on capital?
capital of around 8 to 10 years and have a
25 years lifetime.
4
New business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.
SOCIETY
Depending how the mechanism for this
intervention will be structured. In general it
Does it promote equality?
can offer to certain degree cross-section of
society benefit.
4
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
intervention we will consider this target
the intervention been considered?
group.
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Yes
and happiness within the general populace?
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Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

5

Yes
Wil support other interventions

indoor environment, neighbourhood impact,
local ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
yes
No
Yes, maybe enforcement of certain policies
or compliance with EU regulation
Not fully, planning regulation need to be
improved and enforced.

5

2

Yes, its future proofed.

9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP 9 – Urban scale RES
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? Not currently identified
There can be significant criticism, as such
equipment is installed for the first time in the
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
country and if purchased with a significantly
larger amount than the market.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
NA
in the future?
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources
existing political support?
but the existing political support in not
focused on this type of intervention
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Each political party has set similar visions for
to be maintained by governments?
the RES
ECONOMICS
There is a mechanism in place, but so far
Have potential financing mechanisms been
there is no such type of funding in our
identified for it?
country
Does it offer a return on capital?
These systems offer return on equity
New business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Yes
Yes, when defining mechanism for this
intervention we will consider this target
group.

3

yes
Yes
This type of intervention introduces
innovations in the state of the art
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
This type of integration of renewable energy
sources allows for changes in technology.
This type of integration of renewable energy
sources will allow a small restriction on other
interventions, given the size of the activities
in the City.

3

Great reduction on GHG emissions.
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
Yes, there are legal restrictions on the power
of the installed equipment and the division of
the grid of several entities in accordance with
the Law on Energy and the liberalization of
the energy market.
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
In the Programs of all governments in the
future, there will be an increase in electricity
production from renewable energy sources.
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10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP 10 – Smart public lighting
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Current policies are aligned with the
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
integration of smart technology
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Low probability
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
There is a mechanism in place, mostly public
identified for it?
funding.
Does it offer a return on capital?
To a certain degree
New business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
not really
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote equality?
social impact
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention does not have a substantial
the intervention been considered?
social impact
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
the intervention does not have a substantial
and happiness within the general populace?
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
community cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
No, already matured technology
Has it ever been proven as an effective
The technology has proven to be effective
intervention before?
and reliable.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
yes, and it can be adapted and improved in
technology?
future
Will it significantly restrict or support other
it will support other interventions
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
lifetime?
infrastructure
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to reducing primary energy
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? consumption.
Not really, only if the electricity that is used
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
comes from renewables
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
No legal difficulties have been identified
Does the city government have the power to
No legal changes are required
implement legal framework modification?
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Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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yes
Yes, its future proofed.

11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP 11 – Humble lampposts
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Current policies are aligned with the
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
integration of smart technology
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Low probability
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
Yes
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Yes
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
There is a mechanism in place, mostly public
identified for it?
funding.
Does it offer a return on capital?
To a certain degree
New business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
not really
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote equality?
social impact
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention does not have a substantial
the intervention been considered?
social impact
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
the intervention does not have a substantial
and happiness within the general populace?
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
community cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
No, already matured technology
Has it ever been proven as an effective
The technology has proven to be effective
intervention before?
and reliable.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
yes, and it can be adapted and improved in
technology?
future
Will it significantly restrict or support other
it will support other interventions
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
lifetime?
infrastructure
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to reducing primary energy
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? consumption.
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Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Not really, only if the electricity that is used
comes from renewables
No legal difficulties have been identified
Maybe there will be certain legal changes
required in regard to sensors technology.

4

yes
Yes, its future proofed.

12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in residential
building
SCORE
3.83

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Current policies are aligned with the
integration of smart technology
No
No risk

4

Yes
Yes

There is a mechanism in place, mostly
private funding.
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity by provision of smart
devices and their maintenance.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?

the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact

2

Yes, to a certain degree
the intervention does not have a substantial
community cohesion

TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?

No, already matured technology
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
yes, and it can be adapted and improved in
future
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Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?

it will support other interventions

neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
Not really, only if the electricity that is used
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
comes from renewables
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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3

No legal difficulties have been identified
No legal changes are required
5
yes
Yes, its future proofed.

13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary
building
SCORE
3.83

Energy General SCTP

POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Current policies are aligned with the
integration of smart technology
No
No risk

4

Yes
Yes

There is a mechanism in place, mostly
private funding.
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity by provision of smart
devices and their maintenance.

4

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
Yes, to a certain degree
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Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
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the intervention does not have a substantial
community cohesion
No, already matured technology
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
yes, and it can be adapted and improved in
future

5

it will support other interventions

neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
Not really, only if the electricity that is used
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
comes from renewables
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
No legal difficulties have been identified
Does the city government have the power to
No legal changes are required
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
yes
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
Yes, its future proofed.
government or European policy?

3

5

14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP 14 – Urban thermal storage
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

No political difficulties have been identified
Energy systems and smart technology are
well received by citizens.
Low probability

2

There is a political trend towards the
consumption of renewable energy sources
and there is existing political support.
Each political party has set similar visions for
RES.
There is a mechanism in place, but currently
is mostly privately financed.
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future.
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Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
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Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity. Local companies are
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

Specific group benefits
Low probability

2

Yes
To a certain degree
No, already matured technology
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.
yes, and it can be adapted and improved in
future
This type of integration of renewable energy
sources will pose a small restriction on other
interventions.
neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption.
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
In the Programs of all governments in the
future, there will be an increase in electricity
production from renewable energy sources.
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15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP 15 – Urban electrical storage
SCORE
2.33
POLITICS
Current policies are aligned with the
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
integration of smart technology
Energy systems and smart technology are
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
well received by citizens.
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
consumption of renewable energy sources
existing political support?
and there is existing political support.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Each political party has set similar visions for
to be maintained by governments?
RES and smart technology.
ECONOMICS
There is a mechanism in place, but so far
Have potential financing mechanisms been
there is no such type of funding in our
identified for it?
country
Does it offer a return on capital?
These systems offer return on equity
new business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to
intervention are likely to be created in the
be lost or new ones created in the future?
future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic activity. Local companies are
economic benefits?
needed for the installation and maintenance
of the system.
SOCIETY
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote equality?
social impact
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention does not have a substantial
the intervention been considered?
social impact
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
the intervention does not have a substantial
and happiness within the general populace?
social impact
the intervention does not have a substantial
Does it promote community cohesion?
community cohesion
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
No, already matured technology
Has it ever been proven as an effective
The technology has proven to be effective
intervention before?
and reliable.
This type of integration with renewable
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
energy sources allows for changes in
technology?
technology.
Will it significantly restrict or support other
will support other interventions
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
neighbourhood impact, local ecology, local
lifetime?
infrastructure
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Contributes to reducing primary energy
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? consumption.
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
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LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
As our legislation is in line with European
energy laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation.
In the Programs of all governments in the
future, there will be an increase in electricity
production from renewable energy sources.
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16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP 16 – Building repurposing actions
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Low probability
Should be supported by the local
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
populace
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Low probability
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
It’s still not on the political agenda
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes, it’s likely to be maintained
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified Public, private, public-private or
for it?
international grant funding
To a certain degree, depending on
Does it offer a return on capital?
the building type and repurpose
New business models related to this
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
intervention are likely to be created
or new ones created in the future?
in the future.
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic Yes, local businesses can benefit
benefits?
from economic activity.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
Yes, they can be included in the
intervention been considered?
planning process
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
the intervention has a significant
happiness within the general populace?
social impact
the intervention has a significant
Does it promote community cohesion?
social impact
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
NA
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Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
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NA
NA
NA

neighbourhood impact, local
infrastructure
YES, if RES and EE modern
technologies are used
Yes

3

Will depend on the building
ownership

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP 17 – District heating and cooling
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Not sure
No pressure was noticed by any of
the groups. Energy saving measures
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
in buildings are well received by the
local population
Risk of some future changes. Stable
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
area from a political point of view
future?
(national level).
There is a political trend towards the
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing consumption of renewable energy
political support?
sources and there is existing political
support.
Each political party has set similar
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
visions for energy saving measures
maintained by governments?
in buildings
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?

2

Mostly public funding
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created
in the future.
Yes, local businesses can benefit
from economic activity. Local
companies are needed for the
installation and maintenance of the
system.
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?

Relative
Depending on the initiator of the
intervention
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3

Yes
To a certain degree
No, the technology introduced is
already mature
The technology has proven to be
effective and reliable.
This type of integration of renewable
energy sources allows for changes
in technology.
This type of integration supports
other interventions to be restricted.
neighbourhood impact, local
ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary
energy consumption.
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG
emissions

5

5

LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?
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Mobility SCTP ID31
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Skopje Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3.7

3.7

3.5

3.5

2.0

3.7

4.2

3.0

2.7

POLITICS

3

3

3

3

2

4

2

3

3

ECONOMICS

4

4

2

2

1

2

4

2

2

SOCIETY

3

3

4

4

2

3

5

2

2

TECHNOLOGY

5

5

4

4

2

4

4

4

2

ENVIRONMENT

5

5

4

4

3

4

5

3

3

LAW

2

2

4

4

2

5

5

4

4

SCORE

Table A3.17. Skopje Mobility PESTEL scoring

31

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

1 – EV cars (private sector)
3.67
Low probability
Low probability
Low probability
4
There is a political trend towards for this
intervention and there is existing political
support
Each political party has set similar visions for
this intervention
It has set up a mechanism for financing in
Macedonia. This type of intervention is aided
by subsidies
Probably, yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

3

Benefits only for a specific group of people
No

2

Yes
Not really
No, the technology introduced is already
mature
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

4

Yes
will support other interventions

local ecology, local infrastructure
Not really, only if renewables are used for
electricity
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
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Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation
Yes
Probably, yes

2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

2 – EV cars (public sector)
3.67
Low probability
Low probability
Low probability
4
There is a political trend towards for this
intervention and there is existing political
support
Each political party has set similar visions for
this intervention
Funding is usually through public funding
from public institutions
Probably, yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

2

Benefits only for a specific group of people
No

2

Yes
I'm not sure
No
The technology has proven to be effective
and reliable.

4

Probably, yes
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted
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What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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local ecology, local infrastructure
Not really, only if renewables are used for
electricity
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation

4

Yes
Yes

3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 3 – EV bus (public sector)
SCORE
3.50
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?

Current policies are aligned with the
integration of EV bus
No, pressure groups have good acceptance
among the local populace
Risk of some future changes. Stable area
from a political point of view (national level)
There is a political trend towards for this
intervention and there is existing political
support
Each political party has set similar visions for
this intervention
Funding is usually through public funding
from public institutions and loans from banks
and funds (European / world)
To a certain degree
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

3

2

The intervention has a significant societal
impact
Yes
Yes
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Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
No
Yes
4
Probably, yes
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

local ecology, local infrastructure
Not really, only if renewables are used for
electricity
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation

4

4

Probably, yes
Yes

4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
4.50
Low probability
No legal difficulties have been identified
No

3

To a certain degree
Maybe

Currently there is no EV bile system, but if
this intervention is undertaken will be done
with public or public - private finding
Should be calculated
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity
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SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

The intervention has a significant social
impact
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
4
Yes
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

local ecology, local infrastructure
Not really, only if renewables are used for
electricity
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation

4

4

N/A
N/A

5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP 5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
SCORE
2.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?

No
No, pressure groups have good acceptance
among the local populace
Risk of some future changes. Stable area
from a political point of view (national level)
There is a political trend towards for this
intervention and there is existing political
support
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Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Each political party has set similar visions for
this intervention
Funding is usually through public funding
from public institutions
Probably, yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

1

The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
Probably, yes

2

Yes
I'm not sure
This type of intervention introduces
innovations in the state of the art
I'm not sure

2

Probably, yes
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

local ecology, local infrastructure
3
Contributes to improving energy efficiency
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation
I'm not sure
Probably, yes
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6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

6 – Last mile logistics
3.67
No
No, it will attract support
No

4

Currently no
Yes

Public or private - if implemented
Probably, yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

2

The intervention has a significant social
impact
Yes

3

Yes
Probably, yes
No
Yes
4
N/A
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

local ecology, local infrastructure
4
No
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
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Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation
Yes
Yes

7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP 7 – Multimodality
SCORE
4.17
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? Low possibility
No, pressure groups have good acceptance
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
among the local populace
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism Risk of some future changes. Stable area
in the future?
from a political point of view (national level)
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
No clearly presented political support
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
No clearly presented political support
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

2

public funding / investment funds
Yes
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

4

The intervention has a significant social
impact
Yes

5

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
4
Yes
Will support
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What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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local ecology, local infrastructure
Contributes to reducing primary energy
consumption
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation

5

Yes
Yes

8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP 8 – ITS for parking management
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?

No
No
/

3

No clearly presented political support
N/A

Public or private
N/A
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity

2

The intervention has a significant social
impact
N/A

2

No
I'm not sure
No
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Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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Yes
Yes
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

local ecology, local infrastructure
3
To a certain degree
Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation

4

N/A
Probably, yes

9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?

9 – Expansion charging infrastructure
2.67
No
No
/

3

No clearly presented political support
N/A

Public or private
N/A
New business models related to this
intervention are likely to be created in the
future
Yes, local businesses can benefit from
economic activity
The intervention does not have a substantial
social impact
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Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

I'm not sure
Probably, yes
I'm not sure
No
I'm not sure
2
N/A
This type of integration will not allow other
interventions to be restricted

What are key environmental factors over its
local ecology, local infrastructure
lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption
To a certain degree
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? Yes, it contributes to reduce GHG emissions
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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No legal difficulties have been identified
As our legislation is in line with European
laws, it is only possible to adjust the
legislation for some specific situations in our
country. The city government can take the
initiative to the state authorities for some
change in the regulation
Probably, yes
Yes
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Annex 3.5.3

Skopje ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

3.3

2.8

3.2

POLITICS

3

2

3

ECONOMICS

4

2

3

SOCIETY

4

3

3

TECHNOLOGY

4

4

4

ENVIRONMENT

2

3

4

LAW

3

3

2

Table A3.18. Skopje ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty? Low probability
Low probability, only in case where open
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
data relates to personal data
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
Low probability
in the future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
It is not harmonized. Political support is
existing political support?
limited.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Not sure.
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
public - private funding
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Low capital for this intervention is needed
Are the business models related to it likely to
Further research is needed
be lost or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
Local businesses would benefit from the
economic benefits?
data to come up with new services/products
SOCIETY
Younger generations and digitally skilled
Does it promote equality?
groups
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
No
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
Definitely YES.
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Partly YES.
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
No
There are many private companies that use
Has it ever been proven as an effective
and sell systems and have proven to be
intervention before?
successful. Some of them are certainly
applicable to most citizens.
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
Surely he can. The question is how much it
technology?
will cost.
Perhaps there would be the most legal
Will it significantly restrict or support other
restrictions here, and perhaps the period of
interventions to meet the same objective?
preparation and construction.
ENVIRONMENT
I don't think there are any key environmental
What are key environmental factors over its
factors. There will definitely be a need for a
lifetime?
number of electrical devices.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
No
reduction or energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction? No
LAW
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Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?
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I guess they exist. I would like to mention
that the Agency for Personal Data Protection
and the standards for quality and safety will
play a key role here.
The city government has limited resources.
He can only suggest.
Partly.
You shouldn't. However, these are strategic
plans.

2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCORE
2.83
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?

Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism
in the future?

Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
existing political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Partly. In Macedonia there are institutions
closed with open data. There is also a
Personal Data Protection Agency that needs
to issue you a permit for certain specifics.
Such that things are expected. There are
sensitive topics in our society.
I expect criticism to decline in the future. I
think it's time for open digital information.
The institutions involved would be more
influential.
It is not harmonized. Political support is
limited. Perhaps the problem will be the high
price to be paid for the service. However, we
are a poor country in which open data may
not be a top priority.

2

Not sure.

Funding is usually through public funding
from public institutions.
I do not think so. The benefit would be easy
access to information, time savings,
resources, etc.
An analysis should be made of whether the
existing models can be adapted to the new
modules. How much will it cost?
Local businesses would benefit from
implementing and maintaining these
services. Some of them can be made and
maintained through sponsorships and the
like.
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SOCIETY

Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

It will not promote equality. I think the
younger generations will be able to use
these systems more. Older people will
definitely have a problem. Not all
smartphones, internet, email addresses and
the like have it.

3

No.
Definitely YES.
Partly YES.
No
There are many private companies that use
and sell systems and have proven to be
successful. Some of them are certainly
applicable to most citizens.
Surely he can. The question is how much it
will cost.
I wouldn't know. Perhaps there would be the
most legal restrictions here, and perhaps the
period of preparation and construction.

4

ENVIRONMENT
I don't think there are any key environmental
factors. There will definitely be a need for a
number of electrical devices.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. Energy efficiency will be on the
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? maximum level.
Partly. This system would be more useful for
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
monitoring, managing and digital documents.
LAW
I guess they exist. I would like to mention
that the Agency for Personal Data Protection
Have any legal constrain been identified?
and the standards for quality and safety will
play a key role here.
Does the city government have the power to
The city government has limited resources.
implement legal framework modification?
He can only suggest.
Does it comply with existing policy and
Partly.
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
You shouldn't. However, these are strategic
government or European policy?
plans.
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?
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3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Partly. In Macedonia there are institutions
closed with open data. There is also a
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Personal Data Protection Agency that needs
to issue you a permit for certain specifics.
Such that things are expected. There are
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
sensitive topics in our society.
I expect criticism to decline in the future. I
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism think it's time for open digital information.
in the future?
The institutions involved would be more
influential.
It is not harmonized. Political support is
limited. Perhaps the problem will be the high
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there
price to be paid for the service. However, we
existing political support?
are a poor country in which open data may
not be a top priority.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely
Not sure.
to be maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been
identified for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to
be lost or new ones created in the future?

Does it offer the opportunity for wider local
economic benefits?

Funding is usually through public funding
from public institutions.
I do not think so. The benefit would be easy
access to information, time savings,
resources, etc.
An analysis should be made of whether the
existing models can be adapted to the new
modules. How much will it cost?
Local businesses would benefit from
implementing and maintaining these
services. Some of them can be made and
maintained through sponsorships and the
like.

3

3

SOCIETY

Does it promote equality?

Has the participation of vulnerable groups in
the intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing
and happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective
intervention before?

It will not promote equality. I think the
younger generations will be able to use
these systems more. Older people will
definitely have a problem. Not all
smartphones, internet, email addresses and
the like have it.

3

No.
Definitely YES.
Partly YES.
No
There are many private companies that use
and sell systems and have proven to be
successful. Some of them are certainly
applicable to most citizens.
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Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in
technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
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Surely, he can. The question is how much it
will cost.
I wouldn't know. Perhaps there would be the
most legal restrictions here, and perhaps the
period of preparation and construction.

ENVIRONMENT
I don't think there are any key environmental
factors. There will definitely be a need for a
number of electrical devices.
Is it contributing to energy consumption
Yes. Energy efficiency will be on the
reduction or energy efficiency improvement? maximum level.
Partly. This system would be more useful for
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
monitoring, managing and digital documents.
LAW
What are key environmental factors over its
lifetime?

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and
legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing
government or European policy?

I guess they exist. I would like to mention
that the Agency for Personal Data Protection
and the standards for quality and safety will
play a key role here.
The city government has limited resources.
He can only suggest.
Partly
You shouldn't. However, these are strategic
plans.
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Annex 3.6 Kerava PESTEL
Annex 3.6.1

Kerava Energy SCTPs PESTEL

Energy SCTP
1
ID32

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

SCORE 2.7 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.7 3.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 4.0 2.7 1.8 1.8 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3
POLITICS

3

3

3

3

4

3

2

2

2

5

3

1

1

4

4

5

5

ECONOMICS

3

4

3

3

4

3

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

4

4

5

4

SOCIETY

2

3

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

5

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

TECHNOLOGY

3

4

4

3

4

4

3

3

3

5

3

2

2

5

5

4

4

ENVIRONMENT

3

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

5

5

4

5

LAW

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

3

3

3

3

Table A3.19. Kerava Energy PESTEL scoring

32

1 Construction of (private) residential building; 2 Construction of (public) residential building; 3
Construction of public tertiary building; 4 Retrofitting of private residential buildings; 5 Retrofitting
of public residential buildings; 6 Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings; 7 Building integrated RES
in a residential building; 8 Building integrated RES in a tertiary building; 9 Urban scale RES; 10
Smart public lighting; 11 Humble lampposts; 12 Smart controls and domotics in residential
building; 13 Smart controls and domotics in tertiary building; 14 Urban thermal storage; 15 Urban
electrical storage; 16 Building repurposing actions; 17 District heating and cooling.
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1. Construction of (private) residential building
1 - Construction of (private) residential
building
SCORE
2.67
POLITICS
Not direct influence
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
Yes
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Not known
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Reduction of energy consumption

Yes

3

3

2

3

Yes
Support

Yes

3

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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2. Construction of (public) residential building
2 - Construction of (public) residential
building
SCORE
3.50
City owned company
POLITICS
Nikkarinkruunu, some influence
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
Yes
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Not known
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Yes
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
Yes
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology? Yes
Will it significantly restrict or support other
Support
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
Energy General SCTP

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Reduction of energy consumption

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

Yes

3

4

3

4

5

Yes

Yes
Yes
No
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3. Construction of public tertiary building
Energy General SCTP 3 - Construction of public tertiary building
SCORE
3.17
POLITICS
Direct influence, city owned
Yes, city owned buildings are large
investments and it's difficult to
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
reason higher investment cost
because of Climate.
Yes, criticism varies between
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
projects and parties.
3
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes, if negative experiences from
future?
projects. Stakeholders are involved.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing Yes, if renovation options are not
political support?
feasible.
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

Yes, private models exist, but city
has decided to use public funding.
No

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

3

Both
Both

No

3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4

Yes
Support

Reduction of energy consumption
Yes

4

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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4. Retrofitting of private residential buildings
4 – Retrofitting of private residential
buildings
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
No influence, information sharing
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Yes
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Yes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
Yes
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
No
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Energy savings

Yes

3

3

3

3

Yes
Support

Both

4

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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5. Retrofitting of public residential buildings
5 – Retrofitting of public residential
buildings
SCORE
3.67
City owned company
POLITICS
Nikkarinkruunu, some influence
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Yes
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Yes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
Yes
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
No
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Yes
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
Yes
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology? Yes
Will it significantly restrict or support other
Support
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
Energy General SCTP

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Energy savings

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

Both

4

4

4

4

4

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
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6. Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
Energy General SCTP 6 – Retrofitting of public tertiary buildings
SCORE
3.33
POLITICS
Direct influence
Yes, indoor climate issues are very
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
important at the moment
Yes, local populace related to indoor
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
climate
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
3
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
No, there is some support in the
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
whole political spectrum, but not
maintained by governments?
comprehensive in any.
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified Yes, with public funding at the
for it?
moment.
Yes, however the payback period is
Does it offer a return on capital?
long.
3
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes
No

4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4

Yes
Support

Energy savings
Both

4

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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7. Building integrated RES in a residential building
7 – Building integrated RES in a residential
building
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS
Information sharing
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
2
future?
Energy General SCTP

Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

2

Both
Both

Specific group
No

3

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

3

No
Support

Less grid dependency, reduce
energy consumption, balancing the
grid

3

Both
Yes
No
Selling (renewable) energy to the
neighbouring property causes taxes
- need to be solved on country level.
No

Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
No
European policy?
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8. Building integrated RES in a tertiary building
8 – Building integrated RES in a tertiary
building
SCORE
2.50
POLITICS
Direct influence, new construction
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
No
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
Yes
for it?
Yes, depending on the technology
Does it offer a return on capital?
the payback time can be very long.
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
Both
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
Both
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
No, specific group (municipalities)
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
No
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
No
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
Yes
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology? Yes
Will it significantly restrict or support other
Support
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
Energy General SCTP

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Less grid dependency, reduce
energy consumption, balancing grid

2

2

3

3

3

Both
Yes
No
Selling (renewable) energy to the
neighbouring property causes taxes
- need to be solved on country level.
No

Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
No
European policy?
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9. Urban scale RES
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

9 – Urban scale RES
2.50
Direct influence, new construction
Yes, difficulty.
Yes
Yes

2

Yes
Yes

No
Yes, depending on the technology the
payback time can be very long.

2

Both, changes in law are coming
Both

Yes
No

3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

3

Yes
Support

Less grid dependency, reduce energy
consumption, balancing grid

3

Both
Yes

Have any legal constrain been identified?

Yes, grid tax legislation is going to be
changed so that it helps selling the
energy from RES.

Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

Selling (renewable) energy to the
neighbouring property causes taxes need to be solved on country level.

No
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
No
European policy?
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10. Smart public lighting
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

10 – Smart public lighting
4.00

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Direct
No
No
Minimal risk.

5

Yes
Yes

Publicly financed, no private
mechanisms identified.
Yes

3

New ones created
Neither

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes

5

Yes
Support

Less energy needed, less light
pollution

4

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
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11. Humble lampposts
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

11 – Humble lampposts
2.67

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Direct
No
No
Minimal risk

3

Yes
Yes

No
Not known

2

Both
Both

Yes
No

3

Yes
Yes

No

3

No
Support

Indirect effects - environmental
monitoring sensors, enable smart
services, electric vehicle charging
points etc.

3

Energy consumption reduction
Not known
No
No
Yes
No
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12. Smart controls and Domotics in residential building
12 – Smart controls and Domotics in
residential building
SCORE
1.83
POLITICS
No influence
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Yes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes, GDPR issues need to be taken
future?
into account.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
No
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
New ones created
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic Yes, especially with energy
benefits?
storages.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Yes.
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Yes
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

1

1

3

No
Yes

2

Yes
Highly support

Energy savings, raising awareness,
link to people's behaviour

3

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
GDPR brings challenges
No
Yes
Yes
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13. Smart controls and Domotics in a tertiary building
13 – Smart controls and Domotics in a
tertiary building
SCORE
1.83
POLITICS
Direct, city owned
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
No
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
No
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes, GDPR issues need to be taken
1
future?
into account.
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
Yes
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
Yes
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
No, public funding
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Yes
1
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
New ones created
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic Yes, especially with energy
benefits?
storages.
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Specific group
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
No
intervention been considered?
3
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
Yes
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
Yes
TECHNOLOGY
Energy General SCTP

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No
Yes

2

Yes
Highly support

Energy savings, link to people's
behaviour

3

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
GDPR brings challenges
No
Yes
Yes
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14. Urban thermal storage
Energy General SCTP 14 – Urban thermal storage
SCORE
4.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

City owned Keravan Energia, some
influence
No
No
No

4

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

4

Both
Both

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Balancing network

No

5

No
Support

Both

5

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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15. Urban electrical storage
Energy General SCTP 15 – Urban electrical storage
SCORE
4.33
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

City owned Keravan Energia, some
influence
No
No
Yes

4

Yes
Yes

No
No

4

Both
Both

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Balancing network

Yes

5

No
Support

Both

5

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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16. Building repurposing actions
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

16 – Building repurposing actions
4.33

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

Some influence
No
No
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

5

New ones created
Both

Specific group
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes

4

Yes
Support

Energy savings, better conditions
Both

4

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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17. District heating and cooling
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

17 – District heating and cooling
4.33

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

High influence
No
No
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

4

Neither
Both

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes

4

Yes
Restrict

Energy savings, better conditions
Both

5

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Kerava Mobility SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.3

2.3

1.8

2.8

2.7

2.8

POLITICS

4

4

4

5

2

1

4

4

3

ECONOMICS

4

3

4

5

3

1

4

3

5

SOCIETY

3

5

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

TECHNOLOGY

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

ENVIRONMENT

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

LAW

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

SCORE

Table A3.20. Kerava Mobility PESTEL scoring

33

1 EV cars (private sector); 2 EV cars (public sector); 3 EV bus (public sector); 4 EV bike or
scooter (public sector); 5 Demand management/ Smart charging; 6 Last mile logistics; 7
Multimodality; 8 ITS for parking management; 9 Expansion charging infrastructure.
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1. EV cars (private sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

1 – EV cars (private sector)
2.83

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

No influence
No
Yes
Yes

4

No
No

Private financing
Yes

4

Both
Yes

No
No

3

Yes
Yes

Yes

2

No
Restrict

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No
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2. EV cars (public sector)
Energy General SCTP 2 – EV cars (public sector)
SCORE
3.00
POLITICS
Direct
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?

Yes, overall how much money should be
used to climate change actions. Lots of
suspicion towards eCars, especially
related to winter time.
No

4
No
No
No

Only option public financing
Yes

3
Both
Yes, production of eCars (some
elements in supply chain), energy
production locally with RES

SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?

No

Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?

Restrict, might prevent the change to
other fuels (e.g. fuel cells) or modes
(cycling, walking etc.)

ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

5

No
Yes
No
No

2
No

Energy savings, emission reduction
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No
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3. EV bus (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

3 – EV bus (public sector)
3.00
High influence
No
No
No

4

Yes, easier to reason compared to
eCars
Yes

Private financing, public sector buys
service and pays costs there
Yes, but so far there's limited
information about lifecycle

4

Both
Yes

Yes
No
Yes, public transportation in high
density areas like city centres.
Emission and noise levels lower.
Yes

4

No
Yes

2

No
Restrict, might prevent the change to
other fuels (e.g. fuel cells)

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW

Energy savings

Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

Yes

3

Yes

Not needed
Yes
No
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4. EV bike or scooter (public sector)
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

4 – EV bike or scooter (public sector)
3.33

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

Direct
No
No
No

5

Yes
Yes

Only option public financing
Yes

5

Both
Yes

No
Yes

4

Yes
Yes

Yes

2

Yes
No

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No
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5. Demand management/ Smart charging
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

5 – Demand management/ Smart charging
2.33

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

No influence
No
No
No

2

Yes
Yes

Private financing
Yes

3

Both
Yes

No
No

3

No
Yes

No

2

Yes
Support

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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6. Las mile logistics
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

6 – Last mile logistics
1.83

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

Not relevant
No
No
No

1

Yes
Yes

Private financing
Yes

1

New ones created
Yes

Yes
No

3

Yes
Yes

No

2

Yes
No

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No
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7. Multimodality
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

7 – Multimodality

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No

2.83
High influence
No
No
No

4

No
No

Private financing
Not known

4

New ones created
No

No
No

3

No
Yes

No

2

Yes
No

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
No
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8. ITS for parking management
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

8 – ITS for parking management
2.67

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?

No

Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?

High influence
No
No
No

4

Yes
Yes

Mostly public financing
No

3

New ones created
No

No
No

3

No
Yes

Yes

2

Yes
No

Energy savings
Yes

3

Yes
Yes - GDPR
No
Yes, but all possibilities cannot be
activated.

Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
No
European policy?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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9. Expansion charging infrastructure
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

9 – Expansion charging infrastructure
2.83

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

No

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

High influence
No
Yes
Yes

3

No
No

Private financing
Not yet, but possible in future

5

New ones created
Yes

No
No

3

No
Yes

No

2

Yes
Support

Indirect effects - supports energy
savings

3

Yes
Yes
No
Not needed
Yes
Yes
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Kerava ICT SCTPs PESTEL

1
2
ICT SCTP ID Use of open data for Inputs and Outputs of
new business
Urban platform
SCORE

3
Internet of Things
deployment

4.0

4.0

4.0

POLITICS

3

5

3

ECONOMICS

5

5

5

SOCIETY

4

4

4

TECHNOLOGY

5

4

5

ENVIRONMENT

2

2

2

LAW

5

4

5

Table A3.21. Kerava ICT PESTEL scoring
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1. Use of open data for new business
Energy General SCTP 1 – Use of open data for new business
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Joint service provider among several
municipalities KUUMA-ICT, not
relevant
Yes
Yes
No risk

3

Yes
Yes

No
No

5

Both
Definitely yes

In theory yes, in practice no
No

4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5

Yes
Both

Indirect effects - helps to measure,
innovate etc.

2

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
GDPR, lack of contract models
No
Yes
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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2. Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
Energy General SCTP 2 – Inputs and Outputs of Urban platform
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Joint service provider among several
municipalities KUUMA-ICT, not
relevant
Yes
Yes
No risk

5

Yes
Yes

No
No

5

New ones created
Yes

In theory yes, in practice no
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4

Yes
Both

Indirect effects - helps to measure,
innovate etc.

2

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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3. Internet of Things deployment
Energy General SCTP 3 – Internet of Things deployment
SCORE
4.00
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Joint service provider among several
municipalities KUUMA-ICT, not
relevant
Yes
Yes
No risk

3

Yes
Yes

No
No

5

New ones created
Yes

In theory yes, in practice no
Yes

4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5

Yes
Both

Indirect effects - helps to measure,
innovate etc.

2

Energy consumption reduction
Yes
GDPR
No
Yes
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 3.6.4
NTA SCTP ID34

Kerava Non-Technical actions SCTPs PESTEL
1

2

3

4

5

2.8

3.5

3.7

3.8

3.7

POLITICS

5

5

5

3

5

ECONOMICS

3

4

5

4

5

SOCIETY

5

5

3

5

3

TECHNOLOGY

1

2

2

3

2

ENVIRONMENT

2

4

3

4

3

LAW

1

1

4

4

4

SCORE

Table A3.22. Kerava NTA PESTEL scoring

34

1 Employment initiatives; 2 50/50 Programmes; 3 Shared private-public investment models for
sustainable energy consumption and circular economy; 4 Prosumer Energy Cooperatives; 5
District refurbishment local investment fund.
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1. Employment initiatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

1 – Employment initiatives
2.83

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

High influence
No
No
No

5

Yes
Yes

No
No

3

New ones created
Yes

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Not known

1

Yes
Support

Not known
Neither

2

No
Yes
No
Maybe
No
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2. 50/50 Programmes
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

2 – 50/50 Programmes
3.5

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Not relevant
No
No
No

5

Yes
Yes

No
No

4

New ones created
Yes

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Yes

2

Yes
Support

Energy savings, community
involvement

4

Both
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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3. Shared private-public investment models for sustainable energy
consumption and circular economy
3 – Shared private-public investment
Energy General SCTP models for sustainable energy consumption
and circular economy
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Direct
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Yes, some difficulty, but not a barrier
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Yes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes
5
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY

Yes, at the moment the support is
limited.

Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

Yes

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

Yes

Yes, some

Yes
Yes

5

New ones created
Yes

No

3

Yes
Yes

Not known

2

Yes
Support

Energy savings
Both

3

Yes
Yes
No
Maybe
No
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4. Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
Energy General SCTP
SCORE
POLITICS
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
future?
Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY

4 – Prosumer Energy Cooperatives
3.83

Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT

Yes

What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

High influence
No
No
No

3

Yes
Yes

No
No

4

New ones created
Yes

Yes
No

5

Yes
Yes

Not known

3

Yes
Support

Energy savings, community
cohesion

4

Both
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
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5. District refurbishment local investment fund (financial instrument)
5 – District refurbishment local investment
fund (financial instrument)
SCORE
3.67
POLITICS
Not relevant
Does it have any political barrier or difficulty?
Yes
Is it likely to attract significant criticism?
Yes
Is there a risk of substantial growing criticism in the
Yes
5
future?
Energy General SCTP

Is it aligned with the political trends? Is there existing
political support?
Is there cross-party support and is this likely to be
maintained by governments?
ECONOMICS
Have potential financing mechanisms been identified
for it?
Does it offer a return on capital?
Are the business models related to it likely to be lost
or new ones created in the future?
Does it offer the opportunity for wider local economic
benefits?
SOCIETY
Does it promote equality?
Has the participation of vulnerable groups in the
intervention been considered?
Does it promote healthy lifestyles, wellbeing and
happiness within the general populace?
Does it promote community cohesion?
TECHNOLOGY
Is it introducing any innovation to the SoA?
Has it ever been proven as an effective intervention
before?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changes in technology?
Will it significantly restrict or support other
interventions to meet the same objective?
ENVIRONMENT
What are key environmental factors over its lifetime?
Is it contributing to energy consumption reduction or
energy efficiency improvement?
Is it contributing to GHG emissions reduction?
LAW
Have any legal constrain been identified?
Does the city government have the power to
implement legal framework modification?
Does it comply with existing policy and legislation?
Is it a ‘future proofed’ against changing government or
European policy?

No
No

No
No

5

New ones created
Yes

Yes
No

3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Not known

2

Yes
Support

Energy savings, increased energy
efficiency, community cohesion

3

Both
Yes
Yes
No
Maybe
No
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